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Abstract 

Past and present colonial policies and legislation permit continuous infringement on Numbered 

Treaty First Nation rights, lands, resources, and Peoples—suppressing opportunities for political and 

socio-economic advancement. In 2016, Canada announced its Recognition and Implementation of 

Indigenous Rights (RIR) mandate to renew Crown/First Nation relations. New rights-based initiatives 

would amend domestic laws and policies to reflect international Indigenous rights outlined in the United 

Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), guided by the 1996 Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal People Final Report and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to 

Action. This research examined government actions to recognize and implement prior recommendations 

and frameworks presented in these inquiries to determine Canada's support for Numbered Treaty First 

Nation's self-determination of land and resource rights. Research then analyzed four primary proposed 

or enacted RIR initiatives to assess their alignment with UNDRIP. These include Canada's Ten Principles, 

National Engagement/What We Heard So Far, Recognition, and Implementation of Indigenous Rights 

Framework Overview, and Bill C-15. 

This research followed a critical social research methodology using qualitative document and 

discourse analysis methods. Data collection, interpretation, and analysis located events within a broad 

historical and social setting to compare Canada's colonial history with contemporary ideologies, 

systems, and institutions. I used a critical discourse decolonial theory derived from discourse, 

postcolonial and decolonial theoretical concepts. This perspective reflected how colonialism created and 

maintains Canadian power structures, with those in power structuring knowledge and formulating 

unquestioned societal norms and truths. Findings revealed that the federal Crown's RIR mandate is 

heavy on political rhetoric yet light on substantial legislative or policy changes that may decolonize 

ideologies, systems, and institutions. Canada's domestic approach to Treaty First Nation rights, lands, 

resources, and Peoples continues to uphold settler coloniality through Western ideologies, power 

imbalances, and constitutional supremacy that subjugates both Indigenous perspectives and 

international rights standards. 

Keywords: Assembly of First Nations; Bill C-15; National Engagement; Recognition and Implementation 

of Indigenous Rights Framework; Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples; Self-Determination; Settler 

Colonialism; Ten Principles; Truth and Reconciliation Commission; and United Nations Declaration on 

the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  
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Glossary 

 
Aboriginal Rights: The Supreme Court of Canada has defined Aboriginal rights as protecting those 
practices that are internal to the community and integral to the culture of an Indigenous People and 
that have their roots in the pre-contact (or prior to effective European control, with Métis rights) 
practices of the Indigenous Peoples (Peach, 2011, p. 11). Aboriginal rights are collective rights 
recognized and affirmed by Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and interpreted domestically. 
Therefore, they are not as powerful as Indigenous inherent rights recognized through international law. 
While not defined, they may include rights to title; land occupation; traditional use; self-government; 
and cultural and social rights. Canada has a duty to consult First Nations when it considers conduct that 
might adversely impact these rights (CIRNAC, 2018b). 
 
Aboriginal Title: This is an inherent right, recognized in common law, which originates prior to 
colonization through Indigenous occupation, use, and control of ancestral lands. It is not a right granted 
by the government; rather, it is a property right that the Crown first recognized in the 1763 Royal 
Proclamation that was subsequently recognized by several Supreme Court of Canada decisions. 
Canadian sovereignty over Indigenous lands and the Canadian legal understanding of Aboriginal title 
differs from First Nation understandings and remains a continual source of Crown/First Nation 
conflict (Irwin, 2018a). 
 
Authority: The power to influence or command thought, opinion, or behaviour (Merriam-Webster, 
n.d.). 
 
Bilateral Agreement: A contract between two parties whereby each side agrees to fulfil his or her side of 
the bargain. Within bilateral agreements, each party offers something of specific value with reciprocal 
obligations (Kenton, 2019a). 
 
The British North America Act: Now known as the Constitution Act, 1867, this was a law passed by the 
British Parliament that united the colonies of Ontario, Québec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick to 
create the Dominion of Canada—a federal state with a parliamentary system modelled on Britain 
(McIntosh & McConnell, 2021). 
 
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: This is an integral aspect of Canada's 1982 Constitutional 
amendments. The Charter protects every Canadian's right to be treated equally under the law. The 
Charter guarantees broad equality rights and other fundamental rights, such as the freedom of 
expression, freedom of assembly and freedom of religion (Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2020). 
 
The Charlottetown Accord: This 1992 Accord was an attempt by Prime Minister Mulroney to amend the 
1982 Canadian Constitution. Constitutional changes would have recognized Quebec as a distinct 
society; decentralized federal powers to the provinces; reformed the Senate and House of Commons; 
and addressed Indigenous self-government. The Accord failed through a national referendum that asked 
Canadians, "Do you agree that the Constitution of Canada should be renewed on the basis of the 
agreement reached on August 28, 1992?" While 45% answered yes, 55% answered no (Gall, 2020). 
 
 
 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/CONST/page-15.html
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/article/british-north-america-act/
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Colonialism: The policy of a country extending or keeping its authority over other Peoples, lands, and 
resources to secure economic dominance. Often used to describe the process of European settlement 
and political control over the Americas, Australia, Africa, and Asia. Colonizers imposed their cultural, 
religious, political and economic practices on the colonized through a western worldview of superiority 
(Veracini, 2010). 
 
Comprehensive Land Claims: These are modern day Crown/First Nation treaties. These agreements 
involve are based upon traditional land and occupancy use and pertain to First Nations that did not sign 
historical numbered treaties and were not displaced from their lands (Crowe, 2019). 
 
Consensus: Within Traditional Indigenous leadership, consensus was not the same as unanimity. 
Decision-making processes involved listening to opinions and concerns of others to resolve issues to 
work towards a suitable decision that worked best for the community (Indigenous Corporate Training, 
2017). 
 
The Constitution Act, 1982: This amended constitution patriated Canada, providing full independence 
from Britain. This Act provides several other amendments to the British North American Act, 1867 
(Canada's original Constitution) including enactment of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; 
recognition and protection of Aboriginal and treaty rights through Section 25 and 35; and outlined 
procedures for future Constitutional amendments (Azzi, 2020). 
 
The Crown: For this dissertation, the terms Crown, federal Crown, Canada, and federal government will 
be used intermittingly to represent the Government of Canada, officially Her Majesty's Government, 
responsible for the federal administration of Canada. "Judicial power flows from the Crown, executive 
power flows from the Crown, legislative power flows from the Crown, the concept of the state as a 
person, so how it holds property, how it employs people, the privileges it has, all these things are 
monarchical" (Lagassé, as cited in Treble, 2016, para. 3). In Canada, the term Crown is also used when 
referring to provincial legislatures. 
 
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada: CIRNAC is one of two federal departments 
(formerly Indigenous Affairs and Northern Development) responsible for policies relating to Indigenous 
Peoples and communities including Treaties, Indigenous rights frameworks, and reconciliation. 
 
Crown Lands: In Canada, Crown lands describe land owned by the federal or provincial governments. 
Authority over and control of these public lands rests with the Crown, hence their name. Less than 11% 
of Canada's land is in private hands; 41% is federal Crown land and 48% is provincial Crown land 
(Neimanis, 2016, para. 1). 
 
Decolonial Theory: This is a revolutionary epistemology to understand historical and contemporary 
injustice and resistance. This form of thought provides critical insights into knowledges from subaltern 
voices concerned with how modernity shapes colonial structures, inequalities, the daily lives of the 
colonized, and resistance strategies. Decolonial studies remain marginal in the social sciences (Weiner, 
2018). 
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Doctrine of Discovery: A concept of international law originating from the Age of Discovery that applied 
to colonial power claims to lands that belonged to foreign sovereign nations. This doctrine provides land 
title to the government whose subjects travelled to and occupied a territory whose inhabitants were not 
subjects of a European Christian monarch. It is primarily used to support decisions that invalidate 
Indigenous possession to land to prove title to colonial or postcolonial governments (Harjo, 2014).  
 
Duty to Consult: Affirmed by the Supreme Court, the duty to consult and, if appropriate, accommodate 
the concerns of Indigenous Peoples is a statutory, contractual and common law obligation that must be 
fulfilled by the Crown (Federal, Provincial, and Territorial) prior to taking legislative or development 
actions that may impact the Aboriginal or treaty rights of Indigenous peoples in Canada (Irwin, 2018, 
para. 1). 
 
Elders: People who have earned the right to be recognized as an Elder in his/her community and/or in 
other First Nation communities. Most have a variety of special gifts they have acquired and earned. 
These Elders can pass on traditional teachings and provide spiritual guidance (Saskatchewan Indigenous 
Cultural Centre, 2019). 
 
Enfranchisement: This is a legal process for terminating a person's Indigenous status and loss of rights 
and benefits and conferring them to Canadians. The purpose was to encourage assimilation/civilization 
and to reduce the number of Indigenous Peoples the federal Crown was financially responsible for; 1951 
and 1985 amendments to the Indian Act revised those portions of the Indian Act that relate to 
Indian status, and by extension, to the process of enfranchisement (Crey, 2009). Regardless of these 
amendments, the Act continues to define Indian status. 
 
Equity Acres: These TLE lands are in recognition of population growth and the opportunity cost of having 
smaller reserves for all those years (Flanagan, 2019a). 
 
Eurocentrism: A western worldview that assumes cultural superiority, imposing western perspectives 
and values such as Christianity, democracy, and capitalism on non-European societies (Pokhrel, 2011).  
 
Free, Prior and Informed Consent: This is a principle protected by international human rights standards 
that state, 'all peoples have the right to self-determination' and—linked to the right to self-
determination—'all peoples have the right to freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural 
development.' Backing FPIC are the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(UNDRIP), the Convention on Biological Diversity and the International Labour Organization Convention 
169, which are the most powerful and comprehensive international instruments that recognize the 
plights of Indigenous Peoples and defend their rights (United Nations, 2016b, para. 2). 
 
1857 Gradual Civilization Act: "Act to Encourage the Gradual Civilization of Indian Tribes in this Province, 
and to Amend the Laws Relating to Indians" allowed for the voluntary enfranchisement of recognized 
Indigenous males over the age of 21 fluent in English or French, relatively educated, free from debt and 
of good moral character. Although intended to accelerate the assimilation of Indigenous Peoples into 
Canadian Society, only one person voluntarily enfranchised (RCAP, 1996a).  
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1869 Gradual Enfranchisement Act: This established the elective band council system that remains in 
the Indian Act to this day. It also granted the Department of Indian Affairs extreme control over the 
status of Indigenous Peoples and their ability to maintain it. This Act determined whether Peoples were 
of good moral character; restricted the governing powers of band councils, regulated alcohol 
consumption and determined who would be eligible for band and treaty benefits (RCAP, 1996a).  
 
Honour of the Crown: Through the Crown's claim of sovereignty over Indigenous lands and Peoples, it is 
required to deal honourably within this relationship. The honour of the Crown obliges the Crown to 
respect Aboriginal rights, which requires it to negotiate with Aboriginal Peoples to identify those rights. 
It also obliges the Crown to consult with Aboriginal Peoples in all cases where its activities affect their 
asserted rights and, where appropriate, to accommodate these rights by adjusting the activities 
(Slattery, 2005). 
 
Impact Benefit Agreements (IBA): This Industry/First Nation agreement attempts to define and evaluate 
potential environmental and socio-economic impacts of large-scale development projects on First 
Nation communities. These are bi-lateral Industry-First Nation legally binding private contracts that 
often help to build capacity within First Nations through provision of infrastructure, training, and 
employment to offset those affected. The private nature of impact benefit agreements makes them 
subject to confidentiality provisions. IBAs are now widely accepted as standard practice for new mines 
(Kennett, 1999; Shanks, 2006). 
 
Imperialism: An ideology that extends from a country's rule over a foreign nation; usually obtained 
through military force or political and economic control. Prohibited by international law, this term 
applies to the colonization of the Americas between the 16th and 19th centuries (Trefil et al., 2003, 
2020). 
 
The Indian Act: It is a Canadian Act of Parliament pertaining to registered Indians, their Bands, and their 
reserves. Developed over time and consolidated in 1876, the Indian Act comprises separate pieces of 
colonial legislation, such as the Gradual Civilization Act of 1857 and the Gradual Enfranchisement Act. 
(Hanson, 2009a). Still in force today, it is the primary document defining how the government of Canada 
interacts with First Nations (Indians). This Act has a wide-ranging scope, including governance, land use, 
education, and status recognition (Belanger, 2014). 
 
Indian Claims Commission: Created in 1991, this is an independent advisory body, comprising a panel of 
six lawyers to investigate the specific claims rejected by the Department of Office of Native Claims 
(Flanagan, 2019a). 
 
Indian Oil and Gas Canada (IOGC): A regulatory agency within Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 
renamed Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC). This department manages 
and administers the exploration and development of crude oil and natural gas on First Nation reserve 
lands (GOC, 2014). 
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The Indian Residential School System: This was network of First Nation Boarding Schools funded by the 
Department of Indian Affairs and administered through Christian churches. Originating pre-
Confederation, it became primarily active in 1876 with enactment of the Indian Act. The purpose of this 
assimilation policy was to remove Indigenous children from their culture to 'to kill the Indian in the 
child.' Over 100 years, approximately 30% of First Nation children (around 150,000) were placed in these 
schools nationally. The number of school-related deaths remains unknown due to incomplete historical 
records, though estimates range from 3,200 to upwards of 6,000. These schools caused egregious harm 
to First Nation children by removing them from their families; depriving them of their languages; forcibly 
enfranchising them; and exposing many to physical and sexual abuse (Marshall & Gallant, 2021). 
 
The Indian Trust Fund: The Indian Trust Fund is an account held by the Crown that holds all Band, 
Individual, and other First Nation moneys received from the sale or lease of lands, royalties, and 
revenues from natural resources for the "use and benefit" of First Nations. These funds are managed 
under the Financial Administration Act and in accordance with the "Indian Moneys" sections of the 
Indian Act. These outline the legal framework for how these funds may be collected, maintained, and 
accessed. Today, the Indian Trust exists within the Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF) of Canada—the 
general account where all taxes and revenues are deposited (Yellowhead Institute, 2021). 
 
Indigeneity: Oxford defines this term as the fact of originating or occurring naturally in a particular place. 
This often refers to Indigenous Peoples identified as the First People of a specific area. "Indigeneity as 
applied to First People came into use in the 1990s, as many colonized communities fought against 
erasure, genocide, and forced acculturation under colonial regimes" (Steeves, 2018, para. 1). 
 
Indigenous Knowledge: This term encompasses traditional and non-traditional, ecological and non-
ecological knowledge. Canada replaces the term traditional knowledge with Indigenous Knowledge 
throughout the new impact assessment act and all other RIR initiatives (Stevenson, 1996). 
 
Indigenous Rights: These rights differ from Canada's domestic interpretation of Aboriginal and treaty 
rights. In general, Indigenous rights are inherent, collective rights that flow from the original occupation 
of the land, and from social orders created before the arrival of Europeans to North America and 
colonization. Indigenous rights pertain to the right to independence through self-determination 
regarding governance, land, resources, and culture (Henderson & Bell, 2019). 
 
Indigenous Services Canada (ISC): One of two federal departments (formerly Indigenous Affairs and 
Northern Development) responsible for Indian status, health, education, reserve governance, social 
programs, and community infrastructure. 
 
Inherent Right Policy: First launched in 1995 to guide self-government negotiations with Indigenous 
communities. Negotiated agreements put decision-making power into the hands of Indigenous 
governments who make their own choices about how to deliver programs and services to their 
communities (CIRNAC, 2020, para. 6). These self-government rights may be protected under Section 35 
as part of modern comprehensive land agreements or as additions to existing historic treaties in 
proposed rights-based initiative frameworks (Wherret, 1999a). 
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: A multilateral treaty adopted by United Nations 
General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) on 16 December 1966, and in force from 23 March 1976 under 
Article 49 of the covenant. In accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United 
Nations, this covenant recognizes the inherent dignity and equal and inalienable rights of all members of 
the human family as the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the world. The covenant promotes 
the ideal of civil and political freedom, as well as economic, social, and cultural rights of all persons 
(United Nations, 1966). 
 
Inuit: An Indigenous Peoples living primarily throughout 51 communities in Inuit Nunangat. This is the 
Inuit homeland encompassing 35% of Canada's landmass and 50% of its coastline. The Inuit are amoung 
the most culturally resilient in North America. Roughly 60% of Inuit report an ability to conduct a 
conversation in Inuktut (the Inuit language), and their Peoples continue to harvest country foods such as 
seal, narwhal, and caribou to feed their families and communities (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2020). 
 
Jurisdiction: The power, right, or authority to interpret and apply the law. The authority of a sovereign 
power to govern or legislate. Jurisdiction also applies to limits or territory within which authority may 
be exercised (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-a). 
 
Land Code: A comprehensive law created by a First Nation to replace the 32 sections of the Indian Act 
that relate to land management. When members of a First Nation vote yes to a Land Code, the Crown's 
management of reserve lands is more limited. First Nations exercise some powers without supervision 
or approval of Indigenous Services Canada and hold and manage revenue from their lands rather than 
the ISC holding funds in trust. Canada continues to hold title to reserve land (DGW Barristers and 
Solicitors, 2018). 
 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): A formal agreement between two or more parties to establish 
official partnerships. MOUs carry a degree of seriousness and respect, but are not legally binding 
(Kenton, 2019b). 
 
Métis: This term refers to Peoples of mixed Indigenous and European ancestry. Not all people of mixed 
Indigenous and Settler descent are Métis, who are their own distinct Indigenous group of Peoples, the 
Métis Nation, largely originating in western Canada. The Métis foster their own distinct culture and 
language (Gaudry, 2019). 
 
Nation-to-Nation: Originating with the 1763 Royal Proclamation, the term nation-to-nation pertains to 
the Indigenous Nations and Canadian Nation relationship. This is based upon recognition, rights, respect, 
co-operation and partnership with Indigenous people in Canada, acknowledging this as the right thing to 
do; a path to economic growth; a fundamental aspect of Canada's past, present, and future identity 
(Nickerson, 2017, p. 3). 
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The Native Council of Canada: Now recognized as the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples, the CAP was 
founded in 1971 and is one of five National Indigenous organizations recognized by the Canadian 
Government. Formerly the Native Council of Canada (NCC), it was established to represent the interests 
of Métis and non-status Indians, and now includes off-reserve status and non-status Indians, Métis, and 
Southern Inuit Aboriginal Peoples. The CAP is the national voice for its provincial and territorial affiliate 
organizations and holds consultative status with the United Nations, allowing participation on 
international issues on Indigenous issues (Congress of Aboriginal Peoples, 2021). 
 
Natural Resources: These are both mineral (inorganic) or biological (organic), renewable and non-
renewable, located on the land, under the land, or in water or air, used by First Nations to satisfy human 
needs and promote economic development (AFN, 2021g).  
 
Natural Resource Transfer Acts: A series of Acts passed in 1930 by the Parliament of Canada and the 
provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. This constitutional enactment 
transferred ownership and control of federal Crown lands and natural resources to the provinces (British 
North America Act, 1930). 
 
Non-status Indian: This term refers to any Indigenous person who is not registered with the federal 
government, or a Treaty Band. Non-Status Indians commonly identify themselves as Indians but for 
whatever reason, are not entitled to inclusion on the Indian Register under Indian Act criteria (GOC, 
2012). 
 
The North American Indigenous Caucus: The NAIC, also known as the Congressional Native American 
Caucus, is a bipartisan coalition of lawmakers with a mandate to advance nation-to-nation relationships 
with tribal governments and uphold federal trust responsibilities through the legislative process 
(Congressional Native American Caucus, 2021).  
 
Numbered Treaties: In Western Canada, the numbered treaties 1 to 11 are a series of historic post-
Confederation treaties made in rapid succession from 1871 to 1921 between First Nations and the 
Crown. They were political tools meant to secure alliances and ensure both parties could achieve goals 
set out for their peoples—at the time of treaty-making and in the future. They are as relevant today as 
they were when they were signed (Bird, 2018, para. 2). 
 
Peace and Friendship Treaties: Unlike the numbered treaties that ceded lands, early peace, and 
friendship treaties were agreements between First Nations and the British made to prevent war, 
facilitate trade, and to guarantee hunting, fishing, and land use rights for First Nation signatories. These 
involved the Mi'kmaw, Maliseet, Abenaki, Penobscot, and Passamaquoddy Peoples living in the 
provinces of Nova Scotia, PEI, New Brunswick, Quebec's Gaspe region, and the state of Maine in the USA 
(Wallace, 2020). 
 
Policies: A set of rules that guide governments, outlining what they intend to do and what they do not 
intend to do. Policies are not law, but can lead to new laws. A law is a formal system of rules derived 
from the welfare and equity of society. Administered through the courts, laws are enforceable in which 
the policies comply. While laws are framed to bring justice to society, they frame a policy to achieve 
certain goals (Kaushal, 2011). 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Register
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Register
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Post-Confederation Agreements: These are a series of eleven treaties signed from 1871 to 1921 
between the First Nations and the reigning monarch of Canada—Queen Victoria, King Edward VII or King 
George V of Britain (Confederation, 1867, 2017).  
 
The Royal Proclamation: This sets out guidelines for European settlement of First Nation territories in 
Canada. After Britain won the Seven Years' War, it was issued by King George III to officially claim British 
territory in North America. Canada recognizes the Proclamation as an important step toward the 
recognition of existing Aboriginal rights and title, including the right to self-determination (Hanson & 
Crey, 2009). 
 
Section 25 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: Protects three categories of rights and 
freedoms against Charter claims: (1) Aboriginal rights, (2) treaty rights and (3) other rights or freedoms 
that pertain to the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada (The Constitution Act, 1982). 
 
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982: Section 35 states that: (1) The existing Aboriginal and treaty 
rights of the Aboriginal People in Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed. (2) In this Act, Aboriginal 
Peoples of Canada includes the Indian, Inuit, and Métis Peoples of Canada (The Constitution Act, 1982). 
 
Self-determination: The free choice of one's own acts or states without external compulsion. It is the 
determination by the people of a territorial unit of their own future political status (Merriam-Webster, 
n.d.-b). 
 
Self-government: The Canadian Encyclopedia defines Indigenous self-government as a formal structure 
through which Indigenous communities may control the administration of their people, land, resources, 
and related programs and policies, through agreements with federal and provincial governments.  
Self-government restores the rights and powers of First Nation Peoples through a reconciliation of "pre-
existing Aboriginal societies with the sovereignty of the Crown" (Delgamuukw v British Columbia, [1997] 
3 SCR 1010, para. 186). Negotiating Indigenous self-government requires a restructuring of current 
federal and provincial forms of governing to recognize and restore inherent Indigenous rights 
(Indigenous Corporate Training, 2019). Forms of self-government are diverse, and self-government 
remains an evolving and contentious issue in Canadian law, policy, and public life (Henderson, 2020). 
 
Settler: A person who migrated to a less occupied area and established permanent residence, often to 

colonize. These are non-Indigenous people or ancestors of a non-Indigenous peoples who came and 

settled on lands inhabited by Indigenous Peoples. For example, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand 

(Eidinger & York-Bertram, 2019). 

 
Settler Colonialism: This is a type of colonialism whereby settlers displace the Indigenous Peoples of a 
colonized region and then permanently set up their own societies. This ongoing power system represses 
Indigenous cultures and normalizes settler occupation and exploitation of Indigenous lands and 
resources (Cox, 2017). 
 
Shortfall Acres: Refers to TLE land needed to bring First Nation reserve size up to what it should have 
been at the time of the first survey (Flanagan, 2019a). 
 

https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/aboriginal_rights
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/aboriginal_title
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Sovereignty: Originally understood as the equivalent of supreme power, the term relates to the ultimate 
authority in the maintenance of order and the decision-making process of a nation-state. Closely related 
to the concept of state/government and independence/democracy, this is one of the most controversial 
ideas within political science and international law (Zeidan, 2020). 
 
Spirit and Intent: The original spirit and intent of the numbered treaty process involves understanding 
and upholding the agreements First Nations negotiated, rather than focusing on how they have been 
reinterpreted long after the fact. This includes oral discussions omitted from the content of the written 
text. First Nation accounts uphold important principles of reciprocity, respect, and renewal rooted in 
thousands of years of experience and presence on these lands (Duhamel, 2013, para. 8). 
 
Specific Claims: These generally refer to claims by First Nations against the Crown that relate to land, 
other assets and the fulfilment of treaty obligations. "Specific claim settlements help to right past 
wrongs, renew relationships and advance reconciliation in a way that respects the rights of First Nations 
and all Canadians" (INAC 2010a, para. 1). First Nations have called for major changes in how these claims 
are processed, negotiated, and resolved (INAC, 2010b).  
 
Specific Claims Tribunal: Part of the federal government Justice at Last policy and joint initiative with the 
AFN. This Tribunal aims at accelerating the resolution of specific claims to provide justice for First 
Nations claimants and certainty for government and industry (Specific Claims Tribunal Canada, 2019). 
 
Stakeholder: This could include individuals, associations, organizations, and other levels of the federal 
government (Savage et al., 1991). 
 
Status Indians: All people who fit the Indian Act's description of an Indian are classified as Registered 
Indians or Status Indians. The federal Crown maintains this official status record through the Indian 
Register (McCue, 2020). Registered or Status Indians are Indigenous Peoples registered as an Indian 
under the Indian Act; recognized by the federal government as an Indian; and accorded the 
accompanying rights, benefits, and restrictions of the Indian Act and related policies (Saskatchewan 
Indigenous Cultural Centre, 2019). 
 
Sui Generis: This is a Latin term meaning 'of its own kind.' Sui generis describes legal protection that 
exists outside typical legal protections—something that is unique or different (Legal Information 
Institute, 2021a).  
 
Terra Nullius: Merriam-Webster defines the legal doctrine of terra nullius as land that is legally deemed 
to be unoccupied or uninhabited. This was a legal concept that allowed European colonial powers to 
take control of empty territory that other European colonial powers had not yet claimed. Most of these 
empty territories were inhabited, so they extended the term to include territories considered devoid of 
civilized society. In Canada, the Supreme Court has ruled that the doctrine of terra nullius never applied, 
stating this was confirmed through the 1763 Royal Proclamation (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-d). 
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Traditional Knowledge: refers to the knowledge, innovations, and practices of Indigenous and local 
communities around the world. Developed from experience gained over the centuries and adapted to 
the local culture and environment, traditional knowledge is transmitted orally from generation to 
generation (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2020). The Government of Canada now refers to 
traditional knowledge (TK) as Indigenous Knowledge (IK). 
 
Traditional Territory: A term that refers to lands that First Nations had historically used, and these are 
usually (though not always) contiguous with, or reasonably close to where a First Nation now lives 
(Flanagan, 2019a). The term describes the ancestral and contemporary connections of Indigenous 
Peoples to a geographical area. These may be defined by kinship ties, occupation, seasonal travel routes, 
trade networks, management of resources, and cultural and linguistic connections to place (Libby, 
2016). Governments refer to traditional territory as areas that are reasonably close to Indigenous 
reserves, while Indigenous Peoples view traditional territory as all geographic areas they are ancestrally 
and historically connected to. However, being hunters and gathers, these territories would have 
fluctuated with the seasons and annual harvesting rounds, often overlapping with other nations. 
(Flanagan, 2015; Libby, 2016).  
 
Treaty Indians: Persons who belong to a First Nation or Indian Band that signed a treaty with the Crown. 
Registered or Treaty Indians are sometimes also called Status Indians (Statistics Canada, 2011). 
 
Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE): Canada's Treaty Land Entitlement is a federal and provincial government 
process to fulfil the Crown's treaty commitments and resolve outstanding obligations to First Nations 
that did not receive all reserve lands they were entitled to under Treaty (City of Saskatoon, 2019). 
 
Treaty of Niagara: The 1764 Treaty of Niagara was an agreement between the British Crown 
(represented by Sir William Johnson) and 24 First Nations from the Haudenosaunee, Seneca, Wyandot 
of Detroit, Menominee, Algonquin, Nippissing, Ojibwa, Mississauga's, and others who were part of the 
Seven Nations of Canada and the Western Lakes Confederacy. The treaty transferred possession of a 
narrow four-mile strip of land by the Niagara River's western shore and signalled the ratification of the 
Royal Proclamation made the year before. The Silver Covenant Chain of Friendship was extended here 
into the Great Lakes Region of the continent (Tidridge, 2015).  
 
Treaty Rights: Rights affirmed and protected in the 1982 Constitution. Considered domestic, they are 
specific rights pertaining to within First Nations determined through treaties or judicial systems 
(Slattery, 2007). These rights are context specific and arise from Crown-Indigenous pre-Confederation, 
post-Confederation, and modern treaties (Newman, 2009; Slattery, 2000). They include friendship 
treaties; surrender treaties; land claims for self-government agreements; and right-specific bilateral 
agreements (Herbert, 2018). In general, they define specific rights, benefits, and obligations promised by 
the federal Crown, including rights to reserve lands, education, and traditional activities (GOC, 2018a). 
 
Turtle Island: A name for Mother Earth or North America used by many First Nations to describe their 
home and environment. "The name comes from various Indigenous oral histories that tell stories of a 
turtle that holds the world on its back. For some Indigenous Peoples, they therefore considered the 
turtle an icon of life, and the story of Turtle Island consequently speaks to various spiritual and cultural 
beliefs" (Robinson, 2018, para. 1). 
 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/aboriginal-people/
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/aboriginal-people/
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The United Nations: The United Nations is an international organization founded in 1945. It currently 
comprises 193 Member States. The mission and work of the United Nations are guided by the purposes 
and principles in its founding Charter. Because of the powers vested in its Charter and its unique 
international character, the United Nations acts on the issues confronting humanity in the 21st century, 
such as peace and security, climate change, sustainable development, human rights, disarmament, 
terrorism, humanitarian, and health emergencies, gender equality, governance, food production, and 
more (United Nations, 2021b, paras. 1 and 2). 
 
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP): The 2007 UNDRIP 
delineates and defines individual and collective Indigenous rights, including rights to self-determination; 
self-government; land ownership; and environmental protection. The UN Declaration is touted as a 
positive development that acknowledges global Nation-State obligations for the minimum human rights 
standards pertaining to Indigenous Peoples (Gunn, 2013, p. 149; United Nations, 2007a). Although 
presented to the international community in 2007, Canada did not endorse the declaration until 2010, 
citing concerns regarding compatibility with Crown/First Nation treaties; Section 35 Aboriginal rights; 
the Indian Act; self-government provisions; and free, prior and informed consent (Boutilier, 2017; Favel 
& Coates, 2016). 
 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights: The UDHR was proclaimed by the United Nations General 
Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948. Considered a milestone document in the history of human 
rights, it was drafted by representatives of varied legal and cultural backgrounds around the world and 
used as a common standard of acceptable fundamental human rights to be universally protected 
(United Nations, 1948).  
 
White Paper: Proposed in 1969, the federal government premised this policy on equality, with a 
proposed policy intended to ensure that title, authority, and jurisdiction over Indigenous lands would 
remain with the government indefinitely. Opposition and protests led to the 1982 constitutional 
recognition and protection of Aboriginal rights. However, interpretation of these rights is still colonial 
based, allowing for infringements that cause many of today's contemporary Crown/First Nation land use 
conflicts (Crane Bear, 2015). 
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A Note on Settler Colonialism 

 
Settler Colonialism is a term used to describe the history and ongoing processes and 
structures whereby a group of people (settlers) arrive and replace an existing Indigenous 
population, usually as part of an imperial project. Settler colonialism is distinguished from 
other forms of colonialism by the following characteristics: 
 

• Settlers intend to occupy and assert their sovereignty over Indigenous lands 
permanently. 

 

• This invasion is structural rather than a single event, designed to ensure the 
elimination of Indigenous populations and control of their lands through imposing a 
new governmental/legal system. 

 

• Settler colonialism aims to eliminate colonial differences by eliminating Indigenous 
Peoples and establishing settler rights to Indigenous lands. 

 
Settler colonialism is a structure that acquires political control over another nation, occupying 
it with settlers, and exploiting it economically. Though often assumed to be a historical 
process, settler colonialism as a project is always partial, unfinished, and in progress. The 
rewriting of history is a crucial part of settler colonialism. Canada provides the perfect 
example of this. Colonialism, in this sense, is alive and well in Canada today in the lived 
experience of Indigenous Peoples (Clogg, para. 3, 2020). 
 
Colonization, settlement, and the creation of Canada depended upon particular historical 
narratives that reinforce or justify settler occupation of Indigenous lands. These narratives 
seek to reinforce the idea that these lands “belong” to settlers and that settlers “belong” on 
this land. This requires Canada to continuously assert its assumed state sovereignty by 
denying Indigenous sovereignty. Also, the displacement of Indigenous Peoples from their 
lands, cultures, political, economic and legal systems concerning the lands that sustained 
them for millennia (Eidinger & York-Bertram, para. 5, 2019).  
 
Canada’s denial and disrespect of Indigenous laws and jurisdiction do not promote the mutual 
nation-to-nation respect and healing envisioned through the 10 Principles of Reconciliation 
outlined by the TRC (2015). The first of which refers to implementing the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as the framework for a path forward from 
Canada’s settler colonial mindset (Clogg, 2020): 
 

Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous 
peoples which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from 
their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to 
their lands, territories and resources. (United Nations, UNDRIP Preamble, 2007a) 
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A Note on Indigenous Terminology 

 
Disclaimer: Before presenting this research, it is relevant to note that I am a white female middle-class Canadian citizen, privy 
to all the Eurocentric ideologies, systems, policies and laws in place to encourage the success expected of this status. Through 
education, opportunity, and the social security afforded to me, I have witnessed the overt (and covert) inequalities prevalent 
throughout Canadian institutions and society, and the requirement for systemic change. I have spent the past 20 years working 
with First Nation communities, Elders and traditional knowledge holders documenting their oral histories within traditional and 
contemporary land use studies. These books have supported consultation processes, cultural preservation, and community youth 
education. However, much still needs to be done. I believe that recognizing and implementing First Nation self-determination of 
land and resource rights is imperative to closing socio-economic gaps, revitalizing communities, and safeguarding Indigenous 
lands and the environment for future generations. This is my small contribution. See Appendix A for a resume of my prior work 
conducted with First Nation Communities. 

 
Indigenous is a term used to encompass a variety of distinct Aboriginal groups in an international, 
transnational, or global context. Although there is no universally accepted definition of ‘Indigenous’, 
descriptions reference relationships of Peoples to an ancestral collective kin group and a current or historical 
connection to land and resource-based cultures that existed prior to colonization (Bartlett et al., 2007; Deloria, 
2003; Pinto & Smylie, 2013; Smith, 2016). The United Nations determines ‘Indigenous’ as Peoples of long 
settlement and connection to specific lands, adversely affected by industrial economies, displacement and 
settlement of their traditional territories by others. This term includes the Indigenous population in Canada 
referred to as ‘Aboriginal Peoples.’ 
 
In Canada, ‘Indian’ was used to reference Indigenous Peoples. More recently, the Crown defines this 
population as ‘Aboriginal.’ This is a word that Chief Myeengun Henry calls de-humanizing. The term 
“Aboriginal’ first became official policy with Section 25 and 35 of the 1982 Canadian Constitution Act, 
acknowledging and protecting Aboriginal rights (Smith, 2016). This homogenizing label is used to delineate the 
three main Indigenous groups within Canada: The First Nation Peoples, the first to encounter European 
settlers; the Inuit Peoples in the Arctic; and the Métis, a distinct ethnic group of mixed Indigenous and 
European ancestry (Cobo, 1987; Smylie, 2014, pp. i-j; Indigenous Foundations, 2009a; Gaudry, 2019). Scholars 
criticize this clumping for its disregard and generalization of the great diversity that exists within and between 
First Nations, Inuit and Métis communities (King & Pasternak, 2018; Smith, 2016). 

 
The term First Nations came into common use in the 1970s to replace ‘Indian’ and is a term used to describe 
Indigenous Peoples in Canada who are not Métis or Inuit. Many First Nations today state that ‘First Nation’ is a 
government construct used to refer to Band Councils and those who align with them, and the term ‘Indigenous 
Nations’ is preferred (M. Hamilton, Personal Communication, October 10, 2019). This research recognizes that 
the term ‘Indigenous’ is more appropriate, but for clarity relating to domestic rights; laws; policies and 
institutions; this research intermittently uses the antiquated terms ‘Aboriginal’ and ‘Indian.’ I use the term First 
Nations rather than ‘Indigenous Nations’ for clarity with documents, scholarly research and governmental 
institutions, policies and laws. 
 
There are more than 630 First Nations, representing over 50 cultural groups and 50 Indigenous languages living 
in over 1000 communities across the country (Anaya, 2013a; CIRNAC, 2017). See Map 1. These diverse 
communities are situated in historical treaty, modern treaty and non-treaty contexts, each with different 
established or asserted rights requiring different obligations from the Crown (Wright, 2020).  
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Map 1: First Nation Communities across Canada 

 

Study Focus and Introduction to the Research Problem 
 

"One of the foundational beliefs set out in the Preamble of the UN Declaration is that the recognition of 
Indigenous peoples' rights will improve State-Indigenous relations. The UN Declaration in this sense 

recognizes that denying the rights of Indigenous peoples is the cause of many tensions, injustices and 
conflicts" (Indigenous Bar Association, 2011, p. 9). 

 
This dissertation focuses on Numbered Treaty First Nations1 in Canada and their advocacy for 

recognition, implementation, and adherence to inherent self-determination of land and resource rights. 

In 2010, the Government of Canada2 endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), which outlined the minimum standards for global recognition of 

 
1 Treaty First Nations refer to the Indigenous Peoples in Canada that partook in the signing of eleven post-confederate treaties 
with the reigning British monarch of Canada (Victoria, Edward VII or George V) from 1871 to 1921 (Felice, 2016). 
2 Throughout this research, the term federal Crown, Canada, federal government, and the Government of Canada are all used 
when referring to the government of Canada, responsible for federal administration. 

 

First Nation Profiles Interactive Map. Version: 4.5.1, CartoVisto, 2012. Courtesy of Government of Canada 
(n.d.). This reproduction is a copy of the version available at https://tinyurl.com/2p9yfz2z 
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Indigenous rights.3 In 2016, Canada announced its intent to renew Crown/First Nation relations through 

its Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights (RIR) mandate. Canada's new RIR mandate 

promised to amend colonial laws and policies based upon international Indigenous rights outlined in 

UNDRIP, guided by the 1996 Royal Commission on Aboriginal People Final Report (RCAP)4 and the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action (TRC).5 

This research aimed to determine Canada's domestic support for Treaty First Nation self-

determination of land and resource rights and whether new RIR initiatives would align with international 

standards set forth in the UN Declaration. To accomplish this, I examined federal Crown actions to 

address First Nation rights through recommendations and frameworks presented in these inquiries and 

by the Assembly of First Nations (AFN)6—the Crown-recognized national organization representing First 

Nations at rights negotiation tables. Government actions to recognize and implement recommendations 

and concerns were then reviewed and compared to primary RIR initiatives proposed or enacted through 

Canada's 2016 RIR mandate. I embarked on this research so Canadians may better understand settler 

colonialism rather than further it and work collectively toward its deconstruction.  

 
3 International law sets the rules for how nation-states may interact with other nation-states and their citizens. Declarations 
created through the UN General Assembly represent international legal norms that reflect nation-state commitments to abide 
by certain principles (Indigenous Bar Association, 2011, p. 11). 
4 Commissions are official government inquiries into matters of national concern. In Canada, the Governor appoints these in 
Council under the Public Inquiries Act (1985). They are independent of government influence but must report their findings to 
the Cabinet (University of British Columbia, 2021). Canada’s Order in Council established the RCAP on August 26, 1991, 
mandated to investigate and propose solutions to the challenges affecting the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the 
Crown. The RCAP issued its final five-volume, 4,000-page report in November 1996. This Final Report included 440 
recommendations that called for “sweeping changes” to the Crown/First Nation relationship (Wherret, 1999b). 
5 Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission was active from 2008 to 2015. This Commission was the result of the Indian 
Residential Schools Settlement Agreement to address First Nation grievances and the impact of Canada’s colonial policy on First 
Nation communities. The TRC issued 94 Calls to Action that redress the legacy of residential schools, but also advance the 
process of reconciliation between government, First Nation, and non-Indigenous communities. TRC Commissioners believed 
that "the scope of reconciliation must extend beyond residential schools to encompass all aspects of Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal relations and connections to the land" (TRC, 2015c, p. 89).  
6 The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) provides a national voice for First Nation Peoples by monitoring parliamentary activities 
and advocating for policy and legislative change (Marshall et al., 2019). This Assembly comprises a National Chief, 10 Regional 
Chiefs, and Elder, women and youth councils representing over 900,000 First Nation citizens living in 634 First Nation 
communities, cities and towns across Canada (AFN, 2017b). 
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Historically, Canada's approach to Treaty First Nation rights, recognition, and adherence has 

been very cyclical, requiring a holistic analysis and understanding of Crown/First Nation relations from 

the time of European contact. At the end of the colonial wars in 1763, the British enacted the Royal 

Proclamation to establish a respectful nation-to-nation approach to First Nation relations, lands, and 

resource rights. Adherence to this waned by 1867 when Britain formally established Canada as its 

sovereign dominion. The Crown enacted the 1867 British North American Act (BNA), Canada's first 

Constitution, which included Section 91(24). This clause proclaimed complete federal authority over 

"Indians and lands reserved for Indians" (British North American Act, 1867–Enactment No. 1. 30-31 Vict., 

c. 3 (U.K.), 91[24]). The BNA also included Section 92, that outlined Canada's federal/provincial division 

of powers. This clause gives provinces authority and jurisdiction over First Nations through separate 

policies and processes. These provincial powers impact First Nation communities and decision-making 

authority within their traditional territories (Borrows & Coyle, 2017; Mitchell et al., 2019). Treaty First 

Nations confirm they have never relinquished Indigenous sovereignty and stress the need to adhere to 

the nation-to-nation relationship set forth in pre-Confederation treaties that recognize self-government 

and self-determination rights. This recognition would reflect First Nation participation on all Crown-

proposed legislation and development projects that may impact their communities. The colonization of 

Canada created imbalanced social, economic, and political power structures that support the continued 

exploitation of Treaty First Nation lands, territories, resources, and Peoples. 

Section 35 in the 1982 Constitution Act affirmed Aboriginal and Treaty rights, acknowledging 

First Nation Peoples7 as original partners in Confederation. However, Canada's Constitution maintained 

these preceding clauses that allow federal and provincial powers and interests to determine how First 

 
7 Throughout this research, I use the terms First Nation, Aboriginal, Native, and Indian interchangeably to refer to Indigenous 
Peoples. The plural 'Peoples' recognizes that the Indigenous population in Canada comprises more than one distinct group and 
is capitalized as a form of respect. 
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Nations must live upon their lands. Flanagan (2019b, p. 16) asserts that this contributes to Canada's 

"government-dominated world of First Nations." Moreover, Section 35 is vague, leaving First Nations to 

rely upon the courts to determine what self-determination of land and resource rights Canada will 

adhere to and recognize. The Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) has adjudicated a few landmark rulings 

affirming the self-determination and land rights of Indigenous Peoples under Section 35. However, First 

Nations must reconcile these rights with Canada's supreme sovereignty, which ensures that Indigenous 

inherent rights remain secondary to the rights of other Canadians.  

Wielding this supreme sovereignty, the federal Crown signed 11 numbered treaties with First 

Nations throughout Canada to accommodate new settlements and western expansion. Treaty-making 

oral histories espouse the spirit and intent of these agreements, and verbal Crown/First Nation 

negotiations on land sharing, coexistence, and mutual party benefits. However, Canada interprets these 

sharing agreements through the written text that cedes and surrenders First Nation lands rather than 

the intent expressed through First Nation oral histories. Numbered treaties were to continue nation-to-

nation respect and inherent rights recognition, not extinguish self-determination, self-government, land 

title, authority, and jurisdiction rights (Tully, 1995). Misinterpretation of the numbered treaties has 

resulted in their continual breach rather than Canada's honourable observance (RCAP,1996b, p. 3). At 

the same time, the federal Crown enacted a myriad of colonial legislation and policies, including the 

1876 Indian Act. Through subjugation, this Act regulates all aspects of First Nation lives, including 

traditional economies, political systems, governing authority, and jurisdiction over lands and resources 

(Borrows, 2017a). While Canada has made some revisions to the Indian Act over time, many restrictive 

sections remain that continually infringe upon First Nation rights to self-determination, lands, and 

resources (Bourassa & Peach, 2009; Lawrence, 2004).  
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Eurocentric laws and policies have created a state of welfare decision-making, with distant 

bureaucrats and paternalistic land management regulations controlling and impeding the socio-

economic well-being of First Nations. Despite a few amendments, Canada has maintained its colonial 

structure, which influences society and decision-makers, while justifying First Nation inequality, 

inequity, injustice, and rights infringements. During his 2013 visit to Canada, James Anaya, UN Special 

Rapporteur on Indigenous Rights, expressed that First Nations in Canada are in crisis (Anaya, 

2013b).8 Stavenhagen (2004) attributes the poor socio-economic conditions of First Nation communities 

to government structural barriers and rights infringements. He explained that real solutions would 

require implementation of self-determination policy initiatives, whereby First Nations promote and 

manage their own community development (Stavenhagen, 2004). Adopting international Indigenous 

rights standards would address many Canadian Indigenous affairs issues (Adelson, 2005; Anaya, 2013b; 

Reading & Wein, 2009; Mitchell, 2014). Nevertheless, as it stands, Canada's domestic approach to Treaty 

First Nation rights reflects a never-ending cycle of oppressive legislation that subjugates Indigenous 

perspectives within Canadian society and government interests.  

Recommendations presented by the RCAP, TRC, UNDRIP, and the AFN all stress requirements 

for First Nation participation in decision-making that may impact their communities. This inclusion 

would allow First Nations to create their own opportunities and determine their own socio-economic 

fate. The 1996 government-sanctioned RCAP inquiry provided a framework for Canada to adhere to 

numbered treaties and incorporate First Nation autonomy and jurisdiction into Canada's political 

landscape. Twenty years later, the TRC presented their Calls to Action to rectify colonial laws and 

policies that continue to exploit and marginalize Treaty First Nation Peoples. The TRC called upon 

 
8 Statistics Canada's average Community Well-Being (CWI) reveals that First Nations score 20 points lower than the CWI of 
other Canadians. In fact, First Nation communities score lower on the CWI than recent newcomer communities, with 96 of the 
bottom 100 CWI communities comprising First Nation Peoples (McHardy & O'Sullivan, 2008; Museux, 2016; Anaya, 2013b). 
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Canada to recognize past wrongs to create a path for reconciliation and transformative change. The AFN 

has also presented strategic options to address Crown/First Nation conflicts and the recognition and 

implementation of self-determination, land, and resource rights. These strategies include resolutions 

that call upon Canada to fully implement the RCAP Final Report, the TRC Calls to Action and UNDRIP 

within new rights-based initiatives proposed through its RIR mandate. 

The Government of Canada has not embarked on any significant actions to support AFN 

resolutions to adhere to treaties and the self-determination of land and resource rights. The RCAP and 

TRC produced viable frameworks to address the underlying problems required to enact concrete 

solutions to resolve Crown/First Nation issues. However, Canada has not implemented these inquiry 

suggestions either. The few strategies Canada has addressed have been tweaked to encompass Crown 

priorities rather than First Nation inherent rights. This approach ensures that power remains with 

federal and provincial governments while First Nations remain dependent. While the federal Crown 

professes the importance of its relationship to First Nation Peoples, promises to address land and 

resource rights often result in no government action or incremental changes to colonial laws and 

policies that do not provide solutions. And then this rhetorical cycle repeats. Interestingly, the self-

determination of land and resource rights being negotiated through Canada's RIR mandate is similar to 

those outlined by the RCAP 25 years ago. This questions the intent behind Canada's new RIR mandate, 

and its support of Treaty First Nations, endorsement of UNDRIP, and how new rights-based initiatives 

may decolonize Canada to change the status quo.  

Canada's new RIR mandate promises to address Crown/First Nation self-determination, land, 

and resource issues. If the federal Crown's narrative rings true, new RIR initiatives will amend laws and 

policies based on inherent rights to self-government and self-determination. While Canada's proposed 

directive could create transformative change for Treaty First Nations, the Crown's approach to new 
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rights-based initiatives is politically charged—presenting numerous discrepancies throughout discourse, 

processes, and content. The federal Crown's RIR mandate comprises grand political narratives and 

rhetoric that symbolically imply rights recognition and implementation rather than an intent to adjust 

current power imbalances. This symbolism has left some First Nations untrusting Canada's RIR initiatives 

and reconciliation promises. With federal government obligations either ignored, symbolically 

presented, or cloaked in Eurocentrism, First Nations fear that Canada's new mandate to implement 

rights-based laws and policies will only result in a Canadian version of international obligations 

(Unsettling Canada Coordinating Group, 2017). To produce actual and constructive change, considering 

new ways to address contemporary Crown/First Nation land and resource issues while respecting Treaty 

First Nation's self-determination of land and resources could be key to Canada's future prosperity and 

international reputation. Honourable efforts to do so could solidify Canada on the international stage as 

the defender of human rights they symbolically present themselves to be while creating win-win 

scenarios for Treaty First Nation communities, governments, Canadian industries, and society.  

 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and Assembly of First Nations Chief Perry Bellegarde participate in the signing 
of the First Nation/Crown Memorandum of Understanding on Joint Priorities on Parliament Hill in Ottawa on 

Monday, June 12, 2017 (Smart, 2019). Reprinted with permission from the Canadian Press/Sean Kilpatrick. 
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Research Question and Objectives 

With this brief introduction, my research investigated the following question: does Canada's 

domestic approach to Numbered Treaty First Nations support the self-determination of land and 

resource rights, and do new Recognition of Rights Implementation initiatives align with international 

standards set forth in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples? To answer 

this question, I used a holistic, interdisciplinary data collection process and critical document and 

discourse analysis that focused on four key areas: 

1. The Crown's historical approach to First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights 

as evidenced through the doctrine of discovery, the 1763 Royal Proclamation, the 1867 British 

North American Act, the spirit, and intent of numbered treaties, and the 1876 Indian Act. 

2. The Crown's contemporary approach to First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

rights evidenced through Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act, treaty adherence, and 

interpretation, Supreme Court rulings, constitutional division of powers, First Nation land 

management regimes, specific land claim processes, and duty to consult and honour of the 

Crown obligations.  

3. Canada's support for First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights as evidenced 

through frameworks, recommendations, strategic options, and resolutions provided through 

various international groups, the RCAP, TRC, and the AFN. 

4. Interpretation and analysis of four primary federal Crown RIR initiatives to determine how 

new laws and policies align with international standards outlined in UNDRIP. These include 

the Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's Relationship with Indigenous Peoples (Ten 

Principles) (DOJ, 2017); National Engagement on the Recognition and Implementation of 

Indigenous Rights (National Engagement) (CIRNAC, 2018e) resulting in What We Heard So Far: 
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National Engagement with Indigenous Peoples on the Recognition and Implementation of 

Indigenous Rights (What We Heard) (CIRNAC, 2018a); Canada's Recognition and Implementation 

of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview (Framework Overview) (CIRNAC, 2018d); and Bill C-

15-An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Bill C-

15) (DOJ, 2021). 

Overview of Chapters  
 
This dissertation comprises eight chapters. Chapter 1 is the first of a two-part literature review 

providing a brief historical background spanning pre-contact through to Canadian Confederation. This 

section delineates the origin of nation-to-nation relations and Crown/First Nation self-determination of 

land and resource issues. Categorized into four areas, topics discussed include differing Indigenous and 

Western worldviews at European contact; Indigenous sovereignty and the federal Crown; the Royal 

Proclamation, Treaty of Niagara, and Canada's Confederation; numbered treaty-making and treaty spirit 

and intent; Assimilation policies and the 1876 Indian Act; and the White Paper and advocacy for Treaty 

First Nation self-determination rights. This chapter concludes with a Table providing a brief timeline of 

events discussed from European discovery to 1982. 

Chapter 2 is the second part of this literature review comprising contemporary Crown/First 

Nation land and resource issues and the structural barriers to Treaty First Nation self-determination 

rights recognition and implementation. I categorize these interdisciplinary works and scholarly insights 

through the following topics: international and Canadian domestic law; Aboriginal law, Indigenous law, 

and rights interpretation; Canada's sui generis approach; federal/provincial division of powers and 

provincial jurisdiction interference; Treaty First Nation self-government; First Nation land management; 

duty to consult and free, prior and informed consent; and the success and failures of Canada's land claim 

policies. This information is followed by an outline of UNDRIP's conception and Canada's endorsement 
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and the relevance of Canada's TRC to reconciliation. The chapter concludes with a Table providing a 

brief timeline of events discussed from 1982 to 2021. 

Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical lens of this research, based upon the interconnection of 

critical social, discourse, postcolonial and decolonial theories. I provide a brief introduction of four 

theories to allow deeper understanding of colonial ideologies and their effects on equality, equity, and 

power structures that are used to justify exploitation of First Nation lands, resources, and Peoples. 

These individual social theories, when used collectively, contribute to and build upon my own critical 

discourse decolonial theoretical perspective, used to analyze and interpret primary and secondary data 

collected for this research. This perspective promoted critical thinking of complex issues through a 

broad range of premises, concepts, and academic disciplines. I provide a Venn Diagram of my critical 

discourse decolonial theoretical perspective to show this interconnectedness.  

Chapter 4 describes the qualitative methodology that informed this research; qualitative 

document analysis method used to collect data; and document and discourse analysis methods used to 

analyze, interpret and triangulate data sets. These methods incorporated both primary and secondary 

data to provide the context and interpretive structure required for analysis. This chapter provides details 

on these data sets, along with the thematic process used to identify and examine text discourse, 

common themes, patterns, and meaning in relation to Canada's past and current approach to Treaty 

First Nation rights, and current rights-based initiative content. Limitations to my chosen methods and 

mitigation strategies are also included. The chapter ends with an outline of the ethical considerations 

and requirements used for this project, explaining procedures adhered to as specified in the Royal Roads 

University Research Ethics Policy (2019) and the Tri-Council Policy (GOC, 2018o). The reader can find a 

detailed list of primary documents analyzed for this process in Appendix E.  
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Chapter 5 is the first of a two-part findings segment to determine whether Canada's domestic 

approach to Treaty First Nations supports the self-determination of land and resource rights. I outline 

this through options and recommendations presented by the United Nations, TRC, RCAP, and AFN. I 

categorized analysis by the following Treaty First Nation issues: discovery documents and Indigenous 

sovereignty; numbered treaty adherence; political status, Indigenous self-government and internal 

Treaty First Nation governance; resource development, free, prior and informed consent, and revenue 

sharing; land title and jurisdiction; redress and compensation for dispossessed lands; and independent 

land claim resolution mechanisms. This chapter revealed actions taken by the federal government in 

response to international expectations, prior government commissioned inquiries, and AFN concerns to 

provide a holistic view of incremental changes to Canadian laws, policies, and systemic barriers to 

Canada's RIR mandate. These Part 1 Findings conclude with a Table that summarizes Canada's domestic 

approach to Treaty First Nation rights and their alignment with UNDRIP, RCAP recommendations, and 

TRC Calls to Action. 

Chapter 6 presents the second phase of my two-part findings comprising an in-depth analysis of 

the federal Crown's four primary rights-based initiatives proposed or enacted through the Government 

of Canada's 2016 mandate to renew Crown/First Nation relations through new legislation and policies. 

These include the Ten Principles (DOJ, 2017); National Engagement resulting in What We Heard 

(CIRNAC, 2018a); RIR Framework Overview (CIRNAC, 2018d); and the newly enacted Bill C-15 (DOJ, 

2021). The discussion includes the promises and processes used to facilitate these initiatives, along with 

analysis of their content—interpreted through triangulation of all primary and secondary documents 

collected and reviewed. The chapter concludes with a Table that summarizes how each initiative aligns 

with international rights standards espoused within UNDRIP. 
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Chapter 7 provides a results discussion, summarizing key aspects of Part 1 and Part 2 findings to 

answer the research question: does Canada's domestic approach to Treaty First Nations support self-

determination of land and resource rights, and do new Recognition of Rights Implementation initiatives 

align with international standards set forth in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples? The discussion incorporates my critical discourse decolonial theory and discourse 

analysis resulting from primary and secondary dataset interpretation.  

Chapter 8 concludes this research with a brief list of recommendations, research limitations, and 

suggestions for possible future research. The final sections of this thesis include a detailed reference list9 

and appendices to clarify data analyzed in this project.  

  

 
9 Many of the long URL inks in this reference list were shortened using TINYURL, and long DOI links were shortened through 

shortDOI® Service. 
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Chapter 1: Historical Background 

 
"Canadians know little about the peaceful and co-operative relationship that grew up between First 

Peoples and the first European visitors in the early years of contact. They know even less about how it 
changed, over the centuries, into something less honourable"  

(Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, 1996, p. 6). 
 

Before European contact, First Nations thrived in their rich cultures, developed their complex 

governments, and generally prospered from their extensive territories and resources (Dickason, 2002; 

Ives, 1993; Palmater, 2011). European arrival and pervasive colonial ideologies drastically altered First 

Nation livelihoods, lands, and Peoples. To clarify the colonial constructs that created barriers to Treaty 

First Nation self-determination of land and resources rights, a brief history of events that span pre-

contact, European settlement, and the federation of Canada is essential. 

Differing Worldviews10 and European Contact 

Indigenous law, culture, and identity are all interconnected through a holistic worldview of 

lands, resource use, and stewardship (Capra, 1982). First Nations have always had a unique and 

reciprocal relationship with the land that defined their identity and spiritual ecology, prioritizing a 

balanced traditional livelihood (Missens et al., 2014; Youngblood Henderson, 1994). The socio-economic 

bounties First Nations received from their territories sustained the health, spirituality, and well-being of 

their Peoples (Alfred, 2009, p. 86). Because the earth nurtures humans by providing food for physical 

sustenance and cultural well-being, First Nations are responsible for caring for the land, its resources, 

and all its creatures (Clarkson et al., 1992; Missens et al., 2014). This view accepts that survival depends 

on cooperation and coexistence with the forces of nature rather than expecting to manipulate and 

control them (Hewitt, 2000; Thong, 2009). It does not claim ownership of the earth. Instead, "the land 

 
10 A worldview is a philosophy or way of life. A worldview can pertain to an individual, group, or society. Overall, a worldview is 
a set of beliefs and values that are honoured and withheld by a number of people. A worldview includes how the person or 
group interacts with the world around them, including land, animals, and people (Little Bear, 2013, para. 2). 
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owns Aboriginal people, and every aspect of their lives is connected to it" (Korff, 2021, para. 1). Seen as 

circular, First Nations predicate this philosophy on the principle of universal connectivity to their 

communities, territories, and the ecosystem. They apply this holistic connection through their 

traditional knowledge, values, culture, and oral histories.11 This ethos has always been and remains a 

central organizing principle of First Nation legal, political and governing systems (Collins & Murtha, 

2010). This worldview may vary between individuals and their cultural group, Indigenous nation-to-

nation, and from historical to present. Nevertheless, these are generally fundamental concepts and 

values that remain static (Little Bear, 2013). 

British colonizers commonly subscribed to a Western worldview12 concerned more with religion, 

science, domination/ownership, and compartmentalized knowledge. This view is in contrast to a holistic 

understanding of the whole. Within this Western view, spirituality generally refers to an "almighty God" 

with humans perceived as the highest form of civilization—superior to all other living and non-living 

things (Gillasby, 2020, para. 7). This Eurocentric ideology viewed (and still does) land and resources 

more pragmatically and economically, often as a commodity used to accumulate wealth and power. This 

Eurocentric view is hierarchal rather than circular, placing the wealthy (and therefore most powerful) on 

top. Colonial power systems denigrate Indigenous values and legal traditions while perpetuating 

Western legal precedents. Because of this, colonial orders thwart First Nation ontologies and attempts 

to create a "legally pluralistic state" (Cameron et al., 2020, p. 121). Understanding the historical contrast 

between Indigenous and Eurocentric worldviews is significant to comprehending contemporary 

 
11 Generally, traditional knowledge refers to complex knowledge systems based on Indigenous worldviews. This knowledge 
reflects the unique Indigenous culture, language, governance system and history derived from a Band's geographic location and 
oral transmission. Traditional knowledge stems from generational experiences and evolving conditions. Respectfully, only 
Elders and traditional knowledge-holders can genuinely define the depth and meaning of this term. 
12 The Western World generally refers to Europe and the European colonies that became independent countries that adopted 
European values. For example, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and much of the 'discovered' Western Hemisphere. The 
Western worldview is commonly defined as a philosophy that perceives European values as superior to all others; humans as 
dominant over nature; and natural resources as a commodity to be used to benefit humanity (Gillasby, 2020). 
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Crown/First Nation conflicts and the impact of colonization (Leroy Little Bear, as cited in Saul, 2014, p. 

168). "One of the fundamental differences in philosophies between White and Indigenous cultures is 

that one culture says the land belongs to them and the other culture talks about belonging to the land. 

These are two completely different constructs" (Hager & Mawopiyane, 2021, p. 59). 

For Britain, Canada's early colonization and settlement period was part of their world 

exploration and conquest to increase their power and wealth.13 Wealthy industrialists adopted Darwin's 

theory of evolution (1859), or the survival of the fittest, as part of their worldview (Spencer, 1864). This 

concept validated how "their way of life—industrial competition—was the most natural and the surest 

way of human progress" (Thong, 2009, p. 6). Western systems relied upon capitalist perceptions of land 

and resource ownership as inputs of production (Locke, 1690; Hume; 1739; Warrender, 1983). The 

impetus of this ideology originated with Locke's theory of property rights proposed in the Second 

Treatise of Government (1690), which legitimized, justified and supported self-ownership and exclusion. 

Locke contended that the laws of nature "permit individuals to appropriate, and exercise control rights 

over things in the world, like land and other material resources" (Swan & Vargas, 2020, p. 1). This theory 

is in stark contrast to the First Nation's all-inclusive worldview that land is not an individual property 

right but a right from the Creator—predicated on stewardship, not ownership or domination (Frideres, 

2008, p. 323; Waldron, 2020). "If the natural bounty has been given to us in common, how can any 

individual legitimately claim ownership and control rights over it" (Swan & Vargas, 2020, p. 1)? Still, 

Western views of private property prevailed, contributing to First Nation displacement and 

dispossession of authority and jurisdiction over traditional lands and territories (Tully, 1994, p. 166). 

 
13 British colonial conquests began in the 12th century with the Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland. Colonial expansion continued 
in the 1490s when King Henry VII sent John Cabot to discover an Atlantic-Asia but reached the coast of Newfoundland instead. 
The height of British sovereign territorial control spanned from the early 1600s to the 19th century when the British established 
colonies throughout the Caribbean, India, Australia, Africa, and thirteen colonies along the east coast of North America. By the 
1920s, the British empire amassed fifty-seven territories and occupied land on every inhabited continent. By the 1960s, most of 
Britain's colonies were independently ruling themselves (Adams, 2021; Brain, 2019). 
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Access to land and participation in land use and resource decisions that protect the environment, 

traditional culture, and practices have been key First Nation concerns since European contact. 

Indigenous exclusion from their lands upholds inequity and inequality—shaping political policies and 

societal understandings of Indigenous self-determination of land and resource rights (Cattelino, 2018, p. 

277). 

Today, the Western worldview has become the most dominant and determines how 

economically developed societies measure all others. This assumption often dismisses, stereotypes, 

demonizes and obliterates alternative worldviews in the name of modern science, democracy, and 

globalization (Thong, 2009, p. 9). The development of capitalism provided colonizing nations with 

limitless capacity to accumulate more capital in a globalized world. These nations then imposed their 

power to promote and justify destructive and exploitative policies "as fulfilment of a sacred duty to 

spread their form of civilization to the world" (Bodley, 1982, p. 12). The more European technology, 

legal systems, and political capacity advanced, the more it engaged in the subjugation of pre-capitalist 

societies to satisfy their economic interests (Bodley, 1982, p. 37). Within more advanced capitalist 

societies, such as Canada, self-interest often motivates human behaviour and First Nation injustices. 

Blind acceptance of these colonial ideologies prevents a critical understanding of this worldview's 

meaning and consequences on the environment and First Nation Peoples (Jalata, 2011, p. 3). "Our social 

and economic policies have made Native communities most vulnerable, but they are simply the 'canary 

in the coal mine,' perhaps especially with environmental concerns. What is impacting their communities 

will soon impact all of us" (Hager & Mawopiyane, 2021, p. 69). Contrasting philosophies about land 

development and resource extraction have become a central issue in Canada and a fundamental 

element of self-determination of Indigenous land and resource rights.  
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Conflicting worldviews were not an issue at initial contact. The number of settlers and their 

activities, relative to First Nation Peoples, allowed each party to pursue their own agenda without 

affecting the other (Frideres, 2020). During the 1700s, Europeans depended on First Nations and their 

traditional knowledge of the land. Early contact was a period of collaboration and mutual respect for 

each other's sovereignty and livelihoods (Lepage, 2009; Mann, 2000; Missens et al., 2014). With 

commerce and the fur trade shaping this initial relationship, Europeans required cooperation rather 

than domination for the fur trade to flourish. Consequently, these newcomers treated First Nations as 

allies, not the King's subjects. The Crown and First Nations entered peace and friendship treaties and 

formed trade and military alliances to solidify these imperative relations (Lepage, 2009, pp. 4, 12).  

The Seven Years' War was a global conflict fought between 1756 and 1763. These battles 

involved all five European great powers of the time (plus many of the middle powers), affecting the 

Americas, West Africa, India, and the Philippines (Anderson, 2000). In North America, the colonial wars 

pertained to the British and French, with First Nations aligning themselves on both sides. The 1754-1763 

French and Indian War was the last conflict, resulting in the conquest of New France and Britain's claim 

to Canada (Cave, 2004; Nester, 2015). This defeat brought finality to longstanding conflict between 

France and Britain over North American colonies. It also brought the catastrophic decline of First 

Nations' relevance to White society as allies and warriors (Miquelon et al., 2019, para. 25). It is 

interesting to note that, although conquered, England did not force the French to assimilate into British 

culture. Instead, they allowed them to maintain their civil legal code, religious traditions, customs, and 

institutions. However, the Crown did not extend the same respect and acknowledgement to Canada's 

unconquered First Nations (Lepage, 2009, p. 5). Britain's conquest and claim to sovereignty established 

the foundation for Canada's Federal Constitutional Monarchy in charge today—assuming legal 

entitlement, total jurisdiction, and exclusive delegation privileges over First Nation lands and Peoples 
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(Herbert, 2018; Treble, 1993). Nonetheless, First Nations contend that Canada's assumed sovereignty 

does not eliminate Indigenous sovereignty. The sovereignty of Canada's First Peoples predates and is 

equivalent to that of the Crown, sanctioning Indigenous inherent rights to self-determination, authority, 

and jurisdiction over First Nation lands, resources, and Peoples (Assembly of First Nations, 2021g; 

Herbert, 2018; McCue et al., 2009).  

Sovereignty and the Federal Crown 

Sovereignty is the power of a nation or monarch to govern itself (Cromb, 2017; Mcwhinney, 

2019). The British Crown's claim to sovereignty derived from the European monarchy through Britain's 

assertion of sovereignty over their discovered colonies. In Canada, this assertion replaced Indigenous 

sovereignty and land rights, allowing the doctrine of terra nullius14 and the doctrine of discovery15 to 

open First Nation lands for British occupation. The term terra nullius means empty land or nobody's 

land. This legal principle was used to justify territorial claims to state occupation (Brownlie, 1990, p. 

146). Britain asserted "Lockean concepts of land ownership" to claim that First Nations were not 

working the land. Therefore, they did not possess title to the land (Kent, 2012, p. 29). Because of this, 

the colonizers treated Canada as vacant to allow the doctrine of discovery to fit the situation (Reid, 

2010, p. 340).  

Applying the international doctrine of discovery principles, Britain held that "when European 

nations 'discovered' non-European lands, they gained special rights over that land, such as sovereignty 

and title" (Luk, 2020, para. 2). Although Canadian lands were not vacant, and First Nations insist they 

were not "waiting to be discovered" (Hazell, 2019, para. 5), the Crown justified this process as "bringing 

 
14 Terra nullius is a term that refers to territory without a master, often used in international law to describe lands that can be 
inhabited, but are not owned by anyone (Cornell Law School, 2022). 
15 A legal concept based upon 15th-century papal bulls. This 'church blessing' allowed European explorers to claim lands 
inhabited by non-Christians as their own (Miller, 2010). 
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civilization and prosperity" to First Nations (Venne, as cited in Lyons & Mohawk, 1992, p. 3). When 

Britain claimed control over Turtle Island,16 "it did so in the face of pre-existing Aboriginal sovereignty 

and territorial rights" (Slattery, 2005, p. 436). Nevertheless, this doctrine alleged that First Nations could 

not claim ownership of their land, only rights of occupation and use (legally called usufruct 

rights)17 (Reid, 2010, p. 336).  

Assumed sovereignty claims convey a foreign legal system that does not recognize legitimate 

First Nation territorial jurisdiction or self-determination rights (Hoehn, 2016, p. 134).18 Indigenous 

sovereignty was a foundational issue throughout historical Crown/First Nation treaty negotiations. 

European/First Nation alliances and peace and friendship treaties clarify that the newcomers recognized 

First Nations as sovereign equal partners (Lepage, 2009, p. 4). "One of the best examples of the 

governance power exercised by Aboriginal Peoples through most of Canada's history is the power to 

negotiate treaties" (Borrows, 2005, p. 296).  

First Nations signed over 150 treaties during Canada's post-Confederation period and over 350 

historical treaties before Canada's Confederation (Borrows, 2005, p. 297). During the post-

Confederation period, international treaty interpretation recognized the sovereignty of First Nations to 

enter bilateral governmental relations, exercise control over their lands and resources, and maintain 

their traditional forms of self-government free of outside interference (Williams, 1997, p. 9). Through 

these treaties, "Indigenous and non-Indigenous parties mutually bestowed on each other (in either an 

explicit or implicit manner) the condition of sovereign entities in accordance with the non-Indigenous 

 
16 Some First Nations refer to North America as Turtle Island. This term stems from creation stories and spiritual and cultural 
beliefs about a turtle holding the world on its back (Robinson, 2018). 
17 A usufruct right is a limited property right that confers the temporary right for a person or party to use, derive income or 
benefit from a property, with ownership remaining with another person or party (Legal Information Institute, 2021b). 
18 In 1760, there was a conquest in North America, but this represented the victory of England over France, not a conquest over 
the First Nations (Lepage, 2009). 
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international law of the times" (Alfonso-Martínez, 1999, para. 186). Recognizing each other as equal and 

coexisting (Peach, 2011), one of the most important of these was the 1763 Royal Proclamation.  

The Royal Proclamation, Treaty of Niagara and Crown/First Nation Relations 

The 1763 Royal Proclamation is a founding document of Canada that confirms the nation-to-

nation relationship between the federal Crown and First Nations. In the aftermath of the Seven Years' 

War, the First Nation population was far greater than that of new settlers. This disadvantage triggered 

fear amoung the British that First Nations may engage them in battle. Because of this, Britain initiated 

this agreement to secure a peaceful relationship with Canada's First Peoples (Borrows, 1997). The British 

dedicate nearly one-third of the Proclamation to their relations with First Nations, recognizing them as 

distinct societies with their own governance systems. Acknowledging First Nations as sovereign, "the 

Royal Proclamation spelled out that Indigenous Nations had an inalienable right to their lands" (Venne, 

as cited in Allooloo et al., 2014, p. 131). This agreement ensured that new settlers could not survey, 

grant, purchase or settle on any non-ceded Indian lands without the First Nation's consent (Borrows, 

1997; see Appendix B for an excerpt of this 1763 agreement). Gunn (2018, p. 7) argues that the 

Proclamation's reference to "the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom we are connected, and 

who live under our Protection" reiterates First Nation's independence. It also upholds Britain's role as a 

protector in this peace and friendship relationship. Anaya (2014a, p. 16) points out that a state does not 

lose its sovereignty or independence by placing itself under the protection of another. The Supreme 

Court of Canada (SCC) has ruled that this Proclamation clarifies that the legal concept of terra nullius has 

never applied to Canada (Tsilhqot'in Nation v British Columbia, [2014] SCC 44. 2 SCR 257, para. 69).  
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Respecting First Nation cultural tradition, the British presented a wampum belt19 to confirm 

their commitment to honour this agreement. "At this treaty... we should tie them down (in the Peace) 

according to their own forms of which they take the most notice" (Johnson, as cited in Borrows, 1997, p. 

8). By exchanging this negotiating tool, both parties acknowledged that no nation was to destroy the 

other. This symbolic exchange solidified a pact to improve relations for the benefit of all (Alfred, 1999; 

Andrusieczko, 2012; Bitternose, 2014). Kent (2012, p. 32) argues that "this represents a mutual 

recognition of dual sovereignty within the Canadian state—notably, it represents state recognition of 

Indigenous self-determination." The Royal Proclamation created a boundary line that separated 

established British colonies in the east, from Indigenous lands to the west, declaring "all lands west of 

the Appalachian Divide off-limits to colonial settlers (History.com Editors, 2021, para. 2). The 

proclamation also extended the southern border of Georgia and established three new colonies: West 

Florida, East Florida and the province of Quebec. See Map 2. 

The Treaty of Niagara, signed in 1764, reinforced the Royal Proclamation established the 

previous year. Settlers and First Nations gathered again to confirm their "multination alliance in which 

no member gave up their sovereignty" (Borrows, 1997, p. 7). This gathering was the first legal action 

undertaken by the Crown after the Royal Proclamation. Historians have described this event as the most 

representative gathering of North American Indigenous Peoples ever assembled (Braider, 1972, p. 37). 

Attendance included 2,000 Chiefs representing 24 First Nations, from Nova Scotia to the Mississippi to 

Hudson Bay, and possibly even Cree and Lakota (Borrows, 1994, p. 22; Godfrey, 1982, p. 197; Peach, 

2011, p. 8; Williams, 1980, pp. 70-79). William Johnson characterized the purpose of the Niagara 

 
19 Before European settlers, First Nations exchanged wampum belts across Turtle Island as nation-to-nation treaties that 
represented respect for each nation's traditional territory. For example, the 'One Dish One Spoon' wampum exchange meant 
that one nation could venture into another nation's territory to hunt, fish, or gather with no objections. This agreement 
ensured that the visiting nation would respect the land for which the other nation was spiritually responsible (Myeengun Henry, 
as cited in Coleman, 2016, p. 124). 
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meeting as a "treaty of offensive and defensive alliance" to solidify British promises of free, fair, and 

open trade (Borrows, 1997, p. 169). The intent of this meeting was also to assure First Nations that the 

British would make no encroachments on their lands without obtaining permission (Borrows, 1997, p. 

169). The Royal Proclamation and Treaty of Niagara established a consensual distribution of 

constitutional powers. Setting out guidelines for European settlement limited the powers of colonies 

across British North America (Nova Scotia Archives, 2020, para. 7). Because we define a constitution as a 

"set of basic texts that determine a country's form of government" (Lepage, 2009, p.10), some maintain 

that the Royal Proclamation is Canada's first constitution (Barsh & Youngblood Henderson, 1980; 

Macklem, 2001; Peach, 2011).  

Map 2: Proclamation of 1763 Boundary Line 

 

The 13 American colonies in 1775, with the Proclamation of 1763 boundary line. Map courtesy of 
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. (Britannica, 2020). https://tinyurl.com/2cnbt2cs 
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While this Proclamation has sustained throughout colonization, informed the 1871-1921 

numbered treaty process, and affirmed the continuum of nationhood and integrity of First Nation 

traditional territories, the nation-to-nation foundation of this agreement has not. With the American 

Revolution20 over and the fur trade in decline, the relevance of First Nations to Europeans further 

diminished. As such, colonial expansion and state-building became a priority. In complete contradiction 

to the Royal Proclamation, the Crown enacted the 1867 British North American Act (BNA), which 

included Section 91(24). This clause proclaimed complete federal authority over "Indians and lands 

reserved for Indians" (British North American Act, 1867–Enactment No. 1. 30-31 Vict., c. 3 (U.K.), 91[24]). 

Canada used this absolute sovereign and constitutional power to develop other colonial based policies 

and legislation. By extension, numbered treaty-making began, with Crown Agents embarking on a 

process that disregarded shared histories and prior treaty relations (Nichols, 2020). The BNA, numbered 

treaties, and the legal interpretation of these documents affirmed (and continues to affirm) Crown 

ownership and control of First Nation lands, resources, and Peoples.  

The Numbered Treaties 

After Canada's Confederation, subsequent Crown/First Nation treaty-making shifted from peace 

and friendship agreements to First Nation land cession agreements.21 Canada's first Prime Minister, Sir 

John A. Macdonald, envisioned expanding Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific. His National 

Dream22 would open the west for further settlement, requiring the construction of an east-to-west 

 
20 The American Revolution was a colonial revolt between 1775 and 1783 between the American Patriots and Britain. American 
Patriots in thirteen colonies—assisted by France and Indigenous Peoples—won independence from Britain, establishing the 
United States of America (Markoff, 1999). 
21 At the time of Confederation, Canada comprised only four provinces: Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 
Three years later, Prince Edward Island and Manitoba were added (Parliament of Canada, n.d.). The prairie provinces, British 
Columbia and Canada's northern territories were vast wilderness, mainly populated by First Nations and Métis Peoples. 
22 Prime Minister John A. MacDonald's National Dream was a Canadian immigration and economic program introduced in 1876 
that promised high tariffs on imported goods to protect the manufacturing industry; construction of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway; and the fostering of new immigration to the west (Friesen, 1987). 
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railroad connecting all of Canada. The terms of the Royal Proclamation bound the federal Crown to 

protect Canada's First Nation Peoples and their lands. Therefore, the government could not accomplish 

this intended expansion without peaceful relations and the consent of the First Nations. Considering 

this, the federal Crown began its numbered treaty process to address the terms of occupancy and 

extinguish any legitimate First Nation claims to land and title (Cardinal, 1969; Gunn, 2018; Miller, 2004).  

First Nations throughout the prairies were experiencing great hardship. Famine was a significant 

issue generated by the near extinction of the buffalo—their principal source of survival. New European 

settlers intruded upon traditional territories, and new diseases such as Smallpox and Tuberculosis 

decimated many First Nation populations (Daschuck, 2013; Houston, 2000; Miller, 2009; Phillips, 2018). 

Acknowledging this overwhelming shift in their cultural livelihood, First Nations trusted in the Royal 

Proclamation and prior treaties that promised to preserve and protect their way of life, Peoples, and 

lands. In these times of hardship and transition, the numbered treaties promised economic, medical, 

and educational provisions. Crown officials assured First Nations that these treaties would protect 

traditional territories and livelihoods. Government officials promised "they [Treaty First Nations] would 

be as free to hunt and fish after the treaty as they would be if they never entered into it. We assured 

them that the treaty would not lead to any forced interference with their mode of life" (Morris, as cited 

in Miller, 1996, p. 205). However, Frideres (2020, p. 152) points out that land rights were "assiduously 

avoided" throughout negotiations, with missionaries and traders convincing First Nations that this was 

not an issue for treaties. Believing government officials would honourably furnish aid and support, First 

Nations entered treaty negotiations with the Crown. "The great white mother has offered us a way of 

life when the buffalo are no more... I for one will take the hand that is offered" (Chief Mistawasis, as 

cited in Miller, 1996, p. 177).  
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First Nations signed 11 numbered treaties and adhesions between 1871 and 1921 (see Map 3), 

spanning from the east in northern Ontario and southern Manitoba; west to the northeastern region of 

British Columbia; north to the Beaufort Sea; and all the prairie provinces in between (Felice, 2016).  

Map 3: Historic Treaties 

Elders explain that these negotiations were mechanisms for two parallel legal systems to coexist, with 

each party respecting each nation's authority (Alfonso-Martínez, 1997). Crown negotiators promised 

reserve lands for agricultural and subsistence activities; on-reserve education for their children; annual 

annuity payments; and community health care. Canada would support agricultural subsistence by 

 
 

Pre-1975 Treaties of Canada. Map illustrating the Pre-1975 Treaties of Canada. Indigenous Services Canada, 
Geomatics Services, June 2022. This reproduction is a copy of the Aboriginal and Northern Development 

(AANDC, 2013b) version available at https://tinyurl.com/yc575ynd 
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providing seed, livestock, tools, and instruction. These provisions would assist First Nations in learning 

and transitioning to other subsistence economies, providing independence and relief in times of 

difficulty (Office of the Treaty Commissioner, 2007). In return, First Nations agreed to share their 

territories with the newcomers, forging a unique and eternal relationship (OTC, 2007). These numbered 

treaties were similar in most respects since Canada had based future treaties upon prior ones (Frideres, 

2020). However, no two treaties were identical because First Nations had different cultural and 

subsistent means conditional to their geographic locale (Daschuck, 2013).  

Through treaty negotiations, the Crown, and First Nations agreed that sharing lands, resources 

and "the coming together of two ways of life" would be beneficial and prosperous for all (OTC, 2007, p. 

1). However, history shows that these benefits and prosperity were one-sided. "The way Canada 

obtained its numbered treaties is not very commendable... what could have been a process espousing 

fundamental equality, reciprocal recognition, and mutual respect between the parties proved to be a 

process tainted by a highly unbalanced power relationship" (Lepage, 2009, p. 54). Reserves were 

supposed to provide the First Nations with a new way of life. Instead, Canada breached vital treaty 

promises of land, self-determination, rights, and protection. These treaty agreements were fundamental 

to the settlement and the creation of Canada. Nevertheless, the inadequate implementation of Crown 

treaty commitments has left many Treaty First Nations destitute, dependent, and feeling betrayed 

(Lombard & Charette, 2018, para. 5). The enormity of First Nation land claims provides evidence of the 

extent to which these treaty promises and obligations were broken or remain unfulfilled. These treaty 

breaches have led First Nations to rely upon Canada's judicial system to protect their territories and 

treaty rights. Canada's new recognition and implementation of rights (RIR) initiatives should address 

this, since UNDRIP rights include treaty adherence and redress for dispossessed lands. 
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Treaties: Spirit and Intent 

There are different interpretations amoung the Crown and First Nations of the context and 

meaning of these treaties. Ray et al. (2000, p. 64) explain that the fundamental aim for Canada was to 

clear Indigenous title to the land. "The Dominion's main interest in formally treating with Indians—to 

clear what it understood to be Indian title to facilitate an agricultural and commercial frontier is well 

known." Taylor (1999, p. 1) explained that government officials embarked on these agreements 

believing that First Nations would cede their lands and maintain peace for "a small cash annuity, 

reserves of land, schools, agricultural assistance, and hunting and fishing supplies." The written version 

of treaties contained words like "cede, release, surrender and yield up... all rights, titles, and privileges" 

(Johnson, 2007, p. 41). These words and concepts would have required extensive explanation, as they 

did not exist within First Nation linguistics or laws (Grammond, 1995; Venne, 2002, p. 192). Hence, "it 

might be said that there was an inequality of bargaining power involved in the negotiation" (Hannon, 

2011, p.2). The extensive 1880 Morris journals that outlined numbered treaty negotiations do not reveal 

that negotiators ever explained these words and terms to the Peoples (Johnson, 2007). Still, the federal 

Crown interprets treaties from the written text (arguing the legal principle on the "face of it") that cedes 

territory ownership. Canada understands this cessation within the broader context of colonial common 

law and policies that hold jurisdiction over First Nations. While the domestic interpretation of these 

written texts may cede First Nation lands to the Crown, First Nation political leader Arthur Manuel 

argues that the underlying Indigenous title remains. Manuel explains that Aboriginal rights are 

inalienable, connected to the right to exist as Peoples. Canada cannot take away human rights to self-

sustain culturally and economically (Manuel, 2016).  

Elders contend treaties are holistic nation-to-nation pacts, informed by sacred understandings 

of First Nation inherent rights, Indigenous law, culture, and traditional knowledge (Schulte-Tenckhoff, as 
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cited in International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, 1997). First Nations entered these treaties to 

assure that traditional ways of livelihood and governance would remain intact, solidifying the liberty, 

independence, and economic self-sufficiency of their Peoples. Christie (2007, p. 9) believes that the 

written text does not imply the absolute surrender of First Nation governing systems, nor does it 

transfer complete authoritative power to the Crown. Rather, the language promotes government 

support for new economic activities, whereby First Nations may create their own living and preserve 

their self-reliance. Referring to the nation-to-nation legal and political principles outlined in the 1763 

Royal Proclamation, First Nations affirm that oral discussions of these agreements acknowledged land 

sharing—not the extinguishment of self-determination, Indigenous governance, or land title authority. 

Using Treaty 4 as an example of oral omissions, Keepness (2019) maintains that the Crown wrote and 

prepared numbered treaty text well before First Nation negotiations. Therefore, this text excluded 

location discussions and oral promises. "What was agreed and acknowledged by the Crown... verbally, is 

just as valid as the written" (Keepness, 2019, p. 44).  

Federal Crown obligations toward historical treaties must involve more than the written text. 

After all, it is the generational oral transmission of these negotiations and promises that First Nations 

consider and understand. Scholars stress the importance of understanding time and context when using 

histories. These knowledge systems cannot be reduced to a Western paradigm of facts. Instead, 

knowledge systems are a progression, allowing for a deeper understanding of two separate ontologies 

(Kelm; 2014, Miller, 2011; Ray, 2011). Various SCC rulings (discussed later in this research) affirm that 

governments and courts must consider the spirit and intent of treaties rather than the literal reading of 
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the text alone. The Crown's continuous rejection of this issue has been a significant obstacle to rights 

recognition and rebuilding relationships (Beaudoin, 2017a).23  

Assimilation Policies and The Indian Act 

Before treaties, the federal government had established laws and policies to extinguish all First 

Nation cultural, social, economic, and political distinctiveness and assimilate them into mainstream 

society. It began by passaging the Crown Lands Protection Act (1839). The 1857 Act to Encourage the 

Gradual Civilization of the Indian Tribes in the Province and the Management of Indian Lands and 

Property Act (1860) followed this. A decade after, Canada passed its Gradual Enfranchisement 

Act (1869). However, the most pervasive and influential document was the compilation of all these 

previous Acts into the 1876 Indian Act. With First Nations separated and displaced on reserves, the 

Indian Act would create a "collection of Canadian citizens living within municipalities without any legal 

distinctions from the general Canadian population" (Diabo, as cited in McFarlane & Schabus, 2017, p. 

23).  

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) stressed that Canada based these 

assimilation policies on incorrect and dehumanizing assumptions that First Nations were inferior peoples 

and unable to govern themselves, at least not in a manner that reflected European values and ideas of 

 
23 Arthur Ray (2011) maintains that judicial systems must consider a more sophisticated interpretation of oral histories as 
evidence when interpreting First Nation claims to rights, lands and resources. Miller (2011) explains that oral histories introduce 
new perspectives not obtainable from the written text. Canada's Supreme Court has ruled that oral histories are admissible in 
proceedings. Kelm (2014, p. 189) points out that current interpretation processes distort their meaning, violating the 
relationships in which they are produced. 

The Canada that takes a proud place amoung the family of nations was made possible by the treaties. Our 
defining national characteristics are tolerance, pluralism and democracy. Had it not been for the treaties, 
these defining myths might well not have taken hold here (McGhee, 1989). Had it not been for the treaties, 
wars might well have replaced the treaty council. Or the territory might have been absorbed by the union to 
the south. Canada would have been a very different place if treaty-making with the Indian nations had been 
replaced by the waging of war (RCAP, 1996b, p. 14) 
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progress and development (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996, p. 150). Government 

terminologies originating from these assimilation policies such as enfranchisement, Registered Indian, 

non-status Indian, Treaty Indian, and Métis, are still in use today. Duncan Campbell Scott, Head of the 

Department of Indian Affairs, stated: 

I want to get rid of the Indian problem... Our objective is to continue until there is not a single 

Indian in Canada that has not been absorbed into the body politic and there is no Indian 

question, and no Indian department. (National Archives of Canada, 1920, pp. 55 & 63) 

These First Nation Canadians would thus become part of the Canadian mosaic, with no more rights than 

any other ethnic group. Under this new legislation, Indigeneity had to fit into specific government 

standards and regulations, unilaterally prescribed to control all aspects of First Nation lives. This 

Western colonial system continues to organize, conceptualize and shape Indigenous identity "in ways 

that are now so familiar as to almost seem 'natural'" (Lawrence, 2003, p. 1). 

A major aspect of the Crown's assimilation policy was dismantling autonomous consensus-based 

governing systems and implementing democratically elected Band council governments. This newly 

imposed Indian Act regime eliminated prior traditional systems and 

rights to self-determination and created community dependence. New 

regulations ensured that elected Chiefs were now agents for and 

accountable to the Crown (Andrusieczko, 2012; Dickason, 2002; 

Poucette, 2018). "The great aim of our legislation has been to do away 

with the tribal system and assimilate the Indian People in all respects 

with the other inhabitants of the Dominion as speedily as they are fit to 

change" (Prime Minister John A. Macdonald, 1887, as cited in Miller, 1991, p. 189). The RCAP note that 

consensus decision-making was an essential aspect of many First Nation cultures and considered a 

Being able to define one’s 
community on one’s own 
terms is a central part of 
self-determination. Alfred 
(2005) explains that it is 
important that non-
Indigenous Peoples allow 
the original Peoples of this 
land to redefine who they 
are and claim the authority 
to determine how they are 
to be identified. 
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tested and effective means to govern their communities (RCAP, 1996b, p. 129). Consensus was not a 

process of democratic voting for First Nation communities but a communal non-confrontational means 

to discuss and resolve community issues (RCAP, 1996b). 

Through this consensus system, First Nations conducted community 

decision-making through extended families organized by clans.24 A 

hereditary or appointed kin leader represented each clan. These leaders 

received input from members and represented them at the larger political 

table. First Nations considered these Peoples as the clan's voice, not the 

decision-makers. Dr. Terry Poucette of the Stoney Nakota First Nation 

explained that every member of every clan had the right to be involved in 

decision-making. They passed no decisions until all agreed. No matter their 

size, each clan had an equal say in their nation's political process. They 

based this system on the principle of collectivism, whereby everyone 

worked towards the nation's common good. These traditional First Nation 

governance systems were effective and genuinely democratic, providing 

equality amoungst all Peoples (Poucette, as cited in Centre for First Nations 

Governance, 2021). 

Unlike the new Chief and Council system, traditional governance required leaders to be skilled 

negotiators to manage cooperative decision-making in the best interest of their communities. 

Leadership was earned, learned, or inherited within nations. Even hereditary leadership through 

patriarchal or matriarchal lines required instruction at an early age to master mediator and leadership 

 
24 The term clan for Indigenous Peoples in Canada refers to designated groups based on unilineal descent from either male or 
female parents. Certain rights, privileges and property were often associated with these familial groups that functioned as 
ceremonial units, cutting across geographical and linguistic divisions (Gadacz, 2019). 

The original clan system 
was spiritually endowed 
as a Great Law. It 
became an effective 
system of social order 
and structure of 
government. Its spiritual 
importance was to serve 
as a foundation for the 
social, political and good 
governance of the 
people. For this reason, 
it continued to function 
for the whole of the 
people and wholly for 
their needs and pursuits. 
Through changing times, 
the clan system 
remained strong and 
was a key to the 
strength of the people, 
their collective identity 
and their unity, while at 
the same time 
maintaining the dignity, 
integrity and personal 
identity of the individual  
(Watts, 2018, para. 5). 
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abilities. Potential leaders were required to earn their status through proof of subsistence provision 

strengths, spiritual knowledge, and healing abilities. Thus, First Nation leaders were trusted and 

respected (Ottmann, 2002). By imposing majority rule over prior clan-based processes, individualism 

replaced collectivism. This change permitted larger clans to form majority votes by electing their 

relatives to ensure they were privy to whatever scarce resources the Crown provided. This system 

tainted former equality and divided communities. It is important to note that, unlike other governments 

accountable to their people, Canada set this Indian Act regime up to ensure that Band governments 

were accountable to the Crown (since it would now be the Crown providing the required funding for 

their basic survival). Within this system, primary decision-making for all community priorities and well-

being was no longer in the hands of First Nation community members. Instead, these vital decisions 

would now rest with the Federal Minister of Indian Affairs (Wherrett, 1999a, p. 3). 

The Indian Act also encroached upon First Nation traditional land use subsistence and new 

agricultural efforts. This contradicted treaty obligations that promised continued traditional livelihoods 

and support for new land-based economies. On-site Indian Agents were Crown-appointed government 

representatives that lived on reserves to monitor and supervise all community activity, including the sale 

of crops, timber, and minerals (Bateman, 1996; Carter, 1990). With 

many First Nations showing success with their new agricultural 

endeavours (Tang, 2003), the Crown amended the Indian Act in 

1880 to include the Permit System (Indian Act, 1880). The new 

clause prohibited First Nations from selling their agricultural and 

other reserve products to anyone outside the Band, at least not 

without written approval from the Indian Agent (Indian Act, 1880, 

Section 32(1), p. 13). Canada safeguarded European settlers' 

To ensure First Nation success did 
not compete with new immigrant 
farmers, the Crown enacted 
the Peasants of Various Countries 
Act in 1889. This legislation 
demanded that First Nations keep 
their operations small and their 
implements basic  
(Carter, 1991; Tang, 2003). 
 
This act forced First Nations to 
farm with simple tools such as a 
hoe, rake and sickle; harvest with 
scythes; and seed their lands and 
bind their wheat by hand  
(Carter, 1991, p. 27). 
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market share through this system (Bateman, 1996). This Permit System created obstacles that 

prevented Treaty First Nation communities from taking full economic advantage of their reserve lands. 

This system also conflicted with the spirit and intent of treaties and the written text that specified 

freedom of movement. It is startling that the Permit System remained part of the Indian Act until 1995 

(Tang, 2003, p. 8).  

While not part of the Indian Act, the Crown enforced the Pass System in 1885. This system 

prohibited any Band member from leaving the reserve without expressed permission and an official pass 

from the Indian Agent (Barron, 1988, p. 30). This system was intended to control First Nation movement 

and prevent large First Nation gatherings that white settlers and colonial officials believed to be a threat 

(Nestor, 2018). "No rebel Indians should be allowed off the reserves without a pass signed by an I.D. 

official" (Steckley, 2016, p. 55).25 Passes and permits often went hand in hand, as a pass was required to 

secure a buyer and financing that would be contingent on receiving a permit (Barron, 1988, p. 38). The 

ripple effect of the Pass System prevented First Nation Peoples from hunting, fishing or gathering off 

reserves, visiting family members on other reserves, and taking part in traditional cultural and spiritual 

gatherings. These mobility restrictions damaged First Nation economies, cultures, and Indigenous/non-

Indigenous relations—contributing to today's socio-economic inequalities and inequities.26 This was not 

the sharing of lands and resources First Nations envisioned when signing treaties. Nor does it reflect 

treaty negotiator promises that "the coming together of two ways of life" would provide benefits and 

prosperity to all (OTC, 2007, p. 1). 

 
25 Quote extracted from RG 10, Vol. 37 10, file 19,550-3. Hayter Reed to Edgar Dewdney, 20 July 1885. 
26 Equality relates to sameness, promoting justice to all. To achieve equality, it is often necessary to treat different peoples 
differently, otherwise, attempts to achieve equality may result in inequality and unjust treatment (McNeil et al., 2004, p. 57). 
Equity relates more to fairness. Promoting equity removes barriers to participation, ensuring all peoples have access to the 
same opportunities (Future Learn, 2021). "If we want to achieve equality, we may first have to look at equity" (Arnot, 2017, p. 
18). 
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With assimilation in mind, Canada shifted from its numbered treaty commitment to on-reserve 

education, to government-funded off-reserve boarding schools managed by religious denominations 

(Facing History and Ourselves, 2020; Miller, 1996). Canada officially adopted their national funding 

policy in 1881. However, the first church-run Indian Residential School, the Mohawk Institute in 

Brantford, Ontario, was opened in 1831 (Miller, 2022). If a reserve school was unavailable, attendance at 

one of these residential schools was mandatory (Roberts, 2006; RCAP, 1996a). In 1920, the Indian Act 

prohibited Indigenous children from attending any educational institution not sanctioned by the federal 

government. These institutions were vehicles to abolish Indigenous cultural practices by removing First 

Nation children from their families and "heathen ways." In an 1883 parliamentary speech by the 

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, he explained that residential schooling would enable Aboriginal 

children to "acquire the habits and tastes... of civilized people" (Sir Hector-Louis Langevin, as cited in 

Grant, 1996, p. 64). Hence, the exclusive purpose of Canada's residential school system was to 

Christianize Natives by killing the Indian in the child. 

In the 1890s, Indian Affairs official Hayter Reed explained that the central aim of these schools 

was to obliterate all prior memories, traditional habits, and associations of First Nation children (Hayter 

Reed, as cited in Hurley & Wherrett, 1999a, p. 312). "The happiest future for the Indian Race is 

absorption into the general population, and this is the object of the policy of our government" (Duncan 

Scott, 1915, as cited in Neu & Therrien, 2003, p. 102). The last federally run residential school, Gordon 

Indian Residential School in Punnichy, Saskatchewan, did not close until 1996 (Marshall & Gallant, 2021).  

In 1927, further additions to the Indian Act forbade First Nations from forming political 

organizations to represent their interests. "It was not uncommon for First Nation leaders to be jailed by 

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) for trying to organize any form of political group" ("National 

Aboriginal," 2005, para. 3). This amendment made it a federal offence for First Nations to solicit money, 
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or for non-Indigenous people to donate money intended for the legal pursuit of Indigenous claims 

(Hinge, 1978; OTC, 2007; RCAP, 1996a). By the 1940s, particularly after WWII, the poverty, oppression, 

and marginalization of Treaty First Nations became clearer in mainstream society, leading to concern 

regarding Indigenous and human rights issues and Canada's endorsement of the United Nations 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations, 1948). Societal concern also influenced the 1951 

Indian Act amendments that removed some of the most egregious sections of this policy. With this, 

political organizing was no longer illegal, and First Nations could now seek legal counsel to address 

claims of injustice or mistreatment (Hanson, 2009a; Makarenko, 2008).  

However, assimilation ideologies continued through the 60s Scoop, with thousands of 

Indigenous children forcibly removed from their homes, communities and families (Stevenson, 2020). 

Government officials placed newborns and young children in the child welfare system to be raised in 

foster care or adopted by non-Indigenous middle-class families throughout Canada, the United States, 

and overseas. This removal of children (without parental consent) began in 1951 through Section 88 of 

the Indian Act, which provided provincial jurisdiction over Indigenous child welfare. Provinces enforced 

their authority and jurisdiction over Indigenous communities handling sub-standard living conditions—a 

result of decades of colonial marginalization, oppression, and devastating residential school policies.  

Scholars suggest that the Residential School System and the 60s Scoop be viewed through 

Canada's larger colonial project, beginning in the 16th century, flourishing in the 19th century, and 

continuing within contemporary systems and institutions (MacDonald, 2020; Saul, 2008).27 "The Sixties 

 
27 In the 1950s, Indigenous children comprised 1% of children in protective services. However, by the late 1960s, they made up 
over one-third. The Crown estimates that approximately 11,000 children were 'scooped' from their families between 1960 and 
1990. Recent research suggests this number is upwards of 20,000 (Sinclair & Dainard, 2020, para. 5). In 1990, the federal 
government created the First Nations Child and Family Services program that provided First Nation Bands more power over 
community child and family services. However, this authority is still controlled through provincial legislation. According to the 
2016 Statistics Canada census, 7.7% of children throughout Canada are Indigenous. Nevertheless, 52.2% of children in foster 
care stem from Indigenous communities. 
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Scoop was not an isolated event propelled by inferior Indigenous parenting, but rather an extension of 

paternalistic policies in Canada that sought the assimilation of Indigenous cultures and communities" 

(Sinclair & Dainard, 2020, para. 2). While the Indian Act has undergone many amendments, the 

structure, and ideology of this legislation remain the same and continue to control the affairs of First 

Nation Peoples (Hinge, 1978; Mamers, 2017). 

Amnesty International, the United Nations and the Canadian Human Rights Commission have all 

criticized the Indian Act, calling it a human rights abuse (Amnesty International, 2015; Canadian Human 

Rights Commission, 2020). The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) called it Apartheid (Galloway, 2013). 

Historians have equated the treatment of North American Indigenous Peoples to the Nazis’ treatment of 

Jewish populations. "Hitler's concept of concentration camps as well as the practicality of genocide 

owed much, so he claimed, to his studies of English and United States history" (Toland, 1976, p. 202). 

When the Canadian Human Rights Act was passed in 1977, Section 67 stated that "Nothing in this Act 

affects any provision of the Indian Act or any provision made under or pursuant to that Act" (Canadian 

Human Rights Act. R.S.C., 1976-1977). "The exemption of the Indian Act from Canada's own human 

rights law is an implicit recognition by the Canadian government of how unreasonable the Indian Act 

truly is" (Hanson, 2009a, para. 22). Section 67 of the Canadian Human Rights Act was not amended until 

May 2008 through Bill C-21.28  

Cardinal (1969, p. 140) believes that, although discriminatory, the Indian Act "is a lever in our 

hands and an embarrassment to the government... No just society and no society with even pretensions 

to being just can long tolerate such a piece of legislation." However, "key elements of Indigenous 

 
28 Bill C-21: An Act to amend the Canadian Human Rights Act (2008), repealed Section 67 to allow First Nation individuals 
considered Registered Indians, Band members, or peoples residing or working on reserves, to file a discriminatory complaint to 
the Canadian Human Rights Commission. Bill C-21 relates to discrimination complaints related to decisions or actions derived 
from the Indian Act against a federally regulated organization or authorized by a federal statute. These must be filed within one 
year of the alleged event (GOC, 2017b). 
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governance are still influenced by the Act and cannot be easily dropped without a careful analysis of 

how any changes fit within the Canadian legal context" (Favel & Coates, 2016, p. 25). Despite overt 

colonialist and discriminatory content, the Indian Act remains a significant piece of legislation, 

acknowledging and affirming the unique historical and constitutional Crown/First Nation relationship 

and Canada's fiduciary obligations. 

The White Paper and First Nation Advocacy 

Assimilation in Canada continued, as illustrated through Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's 

1969 Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy, better known as the White Paper 

(Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 1969). This proposed legislation outlined the Crown's Just 

Society Policy, premised on erasing all Indigenous status and affirming First Nations as equal to all other 

non-Indigenous Canadians under the law. This policy argued that special Indian rights hindered First 

Nation equality. The White Paper aimed to extinguish First Nation distinctness by eliminating Indian 

status; dissolving the Department of Indian Affairs; abolishing the Indian Act; converting Treaty First 

Nation reserve land to private property; transferring federal Crown First Nation responsibility to the 

provinces; and gradually ending all existing treaties (Diablo, as cited in McFarlane & Schabus, 2017). First 

Nations proclaimed that the White Paper was ethnocentric and perpetuated current policies of colonial 

racism. First Nation advocates called this an extension of prior assimilation policies, meant to eradicate 

the Indian Problem by extinguishing all inherent and treaty rights (Âpihtawikosisân, 2012; Cardinal, 

1969; Flanagan et al., 2010). The Red Paper, the Brown Paper and Wabung were all documents written 

by different First Nations that rejected the governments’ White Paper.29 The White Paper—premised on 

 
29 Others produced similar papers opposing the White Paper, such as the 1970 Union of British Colombia Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) 
Brown Paper. Officially titled A Declaration of Indian Rights: The BC Indian Position Paper, this position paper focused on 
Aboriginal rights and titles. The Indian Tribes of Manitoba also presented a counter proposal titled Wahbung, Our Tomorrows, 
focusing on continued treaty relationships, reserve self-government, and economic development (Crane Bear, 2015, p. 4). The 
Indian Association of Alberta presented their opposition to the White paper in Citizen Plus. Known as the Red Paper, this 

https://apihtawikosisan.com/
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equality—revealed that title, authority, and jurisdiction over First Nation lands and resources would 

remain with the government indefinitely (Crane Bear, 2015). The structure of all reforms proposed in 

this policy advanced Crown priorities with no benefit to the Treaty First Nations (Crane Bear, 2015). 

Complete rejection of the White Paper culminated in Cardinal's response, The Unjust Society: The 

tragedy of Canada's Indians (1969). Cardinal's retort demanded that the legal status of First Nation 

Peoples remain, and that Canada acknowledge its fiduciary duty to this relationship (Crane Bear, 2015; 

Uribe, 2006). 

Many non-Indigenous "social, political, and religious organizations" supported resistance to the 

White Paper (Frideres, 2011, p. 15), advocating for the advancement of First Nation inherent and treaty 

rights. Growing advocacy led to public protests and marches throughout Canada, giving national and 

international credence to White Paper opposition and First Nation rights recognition. "Domestic 

Aboriginal organizations and individuals began to develop transnational networks and alliances... 

linkages with international human rights networks began to develop and collaborative efforts to secure 

their rights were undertaken in a worldwide arena" (Frideres, 2008, p. 330). During this time, many 

regional Indigenous political advocacy organizations were formed, including the National Indian 

Brotherhood, that, in 1982, became the Assembly of First Nations (Kulchyski, 2003).  

Although never enacted, the White Paper and subsequent SCC rulings were all policy turning 

points and catalysts for change, particularly in the Crown's approach to First Nation self-determination 

of land and resource rights and their narrative around solving the Indian Problem (Johnson, 2018; 

Milloy, 2008). For example, in Calder et al. v Attorney-General of British Columbia, Nisga'a Elders sued 

the province, maintaining they had never extinguished title to their traditional, ancestral and unceded 

 
presented recommendations on required changes to Canadian legislation to ensure an Indigenous voice  (Alberta Indian Chiefs, 
2011). 
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lands through treaty or any other means. When the BC court rejected this claim, the Elders appealed to 

the Supreme Court of Canada (Calder et al. v Attorney-General of British Columbia, [1973] SCR 

313). Contrary to the White Paper and previous court judgements, the SCC acknowledged inherent 

Aboriginal land titles outside of Canadian colonial law. The Calder case ruled that Aboriginal title existed 

at the time of the 1763 Royal Proclamation and was a legal right based upon traditional occupancy 

(Calder et al. v Attorney-General of British Columbia, 1973; Salomons, 2009). The Calder verdict was a 

defining moment in Crown/First Nation relations, leading to Canada's Comprehensive Land Claims 

Policy and the legal affirmation of Aboriginal and treaty rights in Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution 

Act.  

Summary 
 

This chapter outlined Canada's historical approach to Treaty First Nation land, resource, and 

self-determination rights—providing a deeper understanding of many of today's Crown/First Nation 

conflicts. See Table 1 for a chronology of events. Numerous colonial policies that subjugated rights and 

removed First Nations from their traditional lands and livelihoods are still in effect today. Canada has 

enhanced these established colonial systems through additional laws and policies that continue to 

socially engineer and maintain control of Treaty First Nation communities. The next chapter delineates 

the federal Crown's contemporary approach to rights recognition—still based on a colonial mindset but 

fraught with the opportunity to create transformative change.  
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Table 1: Crown/First Nation Relations Timeline from European Discovery to 198230 

 
The 1400s 

 
Doctrine of Discovery and Terra Nullius principles legitimize colonization of lands and peoples outside of 
Europe. Emanating from a series of formal statements from the Pope and extensions, this concept was used 
to dispossess First Nations legally and morally from their lands, practices, and rights. 

 
The 1600s-
1800s 

 
Canada's fur trade started in the 17th century and lasted for nearly 250 years. This was the onset of the 
European/First Nation relationship, with European explorers trapping and trading pelts with First Nation 
Peoples. The fur trade was key to European exploration and Canada's eventual colonization. 

 
1726 

 
The initial Crown/First Nation peace and friendship agreement between Mi'kmaq First Nation leaders and 
Nova Scotia colonial authorities. By signing this agreement, First Nations agreed to cease hostilities against 
Britain in exchange for British support of traditional hunting, fishing, and farming rights. 

 
1756-1763 

 
The Seven Years' War was a global conflict that involved the great European powers fighting for land, 
wealth, and supremacy. In Canada, this colonial conflict was between the British and the French. France 
formally ceded Canada to Britain in 1763, laying the foundation for modern-day Canada. 

 
1763 

 
The Royal Proclamation was issued by King George III to officially claim British territory in North America. 
The Proclamation recognized First Nation rights to lands and provided guidelines for nation-to-nation 
relations and First Nation protection from settler encroachment. 

 
1764 

 
The Treaty of Niagara solidified the Royal Proclamation, First Nation alliance with the British, and 
settler/First Nation diplomacy. 

 
1840-1869 

 
Initial Assimilation policies to extinguish First Nation cultural and social distinctiveness. These policies 
included enforced colonial regulations to subjugate traditional economies, political systems, governing 
authority, and jurisdiction over lands and resources. This included the 1869 Gradual Enfranchisement Act 
that established the elective Chief and Band Council system—continued in the 1876 Indian Act.  

 
1867 

 
The British North American Act (now the Constitution Act, 1867) transferred colonial responsibility for First 
Nation land and peoples to the new federal government. This included Section 91(24), providing the federal 
government with exclusive authority over Indians and Lands reserved for Indians, and Section 92, setting 
federal/provincial division of powers. 

 
1871-1921 

 
After Confederation, the federal Crown signed eleven numbered treaties with First Nations to accommodate 
new settlement, western expansion, and development. Canada intended to permanently transfer First 
Nations to the Crown in exchange for reserve lands, annuities, agricultural help, education, and traditional 
subsistence activity rights. 

 
1876 

 
After the first five numbered treaties were signed (in Manitoba and some of Ontario and Saskatchewan), the 
federal Crown created the Indian Act—consolidating prior First Nation assimilation policies and introducing 
new restrictions on First Nation Peoples. 

 
The 1880s 

 
The federal government officially adopted their national funding policy for the Indian Residential School 
system. However, the first church-run Indian Residential School was opened in 1831. In 1920, the Indian Act 
made Treaty First Nation attendance compulsory, with the last school closing in 1996. 
 
 
 

 
30 This chronological table is provided to assist the reader with events discussed within this chapter that are relevant to this 
research. It does not reflect all events that occurred during this time span that impacted Canadian First Peoples and their self-
determination of land and resource rights. 
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1880 

 
The Permit System was added to the Indian Act. This regulation prohibited Treaty First Nations from selling 
their agricultural products to settlers outside their reserves—without written approval from the on-reserve 
Indian Agent. This prevented Treaty First Nation communities from taking full economic advantage of their 
reserve lands to safeguard new-settler market share.  

 
1884 

 
The Potlatch law prohibiting all First Nation traditional and spiritual ceremonies was included in the Indian 
Act. While the Potlatch is a BC Coastal non-treaty Nation ceremony, this regulation included Numbered 
Treaty Nation cultural practices and ceremonies, such as the Sundance. They extended this ban in 1906 to 
include a ban on all dancing in general that may denounce Christianity and promote their spiritual 
connection to lands. 

 
1885 

 
They amended the Indian Act again to include the Pass System, prohibiting First Nations from leaving the 
reserve and isolating them from traditional activities, spiritual gatherings, and extended family members. 
These mobility restrictions kept First Nation Peoples from the rest of settler society, contributing to 
longstanding Indigenous/non-Indigenous relationship issues. 

 
1889 

 
The Indian Act enforced the Peasants of Various Countries Act prohibiting the First Nation's use of modern 
farming tools to ensure their crops would not compete with those reaped by the new immigrant farmers.  

 
1927 

 
Indian Act amendment to prohibit any First Nation political organization or funding campaigns to provide 
legal land and rights claims representation to First Nation Peoples. 

 
1951 

 
Removal of some Indian Act restrictions and more oppressive regulations, including the most offensive 
political, cultural and religious restrictions such as bans on spiritual ceremonies and First Nations' ability to 
legally pursue land and rights claims in court. 

 
The 1960s-
1980s 

 
The sixties scoop allowed provincial law to take Indigenous children from their families and place them in 
foster homes for Euro-Canadian adoption—part of a larger colonial assimilation plan that continues to affect 
First Nation families and communities today. 

 
1969 

 
The federal Crown introduction of the White Paper was proposed but never enacted. They premised this 
policy on erasing all Indigenous status and affirming First Nations as equal to all other non-Indigenous 
Canadians under the law. This assimilation policy intended to eliminate all Indigenous inherent rights rather 
than recognize and implement them into law. 

 
1982 

 
Creation of the National Indian Brotherhood (now the Assembly of First Nations). The federal Crown 
recognized the National Indigenous organization. The AFN advocate for domestic policy and legislative 
change that negatively impacts First Nation Peoples. 

 
1982 

 
Implementation of the Constitution Act, 1982 provided full Canadian independence from Britain. This 
amended Constitution enshrined Section 25, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and Section 35, which 
legally affirms Aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada. 
 

  

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/canadian-charter-of-rights-and-freedoms/
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Chapter 2: Institutionalized Colonialism and Systemic Barriers 
 

"First Nations today are characterized as entrenched dependencies, in physical, psychological and 
financial terms, by the very people and institutions that have caused the near erasure of our existence 

and who have come to dominate us" (Alfred, 2009, p. 42). 
 

By examining interdisciplinary academic, government, and industry documents, I offer specific 

information and arguments on current legislation and practices that highlight Canada's approach to 

Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights. This information also reveals systemic 

barriers to Canada's rights recognition and implementation (RIR) mandate. Scholars maintain that 

government control over First Nation Peoples, lands, resource use, and economic development 

initiatives overlook the inherent rights of First Nations (Anderson et al., 2015; McNeil et al., 2004; 

Nickerson, 2017). International standards outlined in UNDRIP recognize the effects of colonialism and 

systemic inequalities and advocate reinstating Treaty First Nation authority and jurisdiction over 

communities, territories, and resources. However, domestic rights interpretations, unfulfilled treaty 

obligations and Indian Act regulations hinder this reinstatement. Meaningful policy reforms that address 

past wrongs, Indigenous self-government and Crown/First Nation land and resource conflicts are 

required (National Indigenous Economic Development Board, 2019; Nickerson, 2017; United Nations, 

2007b).  

This chapter details Canada's domestic approach to Treaty First Nation issues; its support for 

international Indigenous rights standards; and colonial ideologies that may interfere with Canada's 2016 

mandate to renew Crown/First Nation relations through new rights-based initiatives. Information 

presented provides an historical and contemporary context for how Canada defines its relationship with 

the First Nations. Systemic barriers to rights recognition and implementation discussed in this chapter 

include Canada's interpretation of Aboriginal law and international legal obligations; interpretation and 

adherence to numbered treaties; Constitution clauses including Sections 35 and 91(24); constitutional 
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entrenchment of federal/provincial division of powers and Natural Resource Transfer Acts (NRTAs); First 

Nation land management regimes; Canada's duty to consult and international free, prior and informed 

consent principles; specific and comprehensive land claims policies and processes; Canada's 

endorsement of UNDRIP; and the relevance of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). This 

discussion begins with international and domestic law interpretation and Aboriginal rights in Canada. 

International and Canadian Domestic Law 

Affirmed and protected within the Constitution, the Crown considers treaty rights as specific 

First Nation rights, determined through treaties or judicial systems (Slattery, 2007). These rights are 

context-specific and arise from Crown/Indigenous pre-Confederation, post-Confederation, and modern 

treaty negotiations (Newman, 2009; Slattery, 2000). These 

include peace and friendship treaties, numbered treaties, 

self-government agreements, and right-specific bilateral 

agreements (Herbert, 2018). On the other hand, Aboriginal 

rights incorporate the rights of all Indigenous 

Peoples31 throughout Canada, not just those who have signed 

treaties. First Nation Peoples have collectively held generic 

rights to traditional lands, resource-specific activities, self-

determination and self-government, environmental protection, and treaty-making (Herbert, 2018; 

McNeil, 2007; Slattery, 2007). These rights and practices predate the Crown and manifest from prior 

occupation and intrinsic land use, rooted in the past, present, and future generations (Passelac-Ross, 

 
31 The Canadian Constitution recognizes three groups of Indigenous Peoples/Aboriginal Peoples: Indians (more commonly 
referred to as First Nations), the Inuit, and Métis. These are three distinct peoples with unique histories, languages, cultural 
practices and spiritual beliefs (GOC, 2021c). 

All Indigenous Peoples have inherent 
rights to self-governance, self-
determination and access to ancestral 
lands and resources. However, 
Indigenous rights recognized by the 
Crown vary throughout Canada. For 
example, numbered treaty nations may 
have certain rights and privileges not 
bestowed on non-treaty nations. 
Similarly, First Nations who have 
entered Comprehensive modern treaty 
arrangements or who have won land 
claim court cases may have more 
control over their lands and community 
governance than Treaty First Nations.  
(Henderson & Bell, 2019) 
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2010). "Indigenous rights, along with freedom and self-worth, need to be understood as inherent, not 

bestowed," as stated by Kent (2012, p. 31).  

Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act recognized and affirmed Aboriginal and treaty rights, 

while Section 2532 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guaranteed their protection. As with 

the 1763 Royal Proclamation, the inclusion of Section 35 did not stem from a genuine concern for First 

Nation Peoples. Instead, this recognition was the result of the courageous and sustained activism of 

Indigenous leaders, determined to have their inherent rights affirmed (Franks, n.d.).33 Section 35 of 

the Constitution has been criticized for its ambiguity, and lack of definition of Aboriginal rights and what 

affirming and recognizing these rights entails (Wilt, 2017). For example, what does "recognize" mean? 

"Who is recognizing those rights, and how" (Franks, n.d., para. 7)? These questions are clear to First 

Nation rights-holders yet continue to perplex the Crown. "Will Canada recognize Indigenous rights for 

what they are, or only for what Canada wants them to be" (Franks, n.d., para. 11)? This leaves Aboriginal 

rights "in a perpetual state of becoming recognized" with inherent rights interpreted and determined 

through Canada's judicial system (Christie, 2019, p. 122). 

For First Nations, including Section 35 is recognition that, before the Crown asserted 

sovereignty, they were sovereign and governed the lands which now make up Canada. First Nations 

have long since contested that entering treaties extinguished nationhood and sovereignty rights and 

placed them under the jurisdiction and authority of the federal government (Gunn, 2018; RCAP, 1996b). 

However, Canada's government and judicial system "has never questioned the legitimacy of the 

 
32 Section 25 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees that certain rights and freedoms shall not be 
construed to abrogate or derogate from any Aboriginal, treaty or other rights or freedoms that pertain to the Aboriginal 
Peoples of Canada. This includes any rights or freedoms recognized by the Royal Proclamation of October 7, 1763 (The 
Constitution Act, 1982, p. 7). 
33 The Government of Canada did not plan to include Aboriginal rights so extensively when redrafting the Constitution. 
Discussions on the patriation of the Constitution Act, 1982 did not include Crown/First Nation relationships or Aboriginal and 
treaty rights recognition until the success of ample campaigns and demonstrations by Aboriginal groups in Canada (Hanson, 
2009b). 
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unilateral exercise of sovereignty over Indigenous Peoples and their territories" (Tully, 2000, p. 50). 

While the Constitution now acknowledges First Nations as original partners in Confederation, it 

continues to deny Indigenous sovereignty; inherent rights to participate in traditional territory decisions; 

manage reserve lands and resource use; and self-governing rights to determine their community 

priorities (Andrusieczko, 2012; Nicol, 2017; Turgeon et al., 2014). Retention of Section 91(24) of the 

1867 British North American Act affirming Crown authority over "Indians and lands reserved for Indians" 

is evidence of this (Department of Justice, 2013, p. 27). Sheppard (2013) maintains that Section 35 of the 

Constitution originates from the same colonial systems that perpetuate First Nation injustices, asserting 

exclusive, uninhibited sovereignty through an oppressive monopoly of power:  

Non-Indigenous Canadians… need to engage in the treaty relationship, supporting Indigenous 

resistance by acknowledging and respecting Indigenous self-determination, as well as critically 

questioning the legitimacy of state authority. In this way, settlers can contribute to 

delegitimizing the state's exclusive sovereignty and re-introducing a relationship founded on 

mutual respect. (Kent, 2012, p. 33) 

The claim that First Nations were primitive is a Eurocentric legal fiction maintained by Canada to justify 

its territorial authority and subjugate First Nation rights (Kent, 2012; Tully, 2000). Before Canada's 

Confederation, international law recognized Indigenous sovereignty, self-determination, and land and 

resource rights through bilateral treaty agreements (Williams, 1997, p. 9).  

Francisco de Vitoria (1486–1547) was an early contributor to international law who recognized 

Indigenous autonomy over occupied territories. This Spanish philosopher maintained that North 

American Indigenous Peoples were rational human beings and the actual owners of their lands (Anaya, 

2014, p. 17). This theory led to the acceptance of Indigenous capacity—grounded in natural law 

applicable to all peoples (Dorr & Schmalenbach, 2012, p. 3). It was not until the mid-1700s and the 
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application of the Law of Nations that this changed. European theorists transformed the universal moral 

code of natural law into a natural rights regime comprised only of sovereign nation-state rights. This 

concept eventually became the legal framework for Emerich de Vattel's 1758 The Law of Nations, or 

Principles of the Law of Nations Applied to the Conduct and Affairs of Nations and Sovereigns. Through 

this theory, international law would now interpret treaties through the sovereign status of nation-states 

rather than the rights of individuals involved (de Vattel, 1758). This concept shift impacted the 

recognition of Indigenous Peoples as international subjects; their land and resource rights; self-

determination; and adherence to all prior First Nation treaties with Britain (Anaya, 2014). This positivist 

international school of law legitimized colonization and Eurocentric notions of governance (Anaya, 

2014). Canada could now legally recognize historical Crown/First Nation treaties and the rights they 

encompass as domestic, with all international status denied (Cassidy, 1998, p. 95).  

Canada's domestic laws interact with international law principles in three ways: as an 

interpretive aid; incorporating international principles into customary international law; or by ratifying 

nation-state treaties into domestic laws and policy (Hille et al., 2021). Canada has approved accession or 

ratified34 several multilateral international human rights treaties—many of which specifically address 

self-determination. These include the United Nations 1966 Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural 

Rights, and the 1966 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, affirming the rights of all peoples to self-

determination. "By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their 

economic, social, and cultural development" (United Nations, 1966a; United Nations, 1966b). Canada 

has also ratified the 1996 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. This 

 
34 Accession refers to State acceptance of the offer or opportunity to be a party to a treaty already negotiated and signed by 
other states. This action has the same legal effect as ratification. However, accession usually occurs after a treaty has been 
entered into force (Dag Hammarskjöld Library, n.d.). 

https://www.un.org/en/library
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document includes general recommendation 48, which also states that self-determination is a right of all 

peoples and a fundamental principle of international law.  

• In respect of the self-determination of peoples two aspects must be distinguished. The right 

to self-determination of peoples has an internal aspect, i.e., the rights of all peoples to 

pursue freely their economic, social, and cultural development without outside interference. 

In that respect there exists a link with every citizen's right to participate in public affairs at 

any level as referred to in article 5(c) of the International Convention on the Elimination of 

All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Consequently, governments are to represent the whole 

population without distinction regarding race, colour, decent, national, or ethnic origins.  

• The external aspect of self-determination implies that all peoples have the right to 

determine freely their political status and their place in the international community based 

upon the principle of equal rights and exemplified by the liberation of peoples from 

colonialism and by the prohibition to subject peoples to alien subjugation, domination, and 

exploitation. (United Nations, 1996, p. 1) 

As a signatory to these documents, Canada must adhere to their terms. Canadian courts can 

(and do) apply rules of international law regarding international covenants (treaties), however, with the 

caveat that these covenants do not conflict with domestic statutes or fundamental constitutional 

principles (Aboriginal Justice Implementation Commission, 2001). Unlike these international covenant 

laws, international customary law is independent of state treaties. It refers to more general practices 

accepted as law and custom.35 Customary law is a primary source of international law and is considered 

 
35 Customary international law results from a general and consistent practice followed by nation-states through a sense of 
obligation. Examples of customary international law enforced in Canada include granting immunity for visiting heads of state. 
Also, the doctrine of non-refoulment, which guarantees that no one should be returned to a country where they would face 
torture, inhumane treatment or other irreparable harm (Legal Information Institute, n.d.). 
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legally binding. However, this legal area rarely covers UN declarations and presently does not apply to 

the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). Scholars have argued that 

Canada should consider UNDRIP as customary in international law since many of its core principles 

reflect longstanding binding international law (Carasco, 2018; Nykolaishen, 2012). Even though Canada's 

international obligations are founded within multilateral treaties, these obligations should also extend 

to UN resolutions and declarations. As a member of the United Nations, Canada's commitment to 

resolutions and declarations would also include UNDRIP (Carasco, 2018). Nykolaishen (2012) maintains 

that UNDRIP provides ample evidence of existing international customary law, requiring nation-states to 

recognize Indigenous Peoples' right to occupy and benefit from their ancestral territories. Hence, some 

scholars continue to object to the Crown's domestication of international Indigenous rights and question 

Canada's authority to recognize and interpret them as such (Borrows, 2001; Schulte-Tenckhoff, 1998).  

As a United Nations member, Canada is bound to uphold the UN Charter, which includes 

"promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without 

distinction" (United Nations, 1945, Article 1, para. 3). Considering the relationship of UNDRIP to other 

human right instruments adopted by Canada, at the very least, UNDRIP's legal general principles should 

apply to Indigenous issues. These include rights to self-determination, political resources, social, and 

cultural development, and community economic stability (Barnabas, 2017). Indigenous rights are human 

rights, "a ninth category [of human rights], one distinguishably set forth in the Canadian Charter [Section 

25] and increasingly recognized in international human rights law" (Cotler & Eliadis, 1992, p. 66). Hence, 

Hille et al. (2021, p. 5) state that UNDRIP "should be given the highest interpretive weight, and there 

should be a strong presumption that Canadian laws conform to them." There has been a significant shift 

over the past 50 years in how we recognize human and Indigenous rights in international law. However, 

Canada interprets historical treaties and inherent rights domestically through antiquated laws and 
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policies. Canadian common law is much more limited than standards used in international law—gauging 

Treaty First Nation rights, values, and perspectives through a Western Eurocentric measuring stick: 

While Canadian courts frequently invoke the presumption of conformity to claim that domestic 

law must be read in light of international law, their interpretations of domestic law often fail to 

respect the full extent of Canada's international legal obligations. Moreover, Canadian courts 

rely on an overly restrictive understanding of what it means to implement a treaty in Canada's 

domestic law, and as a result they tend to give short shrift to the role international treaties can 

and should play in Canada's legal order. (de Mestral & Fox-Decent, p. 1, 2008) 

Domestic interpretation of Crown/First Nation treaties often leads to unbalanced rulings that 

favour the Crown and do not align with international law or Treaty First Nation spirit and intent 

understandings (Christie, 2000, p. 187; Gunn, 2018, p. 12). The tendency is to limit international 

Indigenous rights to fit within Crown colonial ideologies, systems, and institutions that dominate laws, 

policies, and Supreme Court thinking. Canada often ignores internationally recognized inherent rights, 

choosing which rights they will affirm to advance their own interests. However, this does not negate the 

importance and relevance of treaty and Aboriginal rights inclusion and protection within Canada's 

Constitution. "One must remember that prior to the Constitution Act, 1982, the federal government, on 

a regular basis, could and did unilaterally extinguish Aboriginal rights" (Frideres, 2020, p. 158). Thus, 

Canada interprets Indigenous rights domestically, and the Crown may infringe upon these rights. 

Nevertheless, some scholars contend that this constitutional recognition and affirmation ensures that 

"extinguishment is off the table" (Hamilton & Wright, 2020, p. 3). 
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Aboriginal Law, Indigenous Law, and Rights Interpretation  

Aboriginal law is a Canadian construct created by government legislatures to interpret First 

Nation constitutional rights, treaty rights, and Crown/First Nation relations (White-Charleson, 2016, 

para. 3). It stems from colonial instruments such as the Indian Act and the 1867 and 1982 Constitutions. 

Christie (2015, para. 85) points out that Aboriginal title is a domestic legal construct "developed 

unilaterally over time, with no dialogue whatsoever with pre-existing Indigenous sources of power, 

authority, and meaning." This construct allows an Aboriginal title to be surrendered to the Crown. 

However, this does not mean the land is ceded under Indigenous law (McNeil, 2002, p. 3).36 In contrast, 

Indigenous law37 comprises legal orders rooted in First Nation societies themselves. This system may 

include relationships to the land; the spirit world; processes of deliberation and persuasion; codes of 

conduct; and axioms for living and governing (Christie, 2015, para. 4). Indigenous law recognizes prior 

occupation and pre-existing governance systems that regulated land activity and by whom (Morellato & 

Pinder, 2009, p. 50). Therefore, Indigenous rights do not flow from the Canadian legal or political 

 
36 Aboriginal title is the right to communally occupy and possess the land, with the federal Crown retaining the underlying title 
and ownership. A group claiming Aboriginal title must prove exclusive occupation before the 1867 Constitution signing. 
Aboriginal title is a specific type of Aboriginal right whereby—even if a title claim is unsuccessful – rights to engage in traditional 
practices on the land are still protected under Section 35. The Tsilhqot'in First Nation in British Columbia has been the only First 
Nation to successfully claim Aboriginal title to their lands (Centre for Constitutional Studies, 2014). 
37 Indigenous law refers to Indigenous Peoples' own legal systems. This includes the laws and legal processes developed by 
Indigenous Peoples to govern their relationships, manage their lands and waters, and resolve conflicts within and across legal 
systems. Unlike Aboriginal law, Indigenous law does not comprise one singular, unitary set of laws. Instead, Indigenous law is 
developed from a variety of sources and institutions which differ across many legal traditions (Gunn & O'Neil, 202, para. 8). 

Certainty and Aboriginal Rights Extinguishment 
Canada’s longstanding method for obtaining certainty was to extinguish Aboriginal rights outright and 
replace them with specific rights outlined in the treaty. This alienated Indigenous peoples from their sacred 
traditional rights, while providing the federal Crown with assurance that pre-existing Aboriginal rights could 
not be asserted. Consequently, the call for the recognition and affirmation of Aboriginal rights, rather than 
their extinguishment, has been made not only by Indigenous peoples, but also by academics and a diverse 
set of groups ranging from the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples to the United Nations.  
(Helis, 2019, p. 1) 
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systems. They are inherent and flow from Indigenous law, sovereignty, prior occupation, and land 

jurisdiction (RCAP, 1996b; Turner, 2006).  

The Crown interprets treaties and Aboriginal rights through its own rule of law, prescribing both 

protection and limitations (Herbert, 2018). The SCC has ruled that Crown/First Nation treaties and 

Aboriginal rights are sui generis38—unique and in a class by themselves. Therefore, these rights do not 

require the same consideration of rules that apply to international treaties and Indigenous rights 

adherence (Gunn, 2018, p. 1; Simon v The Queen, [1985] 2 SCR 387, para. 33). The ideology behind the 

sui generis doctrine is to acknowledge that European common law and pre-existing Indigenous legal 

systems both exist within Canada (Borrows & Rotman, 1997, p. 25). Sui generis acknowledgment of 

Indigenous law and perspectives should allow courts more freedom to consider Aboriginal rights' 

history, content, and meaning outside the cultural context of common law. Sui generis application 

should allow for "different cultural practices to be interpreted more fully on Aboriginal terms" (Borrows 

& Rotman, 1977, p. 27). However, some challenges lie within Canada's sui generis approach. For 

example, providing equal weight to First Nation perspectives while recognizing these must be framed 

within the Canadian legal and constitutional structure (R. v Van der Peet, [1996] 2 SCR 507, supra note 8 

at 202, para. 49). However, providing equal weight to First Nation perspectives through Canada's 

recognized legal and constitutional structure presents many challenges to the Sui generis approach (R. v 

Van der Peet, [1996] 2 SCR 507, supra note 8 at 202, para. 49). 

 
38 Sui generis is used in many countries to identify a legal classification existing independently of other categorizations due to its 
singularity or the specific creation of entitlement or obligation. When judges refer to a sui generis case or sui generis authority, 
it means that it is special; confined to its own facts, and, therefore, may not pertain to a broader application (World Intellectual 
Property Organization, 2012). 
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Canada's Sui Generis Approach and Consequences 

  As of 2018, there were approximately 45,000 First Nation legal claims about land and rights 

infringements against the Crown. This conflict suggests the need for alternatives to Canada's sui generis 

approach "drawn solely from the dominant settler legal system" (Drake, 2020, p. 3). Scholars have 

suggested dispute resolution mechanisms "grounded in Indigenous constitutionalism" to substitute 

mounting Crown/First Nation Section 35 litigation suits (Coyle, 2011; Drake, 2020). A new process to 

resolve disputes would recognize international Indigenous rights that require a fair and independent 

process to adjudicate land and resource rights that recognize Indigenous laws, traditions, customs, and 

land tenure systems (United Nations, 2007a, p. 10). 

As it stands, Canada's sui generis judicial process requires proof of Aboriginal rights, interpreted 

through the SCC Integral to a Distinctive Culture Test or Van der Peet test. Some argue that this cultural 

test, derived from the 1996 Supreme Court Van der Peet decision, adequately addresses Aboriginal 

rights.39 Others, however, maintain that its focus on cultural rights alone does not recognize the scope of 

inherent rights (Frideres, 2020, p. 207). The Van der Peet test stipulates that, amoung other criteria, to 

qualify as an Aboriginal right, a practice must "originate from 'pre-contact,' be 'distinctive' and conform 

or 'reconcile' with state sovereignty" (Kent, 2012, p. 20). Limiting First Nation practices to these criteria 

"hinder the development of Indigenous rights, restrict the scope of such rights, and marginalize 

 
39 In the 1996 R. v Van der Peet case, the Supreme Court of Canada defined and restricted what constitutes an Aboriginal right 
affirmed or protected through Canada's Constitution and Section 35. This decision outlines a narrow scope of Indigenous rights 
requiring Aboriginal proof of occupation through judicially applied criteria. This test stipulates that an Indigenous custom, 
practice or tradition must be integral to the distinctive culture of the Aboriginal group claiming the right and originate from 
before contact with the Europeans (Beaudoin, 2017b). 
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Indigenous Peoples in Canadian society" (Kent, 2012, p. 20). The following text box outlines the 

elements specified in the Van der Peet test.  

The intentional antiquated logic and language espoused in the Van der Peet test perpetuate 

colonialism and ethnocentric ideals, further upheld by Canada's judicial system (Asch, 2000; Borrows, 

2002; Kent, 2012). Borrows (2002) states that the term pre-contact emphasizes customs and practices 

that defined First Nation societies before European arrival. This assumption dismisses any cultural 

change that may have occurred since.40 If consistent, would the courts not need to look at the culture of 

 
40 The courts have stated that an Aboriginal practice, custom, or tradition may evolve into a modern form. For example, the 
evolution of hunting with the bow and arrow to the rifle, or altering fishing practices from traditional hooks to modern 
equipment (Centre for Constitutional Studies, 2014). 

The Van der Peet Integral to a Distinctive Culture Test  
1. Courts must take into account the perspective of Aboriginal peoples themselves. 
 
2. Courts must identify precisely the nature of the claim being made in determining whether an Aboriginal 
claimant has demonstrated the existence of an Aboriginal right. 
 
3. In order to be integral a practice, custom or tradition must be of central significance to the Aboriginal society 
in question. 
 
4. The practices, customs and traditions which constitute Aboriginal rights are those which have continuity with 
the practices, customs and traditions that existed prior to contact. 
 
5. Courts must approach the rules of evidence in light of the evidentiary difficulties inherent in adjudicating 
Aboriginal claims. 
 
6. Claims to Aboriginal rights must be adjudicated on a specific rather than general basis. 
 
7. For a practice, custom or tradition to constitute an Aboriginal right it must be of independent significance to 
the Aboriginal culture in which it exists. 
 
8. The integral to a distinctive culture test requires that a practice, custom or tradition be distinctive; it does 
not require that that practice, custom or tradition be distinct. 
 
9. The influence of European culture will only be relevant to the inquiry if it is demonstrated that the practice, 
custom or tradition is only integral because of that influence. 

10. Courts must take into account both the relationship of Aboriginal peoples to the land and the distinctive 
societies and cultures of Aboriginal peoples. (Indigenous Foundations, 2009b, p. 1) 
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settlers from that time also? "The colonized must struggle to critically reclaim and [re-evaluate] the 

worth of their own histories, traditions, and cultures against the subjectifying gaze and assimilative lure 

of colonial recognition" (Coulthard, 2007, p. 453). Using cultural distinctiveness as a gauge to determine 

Aboriginal rights is not only inappropriate but invalid (Asch, 2000, p. 127). The ideology that an 

Aboriginal right is only valid if the activity in question conforms or reconciles with Canada's assumed 

sovereignty, "which, in fact, is illegitimately derived from a unilateral assertion," is flawed and 

Eurocentric (Asch, 2000; Kent, 2012, p. 21). Under this cultural scrutiny, even if a First Nation practice 

passes court interpretation tests, it must still conform to Canada's legal system in which it conflicts 

(Kent, 2012, p. 29).  

The 1996 R v Van der Peet ruling states, "Aboriginal rights 

recognized and affirmed by section 35(1) must be directed toward 

the reconciliation of the pre-existence of Aboriginal societies with 

the sovereignty of the Crown" (R. v Van der Peet, 1996, supra note 8 

at para. 31). Therefore, pre-existing First Nation political systems 

must align with the "immutable fact" of the supreme political 

authority of Crown sovereignty (Walters, 2008, p. 180). Canada's 

depiction and interpretation of Indigenous rights in this context are 

highly limiting since it only recognizes rights "afforded by the 

Constitution… which were determined by and in the interests of the 

colonial power" (Kent, 2012, p. 31). Interpreting rights solely through Canada's constitutional laws 

subjugate treaty and Aboriginal rights, justifying continuous rights violations and land and resource 

infringements. Chief Gordon Peters of the Association of Iroquois and Allied Indians believes Canada 

should eliminate the Van der Peet test. This denouncement would balance the playing field and create 

Section 35 is meant to protect a 
distinct set of rights stemming 
from the pre-existence of 
Indigenous societies. And yet, 
there is nothing distinct about 
the way the Court proposes to 
evaluate infringements on 
Indigenous rights. The 
infringement test performs 
reconciliation to Crown 
sovereignty by treating 
Indigenous rights the same as 
any other constitutional right, 
and by entrenching in law the 
requirement that Indigenous 
Peoples accept rights 
infringements by the Crown 
based on the rulings of Canadian 
courts. (Nixon, 2022, p. 50) 
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some honourable dialogue. Peters maintains there is no honour in the process being established by 

Canada today (APTNInFocus, 2018).  

Canada's enactment of the 1930 Natural Resource Transfer Acts (NRTA) is further evidence of 

government power and First Nation rights subjugation. These Acts transferred ownership and control of 

federal Crown lands and natural resources to Western provincial governments.41 Other than land within 

reserve boundaries, private land ownership, and national parks, these transfer Acts give the provinces 

authority and jurisdiction over all provincial territory, traditional or otherwise (The Constitution Act, 

1930; Tough, 2004). Canada sped up this division of powers through Section 92 of the Constitution Act, 

1982. This clause expanded provincial jurisdiction areas to include "exploration for non-renewable 

natural resources in the province; development, conservation, and management of non-renewable 

resources and forestry resources in the province; and development, conservation, and management of 

sites and facilities in the province for the generation and production of electricity" (DOJ, 2013, p. 23). 

Therefore, the federal government exercises its fiduciary obligation to Indians and lands reserved for the 

Indians through Section 91 (British North American Act, 1867). At the same time, "provinces, through 

separate and varied provincial and territorial government policies and processes, [also] assert 

jurisdiction over Indigenous lands and resources" (Mitchell et al., 2019, p. 23).  

Like federal government control, provincial authority often places the province's interests over 

Aboriginal and treaty rights. For example, Alberta disallowed treaty obligations such as Indigenous 

commercial provisions. Legal jurisdictions allow the federal government, provincial governments, and 

third parties to infringe upon Aboriginal rights and traditional territories, with inconsistent 

 
41 The 1930 Natural Resource Transfer Act consists of three agreements between Canada and Alberta, Saskatchewan, and 
Manitoba - originally intended to create equality between the prairies and the other Canadian provinces. These agreements 
granted prairie provinces authority and jurisdiction over lands and resources not bestowed at the time of Confederation. 
Canada solidified these Natural Resource Transfer Acts in the Constitution Act, 1930, ensuring these provincial lands were no 
longer under federal jurisdiction (Promislow, 2007). 
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accountability for these transgressions. Nichols (2020) confirms the consequences of the federal 

government delegation of First Nation authority to the provinces and judicial interpretation of this 

constitutional action. He suggests a different approach to Indigenous rights recognition that would 

incorporate a living tree interpretation of Sections 91, 92 and 35 (Nichols, 2020).  

Federal/Provincial Division of Powers and Third-Party Rights Interference 

The federal Crown's transfer of legislative responsibilities to provincial governments limits First 

Nation agency. Some scholars believe that the NRTAs and Section 92 hinder First Nations' ability to 

participate in the negotiation and creation of laws and policies that affect their rights, communities, and 

traditional territories (Borrows & Coyle, 2017; Little Bear, 1988; McNeil, 2000; Porter & Barry, 2013). 

"The Crown's continued pattern of making decisions in the absence of Indigenous consent—without 

resolving the underlying title and governance issues—undermines the constitutional foundations that 

are meant to define Canada" (Kung & Smith, 2019, para. 5). Placing authority of Crown lands under 

provincial jurisdiction had already proven detrimental to Aboriginal and treaty rights in Ontario. The St. 

Catharine's Milling and Lumber Company v The Queen decision revealed that in 1888 (St. Catharine's 

Milling and Lumber Company v The Queen. [1888] UKPC 70, 14 AC 46).42 The Supreme Court ruled that 

 
42 St. Catharine's Milling and Lumber Company v The Queen was a jurisdictional dispute between Ontario and Canada that 
stemmed from a Crown logging permit allowing St. Catharine's Milling to harvest trees within Ojibwe Treaty 3 territory. Ontario 
successfully argued that according to the British North America Act, 1867, the federal government could not grant this logging 
permit because it infringed on provincial jurisdiction. Although the primary issue was Indigenous land rights, there was no 
Indigenous representation in the court (ReconciliAction YEG, 2018). The final ruling evidenced that the Ojibwe had no legal right 
to their territory, only permission to use and enjoy this land - based upon the Crown's 'grace and policy' (Blake, 1888). 

The living tree doctrine refers to a method of constitutional interpretation that allows for Canada’s 
Constitution to change and evolve over time while still acknowledging its original intentions. The doctrine 
achieves a balance between two seemingly contradictory goals: predictability and flexibility. To be effective, 
the Constitution must consist of a predictable set of rules. That way, Canadians know how their activities are 
governed, and Canada and the provinces can be governed in a consistent manner. On the other hand, flexible 
interpretation accommodates realities of changing modern life. If the Constitution is not interpreted this way, 
it will be frozen in time and become more obsolete than useful. (Centre for Constitutional Studies, 2019) 
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"Aboriginal title over land was allowed only at the [Provincial] Crown's pleasure and could be taken 

away at any time." This verdict set a lasting legal precedent on the division of powers and property 

rights (Hedican, 2013, p. 85). "St. Catharine's Milling was a significant obstacle to Indigenous peoples' 

land rights, and their participation in our legal system for the better part of a century" (ReconciliAction 

YEG, 2018, para. 8).  

Subjecting First Nations to provincial legislation and regulations perpetuates their subordinance 

and lack of self-determination, further usurping First Nation authority, jurisdiction, and sovereignty over 

traditional territories (Johnston, 1989; Wilkins, 2000). This third-party interference in First Nation self-

determination of land and resource rights is continuous and cumulative, prioritizing non-Indigenous 

lifeways and conceptions over Treaty First Nation perspectives. Provincial powers strengthen colonial 

values while eroding Aboriginal and treaty rights one policy at a time (Frideres, 2019). Former National 

Chief Bellegarde43 pointed out that First Nation treaties are with the federal Crown, not the provinces. 

Nevertheless, many First Nation rights needing redress fall under provincial jurisdiction (APTNInFocus, 

2018). 

Canada's delegation of its constitutional and legislative authority provides little incentive for the 

federal Crown to collaborate with First Nations and pass national legislation to recognize Aboriginal and 

treaty land and resource rights (Borrows, 2017a, p. 3). It is important to note that recognition of these 

rights applies to both levels of government. As Gord Hannon, General Counsel of the Manitoba 

Department of Justice Aboriginal and Natural Resources Law Team explained, First Nations are no longer 

"exclusive subjects of federal jurisdiction… it must be recognized that the provinces are key players in 

 
43 Parry Bellegarde was National Chief of the AFN for seven years. He was elected in 2014, re-elected in 2018, and choose not to 
run again at the end of his term in 2020. During the July 2021, 42nd Annual General Assembly, the AFN elected RoseAnne 
Archibald as their new National Chief. She is the first woman ever to lead the AFN. National Chief Archibald will continue 
Bellegarde's progress on advancing Indigenous policies and ideas. She strives to create a better quality of life and future for 
First Nations, "bringing diplomacy and encouraging unity in the First Nations political system, while breaking down barriers" 
(Ellis, 2021; AFN, 2021i, para. 4). 
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recognizing and respecting treaty rights" (Hannon, 2011, p.1). Many government decisions relating to 

traditional territories are now provincial, with Crown/First Nation conflicts addressed through 

representatives in the right of the provinces (Hannon, 2011, p. 1). With this, Aboriginal titles remain 

unrecognized through current provincial governments' continual adherence to "a policy of denial" (Gunn 

& McIvor, 2020, para. 39).  

Section 88 of the Indian Act further strengthened provincial powers over First Nations. This 1952 

amendment asserts that "subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of Parliament, all laws of 

general application from time to time in force in any province are applicable to and in respect of Indians 

in the province" (Indian Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. I-5). Many provincial laws restrict Treaty First Nation's 

jurisdiction and access to lands which undermines Aboriginal and treaty rights. First Nations' traditional 

activities such as hunting, trapping, fishing, and gathering, are rights affirmed within their treaties. 

Nevertheless, provincial legislation does not provide definitive guidelines on protecting these rights 

(Gunn, 2019; Ross, 1999, p. 21). For example, Paragraph 12 of the Saskatchewan and Alberta NRTA and 

Paragraph 13 of the Manitoba NRTA state that Indigenous Peoples within the province have a right to 

hunt, trap and fish on all unoccupied Crown lands or other lands to which they have a right of access 

(Gunn, 2019). However, they also state that "Canada agrees that the laws respecting game in force in 

the province from time to time shall apply to the Indians within the boundaries thereof" (The 

Saskatchewan Natural Resource Act, 1930, para. 12). With this, the content of these NRTAs enables 

provinces to change subsistence Aboriginal and treaty rights and establish their own rules on how, 

where, when, and why First Nations may conduct their traditional activities (Hannon, 2011). 

The R. v Horseman Supreme Court ruling stipulated that First Nation traditional hunting, 

trapping, and fishing activities must go beyond provincial regulation. However, this judicial ruling also 

limited more expansive First Nation subsistence rights by eliminating all commercial endeavours that 
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may accompany these traditional activities (R. v Horseman, [1990] 1 SCR 901, p. 933). Bell (1997, p. 21). 

interprets this as "merely a polite way to describe extinction and replacement, rendering the NRTA the 

sole source of Indian hunting rights in three prairie provinces." With Canada's federal authority 

weakened through strong regional and provincial powers, it may not be easy to pass a unified mandate 

that protects Treaty First Nation's self-determination of land and resource rights. While the federal 

Crown's RIR initiatives promise to address this issue, First Nation jurisdiction and treaty rights adherence 

remains an extraordinarily complex and problematic endeavour. Canada's RIR mandate must consider 

both provincial buy-in and Indigenous buy-in. "There are various provincial, regional, and national 

organizations for First Nations, non-status Indians, Métis, and Inuit, a strong women's organization, and 

several hundred bands of First Nations" (Frideres, 2020, p. 193). Expecting all these political forces and 

the constituencies they represent to achieve consensus seems an insurmountable task.  

Difference between First Nation Reserve Lands and Traditional Territory 
A First Nation reserve is a tract of land set aside under the Indian Act and treaty agreements for exclusive First 
Nation use. This was a means for government to provide the most accessible and fertile lands to European 
settlers and farmers. The development of the reserve system met this need (ICT, 2015, para. 1). However, a 
reserve is not to be confused with a First Nation’s traditional territory.  
 
“Although reserve borders were imposed on First Nations, many First Nations have continued hunting, 
gathering, and fishing in off-reserve locations that they have used for many generations. In addition, important 
ceremonial sites may be located outside a reserve but continue to be significant for a band’s cultural and 
spiritual practices. When a First Nation describes its traditional territory, it is describing this larger land base 
that it has occupied and utilized for many generations, before reserve borders were imposed and drawn on 
maps. When a First Nation expresses concern about impacts to its traditional territory, its members are likely 
referring to the far-reaching consequences for the nation’s socio-economic, spiritual, and cultural health. 
When issues of Aboriginal title are discussed, this generally refers to the use and enjoyment of traditional 
territories. 
 
The reserve system undermined Aboriginal peoples’ relationship to their traditional territories but did not 
destroy it. As noted above, for many First Nations, off-reserve locations continue to serve as sites of economic, 
cultural and spiritual practices. The relationship to traditional territory also remains significant for many First 
Nations who have lost access to it, even if they are unable to continue such practices in those locations” 
(Hanson, 2009c, p. 2). 
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Treaty and Aboriginal rights infringements and a disregard for international obligations define 

the current Crown/First Nation relationship. This indifference has led to a multitude of First Nation 

lawsuits against the federal and provincial governments.44 Seemingly, Crown counsel mandates the 

prosecution of First Nations pursuing treaty activities and Aboriginal rights, arguing outmoded 

precedents that deny internationally recognized inherent rights (McNeil et al., 2004, p. 117). Courts 

sometimes affirm rights and entitlements, recalibrating Crown/First Nation power differentials. In 

others, they have incorporated "read-in"45 limitations to rights and land occupation privileges, as seen 

in R. v Sparrow (Sheppard, 2013, p. 6). In the 1990 Supreme Court Sparrow case, the court found that 

the Crown had a fiduciary duty under Section 35 to recognize First Nation's rights to pursue 

reconciliation. With this, the court developed the Sparrow Rights Infringement Test (see text box) to 

justify infringements on Aboriginal rights. 

The Sparrow test indicates the colonial dynamics encompassing recognition and adherence to 

the rights of First Nation Peoples. By applying this test, courts now unilaterally determine what makes 

up an inherent right and what rights they may justifiably infringe. These actions remain dependant upon 

the execution of honour of the Crown obligations (Nixon, 2022, p. 50). Scholars note that the Crown's 

fiduciary duty through the court-defined Sparrow test imposes obligations to infringe minimally, 

compensate where possible, and consult (Nichols, 2020; Nixon, 2022). "It is difficult to see how the 

fulfilment of these obligations is the same as an obligation to act in Indigenous peoples' interests" 

(Nixon, 2022, p. 53). Instead, this infringement test renders First Nation opposition to Crown actions 

irrelevant if this opposition is decidedly in the public's best interest. Imposing Crown authority while 

 
44 Between 2010 and 2015, the AANDC spent over $100 million on legal litigation services, with costs remaining consistent. In 
2015, there were 157 active claims on Aboriginal title alone and 452 other infringement claims involving Section 35(1) rights. 
The number of First Nation claims against the federal Crown continues to grow (Eyford, 2015, p. 29). 
45 'Reading in' is used when deliberating treaty court cases, whereby the court may decide that something not written down 
should have been included in the treaty. With this, judicial rulings interpret treaties as if the term is there (Centre for 
Constitutional Studies, 2014). 
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neglecting Indigenous sovereignty further undermines First Nation autonomy (Nichols, 2020). While the 

colonial Sparrow test is standard in adjudicating legally recognized rights, Sparrow has not proved to be 

an effective conflict resolution mechanism. Christie (2007) points out that without reformed rights 

recognition legislation and policies, legal battles will continue to mount. After all, there are few other 

tools that First Nations can use to assert and protect their lands and Peoples.  

Judicial proceedings are time-consuming and expensive. Although these proceedings provide 

definitive winners and losers, judgements rarely encompass a straightforward outcome. Furthermore, 

when judicial rulings do not align with government interests, research revealed that the Crown is often 

slow or reluctant to comply. For example, evidence and submissions for the 1997 Delgamuukw trial took 

374 days. Since the SCC ruled Aboriginal title exists, the federal government has yet to develop a 

The Sparrow Rights Infringement Test 

The Sparrow test sets out a list of criteria that determines whether a right is existing, and if so, how a 
government may be justified to infringe upon it. 
 
The Sparrow test defines a government activity as infringement if it: 

• imposes undue hardship on the First Nation; 

• is considered by the court to be unreasonable; 

• prevents the right-holder from exercising that right. 
 
The Sparrow test outlines justification for rights infringement through the following criteria: 

• if the infringement serves a “valid legislative objective.” The court suggested a valid legislative 
objective would be conservation of natural resources, in which First Nations interest would come 
second only to that; 

• if “there has been as little infringement as possible in order to effect the desired result;” 

• if fair compensation was provided; and 

• if Aboriginal groups were consulted, or, “at the least… informed.” 
 
The Supreme Court also acknowledged that other considerations may be taken into account, depending on the 
circumstances of the infringement. 
 
Although many recognize the Sparrow case as “a significant victory for those interested in the affirmation of 
Aboriginal rights” (Kulchyski, 1994, p. 212), it also confirms that these rights are not absolute, and can be 
infringed upon providing the government can legally justify it. 
 
The Court did not outline what would qualify as adequate consultation or compensation regarding rights 
infringement. However, what constitutes adequate First Nation consultation would eventually be examined in 
the 2004 Supreme Court Haida Nation decision. (Salomons & Hanson, 2009, paras 6-10) 
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comparable Aboriginal title policy (Delgamuukw v British Columbia, [1997] 3 SCR 1010; Eyford, 2015, p. 

29). Perhaps this is because judgements do not resolve the underlying issues of these Crown/First 

Nation conflicts. Eyford (2015, p. 29) argues that interpretation and resolution of complex historical, 

political, and social policy concerns should be resolved through discussion and compromise, not trial 

judgements. Canada's 2016 RIR mandate provides a starting point and new direction for implementing 

more efficient good faith processes. New RIR initiatives could accommodate Canadian society while 

respecting First Nation interests, concerns, historical treaties, and rights. One of these rights is the 

inherent right to self-government. 

Self-Government for Numbered Treaty Nations 

Canada's assumed sovereignty over First Nation Peoples conveys a fiduciary responsibility to 

respect, protect, and even enhance inherent self-determination rights and self-government practices 

(Anderson et al., 2015, p. 39). The federal Crown's past failure to recognize these rights clearly shows 

unfulfilled obligations and unbalanced laws and policies (McNeil et al., 2004). Despite political promises, 

there has been no attempt by the Crown to recognize self-determination rights or to pursue nation-to-

nation coexistence as outlined in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 (Venne, as cited in McFarlane & 

Schabus, 2017). Adrusieczko (2012) attributes this lack of action to concerns that First Nation self-

government may alter the construct and reduce the power of Canada's nation-state sovereignty. 

However, Tully (2000, p. 53) points out that free and equal peoples living in the same country can 

mutually recognize the autonomy or sovereignty of each other in shared jurisdictions, all without 

incorporation or subordination.  
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Rights to First Nation self-determination and self-government exist within the principles of 

sovereignty.46 Regaining these rights is essential for First Nations "to be free of the controlling influence 

of the Canadian state" (Christie, 2007, p. 4). Interestingly, this is not an issue in the United States, where 

Tribes have domestic sovereignty and the right to govern themselves; determine membership; enact 

legislation; and establish their own laws, enforcement, and court systems (National Conference of State 

Legislatures, 2013). The U.S. recognition of Indigenous sovereignty did not diminish American sovereign 

powers or dismantle their systems and institutions. "The U.S. Constitution recognizes Indian Tribes as 

distinct governments and they have, with a few exceptions, the same powers as federal and state 

governments to regulate their internal affairs" (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2013, para. 1).  

Nevertheless, self-government agreements within Canada mainly relate to modern treaty nations rather 

than numbered treaty nations that have ceded and surrendered their lands to the Crown. The 

Government of Canada's RIR mandate commits to expand this scope, as advised (in part) through prior 

government inquiries and RCAP recommendations (see the following text box). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
46 Principles of sovereignty reflect the freedom of peoples from external control and influence. These would include rights 
to autonomy, independency, liberty, self-determination and self-government (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-c). 
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The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 
 
Established in 1991, this Commission comprised several high-profile Indigenous members and jurists who spent 
five years conducting extensive research and consultations with Indigenous groups, federal, and provincial 
politicians, and several Indigenous issue experts (RCAP, 1996e). After two years of consultation with Indigenous 
groups, they created a research plan that focused on four themes: governance. land and economy, social and 
cultural issues, and the North (Doerr, 2021). Within these themes, the Commission examined issues relevant to 
Indigenous Peoples, including self-government, and the legal status of previous agreements, policies, and 
legislation including the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the numbered treaties, the Indian Act, and Aboriginal case 
law (RCAP, 1996e). 
 
Through its engagement and public hearings process, the Commission visited 96 Indigenous communities 
across Canada, held 178 days of hearings, and recorded briefs from over 2,000 people, resulting in over 350 
research studies (Doerr, 2021). They issued their final five-volume, 4,000-page report in November 1996 
comprising 440 recommendations covering a wide range of issues—all calling for "sweeping changes to the 
relationship between Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal people and the governments in Canada" (Hurley & Wherrett, 
1999, para. 1). They set a 20-year agenda to enact new legislation and policies, create equitable Indigenous 
institutions, rebuild community capacity, redistribute lands and natural resources, promote economic 
development, and rebuild Indigenous Nations, governments, and communities. Restructuring would include: 
 
1. Legislation, including a new Royal Proclamation stating Canada's commitment to a new relationship and 
companion legislation, setting out a treaty process and recognition of Aboriginal nations and governments. 
 
2. Recognition of an Aboriginal order of government, subject to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, with 
authority over matters related to the good government and welfare of Aboriginal peoples and their territories. 
 
3. Replacement of the federal Department of Indian Affairs with two departments, one to implement the new 
relationship with Aboriginal nations and one to provide services for non-self-governing communities. 
 
4. Creation of an Aboriginal parliament. 
 
5. Expansion of the Aboriginal land and resource base. (Hurley & Wherrett, 1999, para. 3) 
 
While the report ignited some Eurocentric responses, including Professor Rubenstein's (2017, para. 5) 
statement that "It privileges unverifiable oral history over well-documented written accounts," overall 
response to the study was positive, with First Nation communities and organizations pressing for immediate 
action on the Commission's recommendations (Hurley & Wherrett, 1999). By Spring of the following year, the 
federal government had still not responded to the Commission's findings. With this, the AFN held a National 
Day of Protest in April 1997, over the government's inaction and the Prime Minister's refusal to meet First 
Nations leaders to discuss the report. 
 
Nine months later, the government announced their policy framework for future government action based on 
renewing the partnership; strengthening Aboriginal governance; developing a new fiscal relationship; and 
supporting strong communities, people, and economics. Government proposals emphasized non-constitutional 
approaches to selected issues raised by the report. Considering the RCAP a federal initiative, there was little 
public response from provincial and territorial governments. Although few were implemented, there is no 
doubt that the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples changed the conversation (Queen's University, 2016, 
p. 2). 
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Both the 1983 Penner Report47 and the 1996 RCAP Final Report suggested that the Crown 

implement trilateral federalism. A fully developed third order governing system would recognize First 

Nation governments as distinct within the Canadian federation (Abele et al., 2016; Andrusieczko, 2012; 

Hurley, 2009). It would also provide First Nations with jurisdictional authority alongside their provincial 

and federal counterparts (Diablo, 2018, para. 4; see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Third Order of Government48 

Shared sovereignty is the underlying principle of trilateral federalism. This concept intends to 

"change the relationship of Indian First Nations to other governments, not to fragment the country" 

(House of Commons, 1983, p. 41). Perhaps the 2013 British Columbia framework agreement on First 

Nation health governance may provide a functional template for achieving this tri-partisan 

cooperation.49 Given the authority and jurisdiction rights provided to the provinces through Canada's 

 
47 A Special Committee of the House of Commons on Indian self-government was appointed in 1982. This inquiry resulted in the 
Penner Report that recommends that First Nations be recognized as a distinct order of government and that processes leading 
to self-government be established (Henderson, 2020). 
48 Diagram from AIAI Deputy Grand Chief Gord Peters, presented at the AFN National Policy Forum, September, 2018 (AFN, 
2018a). Diagram courtesy of AIAI, retrieved from SlidePlayer Inc. (2022). 
49 October 1st 2013, the federal government transferred the design, management, and delivery of First Nations health 
programming in British Columbia to the newly established First Nations Health Authority (FNHA). This transfer changed the way 
BC First Nation health care was structured. The new Framework provides a role to First Nations in delivering health care to their 
Peoples through coordination and integration with the provincial health care system–allowing First Nation communities to 
determine, define, deliver and evaluate programs that match their needs (GOC, 2020). 
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legislation, policies, and the Constitution, Bellegarde believes anything less, such as a fourth-level 

municipal style government, would not align with UNDRIP standards (APTNInFocus, 2018).  

The inherent right to self-government is an existing right recognized within Section 35, although 

the constitution does not elucidate what this right entails. Canada held First Minister conferences on 

Aboriginal Constitutional Matters in 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1987. During these meetings, Ministers 

discussed and clarified the meaning and implementation of First Nation self-government (Canadian 

Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat, n.d.). These meetings culminated in the 1992 legal draft of 

the Charlottetown Accord that would have "entrenched Aboriginal governments as a third order of 

government in Canada (alongside federal and provincial bodies), though in a form that was yet to be 

determined" (Christie, 2019, pp. 122-123). It is important to note that the federal Crown and all ten 

provinces supported the 1992 Charlottetown Accord. However, Canadians rejected this accord through 

a national referendum held in October of that year. Consequently, how Canada will implement the 

constitutionally entrenched existing right to self-government remains unclear.  

The political discourse around Section 35 presumed that Indigenous laws and governing 

authority would be recognized and established within domestic law, providing a coming together of 

legal systems and ideologies. However, the full basket of rights, protections, and mutual obligations 

envisioned—such as self-determination and jurisdiction over lands and territories—did not materialize 

(Palmater, 2013). Accordingly, the Crown articulated these Aboriginal and treaty rights as something to 

be determined later. Senator Murray Sinclair clarified that this inaction has forced many First Nations to 

prove their rights through costly, time-consuming Supreme Court battles to gain an inch more 

clarification on what rights Canada will affirm or recognize (Sinclair, as cited in APTNInFocus, 2018). With 

this, Palmater (2013) refers to Section 35 as an empty shell of a constitutional promise. She maintains 

that, just like treaties, the worth of this clause is diminished if those in power do not respect, 
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implement, and adhere to its intent, the intent, being, the assurance of benefits to both parties. To 

address this unfinished constitutional business, the federal 

government sought a new way to recognize the inherent right of 

self-government without reopening constitutional discussions. The 

result was the 1995 Inherent Right Policy to recognize the 

Indigenous right to self-government under Section 35. However, the 

AFN rejected Canada's unilaterally imposed colonial policy, stating 

that it did not acknowledge Indigenous sovereignty; did not address 

First Nation jurisdiction; and would continue to decentralize self-

government through federal and provincial policies and legislation 

(AFN, 2021b).  

The Inherent Right Policy (still in effect today) states that 

the Crown will negotiate First Nation internal governance matters 

that are integral to their culture and essential internal operations. 

However, it also clarifies that several First Nation self-government 

matters are not open to negotiation. These include powers related 

to the Crown's assumed sovereignty, other national interest 

powers, and external relations (Wherrett, 1999a). This policy states 

that First Nations must exercise self-government within the 

Canadian Constitution, and "laws of overriding federal and 

provincial importance will prevail, and federal, provincial, territorial, 

and Aboriginal laws must work in harmony" (Wherrett, 1999a, para. 

23). Legislating that First Nation self-government must operate within Canada's Constitution does not 

When the Constitution was 
patriated in 1982, it recognized 
and affirmed ‘Aboriginal and 
treaty rights’ though the 
meaning of these rights was to 
be determined at a later date 
through negotiations. But 
instead, over the intervening 
decades, Canada’s notion of 
Aboriginal self-government was 
determined by the courts and 
imposed by way of policy and 
eventually crystallized in the 
1995 Inherent Right Policy. 
 
Under this policy, self-
government must operate within 
the Canadian Constitution that 
ensures federal and provincial 
paramountcy in matters of 
conflict.  
 
Self-government rights do not 
include sovereignty or 
encompass international 
standards. The policy also 
specifies that the right 
Indigenous peoples have to 
govern themselves is a right in 
relation to “internal” matters. 
These policies have led to First 
Nation critics calling this form of 
self-government 
municipalization.  
 
This policy has become almost 
exclusively linked with the 
Comprehensive Land Claims 
Policy and the creation of 
modern treaties and self-
government agreements.  
(King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 13) 
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reflect inherent rights. Nor does it adhere to the spirit and intent of nation-to-nation sharing 

agreements set forth in pre-Confederate treaties. For example, the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation in 

Northern Yukon enacted its Constitution and rules about how the community may select political 

leaders. They based these principles on Indigenous law and practices under their recognized right of 

self-government. However, the court stated that Section 25 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms overruled this Indigenous law. Their verdict maintained that the establishment of a Gwitchin 

government was subject to their negotiated self-government agreement, confined within the limits of 

the Canadian Constitution. Currently, the SCC has agreed to hear the appeal of the Vuntut government 

(Beaton, 2022). Scholars assert that the Inherent Right Policy maintains power imbalances and must shift 

to a more "flexible, ad hoc and sectoral process of negotiation" (King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 15). Ontario 

Regional Chief Isadore Day believes that the Inherent Right Policy provides an excellent example of how 

colonial perspectives toward First Nations are still alive and well. He maintains that this policy and other 

pieces of Canadian legislation need to change, as they directly relate to the 1969 White Paper approach 

(APTN Nation to Nation, 2018).  

Christie (2007, p. 4) explained that effective self-government initiatives must consider the 

powers that may be achievable; the extent to which these powers will cover different people; and the 

extent to which they will cover territory, the relations between these powers, and another level of 

government. Furthermore, Ponting (1997, p. 367) stressed that key components of all First Nation self-

governance models must include "culturally appropriate political institutions; a territorial base; control 

over membership; fiscal support from the federal government; and some kind of political relationship 

with the federal and provincial governments." Canada's Inherent Right Policy does not support these 

self-government and self-determination requirements. Instead, it reiterates the supremacy of federal 

and provincial jurisdiction, suppressing First Nation self-determination and governance to a municipal 
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administrative fourth-level model (King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 13). According to Nichols (2020, p. 294), 

understanding past and current federal/provincial/First Nation relations and the foundation of 

Crown/Indigenous sovereignty conflicts are essential to reconciliation. These relationships provide a 

"map of possibilities of the inherent right of self-government." The reader can see Appendix C for an 

abbreviated outline of The Government of Canada's Approach to Implementation of the Inherent Right 

and the Negotiation of Aboriginal Self-Government (Government of Canada, 2010). Those wanting to 

review the entire Inherent Right Policy can go to https://tinyurl.com/ta7h4s7n. 

Canada tailors self-governing agreements to individual community requirements that limit the 

power of First Nation governments to internal matters "integral to its distinct Aboriginal culture and 

essential to its operation as a government or institution" (Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern 

Affairs, 2010, p. 1). Suppressing Indigenous self-determination rights within Canadian Confederation 

restricts First Nations to a "narrow model of self-government outside of 

the Indian Act" (King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 4). Borrows (2017, p.3) reminds 

us that Canada specifically designed the Indian Act policy (still in place) to 

"break-down First Nations socio-political relations," regulating all aspects 

of First Nation lives. Regulations include political organization, fiscal 

management, economic opportunities, and land rights. For First Nations, 

the general threat behind any new self-government initiatives is that the Crown will envision inherent 

rights inappropriately and attempt to trap them in colonial legal definitions, with imposed Western 

understandings that do not incorporate the origins or power of First Nation rights to decide how to live 

their lives collectively, both today and in the future (Christie, 2007, p. 24). 

“The Creator gave each 

people the right to govern 

its own affairs, as well as 

land on which to live and 

with which to sustain 

their lives. These Creator-

given rights cannot be 

taken away by other 

human beings” 

(Ahenakew, 1985, p. 24). 

 

https://tinyurl.com/ta7h4s7n
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Reserve Land Management and Crown Control 

First Nation authority to manage their communities has been an uphill battle since settlers took 

up residence in what is now Canada (Brinkhurst & Kessler, 2013; DOJ, 2013; Dorsett & Godden, 1998; 

Moore et al., 1978; Scholtz, 2004). For example, approximately one-third of sections 43 through 122 of 

the Indian Act regulate reserve land management, natural resource use, and the environment (Fligg & 

Robinson, 2020). Under this policy, the Crown has the final say on most First Nation land decisions, 

which impose many administrative, policy, and legislative restraints. This power imbalance prevents 

Treaty First Nations from managing their own lands and impedes economic development (JFK Law 

Corporation, 2015).  

Accommodating Treaty First Nation interests was never part of the Indian Act's design. The Act’s 

"extraordinarily limiting" regulations create systemic barriers to economic independence and First 

Nation's abilities to generate wealth via ownership (Collin & Rice, 2019, para. 6). "While legislation and 

regulations in off-reserve contexts typically evolve over time, the largely static Indian Act leaves First 

Nation communities with outdated and paternalistic rules and procedures which have not kept pace 

with the modern economy" (Jobin & Riddle, 2019, p. 2). Nevertheless, "there is very little political will to 

change the Indian Act even though it is almost 150 years old" (Lorefice et al., 2017, p. 2). Alfred (2009) 

points out that creating dependency policies like this is typical for all colonial societies. So long as 

Section 91(24) of the Constitution remains, the Crown will impose national standards through federal 

legislation that impact the lives of First Nation Peoples living on reserve (Diablo, 2017, para. 21).  

The 1995 Indian Oil and Gas Act (IOGA), and the 2005 First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys 

Management Act (FNOGMMA) provide good examples of this. IOGA legislation lays out government 

criteria for First Nation oil and gas explorative on-reserve activities and how communities may get 

access to these revenues. The FNOGMMA is a means for First Nations to opt out of the IOGA to manage 
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their own natural resource developments (First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys Management Act, 

S.C. 2005, c. 48; Indian Oil and Gas Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. I-7). Section 4 of the IOGA permits Treaty First 

Nations to receive on-reserve oil and gas revenues. However, the Crown controls these activities and 

holds all oil and gas revenue moneys in trust (IOGA, 1985). First Nation access to these moneys is at the 

discretion of the Minister. He/she decides whether a community's request for these moneys is justified 

and should be released (NIEDB, 2017, p. 13). Canada's FNOGMMA allows Treaty First Nations to opt out 

of the IOGA. However, all on-reserve revenues from oil and gas extractions are still held in trust, and 

legal title to on-reserve oil and gas resources is not transferred to the First Nation (Rae, 2009).  

Neither the IOGA nor the FNOGMMA recognizes Treaty First Nation self-determination of land 

and resource rights as outlined in UNDRIP (Borrows, 2017a, p. 8). These legislations are superimposed 

on the existing Indian Act statutory land management regime that remains unchanged. Rae (2009, para. 

4) suggests that "governing on-reserve oil and gas resources would be much cleaner, simpler and more 

internally consistent if the Indian Act was amended," and the "present inappropriate provisions" in the 

Act were terminated. The National Indigenous Economic Development Board (NIEDB) stress that "more 

needs to be done to ensure that First Nations can assume their rightful place in the Canadian economy" 

(NIEDB, 2013, p. 3).50  

In 2005, Canada enacted the First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act (FNCIDA, 

2005). Incorporating a provincial regulatory regime, this legislation "allows First Nations to pursue large-

scale commercial and industrial projects on reserve lands by developing federal regulations that close 

gaps between on and off-reserve regulations for comparable activities" (Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 

 
50 The National Indigenous Economic Development Board (NIEDB) was established in 1990. It is a national, nonpartisan body 
mandated to advise all levels of government on First Nation economic development issues. The NIEDB promotes Indigenous 
economic self-sufficiency and socio-economic equality with the rest of Canada. Comprised of First Nations, Inuit, and Métis 
communities and business leaders across Canada, the Board NIEDB provides a vital link between policymakers, federal 
departments, and Indigenous and non-Indigenous business and community leaders (NIEDB, 2020). 
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Development Canada, 2013a, p. 18). This legislation supports Treaty First Nation partnerships with 

industries and all levels of government for on-reserve commercial and industrial development projects 

(FNCIDA, 2005). However, these regulations do not apply to all reserve lands, are project-specific, and 

are limited to lands relevant to provincial interests (INAC, 2012, para. 4). During the 2017 University of 

Calgary Indigenous Policy Conference, speakers noted that First Nation communities must realize they 

are entitled to partake in their own self-determined large-scale developments—not just smaller, local 

projects permitted by governments intended as capacity-building initiatives. Such self-determined 

endeavours would allow communities to balance economic development, social policy goals, and 

environmental protection to sustain their reserve lands and generate prosperity for future generations 

(INAC, 2012, para. 9). 

First Nations Land Management Act. In 1996, the Crown enacted the First Nations Land 

Management Act (FNLMA) to offer the Anishinaabe Peoples an alternative approach to land 

management that did not interfere with their treaty or constitutional rights (Northern Policy Institute, 

2018). Canada updated this Act in 2018 as part of the federal Crown's RIR mandate. The new Preamble 

states, "WHEREAS the Government of Canada is committed to implementing the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (First Nations Land Management Act, S.C. 1999, c. 24., 

para. 4). Canada has framed this Act as the right thing to do to achieve economic growth and promote 

First Nation independence (Liberal Party of Canada, 2015). The reader can see Appendix D for relevant 

excerpts of the First Nation Land Management Act (FNLMA, 1999). Those wanting to review the entire 

FNLMA can go to https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/F-11.8.pdf.  

The FNLMA allows Treaty First Nations to enact and administer their own land codes, 

eliminating about a third of the Indian Act's land management restrictions. Developing their own land 

codes allows First Nations to create plans and by-laws for on-reserve environmental protection. It also 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/F-11.8.pdf
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allows communities to enforce other land laws that align with inherent rights and cultural traditions 

(Fligg & Robinson, 2020; Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2020). The FNLMA 

permits Treaty First Nations to skip the lengthy process of acquiring permission from the Minister of 

Crown/Indigenous Relations (CIRNAC) to embark on economic development initiatives within their 

reserve lands. However, Jobin and Riddle (2019, p. 5) explain that "this economic growth or 

independence does not include a redistribution of land or resources, rather it is an expectation that First 

Nations should support their members through economic activities exclusively on reserve lands." 

Enacting a land code gives Treaty First Nation communities more authority and control than previously 

permitted. Nevertheless, it is important to note that their land remains in reserve status with title held 

by the Crown.  

First Nations accepted under the FNLMA must meet stringent criteria based upon Western 

ideologies established by the Crown. Examples of these include a lengthy, complicated and selective 

application process; proven track record of community economic development projects; success in 

negotiations with industry partners leading to joint ventures; and access to capital, such as land and 

resources or cash equity that can be developed or leveraged (Jobin & Riddle, 2019, p. 10). Even if a First 

Nation opts to partake and qualifies for this land management regime, they are still subject to federal 

control (NIEDB, 2013). "With these laws, the Crown continues to set the parameters for how First 

Nations Peoples are to live on their land, even once they opt out of the Indian Act" (Diablo, 2017, para. 

21). Under the Indian Act and other policies, there are few opportunities that allow Treaty First Nations 

to develop on-reserve resources sustainably. Indian Act regulations also hinder community 

opportunities to partake in other economic endeavours—at least not without some form of Crown 

intervention (Borrows, 2017a; McNeil et al., 2004).  
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The Yellowhead Institute (2019) suggests that communities analyze the Crown's FNLMA 

proposal within the larger context of their treaty history, Crown obligations, and continued alienation 

from First Nation traditional territories. Jobin and Riddle (2019, p. 5) stress that neither the Indian Act 

nor the FNLMA refers to numbered treaty rights and obligations. These omissions ensure a type of 

Indigenous self-government that does not promote self-determination rights stipulated in UNDRIP. 

While a land code may set out some First Nation administrative powers over their land, it does not 

"constitute a treaty within the meaning of Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act" (Fligg & Robinson, 

2020, p. 4; Land Advisory Board Resource Centre, 2019). As of 2020, 96 First Nations have ratified their 

land code, with 46 other communities active in the developmental process. Just 12% of numbered treaty 

nations have opted into the Crown's voluntary management regime, with 84% of communities still 

weighing the pros and cons. The other 4% of First Nations manage their lands under some form of self-

governance agreement (Fligg & Robinson, 2020, p. 2). 

Canada's RIR Framework intends to replace the FNLMA with amended legislation that promotes 

a balanced nation-to-nation land management process. A truly balanced Crown/First Nation process 

would involve First Nation participation in Canada's natural resource development strategies and 

projects. RIR initiatives also promise to expand Treaty First Nation governing authority and address 

inherent rights to traditional territory land and resource use (King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 13). An essential 

aspect to this would involve meaningful Crown/First Nation consultation on any legislation or 

development project that may impact First Nation Peoples and communities. The following section 

discusses Canada's current approach to First Nation engagement and how the UNDRIP right to free, 

prior and informed consent would expand current consultation obligations. 
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Duty to Consult 

Canada's duty to consult requirements emerged through Section 35 of the Constitution. This 

clause implies the Crown will act honourably when defining, guaranteeing, and reconciling Aboriginal 

and treaty rights with other non-Indigenous interests.51 This duty was reaffirmed in 2004 through Haida 

v British Columbia—the leading SCC decision that ruled Canada must consult First Nation Peoples prior to 

exploiting lands to which they may have claim (Haida Nation v British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 

[2004] 3 SCR 511). The duty to consult arises "when government knows about, or ought to know about, 

the potential existence of an Aboriginal right or title and contemplates a decision that might adversely 

affect it" (Olynyk, 2005, p. 2). This duty is a statutory, constitutional, and common law obligation that 

Canada must fulfil "prior to taking actions" (Irwin, 2018, para. 1). Any legislative policy or development 

project that may impact First Nations triggers this consultation and accommodation requirement. The 

duty to consult applies to federal and provincial governments; is affirmed through various Supreme 

Court rulings; and is essential to resolving Crown/First Nation land and resource issues and achieving 

reconciliation (Irwin, 2018). This constitutionally imposed fiduciary obligation should address and rectify 

Crown/First Nation power imbalances of unilateral decisions that may impact First Nations. However, as 

with rights affirmed within Section 35, there are no definitive definitions of the elements of meaningful 

consultation. This ambiguity amplifies Crown/First Nation conflicts and self-determination of land and 

resource issues (Booth & Skelton, 2011; Hipwell et al., 2002).  

Federal consultation guidelines pertain to Aboriginal rights and title matters, while provinces 

develop their own procedures within provincial legislation (AANDC, 2011). First Nations and Indigenous 

organizations have also developed community policies and guideline requirements for consultation 

 
51 By proclaiming their sovereignty over First Nation Peoples, lands and resources, the federal government created its symbolic 
honour of the Crown. This obligation binds governments to respect past First Nation relationships and act with integrity to find 
"balance and compromise" (Lambrecht, 2013; Newman, 2009, p. 59). 
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processes. These protect their rights and community priorities and can be as unique as each Indigenous 

group (Hipwell et al., 2002; McLeod et al., 2015; Thomson, 2015). Although the duty to consult applies 

to all potential First Nation infringements, Aboriginal rights, and interests may vary widely from one 

context to the next. For example, agreements and other constructive arrangements may outline 

consultation obligations for modern treaty nations. On the other hand, "such duties may be far less clear 

in a historical treaty or non-treaty context where the rights at issue may themselves be disputed or 

unclear" (Wright, 2020, p. 4). Nevertheless, all consultation frameworks require a balanced approach 

and a good faith process to reconcile conflicting interests (Newman, 2009). As consultation policy 

frameworks evolve, critical components are necessary for meaningful consultation. These include the 

timely provision of information that affords Indigenous Nations to express their concerns; a serious 

consideration of issues articulated by Indigenous Nations; and demonstratable integration of Indigenous 

concerns and issues voiced within the consultation process (Griffith, 2006, p. 32). 

It is important to note that Canada's court system does not hold the Crown's government 

consultation process to "a standard of perfection" (Olynyk, 2005, p. 4). Instead, the standard is one of 

reasonable efforts to inform and consider Aboriginal and treaty rights. "The duty to consult is structured 

as an open-ended procedural standard, with specific requirements determined on a case-by-case basis" 

(Lavoie, 2019, p. ii). (See the following text box). While this duty commits the Crown to conduct a 

meaningful consultation process in good faith, it does not require that the parties agree (Haida Nation v 

British Columbia, 2004, p. 25). Because there is no requirement to agree, consultation is often a 

procedural box that needs to be checked off. While consultation may occur, results do not necessarily 

reflect First Nation perspectives and interests. Parties often make decisions before Crown/First Nation 
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consultation, exposing the extreme power differentials currently embedded within Canada's systems 

and institutions.  

The Crown and colonial legislation influence and determine consultation outcomes, not First 

Nations. This power imbalance continuously permits governments and third parties to infringe upon 

treaty and Aboriginal rights. For example, with Attawapiskat First Nation v. Ontario, the Ontario 

Superior Court recognized the provincial Crown's legal duty to consult and its responsibility to ensure 

that consultation was consistent with the reconciliation process. Nevertheless, this court ruled they 

would not revoke the Ring of Fire mining development permits,52 even though the province did not 

sufficiently fulfill the duty to consult (Attawapiskat First Nation v. Ontario, ONSC 1196, 2022).  

Cumulative infringements lead to the watering-down of rights that may eventually result in 

extinguishment. Critics claim that Canada's consultation process is not meaningful and only serves to 

advance colonial interests in First Nation lands (Clogg, 2020; Herbert, 2018; OTC, 2007). In practical 

 
52 The Ring of Fire is a massive chromite mining and smelting development project in the James Bay Lowlands of Northern 
Ontario. It covers approximately 1.5 million hectares. The Ring of Fire directly impacts nine First Nation communities and is 
considered one of Ontario's largest potential mineral reserves (McKie, 2013). 

Mikisew Cree First Nation v Canada (Governor General in Council)  
This Supreme Court of Canada lawsuit addressed whether the federal government was required to consult 
prior to passing environmental legislation that could affect the exercise of treaty and/or Aboriginal rights. In 
doing so, the court grappled with reconciling two constitutional principles – protection of Aboriginal rights and 
title versus the separation of powers and parliamentary sovereignty. 
 
While agreeing on the issue of jurisdiction (which was dispositive of the claim), the judgment involved four 
concurring decisions. Ultimately, the majority of the court determined that the development, passage and 
enactment of legislation does not trigger the duty to consult. (Long & Jenkins, 2018, paras. 1, 2) 
 
The court ruled that consultation duties only exist when applied to executive policy-making actions by cabinet 
and environmental regulators, arguing that applying the duty to consult during the law-making process would 
interfere with the workings of Parliament. (Frideres, 2020, p. 161).  

 
“Applying the duty to consult doctrine during the law-making process would lead to significant judicial 
incursion into the workings of the legislature”  
(Mikisew Cree First Nation v Canada (Governor General in Council), 2018 SCC 40, 2 SCR 765, para. 7). 
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terms, meaningful consultation is in-depth consultation, which includes the existence of two-way 

dialogue; an opportunity to take part in the process and to make submissions; substantive responses to 

information requests (including a translation in some contexts); demonstrable integration of Indigenous 

community concerns; open-mindedness by the Crown about Indigenous rights; a view to 

accommodation of conflicting interests; and participation funding (Wright, 2020, p. 1). 

Courts have stated that First Nations cannot frustrate government attempts at good faith 

consultation by posing unreasonable positions during the process (Bains & Ishkanian, 2016; Olynyk, 

2005). However, meaningful two-way dialogue is difficult to achieve when projected projects impact 

more than one First Nation as, for example, when large mining projects or pipelines extend over 

multiple Indigenous territories. In these instances, inadequate consultation may cause project support 

by some First Nation communities but project opposition from others. This division can give rise to a "de 

facto veto power" (Lavoie, 2019, p. ii), privileging the interests of First Nations opposed to the project 

over First Nation communities that support it—or perhaps vice versa, dependent on the majority voice.  

Canada has not adequately addressed First Nation concerns about whose voice is heard during 

consultation and who speaks for a community. For instance, Canada's consultation process has nothing 

concrete in place to accommodate hereditary systems that may conflict with decisions made through 

their Band and Council elected body. First Nation hereditary governing systems often pertain to BC 

Bands and non-treaty nations. Still, Canada cannot overlook the diversity of Indigenous Bands, resources 

and priorities when making development decisions (MacDonald Laurier Institute, 2021). The 

consultation process involving Canada's approved $6.6 billion, 670-km Coastal GasLink Pipeline provides 

a clear example. Canada's proposed project was to transfer natural gas from Dawson Creek in 

Northeastern BC to Kitimat, BC. Although all 20 First Nations along the pipeline route signed agreements 

for its construction, including the elected Wet'suwet'en Chief and Council, the hereditary Chiefs of 
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Wet'suwet'en did not. This omission led to Canada-wide Indigenous and non-Indigenous support of the 

Hereditary Chiefs' position, with national protests obstructing roads, bridges, railways, ferries, and 

parliamentary buildings (Abedi, 2020, para. 33). Although the GasLink project proceeded, this 

incomplete consultation led to court litigation and a four-month project delay (Abedi, 2020, para. 33; 

Olynyk, 2005). Fort McKay Chief Boucher largely attributes development protests like these to 

communication breakdowns between project proponents and First Nation communities. Boucher 

explained that industries should be prepared to modify plans to address all First Nation concerns, 

observing that, "Communities want to continue practicing their traditional ways of life and want 

certainty that development will not infringe upon this" (Chief Boucher, as cited in Lorefice et al., 2017, p. 

2). 

Scholars note that federal and provincial consultation processes often favour project approvals 

over First Nation concerns (McLeod et al., 2015; Newman, 2009). Although consultation plays a vital role 

in determining the conditions of how major resource extraction projects proceed in Canada, 

governments, and industry typically do not base project decisions on First Nation concerns. 

"Government is entitled to balance other societal interests against Aboriginal interests" (Lavoie, 2019, p. 

ii; Olynyk, 2005, p. 5). For First Nations, this often results in resistance to engagement or participant 

exhaustion (Baker & Westman, 2018; Udofia et al., 2017). "First Nation participants are tired of 

expressing the same concerns and telling the same stories, which seem to have no effect on the course 

of development" (Baker & Westman, 2018, p. 145). Booth and Skelton (2011) believe that First Nation 

perceptions of wasted resources and time perpetuate poor Crown/First Nation relations. Federal and 

provincial environmental legislation in Canada has improved over the years. Nonetheless, prior attempts 

to balance extraction projects with environmental protection and Aboriginal and treaty rights have 

failed many First Nation communities (Borrows, 1997).  
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International standards outlined in UNDRIP would enhance Canada's domestic requirement 

from "consult and cooperate in good faith," to "free, prior and informed consent" (Irwin, 2018, para. 

12). Although consultation is a Crown fiduciary obligation when proposing projects on traditional 

territories; First Nation consent is not. As of 2015, approximately 1,200 First Nation communities were 

within a 200-kilometre radius of 180 producing mines and over 2,500 active exploration sites (Kielland, 

2015, p. 1). Furthermore, Canada estimates another 600 major economic projects that represent $650 

billion in resource development over the next ten years (NIEDB, 2012). Still, the Crown's perspective on 

consent continues to be "deeper" consultation. Omitting consent requirements stifles First Nation 

decision-making powers and their ability to ensure the security and productivity of their lands for future 

generations (Mertz, 2019; Mitchell, 2014, p. 46).  

Free, Prior and Informed Consent 

UNDRIP requires nation-states to obtain free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) before adopting 

legislative matters or approving development projects that may affect Indigenous lands, resources, and 

Peoples (United Nations, 2007a). Within this obligation, free implies that no coercion, intimidation, or 

manipulation is involved when seeking Indigenous consent. Prior implies that First Nations grant consent 

before any initiatives begin, respecting the required timelines for consultation and consensus. Informed 

implies that First Nations receive adequate information, especially when large-scale industrial projects 

are involved. Implementing First Nation perspectives on consent ensures the operationalization of this 

concept protects First Nation self-determination rights and aligns with international standards (Mitchell 

et al., 2019). Figure 2 provides a diagram of how the successful implementation of this process may 

look. 
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Figure 2: Free, Prior and Informed Consent53 

Treaty First Nation perspectives of consent are relational, extending well beyond the basic 

definitions literature provides. For First Nations, these principles link to Aboriginal treaty and inherent 

rights that provide the basis whereby all Indigenous rights flow. Through consent, First Nations can 

establish meaningful relationships between themselves, the government, industry, and the land. These 

relationships would honour and respect First Nation self-determination land and resource rights; offset 

current power inequalities; reduce legal suits; and create economic stability for Canada (Boutilier, 2017; 

Mitchell et al., 2019). Scholars acknowledge the challenges "in practical terms" to implementing and 

fulfilling FPIC objectives and how adopting a standardized approach may not always be appropriate 

(Favel & Coates, 2016, p. 2). Askew et al. (2017, p. 12) suggest that individual First Nations interpret and 

apply their own consent principles that align with their distinctive cultural, governance and legal orders.  

UNDRIP's FPIC obligation was a critical factor in Canada's original refusal to adopt UNDRIP and 

the Senate's refusal to pass Bill C-262: An Act to ensure that the laws of Canada are in harmony with the 

 
53 Free, prior and informed consent diagram created from data extracted from Mitchell et al., 2019; and Portalewska, 2012.  
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United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Bill C-262 [Historical], 2019).54 In both 

instances, Canada feared FPIC would provide veto powers to First Nations with development and 

extraction projects on ancestral lands and territories (Boutilier, 2017). Gunn maintains that industry and 

government concern that consent leads to veto powers "misses the forest for the trees" (Gunn, as cited 

in Askew et al., 2017, p. 18). Gaining consent for resource development in traditional territories is not 

about obtaining a "yes or no" response. Rather, it pertains to relationship building and considering First 

Nations as partners to guide decision-making (Lightfoot, 2016, p. 114). The word veto does not appear in 

UNDRIP, Bill C-262, or the newly enacted Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on 

the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Bill C-15, 2021). UNDRIP Article 46 clearly states that there are 

limitations on the rights espoused in UNDRIP, and the declaration cannot be construed to undermine 

the nation's territorial integrity (United Nations, 2007a). Tsilhqot'in Nation v British Columbia provides a 

good example.  

In 2014, the Tsilhqot'in Nation fought the province of British Columbia for title, authority, and 

jurisdiction over its traditional lands. This landmark ruling stated that Indigenous title exists, is not 

specific to reserves, and is determined through exclusive historical and continued occupation (Tsilhqot'in 

Nation v British Columbia, 2014, para. 50). Although the courts recognized Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title, 

Section 35(1) still provides government opportunities to infringe if justifiable, preserves the honour of 

the Crown, and has a valid legislative objective (Borrows, as cited in Senate of Canada, 2019, para. 24). 

Borrows contends that the words "free, prior and informed consent, will develop a distinctive meaning 

that will have procedural and substantive aspects as a part of them. That, I think, is the way to look at 

 
54 Bill C-262 'An Act to ensure that the laws of Canada are in harmony with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples' was a private member's Bill introduced in 2016 by Romeo Saganash, an NDP Cree Member of Parliament 
(Bill C-262 [Historical], 2019, p. 1). Passing three readings in the House of Commons, the Bill died in the Senate on June 21, 
2019. If passed, it would have clarified that UNDRIP applies in Canada and enforced amendments to current colonial laws and 
policies to ensure consistency with international standards. Bill C-262 clarified that this legislation would not diminish or 
extinguish any rights recognized and affirmed in Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act (Gunn, 2019). 
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the document" (Borrows, as cited in Senate of Canada, 2019, para. 25). Provincial laws and permission 

to infringe based on public interest still exist. However, the Tsilhqot'in case elevates Indigenous title 

from theoretical to fact, providing an incentive for governments to consult in good faith and negotiate 

nation-to-nation with Indigenous Peoples (McLeod et al., 2015).  

Land title, authority, and jurisdiction constitute a significant aspect of Treaty First Nation 

concerns, considered a requirement within Canada's new RIR initiatives. UNDRIP rights require fair and 

just compensation for First Nation dispossessed lands to rebuild their economic independence and 

support First Nation self-governance. The following section reviews Canada's approach to First Nation 

land claims through its Specific Claims Policy, Treaty Land Entitlement processes, and Comprehensive 

Land Claims Policy. 

Canada's Land Claim Policies 

Canada states that its land claim processes attempt to "resolve longstanding disputes in a 

balanced way that respects the rights of all Canadians" (CIRNAC, 2019a, para. 13). While Canada's 

Comprehensive Land Claims Policy pertains to modern treaties, the Specific Claims Policy addresses First 

Nation grievances stemming from Canada's failure to meet its obligations under the numbered treaties 

(Gobeil & Montpetit, 2011). Lombard and Charette (2018, para. 1) define Specific Claims as hugely 

important, addressing outstanding violations against First Nations "accumulated through colonial and 

post-colonial mistreatment and negligence." These claims generally concern treaty obligations, reserve 

lands, or the administration of First Nation property. Specific claims include both surrender claims and 

Treaty Land Entitlements (TLE). Surrender claims are specific land claims alleging the federal Crown took 

First Nation reserve lands unscrupulously. Alternatively, TLEs address grievances about lands promised 

to First Nations through treaties that were never allotted (Indian Claims Commission, 2005). Both 

processes are complicated and lengthy, often taking decades to complete (House of Commons, 2017, p. 
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1). Many Treaty First Nations have reclaimed portions of promised reserve lands or have received equal 

compensation. In many other cases, First Nations remain embroiled in this process, battling unfair 

specific land claim criteria or Crown rejections. Figure 3 provides an outline of Canada's Specific Claims 

process. 

Figure 3: The Fours Stages of the Specific Claims Process55 

 
55 Indigenous and Northern Affairs, Exhibit 6.4 (INAC, 2016). 
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Land Surrenders 

Because the Indian Act ensured that reserve lands could only be sold to the Crown, federal 

ministers and bureaucrats set out to acquire First Nation prime farmland. During Canada's early western 

expansion period, the Crown sold or granted reserve land parcels to settler farmers, land speculators, 

railways, and town site developers (Martin-McGuire, 1998). Under the pretense of legislated surrenders, 

Canada obtained much of this land through tainted dealings. With this, the Indian Claims Commission56 

had deemed many invalid and unlawful, based upon fraudulent practices by Crown Agents (Indian 

Claims Commission, 2005). Examples of these Crown practices include technical breaches of the Indian 

Act, such as invalid public meetings, incomplete or inaccurate Band voting lists57 and discrepancies 

regarding land payments. Furthermore, threats or bribes often induced these land surrenders, with 

government Agents withholding agricultural help, offering initial cash payments, or extending Band debt 

relief owed to the Crown (Martin-McGuire, 1998). These transactions may also pertain to a fiduciary 

breach such as coerced surrenders not in a First Nation's best interest.  

The Kahkewistahaw First Nation (KFN) in Saskatchewan provides a clear example of a surrender 

claim based upon tainted dealings of the Crown. In 1907, disease and starvation devastated these 

Peoples. Simultaneously, their longstanding Chief, who had opposed requests to surrender their fertile 

Qu'Appelle Valley land for 22 years, had died. Government Agents chose this time to, again, approach 

the community to surrender their lands. After twice refusing, the third time, the agent arrived with 

much-needed cash in hand, resulting in the Band voting to surrender 33,281 acres of its best reserve 

lands. Because of the Crown's corrupt dealings, in 2005, Canada and the KFN ratified a $94.6 million 

 
56 Canada’s Indian Claims Commission is an independent advisory body that holds public inquiries into First Nations’ specific 
claims that have been rejected by the government. The Commission also provides mediation services to help the Crown and 
First Nations reach claim settlements (GOC, 2013). 
57 A valid land surrender needed a majority vote of eligible Band members obtained through a public meeting. Under the Indian 
Act, only men over 21 could partake. Women could not vote in the Band council until 1951 (Indian Claims Commission, 2005). 
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settlement to compensate for this 1907 forced surrender. This land claim was the second largest 

settlement in the history of Canada and the largest in Saskatchewan (Indian Claims Commission, 2005, 

para. 10).58  

Between 1890 and the 1930s, Canada processed over 100 treaty land surrenders in the prairies. 

Twenty-one percent of these surrenders occurred from 1896 to 1911 to make way for western 

expansion and new settlers (Holmes, 2006; Martin-McGuire, 1998). The Thunderchild First Nation (TFN) 

and Moosomin First Nation (MFN) land claims provide good examples of these. In 1908, the federal 

Crown displaced the TFN from their agriculturally rich reserve lands near Delmas, Saskatchewan, to a 

smaller reserve of lesser value that was not conducive to farming (Sexsmith, 2003). Similarly, in 1909, 

Canada displaced the MFN from their original reserve near Battleford, Saskatchewan, to a lesser plot 36 

kilometres north (Sexsmith, 2003). After several years of land claim negotiations, Canada granted a 

settlement of $53 million to Thunderchild and $41 million to Moosomin.  

Specific land claim settlements often provide First Nations with capital to benefit their 

communities and invest in future economic development initiatives (NIEDB, 2019). "The settlement of 

longstanding land claims not only resolves past wrongs, but they put Thunderchild and Moosomin in a 

better position to create more opportunities for young people" (Former Federal Minister of Indian 

Affairs Robert Nault, as cited in Sexsmith, 2003, p. 1). The Chiefs of both First Nations have planned to 

use these moneys to develop their on-reserve economies and fund a multimillion-dollar post-secondary 

education trust for their Peoples. Still, many other First Nations have lost their lands, and retrieving 

them through Canada's colonial land claim systems remains an inequitable, complex and costly process. 

 
58 Land allotted through this agreement has yet to be allocated. The Band is still dealing with the province of Saskatchewan to 
purchase 29,000 acres of land, and the federal government to transfer these lands to Reserve Status within thirty years of 
November 25, 2002. Moneys allotted to the Kahkewistahaw through their 1907 Specific Claim Agreement came into effect in 
2019, with the Crown distributing 2% of the previous year's market value annually (KFN, 2022). 
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A second wave of surrenders occurred between 1918 and 1921 for soldier settlement purposes. 

In 1919, an Order-in-Council granted authority to the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs to 

"appropriate and cause to be utilized any portion of Indian reserve which is not under cultivation or 

otherwise properly used" (Sweeny, as cited in RCAP, 1996a, p. 530).59 This gave the department a 

sweeping mandate to seize First Nation reserve lands for surrender, if deemed by the government, as 

not being adequately used. Through this policy, the federal Crown accumulated 71,351 acres of First 

Nation lands, with many Bands losing up to half their total reserve base (Carter, 1999). At no time did 

Treaty First Nations receive anything approaching fair market value. For example, the Crown assessed 

the worth of these fertile lands close to $50 per acre. However, moneys received by First Nations ranged 

between $9 and $20 per acre (Carter, 1999). Canada justified these unscrupulous land grabs as required 

to provide farmland to returning war veterans. However, the government sold most of these reserve 

lands at a profit to recent immigrants and neighbouring farmers (Carter, 1999; Martin-McGuire, 1998).  

Since 1973, Canada had resolved 623 specific claims, amounting to over $10.6 million (GOC, 

2022a). However, as of August 2022, Canada had rejected 390 specific claims, citing no lawful obligation 

found. These statistics include 564 claims that remain under assessment and 435 claims that are in 

active litigation at the tribunal or have been closed (GOC, 2022a). It is important to note that these 

numbers do not reflect the hundreds of specific claims that still remain outstanding. These include 

"claims that are in research and development by First Nations; cases where Canada has not accepted 

the claim for negotiation; or where First Nations may be preparing to submit a claim to the Tribunal" 

 
59 At the end of World War 1, the demand for good farming land increased dramatically, but agricultural settlers had already 
taken most Indigenous lands in western Canada. In July 1917, Indian Affairs recommended that First Nation reserve land 
surrenders be made available to the newly created Soldier Settlement Board—established to distribute settlement land to 
benefit soldiers returning from the war (Orr, 1919). 
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(GOC, 2022a, para. 19). Those wanting to review this entire Specific Claims Settlement report can visit 

the Government of Canada's Reporting Centre website at https://tinyurl.com/yc2ar5fz. 

Treaty Land Entitlements 

Saskatchewan provides a notable example of why and how the government's Treaty Land 

Entitlement (TLE) program was established. When Canada and First Nations signed Saskatchewan 

numbered treaties 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10, the Crown allocated reserve lands to support the livelihood of 

these First Nation communities. Agents unilaterally based the size of these reserves upon the Band 

population during the initial survey process or at treaty signing.60 Whether seeking refuge during the 

1885 Rebellion, hunting for buffalo, or participating in other annual traditional subsistence rounds—

Band members were often absent during surveyor visits or formal treaty signing. Because of this, not all 

First Nations received land allotments equivalent to sustain their populations. For example, of the 74 

Saskatchewan Nations that signed a treaty (OTC, 2007), the federal Crown and provinces recognized 

more than half as not receiving adequate land for their Peoples. This realization has left the federal 

Crown with outstanding treaty obligations and unsettled land allowances, which Canada's TLE process 

means to resolve (Province of Saskatchewan, 1992). 

Because of NRTAs, federal Crown lands required to accommodate these treaty obligations 

remain insufficient, requiring regional cooperation to avail unoccupied provincial lands for the TLE 

process (Province of Saskatchewan, 1992). With this, the Government of Canada and the Province of 

Saskatchewan negotiated the federal/provincial 1992 Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement 

Framework Agreement61 to ensure that Treaty First Nations receive the proper entitled land amounts 

 
60 Except for Treaty 5, the survey provision of reserve lands did not exceed one square mile for each family of five or 128 acres 
for each Indian. Treaties 8 and 10 allowed for lands in severalty at 160 acres per Indian (Metcs & Devlin, 2004). 
61 September 22, 1992, 25 First Nations in Saskatchewan signed the TLE Framework Agreement. Under this agreement, the 
provincial and federal governments commit to providing signatory First Nations with $440 million over twelve years to buy land. 
Canada initially provided 70% of the overall costs of the settlement, while Saskatchewan covered the remaining 30% (CIRNAC, 
2017). 

https://tinyurl.com/yc2ar5fz
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stipulated in treaties. Upon completion, the Government of Canada and the Province of Saskatchewan 

estimate that First Nation reserve lands in the province should double the Crown's original allocation 

(Flanagan & Harding, 2017; Martin-McGuire, 1999).  

Moneys offered in compensation through these agreements provide First Nations with an 

opportunity to purchase land allotments equivalent to those entitled at the date of the initial reserve 

survey. Requested lands may be private, Crown, or provincially owned, but all purchases must be on a 

willing seller/willing buyer basis. The Crown refers to these land purchases as shortfall acres. Treaty First 

Nations may then use any remaining funds to acquire additional lands determined through their TLE 

settlement agreement. The Crown refers to these lands as equity acres. Shortfall acres correct past 

wrongs, while equity acres provide First Nations with opportunities for future economic growth 

(Flanagan & Harding, 2017; Flanagan, 2019a). As of 2016, 33 Treaty First Nations have signed the 

Saskatchewan TLE Framework Agreement, with 30 First Nations still completing negotiations or 

purchasing their shortfall acres (CIRNAC, 2017).  

From start to finish, this is not a speedy process. Negotiating and purchasing lands can take 

many years. Crown conversion of these lands to federal reserve status can take an additional five to 

seven years (Flanagan, 2019a; Office of the Auditor General, 2005). Furthermore, Canada and the 

province must review and approve all lands selected by the First Nations. The federal government 

reviews these lands to ensure they meet all conditions for reserve status transfer. Simultaneously, the 

province reviews all selected lands to protect their third-party interests, such as utility requirements, 

water, and roadway matters, and land and mineral acquisitions (Province of Saskatchewan, 1992).  

Saskatchewan Treaty Commissioner George Lafond believes the TLE framework creates a space 

for economic opportunities and innovative partnerships. "This positive collaboration has resulted in over 

a million acres of new reserve lands and economic and social benefits for all citizens of Saskatchewan" 
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(Lafond, as cited in Jackson, 2019, p. 9). Its important to note that, while TLE settlements have provided 

economic opportunities for some First Nations, these have been limited, not easily obtained, and 

fraught with ambiguity. Parliament, Indigenous organizations, and the AFN have all expressed challenges 

when addressing existing third-party interests before federal reserve creation. The NIEDB maintain that 

the current TLE process leads to "delays, uncertainty, frustration, and lost opportunities for First Nations 

and other stakeholders" (NIEDB, 2019, p. 83). Muskaday First Nation (MFN) TLE negotiations provide a 

clear example.  

In 2016, the MFN bid for lands that contained an exploration-stage diamond mine project. 

Although their TLE Agreement allowed for mineral leases, when Muskoday tried to purchase these 

30,000 acres, Saskatchewan refused. The province stated that the value of these lands was uncertain, 

and inadequate on-reserve federal government mining regulations would make outside project funding 

challenging (Jeerakathil & Conroy, 2016, para. 3). The MFN brought a court action against the province. 

However, the court ruled that the province was not obligated to agree to every TLE purchase request. 

Although the Muskaday TLE Agreement required the First Nation "favourable consideration," this did 

not prevent the province from enacting its authority to prioritize provincial and public interests (Chief 

Austin Bear (Muskaday First Nation) v The Government of Saskatchewan, [2016], p. 7). As First Nations 

attempt to improve their socio-economic circumstances, secure economic stability, and advocate for 

land and resource rights self-determination; provincial restrictions continue to create barriers to this. 

However, it is important to note that Treaty First Nations have also achieved some successes with TLEs 

and specific land claims. First Nation urban land purchases and development endeavours evidence this, 

often benefiting non-Indigenous communities as much as First Nations.  

Since 2015, the NIEDB reported 269 Addition to Reserve proposal approvals, amounting to four 

million acres of lands returned to First Nations (NIEDB, 2019). Overall, additional reserve lands 
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purchased by First Nations through TLE negotiations are rural and have mostly remained agricultural or 

used for traditional activities. However, First Nations have also purchased equity acres in towns and 

cities, creating urban reserves for traditional use, agriculture, or 

potential business development (Flanagan, 2019a). Urban reserves 

provide Band-owned businesses and individual First Nation 

entrepreneurs access to larger markets than previously enjoyed on rural 

reserves (Flanagan, 2019a; Peters, 2007). These urban reserve business 

initiatives have offered successful results and positive benefits for First 

Nations and the communities where they live. As of 2017, the 

Government of Canada affirms the creation of 120 urban reserves across 

Canada (GOC, 2017c). "Acquiring an urban reserve does not guarantee 

higher living standards, but it does create opportunities for Indigenous 

Nations to make themselves better off by producing goods and services 

that other Canadians want to buy" (Flanagan, 2019a, p. 115). Flanagan (2019a) asserts that this should 

inform governments of the potential benefits of increasing reserve land bases and supporting First 

Nations' self-determined economic development. 

Efforts to implement RIR initiatives would uncomplicate and expedite these land claim processes 

while ensuring just and fair land allotments for Treaty First Nations (Joint Advisory Committee on Fiscal 

Relations, 2019, p. 13). Canada's domestic laws and policies encourage indiscriminate provincial and 

judicial decisions that decide the socio-economic fate of First Nation communities. This approach does 

not align with UNDRIP expectations. While this dissertation focuses on Treaty First Nations, self-

In 1988, Asimakaniseekan 
Askiy was the first Canadian 
reserve to be built on land 
previously set aside for city 
development. 
 
Located on the east side of 
Saskatoon, this urban 
reserve breathed new life 
into a part of town that had 
once been home to an 
active railway. 
 
This establishment now 
houses dozens of 
Indigenous and non-
Indigenous businesses, 
considered the new 
commercial hub in 
southeast Saskatoon  
(GOC, 2017a, para. 11) 
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determination and land claim issues are also a priority for non-treaty and modern Treaty First Nations 

throughout Canada. The next section provides a brief discussion on this.62  

Canada's Comprehensive Land Claims Policy 

Referred to as modern treaties, Canada's Comprehensive Land Claims Policy pertains to First 

Nation Peoples that were not signatories to the historical numbered treaties (see Map 4). 

Map 4: Self-Government and Comprehensive Land Claims 

 
62 Review of Canada's domestic approach to non-treaty Nations and judicial outcomes play a relevant role within the context 
Numbered Treaty Nations. Particularly regarding Canada's RIR mandate, and how new rights-based initiatives may affirm title to 
reserve lands, and inherent rights to self-determination of land and resource rights. 

 
This map of Canada shows the comprehensive land claims agreements and claims related self-government 

agreements throughout Canada. Produced by Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
(AANDC), 2013b. This reproduction is a copy of the version available at https://tinyurl.com/2p9aj9dt 

 
 
 
 

https://tinyurl.com/2p9aj9dt
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These non-treaty nations negotiate what the Crown refers to as "the unfinished business of 

treaty-making in Canada" (CIRNAC, 2019b, p. 1). Through this initiative, the Crown continues its quest to 

acquire First Nation lands and jurisdiction certainty through de facto and de jure practices63 that 

extinguish Indigenous rights and land titles (Venne, as cited in McFarlane & Schabus, 2017, p. 16). 

Indigenous Peoples that have not signed numbered treaties are mainly in British Columbia. This is 

because BC did not join the Canadian federation until 1871. Other non-treaty Nations live in areas of the 

Yukon, Northwest Territories, Québec, and eastern Canada (Government of British Columbia, 2022).64 As 

of 2016, approximately 100 comprehensive land claim and self-government negotiation tables have 

represented First Nations in these regions (Crowe, 2019, para. 46). Between 1975 and 2016, Canada had 

negotiated 26 modern treaties, with over 70 Indigenous groups currently in the negotiating stage. 

Modern treaties cover 40% of Canada's land mass (CIRNAC, 2018b). 

Canada's modern treaty process is both time-consuming and expensive. The Tsilhoqot'in Nation 

treaty, for example, took 20 years to complete, with a taxpayer expense of over $20 million (Borrows, 

2015; Eyford, 2015). This amount was cumulative, from the start of the action to the outcome of their 

Supreme Court appeal. It does not include Canada's legal costs, which exceeded another $9 million 

(Eyford, 2015).65 Learning from historical numbered treaty outcomes, non-treaty First Nations are 

negotiating agreements that outline co-management processes that pertain to traditional lands; 

environmental protection; self-development of culturally appropriate institutions; positive socio-

 
63 The term de facto describes practices that exist in reality, even if they are not legally recognized in law or by the government. 
In contrast, de jure describes legally recognized practices, whether or not the practice exists in reality (Tandon, 2021). 
64 Although northern Canada and the province of British Columbia were generally omitted in the historical treaty process, there 
were some exceptions. These include the 1850s Douglas treaties on Vancouver Island: Treaty 8, which covered a small area of 
British Columbia; and Treaty 11, signed in 1921, encompassing the Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut (Frideres, 2020, 
p. 152). 
65 Generally, the Crown loans money to First Nations for modern land claim negotiations. If the claim is verified, they pay what 
is owed, less the loan amount. If the Band is unsuccessful, the loan provided for these negotiations is generally forgiven 
(Frideres, 2020, p. 154). 
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economic development; and secured fiscal autonomy as outlined in UNDRIP (JACFR, 2019).66 However, 

critics of Canada's process maintain that the federal Crown's intent in this process remains colonial 

based. For example, Canada maintains that, while Indigenous law may be part of these self-government 

structures, these agreements must coexist within Canada's constitutional framework, and federal and 

provincial laws (CIRNAC, 2010, para. 26). Scholars argue that caveats like this provide governments and 

industry with economic and resource development certainty while continuing the exploitation of First 

Nation rights and lands (Manuel, as cited in McFarlane & Schabus, 2017; McIvor, 2018).67  

As with Treaty First Nation traditional territories, governments view non-treaty territories as a 

source of commodities to benefit non-Indigenous society, rather than integral to the protection and self-

sufficiency of First Nation Peoples (McIvor, 2018, para. 6). "It is long past time that Canada jettisoned its 

colonization objectives and adopted a land claims policy intended to achieve reconciliation through 

agreements that lead to Indigenous peoples controlling and benefiting from their lands" (McIvor, 2014, 

para. 10). Diablo (2017, para. 22) believes that, over time, governments will manipulate and modify 

modern self-government agreements to extinguish all First Nation inherent rights—creating ethnic 

Indigenous municipalities rather than self-determining Indigenous Nations. Perhaps the negotiation and 

resolution of the 1993 Nunavut Land Claim Agreement would provide a better template for Canada's 

 
66 See, for example, the Tr'ondek Hwechi'in First Nation Self-government Agreement (1998); the Nisga'a final Self-government 
Agreement (GOC, 2000); the Westbank First Nation Self-government Agreement (GOC, 2004); and the Anishinabek Nation 
Education Agreement (GOC, 2017a). 
67 Examples of limited rights in these agreements include the 1976 James Bay and Northern Québec Agreement that allows 
Band corporations bylaw powers like municipal governments under provincial legislation. The 1986 Sechelt Indian Band Self-
Government Act grants authority to exercise delegated powers and negotiate agreements concerning specific Band issues. 
Similarly, the 1999 Nisga'a Final Agreement mandates that federal and provincial laws apply to all their lands asserting that if 
inconsistencies between these laws and Nisga'a law occur, federal or provincial law will prevail. Also, the Yukon First Nations 
Self-Government Act ensures that Canada limits self-government within the existing Canadian constitutional structure (Vicaire, 
2013). 
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comprehensive land claims and 2016 RIR mandate. To view the entire Nunavut Land Claims Agreement 

Act, please see https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/n-28.7/ 

It is important to note that the Crown does not base its Comprehensive Land Claims Policy on 

the nation-to-nation elements of the 1763 Royal Proclamation (Venne, as cited in McFarlane & Schabus, 

2017). "Negotiations in the past three decades appear to be the same as those for the numbered 

treaties; First Nations have been expected to give up large tracts of land and their Aboriginal Rights in 

exchange for a small fraction of their traditional territories and a narrowly defined set of rights" 

(Frideres, 2019, p. 203). Hoehn (2016) explained that Canada's Comprehensive Land Claims Policy does 

little to protect First Nation self-determination rights. He believes that this policy erodes them, stating 

that, without concrete rights-based policies and laws, contemporary colonization, and exploitation of 

First Nation lands, resources, and Peoples will continue (Hoehn, 2016). "Modern treaties reproduce 

colonial state power and find new strategies by which to assimilate Indigenous people into the 

dominant culture… modern treaties reflect the values of Western logic and embody and perpetuate 

Western cultural values" (Frideres, 2019, p. 203). Perhaps it is unreasonable to expect that effective 

dialogue may "spring up" around UNDRIP under the shadow of centuries of Eurocentric expectations 

(Christie, 2017, p. 50). Nevertheless, Canada persists in aggressively moving forward. The Crown has 

prioritized modern treaty-making, while Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

1993 Nunavut Land Claims Agreement 
This modern treaty Inuit land claim was the largest in Canadian history – taking 20 years to complete.  
The primary goal of Inuit negotiators was self-government and a separate territory. 
 
This agreement created the Territory of Nunavut which covers 1.9 million square kms. 350,000 square km of 
these are Inuit-owned (Aboriginal titled) and include 35,000 kms of mineral rights. Nunavut receives royalties 
from oil, gas and mineral development on Crown lands; has their own Wildlife Management Board; and its own 
Legislative Assembly and public government separate from the Northwest Territories.  
 
The Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated ensures the promises made in the 41 articles of this agreement are 

fulfilled (Indigenous Corporate Training, 2013). 

 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/n-28.7/
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issues remain unresolved. In doing so, the federal Crown acts as "sole sovereign authority over Canadian 

territory" which is also Indigenous territory (Christie, 2017, p. 50). 

A reclamation of traditional lands, authority, and resources is key to First Nation self-

determination and economic stability. However, it is essential to note that land claims often pertain to 

justice rather than social welfare. "Principles of restoration play a strong role in Indigenous justice 

systems and must be taken seriously if Canada is authentic about being a pluralistic—and reconciliatory 

society" (Lombard & Charette, 2018, para. 13). Lombard and Charette (2018, para. 4) explain that 

"payments to First Nations are not charity." First Nations require genuine efforts by the Crown to rebuild 

trust and create conditions to reconcile. This reconciliation must include a fair reinstatement of lands for 

First Nations to create a space to achieve self-reliance. Crown/First Nation reconciliation will never be 

achieved without resolving historical grievances. New RIR initiatives that align with UNDRIP provide 

Canada with this opportunity. 

UNDRIP Background and Canada's Endorsement  

Globally, many Indigenous groups are losing their traditional lands, government, livelihoods, 

cultures, and belief systems. Realizing this, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) was established to assure nation-states recognize these threats and match 

them with action (United Nations, 2007a; United Nations, 2009). UNDRIP provides a global consensus of 

"the minimum standards for the survival, dignity, and well-being of the Indigenous Peoples of the world" 

(United Nations, 2007a). This declaration is a solemn instrument of major importance, carrying an 

expectation of maximum compliance (Gunn, 2017). "While UNDRIP is technically not binding on 

Parliament because of its status as a declaration, it should nevertheless inform the executive's [the 

Crown's] interpretation and implementation of the Constitution" (Borrows, 2017b, p. 23). Mitchell 

(2014, p. 44) believes that UNDRIP has the potential of being "a global governance mechanism." The 46-
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article declaration took 26 years to create and involved 148 Indigenous Nations—including First Nations 

from Canada. UNDRIP successfully portrays the goals set forth by Indigenous Peoples and is a positive 

development for the realization of Indigenous rights (Gunn, 2013, p. 149). The reader can view the 

entire UNDRIP document at https://tinyurl.com/22h7zcj6.  

The U.S., Australia, New Zealand, and Canada argued they already had policies and programs 

that met or exceeded these international standards. These included funding for Indigenous communities 

and organizations; financial contributions to Indigenous social and economic needs; access to the legal 

system; and rights recognition in some form or another (Lightfoot, 2008). Concerned with the level of 

autonomy, authority, and jurisdiction UNDRIP espoused, these countries argued the declaration would 

interfere with existing treaties. Therefore, UNDRIP would not be compatible with the laws and practices 

already enshrined within their constitutions. Although these nation-states were not prepared to enact 

UNDRIP into their domestic laws and policies, they believed its principles were aspirational. 

In Canada, specific concerns developed around affirming and protecting Aboriginal and treaty 

rights in Section 35, as well as how international law would interact with domestic laws and the Indian 

Act (Favel & Coates, 2016). Former conservative Prime Minister Harper asserted that FPIC was 

incompatible with Canadian law and feared this right would provide veto powers to Canada's First 

Nations. This concern especially pertained to the development and resource extraction of ancestral 

lands and territories (Boutilier, 2017). UNDRIP obligations regarding Indigenous self-government and 

current provincial authority and jurisdiction were considered troubling (INAC, 2010a). However, 

appreciating that the declaration was not legally binding, all four objecting nation-states eventually 

formally endorsed UNDRIP in 2010 (United Nations, 2013). Canada clarified that its concerns regarding 

various UNDRIP provisions were well known and remain. Nevertheless, the government stated it was 

confident they could interpret the declaration principles in a manner consistent with Canada's 

https://tinyurl.com/22h7zcj6
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Constitution and legal framework. "Our endorsement gives us the opportunity to reiterate our 

commitment to continue working in partnership with Aboriginal peoples in creating a better Canada" 

(INAC, 2010a, para. 4). 

Other than establishing the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), Harper's Conservative 

government did little to advance these Indigenous rights obligations. In May 2016, Canada's newly 

elected liberal Prime Minister Justin Trudeau proclaimed Canada to be a "full supporter of the 

declaration without qualification," intending "nothing less than to adopt and implement the declaration 

in accordance with the Canadian Constitution" (Bennett, 2016, p. 8). However, clarity and details on this 

political statement are yet to be seen. As with Canada's initial refusal to endorse UNDRIP internationally, 

major objections to Bill C-262 in 2019 pertained to FPIC principles. Specifically, on how this right might 

affect current and future resource development projects. Implementing UNDRIP would challenge 

Canada's current status quo. However, Gunn and Donavan (2019, para. 6) point out that "both levels of 

government have made repeated public commitments to pursuing reconciliation with Indigenous 

Peoples while continuing to rely on legislation that is out of step with the principles enshrined in the 

declaration." Perhaps British Columbia's Bill 41 could provide a clear example on how to accomplish 

these reconciliation commitments. 

Provincially, Bill 41-2019: Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act (Bill 41, 2019) was 

passed in the BC Legislature in November 2019. This new provincial legislation assured that all British 

Columbia laws would be consistent with UNDRIP. The province maintains that Bill 41-2019 could 

transform the current Provincial/First Nation relationship from one of conflict to one based on 

"partnership, collaboration and respect" (Gunn & Donovan, 2019, para. 2).68 Indigenous organizations 

 
68 The Union of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) and the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) produced their 2019 framework 
and recommendations on how to achieve true and lasting provincial Crown/BC First Nation reconciliation (UBCIC and CCPA, 
2018, p. 8). This document outlines self-determination and FPIC as the driving principles—realizing that rights implementation 
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have expressed that this is a positive step toward reconciliation. However, Diablo (2020) points out that 

only political executives from the BC Assembly of First Nations were privy to these negotiations. 

Grassroots rights-holders and Hereditary Chiefdoms were not involved.69 This flawed consultation 

process could lead to further provincial/First Nation issues and conflicts within First Nation communities 

themselves, as evidenced by the 2020 BC/Wet'suwet'en Hereditary Chiefs natural gas pipeline protests.  

Federally, Canada's Liberal government tabled Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in December 2020. This Bill, once again, tried to 

harmonize Canadian laws and policies with UNDRIP (Parliament of Canada, 2020a). However, Ontario, 

Quebec, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and New Brunswick brought forth objections. These 

provinces suggested that the Crown's "hasty adoption of ambiguous legislation" could change 

Confederation; undermine reconciliation; create uncertainty; and broaden division throughout Canadian 

society (Platt, 2020, para. 11). Federal Justice Minister David Lametti reiterated that the word veto is not 

contained within this proposed legislation. "We're going to meet the misinformation or the fear—to the 

extent that it might be held legitimately—with information and with facts and with a positive attitude 

and framework moving forward" (Lametti, as cited in Platt, 2020, para. 22). Unlike the fate of Bill C-262, 

Bill C-15 passed through the Senate and was enacted June 21, 2021 (Parliament of Canada, 2020a). The 

political narrative surrounding this legislation proclaims Canada's intent to renew and strengthen 

Crown/First Nation relations based upon rights recognition and implementation (Lametti, as cited in Our 

Commons, 2021, para. 7). I present a detailed analysis of this Bill in Chapter 6. 

 
will look different in different places and that the government should not prescribe, define or determine what these Indigenous 
priorities will be (Mitchell et al., 2019). 
69 Although BC adopted its provincial UNDRIP bill in 2019, an injunction was issued against the Wet'suwet'en in January 2020 
when members of their traditional hereditary government blocked pipeline development. Premier John Horgan, whose 
government has provided massive subsidies to the natural gas pipeline project, launched a large-scale RCMP operation to arrest 
and remove dozens of Wet'suwet'en from their lands along the pipeline route (Diablo, 2020, para. 26). 
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In their December 2019 Throne Speech, the Liberal government restated that "reconciliation 

with Indigenous People remains a core priority for this government… Indeed, when Indigenous People 

experience better outcomes, all Canadians benefit" (Privy Council Office, 2019a, para. 53). This speech 

promised to introduce legislation to implement UNDRIP in the first year of their new mandate; close the 

Indigenous/non-Indigenous infrastructure gap by 2030; ensure Indigenous Peoples control their own 

destiny; enforce adherence of the spirit and intent of treaties; and continue work to implement 

TRC Calls to Action (Privy Council Office, 2019a).70  

The Crown's preliminary RIR initiatives included omnibus legislation, land claim, and self-

government policy changes, and more flexible fiscal policies. As part of their RIR mandate, Canada 

established the National Council for Reconciliation (CIRNAC, 2022)71 the Working Group of Ministers to 

Review Laws and Policies Related to Indigenous Peoples (also known as the Cabinet Committee to 

Decolonizing Canada's Laws) (Prime Minister's Office, 2017a),72 the new Canadian Energy Regulator Act 

(2019) that redefines how to evaluate projects and potential environmental impacts,73 and divided 

Indian and Northern Affairs (INAC) into two separate ministries—the Department of Indigenous Services 

(ISC) and Crown/Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs (CIRNAC). Within these two ministries, ISC 

 
70 Amidst the 2019/2020 Coronavirus global pandemic, Canada prorogued government in August 2020. It opened again 
September 23rd, 2020, with a new Throne Speech prioritizing the Crown's approach to protecting Canadians from COVID-19 
and their long-term health and economic recovery plan. "We are taking a moment to recognize that the throne speech we 
delivered eight months ago made no mention of COVID-19, had no conception of the reality we find ourselves in right now" 
(Trudeau, as cited in Harris & Wherry, 2020, para. 5). While Canada prioritizes COVID-19 related issues in this new mandate, the 
speech reaffirmed Canada's 10-year commitment to Crown/First Nation reconciliation. This commitment includes capacity-
building support and steps toward implementing UNDRIP rights-based initiatives before the end of the year (Parliament of 
Canada, 2020b). 
71 In response to TRC Recommendation 53, Canada established this independent national oversight body consisting of 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous members from the federal government and Indigenous Organizations. Its mandate includes 
evaluating and reporting on reconciliation progress to ensure government accountability and the development of public 
dialogue and initiatives to renew Crown-Indigenous relations (CIRNAC, 2019c). 
72 The Working Group of Ministers reviews relevant federal laws, policies and operational practices to help further nation-to-
nation relationships and ensure laws, policies and operational practices are based on the recognition of rights and advance 
reconciliation (Privy Council Office, 2019b). 
73 Under Bill C-69, the existing National Energy Board Act (NEB Act) is replaced with the Canadian Energy Regulator Act (CERA). 
The Regulator will continue to have jurisdiction over energy projects. However, impact assessments for designated projects are 
now conducted according to the Bill C-69 Impact Assessment Act (IAA) (Bill C-69, 2018). 
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manages Indigenous programs and services, while CIRNAC's mandate includes more diplomatic 

functions such as re-constituting Nations, Indigenous self-government and land claims (King & 

Pasternak, 2018). 

Using a distinction-based approach,74 Canada also signed three bilateral Memorandum of 

Understandings (MOUs)75 with the national Indigenous organizations recognized by the Crown: the 

Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami on behalf of the Inuit; the Métis National Council on behalf of the Métis; and the 

Assembly of First Nations on behalf of First Nations. Since then, the government has established over 80 

Crown/Indigenous discussion tables across Canada to explore effective ways to implement rights-based 

initiatives that promote flexible, respectful, cooperative partnerships. The Crown has also included the 

UN Declaration in the Preamble of a few federal laws, including the 1999 FNLMA, and the 2019 

Canadian Energy Regulator Act, Department of Indigenous Services Act, and the Impact Assessment Act. 

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

Canada founded the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in 2008 in response to the 

largest class action suit in Canadian history brought forth by the First Nation residential school victims. 

The Commission's directive was to redress the legacy of residential schools and Canada's assimilation 

policies. Still, the Commission hoped that conclusions would advance the reconciliation process by 

educating Canadians on the history and effects of First Nation colonization (Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission, 2015b). Through six years of interviews and testimonies, the TRC observed conflicting 

Crown/First Nation views on how to achieve reconciliation. While Indigenous Peoples required Canada 

 
74 This distinctions-based approach to policy changes has been widely criticized for only consulting the AFN on all First Nation 
issues; the Métis National Council (MNC) on all Métis issues; and the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK) on all Inuit issues. Developed 
without consultation of community-based rights holders, this three-group distinction is a Crown construct that does not 
represent historical or modern Indigenous group distinctions. This approach assimilates culturally unique Indigenous Peoples 
and excludes the recognition of their own histories and livelihoods (King & Pasternak, 2018). 
75 A memorandum of understanding is a formal agreement between two or more parties to establish official 
partnerships. MOUs carry a degree of seriousness and respect but are not legally binding (Kenton, 2019b). 
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"to return to the partnership ambitions they held after Confederation," Canada expected Indigenous 

Peoples to accept "the reality and validity of Canadian sovereignty" (TRC, 2015b, p. 25). There are 

narrow perceptions of reconciliation based on past wrongs and assumptions that historical Crown/First 

Nation conflicts have ended. Because of this, Canada's approach to redress often entails apologies, 

forgiveness, and compensation (Misztal, 2011; Sheppard, 2013). However, these forms of redress do not 

effectively reshape collective relationships or correct broader structural and systemic barriers to rights 

recognition and adherence (James, 2012).  

Canadian Indigenous rights movements are controversial, cause tension and are frequently 

contested. These ideologies threaten Canada's systemic mythology based on tolerance, which asserts 

that Canadians have treated First Nation Peoples well. This fiction has allowed Canadian society "to 

believe that colonization did not occur through violent conquest, and therefore lets them see 

themselves, as Canadians, as more innocent" (Mackey, 2002, p. 15). Scholars point out that, in the 

Canadian context, opposition to First Nation's rights is subtle and less overt, often couched "in 

assertions of benevolent concern" (Mackey, 2002, p. 19). However, this discourse is potentially just as 

antagonistic as overtly nationalist sentiments. "Canadian society matured based on a fundamental 

denial of Indigenous humanity, and of the governance and legal orders that sustained these societies" 

(Franks, n.d., para. 9). Many non-Indigenous citizens have argued that First Nation rights violate their 

own national rights (Christie, 2019; Kruper, 2003; Sowell, 1999). Kruper (2003) asserts that this line of 

argument oversimplifies complex Crown/First Nation/settler histories that ignore power differentials 

and justify assumptions that non-Indigenous interests are more legitimate than First Nation concerns.  

Scholars maintain that this superiority belief is a product of colonial ideologies embedded within 

systems and institutions that prevent meaningful systemic and structural change (Alfred, 2009; Coates, 

2013; Holder & Corntassel, 2008; Moss & Gardner-O'Toole, 1991; Sheppard, 2013). Sowell (1999) calls 
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this cosmic justice, whereby burdens are imposed on living people who have done nothing wrong, 

expecting them to rectify injustice suffered by those who are no longer alive. Christie (2019, p. 409) 

refers to this "sweep of history" position as the "normative grounding of liberalism," whereby concerns 

of today's non-Indigenous society prevail over the rights and interests of First Nations. Presumptions 

that "the 'innocent' status of settlers outweighs the concerns of Indigenous People" stem from colonial 

ideologies that believe "rebuilding or revitalizing powerful forms of Indigenous self-determination are 

impractical and ill-advised" (Christie, 2019, p. 409). Successful rebuilding would depend on parties 

sharing similar values and cultures, with equal status and power to state their claims to resolve conflicts 

(Lutz, 2005, para. 1).  

Internationally, various Truth and Reconciliation Commissions have been sponsored by the 

United Nations, non-governmental organizations and/or governments to address human rights abuses 

(Avruch & Vejarano, 2002). However, in a study comparing international TRC objectives with those of 

Canada, James (2010, p 24) found that "Canada shares some similarities with those Truth Commission 

countries whose political contexts have been least hospitable to thoroughgoing processes of 

accountability and truth." His analysis illustrated that the nature of abuses and injustices to First Nation 

Peoples in Canada had "widespread societal complicity; a prolonged period of occurrence; and victims 

targeted on the basis of group membership" (p. 26). This study concluded that TRC recommendations in 

Canada are not likely to have an impact because the balance of power is too great. The reader can view 

the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action at https://tinyurl.com/4b7fbj6r. 

Summary 

This chapter revealed that Canada has maintained much of the colonial framework created 

through Confederation, negatively impacting the lives of Treaty First Nations and Crown/First Nation 

relations (Bourassa & Peach, 2009; Kroeker, 2017; Lawrence, 2004; Smylie, 2009). For the First Nations, 

https://tinyurl.com/4b7fbj6r
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the numbered treaties were to continue, not extinguish, nation-to-nation respect and inherent rights 

recognition (Tully, 1995, pp. 124-126). However, Canada's continued enforcement of the Indian Act does 

not reflect this spirt and intent understanding. While the federal Crown has made amendments to the 

Indian Act over time, many restrictive sections remain. This paternalistic legislation impedes the socio-

economic well-being of First Nation communities while infringing upon all Aboriginal and inherent 

Indigenous rights (Bourassa & Peach, 2009; Lawrence, 2004; Shackleton et al., 2007; Smylie, 2009). 

Although scholars assert that an appropriate land base and managing authority are vital to promoting 

positive socio-economic outcomes—power imbalances remain within land claim policies, processes, and 

outcomes (King & Pasternak, 2018; JFK Law Corporation, 2015). Canada is to be commended for its 

inclusion of Section 35 in the 1982 Constitution Act. However, the Crown has still not clarified self-

determination and self-government rights, leaving interpretation to the judicial system rather than 

enforcing First Nation rights through amended legislation and policies. Table 2 summarizes the events, 

policies, laws, and judicial rulings discussed in this chapter. 

It has been 25 years since the RCAP presented their blueprint to Canada on how to recognize 

Aboriginal and treaty self-determination and self-government rights, yet transformative change remains 

elusive. Scholars maintain that the Government of Canada may resolve these conflicts through their RIR 

Framework, albeit, if the federal Crown proposed initiatives align with international standards, TRC Calls 

to Action, and RCAP recommendations (James, 2010; Tully, 2000; Turner, 2006).  

 
 

This is a time of real and positive change. We know what is needed is a total renewal of the relationship 
between Canada and Indigenous Peoples. We have a plan to move towards a nation-to-nation relationship 
based on recognition, rights, respect, cooperation and partnership and we are already making it happen… We 
will, in partnership with Indigenous communities, the provinces, territories and other vital partners, fully 
implement the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, starting with the implementation of 
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. (Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, 2015, p. 1) 
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Table 2: Crown/First Nation Relations Timeline from 1982 to 202176 
 

 
1896-1921 

 
First Nation reserve land surrenders to the Crown for western expansion and soldier settlements. 
They deemed many of these unlawful, based on fraudulent practices by Crown agents.  
 

 
1930 

 
Canada signs the Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta Natural Resource Transfer Acts (NRTAs), transferring 
ownership, jurisdiction, and subsoil rights of all non-reserve Crown lands and natural resources to the 
provinces. This interferes with Numbered Treaty rights. 
 

 
1945 

 
Canada ratifies the United Nations Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which includes Article 1: To develop 
friendly relations amoung nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination. 
 

 
1952 

 
Indian Act amendment to include Section 88 legislating provincial authority over First Nations. This clause 
extends the application of provincial laws to Numbered Treaty Nations living on reserve within the province. 
 

 
1966 

 
Canada ratifies the United Nations 1966 Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, which includes 
Article 1, stating that all peoples have the right to self-determination and are free to determine their own 
political status and pursue economic, social, and cultural development. It also provides that states 
recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living and the continuous improvement of 
living conditions.  
 

 
1969 

 
Former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and Indian Affairs Minister Jean Chrétien propose the Statement of the 
Government of Canada on Indian Policy, known as The White Paper. This policy would abolish Indian Status 
and all legal documents about Indigenous Peoples, including the Indian Act and Treaties, assigning First 
Nation federal responsibility to the provincials. The backlash led to its withdrawal a year later. 
 

 
1973 

 
The federal Crown introduced The Specific Claims Policy to address treaty First Nation grievances that relate 
to lands and treaty obligations not honourably adhered to by the Crown. Many settlements have provided 
First Nations with a larger land base and capital to invest in future economic development. 
 

 
1976 

 
Canada ratifies the 1966 United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights—reiterating 
Canada's commitment to the self-determination rights of all peoples and their right to determine political 
status and pursue economic, social, and cultural development. 
 

 
1982 

 
Implementation of the Constitution Act, 1982 provided full Canadian independence from Britain. This 
amended Constitution enshrined Section 25, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and Section 35, which legally 
affirm Aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
76 This chronological table is provided to assist the reader with events, policies, laws, and judicial rulings discussed within this 
chapter that are relevant to this research. It does not reflect all events, policies, laws, and judicial rulings that occurred during 
this time span that impacted Canadian First Peoples and their self-determination of land and resource rights. 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/canadian-charter-of-rights-and-freedoms/
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1983-1987 

 
Four First Minister Conferences to further define Aboriginal rights affirmed in Section 35 of the 1982 
Constitution Act and Aboriginal self-government. In 1987, the fourth and final conference ended without 
agreement on First Nations' self-government, with Ministers unable to provide a clear understanding of the 
content of self-government rights. 
 

 
1983 

 
Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern Development released their report on Native Self-
governance, known as The Penner Report. Findings recommended that First Nations be recognized as a 
distinct, constitutionally protected Third order of government within Canada. 
 

 
1986 

 
Canada introduces their Comprehensive Land Claim Policy. Unlike their Specific Claims Policy, this addresses 
non-treaty nations and the creation of modern treaties. These are mainly to legally address Aboriginal rights, 
jurisdiction issues, land titles, and resource use.  
 

 
1990 

 
The precedent-setting R. v Sparrow Supreme Court ruling set out criteria to determine what Aboriginal and 
treaty rights may be justifiably infringed upon by the government. 
This resulted in the Sparrow Rights Infringement Test. 
 

 
1992 

 
The Charlottetown Accord presented Constitutional amendments to the Canadian public, proposed by the 
provincial and federal Crowns. These amendments would have enshrined the rights to self-government within 
the Constitution—providing an Indigenous order of government autonomous from the federal and provincial 
levels. However, the Charlottetown Accord was rejected through a national referendum. 
 

 
1992 

 
Provincial and federal governments established the Saskatchewan TLE Framework Agreement to 
address outstanding treaty land obligations and settle numbered treaty land allotment claims. They do not 
provide new reserve lands without identifying and resolving provincial third-party interests. 
 

 
1993 

 
The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement provides the Inuit of Nunavut true self-government as set forth in 
UNDRIP. It also provides a separate territory for the Inuit Peoples. This is the first claims agreement of this 
magnitude and significance in Canada.  
 

 
1995 

 
The federal Crown released its Inherent Right Policy to recognize Indigenous self-government rights under 
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. This would permit First Nations to govern themselves on internal 
matters relating to their unique cultures, identities, traditions, and languages. However, this inherent right to 
self-government policy rejects First Nations sovereignty, denies inherent jurisdiction and authority, and 
requires individual Crown/First Nation negotiations. 
 

 
1995 

 
Canada creates the Indian Oil and Gas Act. Treaty First Nations may receive on-reserve oil and gas revenues. 
However, the Indian Oil and Gas Act ensures these royalty moneys are paid to the Crown and held in trust for 
the First Nation. This Act has remained relatively unchanged. 

 
1996 

 
Canada ratifies the UN International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 
which states that the right to self-determination of peoples is a fundamental principle of international law 
requiring every State to promote universal respect and observance of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms, based on the principle of equal rights, exemplified by the liberation of peoples from colonialism. 
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1996 The Crown established the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples in 1991 to restore justice to Crown/First 
Nation/non-Indigenous relations and propose solutions to ongoing issues. This led to a four-year national 
consultation process resulting in the 1996 release of their final report. This included 440 recommendations 
emphasizing non-constitutional approaches to amend and implement new legislation and policies recognizing 
the inherent self-determination rights of Canada's First Peoples. 
 

 
1996 

 
Canada established the First Nations Land Management Act (FNLMA), which permits First Nations to 
enact and administer their own land codes rather than being entirely regulated by the Indian Act. Under 
the Indian Act, Indigenous Affairs maintains the final say on First Nation land decisions. This control inhibits 
economic development and prevents First Nation communities from managing their lands according to their 
own values, legal traditions, and priorities. 
 

 
1996 

 
The SCC Van der Peet case ruling recognized Indigenous rights—but went beyond the Sparrow decision made 
six years prior. This ruling held that First Nation fishing rights did not extend to commercial endeavours 
resulting in the Van der Peet cultural distinctive test to determine how an Aboriginal right is defined and 
whether it exists. Through this test, First Nations must prove inherent land and occupation rights through a 
narrow scope established by the Canadian judicial system to be affirmed and protected through Section 35. 
 

 
1997 

 
The Supreme Court Delgamuukw v British Columbia case guides the definition and content of Aboriginal title. 
It also clarifies the duty to consult and affirms the legal validity of Indigenous oral history. 
 

 
2004 

 
Haida Nation v British Columbia is the leading Supreme Court decision on the Crown's duty to consult First 
Nations before land exploitation or development. Stemming from the Delgamuukw decision, this judgement 
asserts that both federal and provincial governments have a constitutional duty to consult and accommodate 
Aboriginal communities. This duty reflects the honour of the Crown and cannot be delegated to or extended 
to third parties—such as industry. 
 

 
2007 

25 years in the making, the UN released the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(UNDRIP), providing the minimum rights recognition and implementation required for the global survival, 
dignity, and well-being of the Indigenous Peoples. This 46-article declaration portrays the goals set forth by 
144 Indigenous Nations (including Canada) and helps interpret Canada's obligations to Indigenous Peoples 
under other international human rights treaties. 

 

 
2008 
 
 

 
Former conservative Prime Minister Stephen Harper issued a public apology on behalf of the Government of 
Canada for the Indian Residential School policy. As part of a legal settlement brought on by residential school 
survivors, Canada established the Truth and Reconciliation Commission to examine Canada's colonial 
practices, cultural assimilation policies, and the exploitation and marginalization of Indigenous Peoples. 
 

 
2010 

 
Canada endorsed UNDRIP (realizing it was non-binding), reiterating concerns about how this declaration 
would interact with Canada's Constitution, the Indian Act, resource development on ancestral lands and 
territories, and provincial authority and jurisdiction. Harper's Conservative government did little to advance 
these Indigenous rights obligations in Canada. 
 

 
2015 

 
The TRC released their Calls to action document, providing the Crown with 94 recommendations for action for 
individuals, organizations, communities, and governments to redress colonial laws and policies to begin the 
process of Crown/First Nation reconciliation.  
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2016 
 

 
Canada's Liberal government announced their intent to renew Crown/First Nation relations through 
Indigenous rights recognition and implementation guided by TRC Calls to Action, RCAP recommendations, and 
rights set forth in UNDRIP. This Recognition and Indigenous Rights Implementation (RIR) mandate promised 
amended laws and policies based upon inherent rights to self-government of land and resource rights. 
 

 
2017 

 
The federal Crown appoints three distinction-based national Indigenous organizations to discuss RIR 
initiatives: the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami on behalf of the Inuit; the Métis National Council on behalf of the Métis; 
and the Assembly of First Nations on behalf of First Nations.  
 
Canada signs Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with these national Indigenous organizations—
recognized by the Government of Canada to negotiate RIR issues. 
 
 The federal Crown establishes RIR Discussion tables with the Inuit, Métis, and AFN—to the exclusion of other 
Indigenous voices throughout Canada. 
 

 
2017 
 

 
Canada's unilateral release of the Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's Relationship with 
Indigenous Peoples (Ten Principles). Politically explained as the starting point to end Indigenous rights 
denial—and the first major initiative within the federal Crown's RIR mandate. 
 

 
2018 
 

 
Canada embarks on their National Engagement on the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights 
process. This four-month engagement was meant to capture First Nation issues and provide suggestions to 
inform impending legislative and policy initiatives incorporated into Canada's new RIR Framework. 
 

 
2018 

 
The federal Crown released the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview—
informed by the Ten Principles, RIR discussion tables, and the What We Heard document. This Framework 
was unanimously rejected by the AFN through Resolution no. 67/2018, maintaining that it does not align self-
determination of land and resource rights recommended by the TRC and RCAP or inherent rights in UNDRIP. 
 

 
2019 

 
Proposed in 2016, NDP Parliament Bill C-262-An Act to ensure that the laws of Canada are in harmony with 
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples passed three readings in the House of 
Commons and died in the Senate in 2019. Major objections pertained to UNDRP free, prior and informed 
consent rights and how these may affect resource development projects. 
 

 
2019 

 
Provincially, British Columbia passes Bill 41-2019: Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act to 
assure that all British Columbia laws are consistent with UNDRIP. This is a positive step toward reconciliation 
and could transform the current Provincial/First Nation relationship from one of conflict to one based on 
partnership, collaboration, and respect. 
 

 
2021 

 
Canada enacts the most recent RIR initiative—the legislative aspect of their RIR mandate. Bill C-15: An Act 
respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples replaces the prior members' Bill 
C-262. The federally proposed Bill C-15 is considered a major milestone for Canada and a positive step 
towards Indigenous rights implementation and Crown/First Nation reconciliation. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Perspective 

 

"Decoloniality means first to delink (to detach) from that overall structure of knowledge in order to 
engage in an epistemic reconstitution. Reconstitution of what? Of ways of thinking, languages, ways of 

life and being in the world that the rhetoric of modernity disavowed and the logic of coloniality 
implement" (Mignolo, 2017, p. 2). 

 
My research makes the case that Eurocentric ideologies, systems, and institutions deny First 

Nations self-determination of land and resource rights. This impacts Treaty First Nation communities 

and deteriorates Crown/First Nation relations. To address this, Canada must decolonize laws and 

policies that create barriers to Treaty First Nation inherent rights recognition and adherence. I believe 

that critical social theory, in conjunction with discourse, postcolonial, and decolonial theories, provide 

the necessary tools to understand how Canadian systems and institutions produce, reproduce, 

normalize, and justify rights infringements and exploitation of First Nation lands, resources, and Peoples.  

Each of these individual social theories collectively contributed to the theoretical lens I used to 

analyze whether Canada's domestic approach to self-determination of land and resources rights 

supports First Nation communities, and whether the federal Crown's 2016 RIR mandate and initiatives 

aligned with international standards set forth in UNDRIP. To illustrate this interconnectivity, I briefly 

introduce these theoretical concepts to show how they are related, support each other, informed this 

research, and established the basis for my own critical discourse decolonial theory (CDD) described at 

the end of this chapter. 

Critical Social Theory 

Critical social theory is a contemporary theoretical perspective that originated through the 

rationality of enlightenment and modernity (Geuss, 1991).77 The Frankfurt School of Social Critical 

 
77 Enlightenment was an intellectual and philosophical movement that rejected traditional social, religious, and political 
ideas. This movement dominated Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries with global influences and effects. Modernity is 
considered both a historical period and an ensemble of socio-cultural attitudes and practices arising from 17th and 18th-century 
Enlightenment thought (Sebastian, 2012). 
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Theory was founded between the first and second world wars by scholars rejecting the socio-economic 

systems of the 1930s (Abromeit, 2011). Heavily influenced by the analytical lens of Marx (Held, 1980), 

Frankfurt theorists such as Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse, and Habermas established a critical theory 

lens for Western academics that focussed on social class and capitalism (Louie, 2020). Ontologically, this 

paradigm contends that ethnic, cultural and political values shape our reality. These values are 

"mediated by power relations that are socially and historically constituted" (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2005, 

p. 304). Hence, this theory argues that Western society is not based on equality, equity, or a genuinely 

democratic system. Rather, society privileges certain groups while oppressing others. Consequently, 

those deemed privileged then view the oppression of others as normal, natural or inevitable (Brookfield, 

2014). Critical social theory was an appropriate choice when examining the legacy of Treaty First Nation 

domination and subordination in Canada, since it is systemically embedded and maintained through 

colonial ideologies and institutions that privilege capitalist power and material practices over Indigenous 

worldviews, considerations, and community priorities (Freire, 2006).  

Discourse Theory 

French philosopher and discourse theorist Michel Foucault proposed that the world is 

structured by knowledge, with those in power creating and formulating unquestioned truths that 

become societal norms (Foucault, 1997; Gordon, 1980). Hence, the truths we live by are not simply out 

there but are created through our interactions, and informed by those who translate this data, and how. 

What is said, written, and believed are all influenced by power structures within our society that reflect 

and create conflicts and advocacy for change (Macdonell, 1991; Schneider, 2013a). This perspective 

reveals the relationship between discourse and power by questioning the validity and objectivity of 

these truths. Discourse theory permits a deeper analysis of how existing socio-economic relations are 

produced, reproduced or contested to serve different interests (Janks, 1997, p. 329). Discourse theorists 
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maintain that power, communicated through discourse, facilitates certain modes of acting and thinking 

while limiting others. This often creates unequal and inequitable relationships between larger social 

groups, classes, or communities (Angermuller, 2015; Gordon, 1980). Discourse theory was an 

appropriate choice when examining Canada's narrative on support for Treaty First Nation issues and its 

RIR mandate, since there seems to be a disconnect between government concerns for Crown/First 

Nation relations; actions taken to address prior recommendations; and the content of newly proposed 

RIR initiatives. 

Postcolonial Theory 

Eurocentrism declares Western philosophies, developments, and progress as the global norm 

and measurement to compare with all other thoughts and endeavours. This conceptualizes Western 

worldviews as advanced and considers alternative ways of knowing and being as backward (Kerner, 

2018). Eurocentrism has inevitably created hierarchies and naturalized societal divisions between non-

Indigenous and Indigenous Peoples in Canada that contribute to asymmetrical power relations (Coronil, 

1996; Hall, 1992). Postcolonial theorists contend that Eurocentric categorization, such as non-Indigenous 

settlers and colonized First Nations, continues to structure societal relationships. This impacts the 

colonized through a pervasive coloniality of power embedded within systems, social orders, and forms 

of knowledge (Franzki, 2012, para. 2; Kerner, 2018, p. 616; Masood, 2019; Quijano, 2002). Canada's 

colonial ideologies—disguised as benevolence—have been an effective means for the Crown to gain, 

maintain and legitimize political control and economic exploitation of Treaty First Nation Peoples, lands, 

and resources (Galván-Álvarez, 2010; Netherton, 2013). Postcolonial theory was an appropriate choice 

when contrasting Canada's written version of colonization with First Nation oral histories, since societal 

knowledge of contemporary Crown/First Nations/non-Indigenous issues is primarily informed by those 

in power; based upon partial truths articulated through a Western lens. 
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Decolonial Theory 

Decolonial theories originated in the Americas within the last century through theorists such as 

Mignolo and Quijano (Passada, 2019). Mignolo (2011) reflected on the damaging effects of colonialism, 

stating that non-western Indigenous knowledge and thought must be embraced to counter the 

persistent epistemic violence naturalized within Western knowledge and thought. Similarly, Quijano 

(2007, p. 169) claimed that colonial ideologies remain, explaining that Eurocentric modes of thought and 

organization explicitly taint today's social and political power structures and, therefore, must be critically 

viewed as such. Decolonization demands that nation-states implement an Indigenous rights framework 

centred on the return, protection, and jurisdiction of lands; self-determination and Indigenous self-

government; and traditional ways of knowing—to 'write back' Eurocentric ideologies that permeate 

societal institutions and systems (Tuck & Yang, 2012). This process implies the need to transform these 

dominant pervasive ways of knowing to provide fair and just opportunities for Treaty First Nations 

(Sandri, as cited in Sillitoe, 2015, pp. 4 & 78). Decolonialists advocate for Indigenous resurgence 

informed through traditional values, principles, and practices (Kohn & Reddy, 2017, para. 40). "Within 

decolonial frameworks, the ultimate goal is to create, sustain, and maintain a habitable space for 

present and future generations" (Mukavetz, 2018, p. 126).  

Critical social theories work well within a decolonial perspective framework, realizing that 

society is constructed and therefore susceptible to enlightenment, liberation, and change (Agger, 2013, 

p. 16). Decolonial theory was an appropriate inclusion within my theoretical lens, as its concepts and 

ideologies epitomize Treaty First Nations advocacy and the need for Canada's 2016 RIR mandate. 

“Canadians like to imagine that they have always acted with peaceful good intentions toward us by trying to fix 
‘the Indian problem’ even as they displaced, marginalized, and brutalized us as part of the colonial project 
(Taiaiake, as cited in Regan, 2010, p. ix). In this sense, Canada has maintained paternalistic control over 
Aboriginal peoples for over a century” (Netherton, 2013, p. 10). 
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Critical Discourse Decolonial Theory 

Critical social, discourse, postcolonial, and decolonial theories all encourage reflection on how 

colonialism created and maintains Canadian power structures. Reviewing these theories collectively 

allowed me to extrapolate aspects of each to formulate my critical discourse decolonial (CDD) 

perspective used to inform this research. See Figure 4 for a visual of this integrative theoretical model. 

Figure 4: Critical Discourse Decolonial Theoretical Perspective 
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Canada was formed through colonialism, defined as "a narrative in which the settler's power is 

the fundamental reference and assumption" (Alfred & Corntassel, 2005, p. 601). While Canada professes 

to be postcolonial, colonialism remains embedded within society's institutions, systems, and legal 

frameworks (Kroeker, 2017, p. 4). This has inherently limited Treaty First Nation perspectives and 

power—subjugating self-determination of land and resource rights through imposed laws, policies, and 

ideologies constructed and enforced by the Crown. This imbalance has justified the exploitation of First 

Nation traditional lands and territories; and has damaged social, economic, and political Crown/First 

Nation relations. Amalgamating established social science theories offered the space for a deeper 

understanding of the cause and effects of Canada's historical and contemporary Crown/First Nation 

issues—interpreted through discourse discrepancies; lingering colonial ideologies; and systemic barriers 

that may prevent the recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights. 

Through my integrated CDD theory, I critically reviewed how Western worldview superiority 

shapes societal beliefs that permit continued human rights violations and First Nation community 

inequities. Applying this lens to mainstream Canadian political, cultural, social and economic views 

exposed the core of many self-determination of land and resource issues that underlay Crown/First 

Nation conflicts. These foundational beliefs justify misleading government promises to recognize and 

implement Treaty First Nation inherent rights, and its inaction. For example, why would the government 

affirm First Nation rights in Canada's 1982 Constitution Act through Section 35, but maintain clauses 

from the 1867 British North American Act that protect and prioritize federal/provincial authority and 

jurisdiction? What was the purpose of government-established inquiries to address Treaty First Nation 

issues if recommendations and obligations for change were shelved or colonially tweaked? Why does 

Canada implement incremental legislative and policy changes that seemingly recognize First Nation 

inherent rights, when all amendments ensure that lands, resources and decision-making powers remain 
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with the Crown? Why does Canada continue to advocate for Indigenous and human rights adherence 

nationally and internationally while violating the Indigenous and human rights of their own First Nation 

population?  

My CDD perspective provided ample opportunity for critical review of these questions, Canada's 

RIR mandate, and how the federal Crown's intent may differ from previous cyclical promises to support 

First Nations through rights adherence. This research expanded Crown/First Nation relationship 

understandings so effective discourse could begin to enact decolonial changes that extend far beyond 

surface-level government promises, legislation, and policies (Agger, 2013; Hanks, 2020). As suggested by 

scholars in Chapter 2, Canada's laws, policies, and approach to Treaty First Nation rights continue to 

exemplify settler-state systems created at the expense of Indigenous Peoples. Although Canada finally 

endorsed UNDRIP in 2010, since then, it has qualified the declaration's significance "to the point of 

meaninglessness" (Green, 2011, p. 1). Holistically, application of my integrated CDD theory considered 

how societal, political and social actions may confront, transform and decolonize Canadian social 

structures that prohibit rights recognition and implementation to create a fairer and more just Canada. 

"The world has changed, and if Canada wants to retain a position of respect and influence in world 

affairs, Canada must change too" (RCAP, 1996d, para. 17).  
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Chapter 4: Qualitative Research Approach and Methods 
 

"The ultimate purpose of examining documents is to arrive at an understanding of the meaning and 
significance of what the document contains. The literal meaning of a document gives only its face value 

meaning which may not reveal its real significance. This has to be reconstructed through 'an 
interpretative understanding', which involves relating the literal meaning to the contexts in which the 
documents were produced in order to assess the meaning of the text as a whole" (Scott, 1990, p. 28). 

 
This chapter explains the qualitative data collection and analytical methods I used to address my 

research question: does Canada's domestic approach to Numbered Treaty First Nations support self-

determination of land and resource rights, and do new RIR initiatives align with international standards 

set forth in UNDRIP? This section also outlines limitations to my chosen methods and the ethical 

considerations I incorporated within this study.  

My study applied a critical social research methodology to reach beyond the surface appearance 

of Canada's current approach and intent to implement new rights-based laws and policies. Harvey 

(2022, p.1) explains that "critical social research is informed by critical epistemology, a view that 

knowledge develops through critique and is constrained by history and structure." This methodology 

mandated that my data collection, interpretation, and analysis located events within a wide historical 

and social setting to compare Canada's colonial history with contemporary ideologies, systems, and 

institutions. Hence, my analysis presents what is, but also informs what ought to be. 

My research question was twofold, with the first part questioning Canada's support for Treaty 

First Nation land and resource rights. To answer this part of my research question, I applied a qualitative 

document analysis method to assemble prior national and international recommendations presented to 

the Crown that address First Nation issues and rights recognition. I reviewed these documents to 

examine the legacy of colonial ideologies within Canada's systems and institutions, and government 

actions (or inaction) to apply these proposed frameworks through legislation and policy amendments. 

The second part of my research question concerned Canada's 2016 RIR mandate and whether new 
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rights-based initiatives reflect Canada's promise to amend its domestic approach to Indigenous rights to 

align with international standards set forth in UNDRIP. To answer this second part of my research 

question, I again applied a qualitative document analysis method to assemble data on four of Canada's 

primary RIR proposed or enacted initiatives. Analysis of these four initiatives explored political intent; 

the federal Crown's influence on narrative and truth; and whether RIR initiatives create a path forward 

to decolonize and enact transformative change. Because my research attempted to interpret, explain, 

and provide meaning to this social reality, qualitative document, and discourse methods offered the 

best data collection and analytical tools. I explain these methods below, beginning with my document 

analysis process. 

Document Analysis 

Giddens (1976) explained that, unlike the natural sciences, social science requires an insider's 

perspective on interpreting the meanings of human behaviour. This perspective should embrace 

different approaches and methodologies to understand human agency and our natural and social world. 

Although my chosen document analysis method did not incorporate face-to-face interviews with 

federal, provincial, industry, and First Nation leaders, it did provide quoted input from various Aboriginal 

law and Indigenous governance experts, federal, and provincial government representatives, and First 

Nation groups through Canada's National Engagement process, the What We Heard document, various 

United Nations studies and Chiefs-in-Assembly forum discussions.  

Document analysis provided longitudinal content on treaties, laws, and policy issues that require 

First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights recognition. Through this analysis method, I 

was privy to both historical and contemporary data and public records, including government proposed 

frameworks, SCC rulings, interdisciplinary scholarly assessments, and unreleased government 

communications on current RIR processes. I surveyed these pertinent documents to identify common 
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themes and patterns within the written text and government narratives on Canada's approach to laws 

and policies that pertain to Crown/First Nation relations; impact First Nation rights adherence; and 

hinder implementation of rights-based initiatives that align with international standards. 

Data Collection 

My data collection was comprised of both primary and secondary data sources. Primary source 

material included original documents about Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

rights significant to this research. Secondary source material included supporting documents relating to 

my research question that other authors had already interpreted or analyzed. Both data sets delivered 

the context and the interpretive structure required to analyze Crown/First Nation relations, Canada's 

new rights-based initiatives, and how contemporary land and resource issues relate to—and are 

influenced—by preceding colonial events. Details of these data sets are provided below. 

Primary Data Sources 

I divided my primary source data collection into two categories to reflect my twofold research 

question and my two-part findings outlined in Chapters 5 and 6.  

• Category 1 sources outlined international Indigenous rights standards, government-

established commission inquiry recommendations, and AFN concerns and strategies to 

analyze Canada's support for Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

rights through amended laws and policies. 

• Category 2 sources outlined the process used and resulting content of four RIR initiatives 

proposed or enacted through the federal government's 2016 RIR mandate. These 

documents were analysed to determine whether new RIR initiatives support 

recommendations provided through previous inquiries and align with international 

standards set forth in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  
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While each of these data sets used separate foundational primary sources, my research required 

extended primary source documents to answer both aspects of my research question. I provide details 

of my category 1, category 2 and supplementary data collection below. 

Category 1 primary sources. The federal Crown has stated that Canada's RIR mandate is 

constitutionally informed and guided by the United Nations Declaration on Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) 

(2007a); Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action (TRC, 2015c); and the Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal People's Final Report (RCAP, 1996e). The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) is the national 

organization recognized by the federal government to negotiate Canada's RIR mandate at discussion 

tables. Therefore, the base of my Category 1 dataset comprised United Nations documents and UNDRIP; 

the RCAP Final Report; TRC Calls to Action; and AFN regional and national policy forum discussions and 

resolutions.  

Category 2 primary sources. The federal Crown released its Principles Respecting the 

Government of Canada's Relationship with Indigenous Peoples in 2017 (Ten Principles) (DOJ, 2017). 

Touted as the guideline to inform all other RIR initiatives, Canada followed this with their National 

Engagement on the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights initiative (National 

Engagement) (CIRNAC, 2018e). Accumulated data from this four-month national consultation process 

comprised Canada's What We Heard So Far: National Engagement with Indigenous Peoples on the 

Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights (What We Heard) (CIRNAC, 2018a). Both the Ten 

Principles and What We Heard were then used to inform Canada's Recognition and Implementation of 

Indigenous Rights Framework Overview (Framework Overview) (CIRNAC, 2018d). In 2021, Canada 

released Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(Bill C-15) (DOJ, 2021). This Bill provides the legislative aspect of Canada's 2016 RIR mandate to renew 

Crown/First Nation relations through amended laws and policies that align with UNDRIP. Therefore, the 
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base of my Category 2 dataset comprised Canada's four primary RIR initiatives: the Ten Principles; the 

National Engagement and What we Heard; Canada's RIR Framework Overview, and Bill-C15. 

Supporting primary source documents. Supporting primary documents were required to 

analyze and interpret both Category 1 and 2 datasets. These included the British North American Act, 

1867; British North America Act, 1930; and the Constitution Act, 1982. In particular, constitutional 

clauses that pertain to self-determination of land and resource rights, such as Sections 91, 92, 25 and 35 

(BNA, 1867; BNA, 1930; Constitution Act, 1982). Other supporting primary documents included the 

original 1880 Indian Act and subsequent amendments, in particular, Indian Act sections 43-122 that 

regulate First Nation land management and natural resources (Indian Act, 1880; Indian Act, 1985). I also 

collected primary source documents on federal and provincial policies and legislation that impact Treaty 

First Nations, such as the Crown/provincial Natural Resource Transfer Acts, and Canada's Specific land 

Claims Policy, Inherent Right Policy, and First Nations Land Management Act. Primary documents also 

included Supreme Court of Canada rulings that directly impact Treaty First Nation land and resource 

rights, such as R. v Sparrow, (1990), R. v Van der Peet, (1996), Delgamuukw v BC, (1997) and Haida 

Nation v British Columbia (2004).  

I also collected primary data from various international Indigenous rights forums, including the 

United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR), the United Nations Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs (UNESA), and the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII). My 

research also used data collected from Indigenous Organizations other than the AFN, such as the 

National Indigenous Economic Development Board (NIEDB), the First Nations Joint Advisory Committee 

on Fiscal Relations (JACFR), and the Indigenous Bar Association. Documents from various federal Crown 

departments were also represented including the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), the Department 

of Justice (DOJ), the Privy Council Office (PCO), the Parliament of Canada, and the Prime Minister's 
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Office. This data included non-published information retrieved upon request from Crown-Indigenous 

Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC) pertaining to Canada's RIR Framework initiative and 

AFN/federal/provincial engagement sessions. Because the primary source documents I collected and 

used for this research were extensive, I provide a list for the reader in Appendix E to provide more detail 

and clarity. 

Secondary Data Sources 

  I accumulated secondary historical and contemporary source material related to my research 

question that built upon existing knowledge (Snyder, 2020, p. 333). This data located and collated broad 

and specific content on Canada's approach and support of Treaty First Nation self-determination of land 

and resource rights and Canada's 2016 RIR mandate. Descriptive secondary data pertained to "what is" 

and its relationship to both preceding events and present conditions (Best, 1970, p. 169). Descriptive 

secondary data allowed me to synthesize previous empirical findings into my own data interpretation 

and research question assessment.  

Collected secondary information comprised more than journal articles and other scholarly 

works. It also included material from Indigenous organizations, advocacy groups, United Nations forums, 

and industry. This information covered an extensive range of topics that included sovereignty and 

worldviews; numbered treaty adherence; Aboriginal and treaty rights; constitutional, Indigenous and 

international law; provincial authority and jurisdiction; self-government and reserve land management; 

consultation and consent principles; redress and compensation for disposed lands; and Crown/First 

Nation relationship renewal and reconciliation. Data collected on these topics was interdisciplinary, 

overlapping diverse academic research perspectives, including environmental studies, conflict 

resolution, public policy, international treaty law, and systemic discrimination. This multidisciplinary 
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data stemmed from various disciplines, including history, law, sociology, political science, psychology, 

philosophy, business, international studies, communication studies, and environmental studies.  

Critically reviewing archival and contemporary data while incorporating scholarly insight into 

Indigenous rights issues helped to determine how past events continue to influence existing conditions. 

The quality, variety, and interdisciplinary aspect of this collection reduced potential bias and increased 

the reliability and validity of research results. 

Discourse Analysis 

This research used discourse analysis to compare and contrast political narratives, commitments 

and promises—to the consequences of political decisions through actions taken (or not taken) 

evidenced within the content of policies, legislation, and proposed or enacted RIR initiatives. While 

there are diverse approaches to this analysis method, my analysis incorporated an interpretive process. 

This procedure determined how the Crown's political discourse on Canada's concerns for First Nation 

issues and intent to implement rights and renew relations is used to influence national and international 

audiences, representing a reality that is dissonant with other facts (Milliken, 1999). Crown statements 

within published and non-public data were contrasted with the content of government policies and 

actions relating to Indigenous rights to determine contradictions between promises and actions. These 

narratives were analyzed within the social context of Canada's settler colonial structure to understand 

and clarify their meaning. Government discourse was also viewed through my critical discourse 

decolonial theoretical (CDD) perspective to determine how government actions may perpetuate settler 

colonialist structures through continued political power imbalances and socio-economic inequalities. 

This lens was applied to determine possible contrasts between government and First Nation positions, 

perspectives, and understandings on land and resource rights, the content of RIR initiatives, and 

Canada's approach to implementing UNDRIP.  
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This interpretive process allowed me to identify, organize, and describe patterns, relationships, 

biases, and meanings within all primary and secondary data sets (Berg, 2006; Braun & Clark, 2006). 

Accurately applying this process required familiarizing all collected documents to organize information 

into categories and generate themes incorporating my critical discourse decolonial (CDD) theoretical 

perspective. Analysis of both written text and government discourse on rights recognition and 

implementation identified symbolic gestures and political rhetoric that informed the position of actors 

and revealed possible intent (Schneider, 2013b). Comparing and linking these themes and patterns 

revealed relationships between settler colonial ideologies and government policies, laws, RIR proposals, 

First Nation responses, and probable outcomes. 

My discourse analysis process required careful, detailed, systematic examination and 

interpretation of collected data to provide a holistic, thorough, and reliable assessment. Keynotes and 

memoing were used to outline reflections and summaries of data content that recognized agreements, 

disagreements, connections to my theoretical assumptions, Canada's settler colonial structures, and the 

probability of Canada's RIR initiatives altering the current status quo. This reflection process was an 

ongoing activity, applied to ensure my awareness of emerging themes and common perspectives 

evidenced through initial data reviews and documents incorporated later in the research process 

(Bryman & Teevan, 2005; Lofland & Lofland, 1995). I then triangulated all review notes to develop a 

comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon being studied (Patton, 1999).  

Triangulating different data sources and aspects of different theories ensured that data 

accurately reflected my research question and legitimately supported my analysis and findings. 

Triangulating four different data sets collected from reliable and trustworthy sources provided historical 

and holistic insight into the roots of Crown/First Nation relations to support my data interpretations and 

findings. Corroborating, incorporating, and comparing noted insights from all collected data reduced 
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potential bias, increased validity, and helped uncover and organize pertinent information about my 

research question (Bowen, 2009; Triad 3, 2016). See Figure 5.  

Figure 5: Discourse Analysis Process 

While this analysis method provided ample interpretation and interpretive flexibility, it also required 

continuous and careful reflection upon my own judgements and choices, demanding a high level of 

objectivity and sensitivity (Vaismoradi & Snelgrove, 2019). I discuss this in more detail below. 

Ethical Considerations 

 This research did not involve personal interviews. Therefore, it did not require a formal ethical 

review. Nevertheless, the subject of social justice, Indigenous rights implementation and reconciliation is 

political, sensitive and still required many ethical considerations. Scholars contend that research with 

First Nations "in the service of colonial policy and practices" is often contentious (Modern Treaty 

Implementation Research Project, 2017, para. 1; Mosby, 2013). This contention applies to research 

ethics and honouring First Nation community priorities (GOC, 2018o). Hence, I ensured that my 
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document collection, interpretation, and analysis were devoid of "expert-subject dichotomies and de-

contextualisation often associated with research conceived and conducted solely by academics" (Kilian 

et al., 2019, para. 3).  

 There is a long, documented history of unethical approaches to research within First Nation 

communities conducted to benefit researchers rather than First Nations (Smith, 2012). "Research 

involving Indigenous peoples occurs within a historical context of exploitation and misrepresentation by 

non-Indigenous scholars, artists, journalists, and colonial government agencies" (Ball & Janyst, 2008, p. 

33). This history has created a general mistrust and suspicion of non-Indigenous researchers and their 

intent. Considering this, I needed to reflect upon my own personal position within the colonial academic 

and social structures this research project challenges (Drugge, 2016, p. 1). This reflection included 

consistent personal preconception checks and strict adherence to the Royal Roads University Research 

Ethics Policy (2019) and Tri-Council Policy requirements (GOC, 2018o).  

 Through my chosen qualitative methods and ethical considerations, I believe this research 

design allowed for careful interpretations and informed recommendations to amend, build upon and 

improve current and future approaches to Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

conflicts and rights-based requirements in Canada. This analysis begins with prior inquiries, 

recommendations, and frameworks presented to the government to address Crown/First Nation self-

determination of land and resource issues and Canada's approach to reconciling these conflicts.  
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Chapter 5: Findings: Part 1—Canada's Approach to Commissioned Inquiry Recommendations, UNDRIP, 
and Assembly of First Nations Concerns 

 
"The essential idea of self-determination is that human beings, individually and as groups, are equally 

entitled to be in control of their own destinies, and to live within governing institutional orders that are 
devised accordingly… self-determination means that peoples are entitled to participate equally in the 

constitution and development of the governing institutional order under which they live and, further, to 
have that governing order be one in which they may live and develop freely on a continuous basis" 

(Anaya, 2009, pp. 184-189). 

 
This chapter comprises Part 1 of my findings on Canada's support for Treaty First Nation's self-

determination of land and resource rights. These results provide an analysis of actions taken by the 

federal Crown to implement concerns, recommendations, and strategies presented by the United 

Nations, RCAP, and TRC government-commissioned inquiries, and the AFN. 

I organized this analysis by Treaty First Nation issues. Categories include discovery documents 

and Indigenous sovereignty; numbered treaty adherence; political status, Indigenous self-government 

and internal Treaty First Nation governance; resource development, free, prior and informed consent, 

and revenue sharing; land title and jurisdiction; redress and compensation for dispossessed lands; and 

independent land claim resolution mechanisms. 

Over the years, the Crown has taken minimal steps toward implementing Indigenous rights and 

decolonizing Canadian laws and policies—all while proclaiming its support for Treaty First Nations. "No 

relationship is more important to Canada than the relationship with Indigenous Peoples" (Prime 

Minister Justin Trudeau, 2017, para. 2). This government inaction questions the underlying intent of 

Canada's 2016 RIR mandate, particularly since the federal Crown maintains that UNDRIP, the RCAP Final 

Report, and TRC Calls to Action will inform its new RIR initiatives. Canada's approach to previous 

recommendations presented to the Crown must be clarified to understand how new RIR initiatives 

analyzed in Part 2 align with UNDRIP standards. The first part of my findings begins with Canada's 
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historical position on discovery documents and their impact on Indigenous sovereignty and self-

government. 

Discovery Doctrines and Indigenous Sovereignty Recognition  

The United Nations have repeatedly taken a stance against the validity of discovery doctrines 

used to dispossess Indigenous Peoples from their lands and limit Indigenous inherent sovereign rights. 

The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII)78 called these conquests a 

demonstration of domination and dehumanization. They questioned how today's nation-states might 

legitimately apply these "archaic Christian European concepts and standards" to free and independent 

Peoples without their permission (United Nations, 2012, p. 2).79 The UNPII recognized that nation-states 

refer to such doctrines to deny and extinguish Indigenous human rights. They do this through domestic 

laws, policies, and court decisions about lands, territories, and resources. These doctrines even interpret 

identities through espoused colonial ideologies of superiority (North American Indigenous Caucus, 2008-

2012, p. 19). The Preamble of UNDRIP states: 

All doctrines, policies, and practices based on or advocating superiority of peoples or individuals 

on the basis of national origin, or racial, religious, ethnic, or cultural differences are racist, 

scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially unjust. (United Nations, 

2007a, p. 1)  

 
78 The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII) is a high-level advisory body to the UN Economic and 
Social Council. Established in July 2000, it is mandated to deal with Indigenous issues, including economic and social 
development, culture, the environment, education, health and human rights. This Forum promotes respect for and complete 
application of the provisions of the UNDRIP and follows up on the effectiveness of this Declaration (United Nations, 2021b). 
79 Pope Francis visited Canada in July 2022 to issue a historic apology to First Nation residential school survivors for the part the 
Catholic Church played in Canada's horrific assimilation policies. However, he did not formally renounce the doctrine of 
discovery originated through 15th-century Catholic Church edicts used to justify the colonization of Indigenous land (Taylor, 
2022). Theology professor Faggioli explained that the Roman Catholic Church does not issue formal documents declaring past 
edicts invalid. "There is no formal mechanism for rescinding a past teaching [only] teaching something new that's different from 
what was taught before" (Faggioli, as cited in Gollom, 2022, para. 21). 
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A UN study on the impacts of the doctrine of discovery concluded that international human 

rights law demands that nation-states rectify past wrongs and land right violations through law and 

policy reform (United Nations, 2014). This UN study emphasized redefining nation-state/Indigenous 

relations through reconciliation "in accordance with the principles of justice, democracy, and respect for 

human rights, equality, non-discrimination, good governance, and good faith" (United Nations, 2007a, p. 

29). These are standard expectations of colonized peoples, consistent with longstanding UN 

international human rights law (ratified by Canada) discussed in Chapter 2, including the UN Charter and 

Article 1(1) of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (United Nations, 1945; United 

Nations, 1966b).  

The RCAP Final Report also stressed that Canada must reject the colonial concepts of 

assimilation, control, intrusion, and coercion based upon racial and cultural superiority. To do this, the 

federal Crown must reject ideologies based on international norms at the time of European contact. 

Relying upon outmoded Eurocentric doctrines (such as discovery) contributes to Canada's presumptions 

of sovereignty, control, and exploitation of Indigenous lands and Peoples. "The renewed relationship 

needs to be built on principles that will return us to a path of justice, coexistence, and equality" (RCAP, 

1996a, p. 584). With this, the RCAP recommended that federal, provincial, and territorial governments 

acknowledge that discovery and terra nullius concepts are factually, legally and morally wrong; declare 

such concepts cannot be used within law and policy development; will not be the basis of arguments 

presented to the courts; and commit to a renewed federation that overcomes these historical concepts, 

which impede Aboriginal inclusion within Canadian federation (RCAP, 1996a, p. 662). Canada has not 

done this. 

In Volume 2 of the RCAP inquiry, Anishinabek Councillor René Tenasco explained that 

sovereignty is an inherent human quality naturally expressed through self-determination and the power 
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of choice and action (Tenasco, as cited in RCAP, 1996b). First Nations have possessed these rights since 

time immemorial and have never surrendered or lost them through conquest (LaForme, 1991, p. 256). 

"Self-determination is looking at our desires and our aspirations of where we want to go and being given 

the chance to attain that... for life itself, for existence itself, for nationhood itself" (Tenasco, as cited in 

RCAP, 1996b, p. 105). The terms sovereignty, self-determination and self-government all have distinct 

meanings. However, these concepts are all linked. "While Aboriginal people use a variety of terms to 

describe their fundamental rights, they are unanimous in asserting that they have an inherent right of 

self-determination arising from their status as distinct or sovereign peoples" (RCAP, 1996b, p. 111). The 

2016 Hear our Voice: Sharing the Land, Sharing a Future national forum on reconciliation marked the 

20th Anniversary of the RCAP.80 Participants clarified that "recognizing the sovereignties of the First 

Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples does not violate the Constitution. Recognizing the sovereignties of 

Indigenous peoples is essential to their continued growth" (Queen's University, 2016, p. 8).  

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission have also called upon Canada to denounce 

recognition of discovery principles. 

• TRC Call Number 47: We call upon the federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal 

governments to repudiate concepts used to justify European sovereignty over Indigenous 

peoples and lands, such as the doctrine of discovery and terra nullius, and to reform those 

laws, government policies, and litigation strategies that continue to rely on such concepts. 

• TRC Call Number 49: We call upon all religious denominations and faith groups who have 

not already done so to repudiate concepts used to justify European sovereignty over 

 
80 This conference attracted Indigenous national leaders, the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs, senior public 
servants, municipal leaders, leaders of non-profit organizations, TRC and RCAP commissioners, university executives, 
academics, researchers and youth leaders (Queen's University, 2016, p. 1). 
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Indigenous lands and peoples, such as the doctrine of discovery and terra nullius. (TRC, 

2015c, p. 5)  

The Crown may be progressing on TRC Call to Action 47, evidenced by political narratives about 

Canada's RIR mandate and the Preamble of Bill C-15 enacted in 2021. Canada also has made progress on 

TRC Call to Action 49.81 However, many Canadian religious denomination groups had already denounced 

the legitimacy of the doctrine of discovery (Beyond 94, 2022). The federal government maintains that 

colonial doctrines do not apply in Canada. Nevertheless, the concepts they embody are embedded 

within Aboriginal law, policies, and Section 35 interpretation, which relies heavily upon Canada's 

assumed sovereignty. This antiquated doctrine continues to underlie ideologies that consider First 

Nations claimants within their traditional lands. "We still have no rights to our land unless we prove 

them. We want to see you denounce the doctrine of discovery and terra nullius" (Vancouver First 

Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 5). The 2014 Tsilhqot'in Nation Supreme Court ruling stated 

that the overt claim of terra nullius never applied in Canada (Tsilhqot'in Nation v British Columbia, 2014). 

However, no policy or legislation changes have been made to denounce the doctrine of discovery.  

Both the RCAP and TRC recommended the creation of a new Royal Proclamation for First Nation 

consideration. This Royal Proclamation of Reconciliation would affirm the fundamental principles of 

Canada's bilateral nation-to-nation relationship and the nature and continuity of existing treaties and 

honourable processes. This new document would outline a governing partnership that supplements the 

1763 Royal Proclamation and the 1764 Treaty of Niagara. The Royal Commission described this 

partnership as Crown/First Nations acknowledging and relating to each other as equals, "coexisting side 

 
81 In 2015, the Anglican Church, Presbyterian Church, United Church of Canada, Evangelical Lutheran Church, and the Jesuits of 
English Canada formally supported this Call to Action. The Canadian Roman Catholic Entities Parties to the Settlement 
Agreement also supported this denouncement. The Mennonite Church repudiated the doctrine of discovery in 2016 (Beyond 
94, 2022). 
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by side and governing themselves according to their own laws and institutions" (RCAP, 1996a, p. 678). 

The TRC stressed that this proclamation would reject antiquated Eurocentric discovery documents and 

adopt and implement UNDRIP as the framework for reconciliation. A new proclamation could provide 

space to reformulate all laws, policies, and governance structures that continue to reject Indigenous 

sovereign rights (TRC, 2015c, p. 5). Canada has not dealt with this issue or committed to this process. 

Asch and Smith (1992) argue that Canada should envision Aboriginal rights as consociational, formed 

through a political system comprising different yet cooperating social groups based upon shared power. 

Such a system would ensure that legal and political positions would not deny Aboriginal rights based 

solely on Crown sovereignty or provincial jurisdiction (Thom, 2001, p. 5).  

Discovery doctrines are fundamental to understanding colonialism. The Assembly of First 

Nations (AFN) continues to warn not only of past ramifications but of contemporary consequences of 

discovery and other concepts of superiority that lead to discriminatory practices. "The path forward will 

require Canada to acknowledge the truth of our pre-existing and continuing sovereignty as self-

determining peoples" (Bellegarde, as cited in AFN, 2021, para. 13). With this, the AFN recommends that 

Canada reject the doctrine of discovery and acknowledge the devastating consequences of doctrines of 

superiority. This official acknowledgement would affirm that Canada cannot use this doctrine to 

subjugate Indigenous rights; and repudiate discovery concepts within legislation, policy, and new RIR 

initiatives to reflect UNDRIP standards (AFN, 2018c, p. 2). Once again, Canada has not articulated how it 

will address these issues and concerns. 

First Nations maintain that renouncing discovery would be the first concrete step towards 

recognizing and implementing Indigenous rights rather than Canada's continued symbolic gestures of 

support. Sincere recognition would require reshaping Canadian ideologies to align with international 

covenants that assert self-determination as a human right belonging to settlers and Indigenous Peoples. 
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Implementing UNDRIP will be critical to achieving this. Henry (2021, para. 3) defines UNDRIP as "a 

'doctrine' not of discovery but of recovery, dignity, and rights." The following section discusses Canada's 

support for numbered treaty adherence and actions taken to implement recommendations and 

international standards. 

Numbered Treaty Adherence 

The numbered treaties are foundational to how First Nations live and experience their 

relationship with the Crown. The United Nations has acknowledged that "historic treaties, agreements, 

and other constructive arrangements between States and Indigenous peoples have not been respected, 

leading to loss of lands, resources, and rights, and that non-implementation threatens Indigenous 

peoples' survival as distinct peoples" (United Nations, 2003, para. 2). UNDRIP contains specific 

references to treaty adherence beginning in the Preamble, recognizing the urgent need to respect and 

promote treaty rights and the relationship they represent (United Nations, 2007a, p. 1). UNDRIP Article 

37(1) states that: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observance, and enforcement of treaties, 

agreements, and other constructive arrangements concluded with states or their successors and 

to have states honour and respect such treaties, agreements, and other constructive 

arrangements. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 25). 

The Royal Commission examined historical treaty-making practices through Canada's treaty 

implementation, interpretation, and adherence, reporting on how the Crown should observe these 

treaties and their rights. The RCAP Final Report maintained that Crown/First Nation treaties are 

fundamental components of the Constitution of Canada, comparable to the terms of provincial 

Confederation. However, the misinterpretation of these treaties has resulted in their continual breach 

rather than honourable observance (RCAP,1996b, p. 3). Discrepancies between the written text, oral 
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history interpretations, and Canada's disregard for the spirit and intent of these agreements (and the 

actual written content) underlay much of this conflict. As articulated in Chapter 1, verbal promises led to 

First Nation signatures and expectations of sharing, coexistence and mutual party benefits. 

Commissioners explained that discrepancies in Crown/First Nation treaty interpretations were not 

created in a vacuum. Instead, they are "the product of the complex interplay of culture, politics, and the 

law in the almost five centuries since first contact between Europeans and the Indigenous peoples of 

North America" (RCAP, 1996b, p. 438). Gunn believes this should highlight the need for Canada to 

respect the relationship these agreements represent and reconsider their interpretation as "merely 

domestic instruments" (Gunn, 2018, p. 7). 

RCAP recommendations outlined a process that considers both justice and reconciliation, 

whereby both parties' perspectives are used to interpret historical treaties. This process would ensure 

fulfilment of agreed treaty terms as recorded in the written text, supplemented by First Nation oral 

evidence.82 The RCAP stressed that reconciliation would require this recognition and ethical principles to 

fairly govern Crown/First Nation treaty relations (RCAP, 1996b, p. 46). Recognizing the spirit and intent 

of numbered treaties is essential to achieving this. The RCAP reiterated that this process would be 

fundamental to the honour of the Crown. "Any non-fulfilment casts a shadow over Canada's place of 

respect in the family of international nations" (RCAP, 1996b, p. 2).  

The Commission recommended that the federal government establish a continuing bilateral 

process to implement and renew Crown/First Nation relations and federal government obligations. This 

process would incorporate the respectful assumption that Canada's First Peoples did not consent to the 

 
82 The written text of Treaty 6 states that First Nations agree to cede and surrender their lands. However, oral histories 
maintain that government agents ensured they were just borrowing it (Indian Claims Commission, 1993). Through gestures, 
lieutenant governor Morris showed First Nations that land sharing would only pertain to the ground surface—but Canada 
interprets this transaction to include subsurface natural resources (Price, 1987). These discrepancies suggest that Canada 
considers, and weighs written and oral treaty accounts to understand their functionality (Wing, 2017, p. 209). 
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blanket extinguishment of their Aboriginal rights, title, and governance authority by entering the treaty 

relationship. According to oral histories, First Nations intended to share their territorial jurisdiction and 

the benefits that may emanate from Canada's ample natural resources. The RCAP made clear that the 

spirit and intent of numbered treaties must be recognized and incorporated into the interpretation and 

understanding of these agreements, stating that all laws, policies, and practices must reflect these treaty 

terms and original understandings (RCAP, 1996b, p. 54). Canada has not responded to any of these 

recommendations or identified how they might address these issues. 

The right to self-determination flows from sovereignty, which has been "recognized and given 

effect by decades of formal alliances and treaties" (Queen's University, 2016, p. 3). During the 

2016 National Forum on Reconciliation, participants reiterated treaty negotiator words that envisioned 

"the coming together of two ways of life" through shared lands and resources, providing benefits and 

prosperity to all peoples (OTC, 2007, p. 1). Forum attendees discussed how "the principle of sharing is 

central to the treaties and central to the possibility of real equality among the peoples of Canada in the 

future" (Queen's University, 2016, p. 2). These historic treaties are Canada's ethical and legal bedrock. 

Like the 1763 Royal Proclamation, numbered treaties acknowledge Indigenous sovereignty and nation-

to-nation relations (AFN, 2021a, p. 1).  

The Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action include: 

• TRC Call Number 45 (iii): Renew or establish Treaty relationships based on principles of 

mutual recognition, mutual respect, and shared responsibility for maintaining those 

relationships into the future. 

• TRC Call Number 45 (iv): Reconcile Aboriginal and Crown constitutional and legal orders to 

ensure that Aboriginal peoples are full partners in Confederation, including the recognition 
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and integration of Indigenous laws and legal traditions in negotiation and implementation 

processes involving treaties, land claims, and other constructive agreements.  

• TRC Call Number 51: We call upon the Government of Canada, as an obligation of its 

fiduciary responsibility, to develop a policy of transparency by publishing legal opinions it 

develops and upon which it acts or intends to act, in regard to the scope and extent of 

Aboriginal and Treaty rights. (TRC, 2015c, pp. 5-6) 

As of January 2022, the Crown has not progressed on these calls to action. However, the 2018 

federal budget committed $51.4 million over two years to continue Canada's support for Crown/First 

Nation Indigenous Rights discussion tables (Beyond 94, 2022).83 Still, this action represents the 

negotiation of Treaty First Nation inherent rights—not government recognition or adherence. The 1997 

Delgamuukw Supreme Court decision ruled that Canada must place oral histories "on an equal footing 

with the historical evidence that courts are familiar with" (Delgamuukw v British Columbia, 1997, p. 

389). Nevertheless, mounting judicial cases on treaty rights evidence a lack of Crown support for this 

ruling and other treaty adherence issues. For example, in White Bear First Nations v. Saskatchewan 

(2009), the province issued permits to the Harvest Operations Corporation for oil and gas exploration in 

Moose Mountain Provincial Park. White Bear First Nations requested a judicial review of this exploratory 

project proposed within their traditional territory. The Band requested consultation and submission of 

oral history evidence provided through an affidavit by their longstanding Chief, Brian Standingready.84 

The Minister of the Environment objected to this affidavit, calling it "irrelevant and/or inadmissible as 

hearsay" (Potamianos, 2021, p. 16). The court recognized that the SCC Delgamuukw decision required 

 
83 This $51.4 million allotment funded ongoing recognition of rights and self-determination negotiations and the launch of new 
RIR discussion tables with First Nations and Métis governments. These moneys were also used to fund Canada's February to 
June 2018 National Engagement initiative and its September 2018 What We Heard document (House of Commons, 2018, p. 3). 
84 The claimants argued that Chief Standingready had been Chief of the White Bear First Nations intermittently for the last 32 
years and was adequately qualified to submit oral history to the court. Furthermore, the Chiefs' affidavit had been confirmed by 
the White Bear First Nations as representative of the Bands' perspective (Potamianos, 2021). 
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oral history consideration, through evidence given by "qualified" persons if they "represent a reasonably 

reliable source of the particular people's history" (White Bear First Nations et al. v. Saskatchewan 

[Minister of Environment] et al., (2009) 339 Sask.R. 127 (QB), paras. 28 and 33). However, the court 

concluded that the Chief's "qualifications" did not meet the standards set forth by the SCC and struck 

most of the affidavit evidence from the proceedings (White Bear First Nations v. Saskatchewan, 2009, 

para. 32). 

As for Call to Action 51, the Crown has not announced the government's intent to enact a policy 

of transparency. In the AFN Honouring Promises document, the Assembly called on the federal 

government to "initiate work to jointly align federal laws and policies with UNDRIP and First Nations' 

inherent and treaty rights… [and] fully implement all TRC Calls to Action that fall under the responsibility 

of the federal government" (AFN, 2019b, p. 14). Canada has established a Working Group of Ministers 

that has acknowledged that fairness must be a guiding principle within Crown/First Nation legal 

interactions. Other than this political rhetoric, there has been no implementation of policy or legislation 

that would reflect this support.  

The North American Indigenous Caucus (NAIC) understands the wide range of economic, social, 

cultural, spiritual, political, legal and environmental rights that the numbered treaties promise to 

address. NAIC has urged the UN to do more to ensure that Canada upholds First Nation treaty rights, 

explaining that Canada is a country with many nation-to-nation treaties that it continues to violate with 

devastating effects (NAIC, 2008-2012). First Nations believe this "serious treaty rights implementation 

gap" has contributed to the massive Indigenous/non-Indigenous socio-economic divide (AFN, 2021a, p. 

2). In their Treaty Parties Statement on the Observance and Enforcement of Treaties document (AFN, 

2013), the Assembly explained the need for a significant shift in approach to ensure that all 

international, Canadian constitutional, and commonwealth laws are harmonious and consistent with 
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treaty relations (AFN, 2013, p. 4). Canada's collective commitment and action would clarify that 

Canada's Crown/Treaty relationship encompasses Indigenous law, jurisdiction over lands and resources, 

and international rights standards on self-government (AFN, 2013, p. 4). If Canada's 2016 promise to 

renew Crown/First Nation relations guided by UNDRIP is sincere, then new RIR initiatives would 

recognize this requirement and the partnership relationship the numbered treaties represent (United 

Nations, 2007a, p. 1). The following section discusses Canada's support for Indigenous rights to political 

status and self-government and actions taken to implement recommendations and international 

standards. 

Political Status and Indigenous Self-Government 

Self-determination refers to the Indigenous right to choose how their communities will govern 

and be governed. This concept means that self-determining Peoples have a right to determine their 

future. Political status may involve meaningful Indigenous participation in public governments that rule 

over them or negotiating distinct political and legal regimes controlled only by Indigenous Peoples. 

UNDRIP Article 3 states: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely 

determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural 

development. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 4) 

The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNESA) maintained that 

recognizing self-government involves a just response to Indigenous aspirations and authority that would 

presume a legitimate measure of self-determination (United Nations, 2006). Self-government rights 

must also include the Indigenous capacity to achieve collective interests and priorities through 

intergovernmental relations that consider the philosophical foundations of First Nation Peoples and 

communities (Barsh, 1986; United Nations, 2006). In a presentation made to the UN International Expert 
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Group on Indigenous Participation and Good Governance, Canadian law professor Paul Chartrand 

reminded us that Indigenous Peoples are citizens of their respective nation-states. Hence, nation-states 

must assure First Nation's capacity to participate in all levels of government democratically—if they so 

choose (Chartrand, 2003; RCAP, 1996b, p. 166).85  

The RCAP Final Report recognized that enacting First Nation self-government rights would 

require provincial and territorial support and new fiscal arrangements. The Commission recommended 

that Canada create a forum comprising federal, provincial, and territorial government leaders, and 

national First Nation representatives to develop a Canada-wide framework agreement outlining 

common principles and directions. This framework would guide negotiations on treaty rights, fiscal 

arrangements for First Nation government operations, and co-jurisdiction regulations over-allocated and 

shared lands and resources to establish the core powers First Nations may exercise (RCAP, 1996b, p. 

271). The Royal Commission identified essential criteria required when considering the content of this 

framework.  

• Source, in that Indigenous rights stem from original occupation from time immemorial;  

consistency, accepting that Section 35 affirms and entrenches these rights but did not 

create these rights.  

• Status, in that inherent rights are not subordinate to federal or provincial governments 

(making these rights sovereign in some spheres while concurrent in others). 

• Process, whereby rights recognition and implementation must have the full involvement 

and consent of First Nations.  

 
85 A nation-state is a sovereign, self-governed political unit - considered a more precise definition than a 'country.' While many 
nation-states have a predominant ethnic group that shares a common history and culture, Canada exemplifies the exception to 
this concept. Canada comprises three historically relevant ethnicities: the French, the British, and Indigenous Peoples. This 
ethnicity is further enhanced through their immigration history, with Canada considered by many as a Nation of immigrants. 
While Canadian society can appreciate these settler experiences, it should not ignore the fact that Canada was built on the land 
of Indigenous Peoples who had lived there since immemorial (Peace, 2014). 
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• Scope, acknowledging the need to coexist with federal and provincial powers presents 

limitations. 

• Justiciability, ensuring that courts can recognize self-government rights with no further 

legislative action required. (RCAP, 1996b, p. 4) 

The Crown attempted to recognize First Nation self-government as a federal third order 

government through the 1980s First Minister conferences and the Charlottetown Accord. As explained 

in Chapter 2, Canadian citizens rejected this Accord through a national referendum (Henderson, 2020). 

Nonetheless, the RCAP clarified that First Nations do not require federal or provincial legislation to have 

the constitutional authority to function as governments. Although Section 35 recognizes and affirms 

self-government, this authority, and right "has its source outside the Canadian Constitution" (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 62). Nevertheless, Canada may restrict First Nation self-government rights. However, these 

rights remain inherent and sovereign (Frideres, 1996, p. 262). Although Canada recognizes the inherent 

right to self-government through Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act—touted as a full box of rights 

for Indigenous Peoples—this clause does not provide a definition or guiding principles to implement it. 

This lack of definition and guiding principles permits continued infringement on Indigenous rights, 

denoting Section 35 as more of an empty box of rights needing replenishment. First Nations expect 

Canada to support Section 35 rights affirmed and protected within the Constitution if those rights are to 

hold any meaning (AFN, 2018a, p. 6). To date, Canada has not done this. 

The RCAP recommended establishing a parliamentary House of First Peoples. The Commission 

believed this would be a positive step towards creating an Indigenous institution to support self-

determination and self-government at a local, provincial, and national level. According to the RCAP, this 

would not be a substitute for First Nation self-government. However, this political body would enhance 

First Nation representation within Canadian federalism—ensuring that First Nations have the means to 
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influence the outcome of decisions that impact them. This additional political institution would address 

required consent on First Nation legislative matters; ensure that Crown/First Nation relations are nation-

to-nation; and support the inherent rights of self-determination and self-government (RCAP, 1996b, p. 

360). An Aboriginal parliament could review all legislation before the Parliament of Canada related to 

First Nations, permitting a clause-by-clause assessment of proposed legislation from the perspective of 

Indigenous representatives. Aboriginal parliament could then present their views on proposed 

legislation and policy initiatives to the House of Commons and the Senate—while law-making is still 

developing. Aboriginal reviews could include legislation recognizing or derogating Indigenous rights 

relating to Section 91, Section 92, Section 25, and Section 35 of the Constitution (RCAP, 1996b, pp. 360-

361). The Commission made clear, however, that this must be more than a "symbolic representation" 

(RCAP, 1996b, p. 363). Proposed powers and responsibilities must provide the basis for an influential 

First Nations role in the decision-making processes of the Parliament of Canada. 

Canada has not enacted a parliamentary House of First Peoples to represent First Nations. 

Instead, the federal government continues to rely upon its distinction-based approach, discussing First 

Nation, Métis, and Inuit concerns at Crown/Indigenous negotiating tables.86 Canada established the 

Crown/AFN Discussion Table in 2017, federal officials and First Nation representatives meet three times 

a year to "discuss options to advance shared priorities, assess progress towards goals for First Nations 

and facilitate the ongoing work of building a true nation-to-nation relationship between Canada and 

First Nations" (Prime Minister's Office, 2017b, para. 3). The AFN considers these meetings "an 

opportunity for open, constructive dialogue to advance First Nations priorities" (AFN, 2019c). However, 

 
86 There are over 80 Crown/Indigenous discussion tables across Canada to explore effective ways to implement rights-based 
initiatives that promote flexible, respectful, cooperative partnerships. These negotiations are community-driven, respond to the 
unique needs of Indigenous Peoples, and explore innovative ideas to advance their vision of self-determination for the benefit 
of their communities and all Canadians (CIRNAC, 2019c). 
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no representative body exists to present a national voice for all Indigenous Peoples (Favel & Coates, 

2016). 87 88 The United Nations maintain that self-determination rights include participation in decision-

making processes and political systems within the broader state. The UN also specified the right of 

Indigenous Peoples to decide internally within their communities (United Nations, 2010b, para. 2). The 

following section provides details of Indigenous rights relating to on-reserve governance, land 

management, and autonomy over First Nation community priorities. 

Internal Treaty First Nation Governance 

As Canada introduces new self-government and land management policies to move beyond the 

Indian Act, regulations continue to comprise colonial ideologies that set the parameters for how First 

Nations are to live on their land (McNeil et al., 2004, p. 135). The United Nations maintains that, even 

when national policies are in place to benefit First Nation Peoples, nation-states often operate top-

down, making decisions unilaterally. "This situation creates dependency on government services and 

does not promote sustainable human development in a manner that would protect and promote the 

cultural, political, social and economic integrity of Indigenous peoples" (United Nations, 2010a, p. 37). 

First Nation Band government systems have far less power than federal, provincial, territorial, or 

municipal governments. Whatever decision-powers Band governments possess continue to rely—on 

some level or another—on federal policies, legislation, or ministerial approval.  

Band governments often lack the authority and resources required to meet even the basic 

needs of their community, let alone sustain an effective internal self-governance system. The UN 

 
87 This has resulted in much confusion regarding the role of AFN within nation-to-nation processes. The role of the AFN in this 
MOU agreement is not for decision-making but for consultation and advocacy only. Still, other First Nation Organizations have 
voiced concern that "the AFN National Chief is the only Indigenous person to participate as an equal at Confederation style 
nation-to-nation meetings" (King & Pasternak, 2018, pp. 4-9). Appointing the AFN as Canada's 'de facto Nation' leaves many 
other voices and concerns unheard, hindering individual First Nations and Treaty Organizations from exercising political 
authority over their lands, Peoples and communities. 
88 National Indigenous organizations include the Native Women's Association of Canada and the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples, 
but they have not signed a bilateral MOU with the federal Crown (King & Pasternak, 2018). 
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recognized nation-state systemic barriers encountered by Indigenous Peoples when trying to improve 

their social and economic conditions. Hence, Special Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous peoples, 

James Anaya, recommended the removal of existing legal barriers to effectively implement Indigenous 

self-government. Continued engagement and adequate government funding would be required to 

support the transfer of governance responsibilities and the development and operation of self-

governance institutions (Anaya, 2013a, p. 21). UNDRIP Article 4 states:  

Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy 

or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and 

means for financing their autonomous functions. (United Nations, 2007a) 

Economic opportunities and fair compensation for lands and resources remain essential to 

implementing self-determination rights. However, the AFN reiterates the importance of viewing First 

Nation self-government more holistically, explaining that "items pertaining to culture or socio-economic 

gaps that are not based on the benefit of human capital are lacking" (AFN, 2021c, p. 3). Canada's rights 

recognition approach requires First Nations to adjust to government criteria and procedures. The AFN 

suggests a rethink whereby First Nations define their criteria and processes that would best meet 

community needs and perspectives. The RCAP recommended that government agencies adopt a fully 

responsive service approach to First Nations rather than the intrusive role Canada has traditionally 

played (RCAP, 1996b, p. 807). An unpublished letter written by the Anishinabek of Whitefish River First 

Nation Chief Shining Turtle to the Prime Minister states: 

Under Canada's current laws and policies, program delivery to Indigenous Peoples is generally 

removed from the elected representatives of the people, this has created longstanding and 

protracted difficulties with meeting the needs of our community members… our Band 

administrations has a great deal of responsibility under the Indian Act and INAC policies, and to 
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our own citizens under our oaths of office to them, but rarely any effective voice or control over 

the resources we are asked to administer. I urge on your government as we stand at the current 

crossroads to take a radical departure from this ineffective top-down approach (GOC, 2018d, 

para. 5).  

Former Tk'emlύps te Secwépemc Chief Manny Jules (previously the Kamloops Indian Band) 

maintains that the Crown has legislated First Nations out of Canada's economy. He believes that the 

federal government's idea of 'taking care of Indians' is the provision of social welfare programs rather 

than providing real property rights. To break this cycle of poverty, First Nations require the right of every 

other Canadian to own their lands (Jules, as cited in Stossel, 2014).89 The Harvard Project on American 

Indian Economic Development revealed that recognizing Indigenous sovereignty, jurisdiction, and 

decision-making are major factors in building sustainable, self-determined economies. Harvard Project 

findings indicate the need for effective Indigenous self-government institutions with legitimate, reliable 

community governing powers.  

Drawing from a large body of Indigenous governance and economic development research, 

Cornell, Curtis, and Jorgensen (2004) explain that jurisdiction matters because it puts the development 

agenda and control of First Nation lands and resources in Indigenous hands. However, jurisdiction alone 

does not build sustained development on reserve lands. True decision-making power is also necessary. 

The Harvard Project research has yet to find a single case of sustained economic activity on Indigenous 

lands where some external governmental bodies are not in control. Outside decision-making includes 

numerous aspects of governmental structure, such as natural resource use, internal civil affairs, 

development strategies, how First Nations spend their money and so forth (Cornell, 2002; Cornell et al., 

 
89 Through successful Crown/First Nation consultation and agreements, the Tk'emlύps te Secwépemc has successfully 
developed and operated Mt. Paul Industrial Park in southern interior BC. This 350-tenant development is one of the largest 
industrial parks in Canada (Tk'emlúps, 2022). 
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2004; Nelson, 2019). The right to Indigenous sovereignty and jurisdiction promotes accountability. 

"Jurisdiction marries decisions to consequences, which leads to better decisions" (Cornell, 2002, p. 2). 

Rebuilding First Nation communities and governance rights would require authentic self-government 

models rather than the self-administration style governance Canada currently provides to First Nation 

Bands. Cornell (2007) provides a Table (see Figure 6) summarizing the difference between these two 

responsibilities.  

Figure 6: Self-Administration versus Self-Government (OECD, 2020).90 

 
90 Adapted from Cornell, S. Remaking the Tools of Governance: Colonial Legacies, Indigenous Solutions: Strategies 
for Governance and Development (2007[44]). 

Self-Administration  Self-Government 

Is largely limited to management 
decisions within programmes 

Jurisdiction Ranges from decisions about governmental form and 
resource use to intergovernmental relations, civil 
affairs and development strategies 

Is typically shaped or imposed by 
outsiders, usually the federal 
government 

Governmental  
form 

Is designed by Indigenous Nations 

Are to administer social 
programmes and to distribute jobs, 
resources and money to citizens 

Core  
governmental 

functions 

Are to establish constitutional foundations for 
government self-determined development; make and 
enforce laws; make and implement policy decisions; 
provide for fair and non-political dispute resolutions; 
administer programmes 

Is largely from other governments; 
efforts to increase revenue focus 
on lobbying for additional transfers 
of funds 

Revenue Is from diverse sources (may include transfers); efforts 
to increase revenues focus on various options under 
Indigenous control (e.g. tribal enterprises, permits and 
fees, taxation) 

Typically goes in one direction, 
having to do with community 
accountability to funders for how 
funds are used and for permission 
to act 

Accountability Goes both ways, having to do with Indigenous 
Nations’ accountability to their own citizens for 
governing well, their accountability to funders or how 
funds are spent and outside governments’ 
accountability to Indigenous Nations for policy 
decisions 

Requires consultations; the 
assumption is that other 
governments know what is best for 
First Nations, and should at least 
talk to them about it 

Inter 
governmental 

relations 

Are partnerships (decisions made jointly where joint 
interests are involved); the assumption is that 
Indigenous Nations and other governments can work 
together in a relationship or mutual respect to 
determine what is best for both 
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Historically, decisions made by the federal and provincial governments and the private sector 

have systematically undermined First Nation's self-determination of land and resource rights, destroying 

First Nation economies. The RCAP recommended that federal, provincial, and territorial governments 

enter long-term economic development agreements with First Nations to support self-sufficient 

economic development (RCAP, 1996b, p. 808). The Commission outlined various economic powers that 

First Nation governments could hold to accomplish this. These powers include authority over zoning and 

licensing, land use planning, environmental management, and the development of reserve lands and 

natural resources. The exercise of these powers would also involve commercial arrangements within 

private sectors and building capacity to raise capital, guarantee loans, and enter contracts and joint 

ventures (RCAP, 1996b, pp. 804-805). A federal/provincial/First Nation framework agreement would 

allow for rapid and relevant decisions to be made internally by each First Nation rather than through a 

distant bureaucracy (RCAP, 1996b, p. 804). Currently, federal, provincial, and territorial governments 

operate many economic development programs to assist First Nation businesses, individuals, and 

institutions. However, these programs are still established, funded and ultimately controlled by these 

governments (RCAP, 1996e, p. 806). The RCAP stressed that First Nation institutions must have authority 

and control over the administration of these programs, whereby governments channel resources 

through the community in a manner that reflects agreed-upon goals, principles, and policies designed by 

First Nations.  

The Crown incrementally recognized and supported some of these issues through legislation, 

such as the First Nations Land Management Act (FNLMA), which provides some economic reserve 

development authority. Also, the First Nations Fiscal and Statistical Management Act (FMA) that assists 

First Nations in building financial management regimes. However, the FNLMA does not reconcile land 

titles for Treaty First Nations. Hence, all First Nation economic activities require federal approval, and 
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provincial authority and jurisdiction over lands and resources remain. The Crown still controls treaty 

First Nation self-government and economic development through its 1995 Inherent Right Policy, 

providing limited community governance through increased administrative responsibility. This policy 

ensures that First Nation governments "operate within the framework of the Canadian Constitution" 

through a "harmonious relationship of laws" (CIRNAC, 2020). This domestic approach safeguards federal 

and provincial government powers and does not recognize Indigenous sovereign rights "in the 

international law sense" (King & Pasternak, 2018, p. 13). Attendees of the 2016 National Forum on 

Reconciliation discussed how 54 of the 440 RCAP recommendations pertained to Indigenous governance 

alone, including "matters of the Constitution and Parliament, legal frameworks, jurisdictional 

arrangements, machinery of government, financing, and other structural issues" (Queen's University, 

2016, p. 2). Dismayed, forum participants acknowledged that, despite incremental progress on rights 

recognition, "the Crown still determines policy priorities, program criteria, funding levels and 

operational requirements of Band administrations" (Queen's University, 2016, p. 4). Participants 

acknowledged that the 2015 TRC Calls to Action mirror many RCAP recommendations—attesting to the 

foundational importance and sustainability of the Royal Commission's analysis (Queen's University, 

2016, p. 1).  

When interpreting Crown support for Treaty First Nation internal governance, it is essential to 

view this issue holistically. From this perspective, systemic barriers to self-determination become 

apparent, revealing colonial policies that continue to limit self-governance powers and alienate First 

Nations from land and resource decision-making. The following section discusses one of the key 

international standards outlined in UNDRIP—free, prior and informed consent—on all legislative or 

administrative matters that may affect First Nation communities. 
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Free Prior and Informed Consent  

Free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) is essential to implementing self-determination rights. 

The UN maintains that FPIC incorporates a spectrum of First Nation matters, forming "the fundamental 

basis for the enjoyment of the full range of human rights" (United Nations, 2010b, para. 2). The UNPFII 

has called upon nation-states to consult with Indigenous Peoples to design relevant legislation in a 

manner that fully respects the goals, needs, and rights of Indigenous Peoples under UNDRIP (United 

Nations, 2018a, p. 6). Consent should be a "qualitative process of dialogue and negotiation," not a mere 

right to be involved (United Nations, 2011b, para. 9). The goal of this UNDRIP right and process is 

consent. Equally important, this right should provide Indigenous Peoples with opportunities to create 

alternative models for those proposed by nation-states (United Nations, 2011b, para. 9). FPIC is a 

"requirement, prerequisite, and manifestation of the exercise of their [First Nations] right to self-

determination, as defined in international human rights law" (United Nations, 2010b, para. 34). Desired 

legislative measures to implement FPIC must address practical, economic, legal, and political difficulties, 

as these create barriers to cooperation and Indigenous participation on laws and policies that may 

impact them (United Nations, 2021a, pp. 8-14). UNDRIP Articles 18 and 19 state that: 

• Article 18: Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in matters 

which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by themselves in 

accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and develop their own 

indigenous decision-making institutions. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 8)  

• Article 19: States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the Indigenous peoples 

concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior 

and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative 

measures that may affect them. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 8)  
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Rather than support and legislate FPIC, Canada continues to qualify First Nation consent 

requirements through its domestic equivalents, the honour of the Crown and duty to consult 

obligations. The 2004 SCC Haida ruling reinforced the duty to consult. However, this level of 

engagement and consultation does not reflect international consent principles and is not always 

effective (Haida Nation v British Columbia, 2004). The Attawapiskat First Nation v. Ontario case 

discussed in Chapter 2 evidenced this. The Mikisew Case also evidenced this when the court determined 

that the development, passage, and enactment of legislation impacting their community did not trigger 

Crown consultation obligations (Long & Jenkins, 2018, paras. 1-2). The Mikisew Cree argued that Canada 

must make meaningful consultation efforts before introducing omnibus bills that affect Indigenous 

rights in Parliament. However, in a seven to two decision, this Supreme Court ruled that this 

consideration would undermine the role of Parliament and threaten parliamentary supremacy (Tasker, 

2018). Although Canada has endorsed UNDRIP, the federal government continues to qualify this 

endorsement through a narrow interpretation, unilaterally rewriting and redefining essential Indigenous 

rights (NAIC, 2008-2012).  

The AFN maintains that Canada's approach to international and national recommendations on 

First Nation decision-making participation continues to reflect power imbalances that do not recognize 

FPIC and inherent self-determination rights. Chiefs point out that Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution 

Act recognizes "Aboriginal and treaty rights which cannot be dealt with unilaterally without infringing 

those rights" (AFN, 2018d, p. 4). The AFN argues that the Crown's disregard for First Nation input 

through historical policy and legislation unilaterally passed without consultation or consent is evidence 

of Canada's misuse of the term "nation-to-nation" (AFN, 2019a, p. 32). Examples include the 1876 Indian 

Act and the 1930 Natural Resource Transfer Acts. Canada evidenced more recent displays of this power 

imbalance through the disbandment of INAC and the creation of two new departments, again, without 
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First Nation consultation and consent. Also, the federal government unilaterally imposed the Ten 

Principles to guide new rights-based legislation and policy amendments (GOC, 2018h, para. 15). Citing 

these examples, implementing international FPIC standards is understandably a priority for First Nations. 

My analysis of Canada's 2016 RIR initiatives discussed in Part 2 findings evidence this lack of meaningful 

participation in more detail.  

The AFN insists that unilaterally developed policy, legislation, and processes that set parameters 

for Crown/First Nation relations contravene Canada's obligations under international law (AFN, 2019a, 

p. 25). Chiefs have called upon the Crown to cease this unilateral approach and develop a mutual 

process based upon Indigenous sovereignty, original treaties, and rights recognition (AFN, 2019a, p. 32). 

The AFN Honouring Promises document suggests a First Ministers meeting to discuss First Nations' 

priorities and the need for meaningful inclusion at all Ministerial and inter-governmental decision-

making tables that pertain to First Nations' rights and interests (AFN, 2019b, p. 15). As with other 

consultation recommendations, this has not happened. Nor has the Crown respected consent principles 

for proposed government and industry development projects throughout traditional lands. FPIC is a 

collective right, also denoting the Indigenous right to participate in the decision-making process on 

development and extraction projects that may substantially affect their communities. The following 

section discusses this in more detail.  

Resource Development and Free, Prior and Informed Consent 

While UNDRIP Article 19 addresses consent requirements for all legislative or administrative 

matters that affect First Nations, subsections 1, 2, and 3 of UNDRIP Article 32 speak to the essential role 

of FPIC within natural resource development projects: "Indigenous peoples have the right to determine 

and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other 

resources" (United Nations, 2007a, Article 32(1), p. 12). Because FPIC appears in several UNDRIP rights 
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provisions, the United Nations released its 2017 Draft Study on Free, Prior and Informed Consent: A 

Human Rights-Based Approach, meant to contribute to the understanding, context, and interpretation 

of this right and guide developing practices (United Nations, 2018a). In this report, the UN reiterates 

that FPIC extends self-determination—confirming that First Nations may determine their political, social, 

economic, and cultural priorities. Therefore, consent is broader and must be differentiated from other 

terms in UNDRIP, including mere participation and consultation (United Nations, 2018a, p. 6). The 

International Labour Office (2013) explained that effective participation in decision-making requires 

more than consultation. This process must include First Nation development initiatives that prioritize 

Indigenous processes and methods to exercise control over proposed developments and potential First 

Nation community impacts or benefits. UNDRIP Article 32(2) affirms that: 

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the Indigenous peoples concerned through 

their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to 

the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in 

connection with the development, utilization, or exploitation of mineral, water, or other 

resources. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 12) 

Former UN Special Rapporteur James Anaya explained that natural resource extraction and 

development projects within Indigenous territories has become a foremost concern of Indigenous 

People globally, "and possibly also the most pervasive source of the challenges to the full exercise of 

their rights" (Anaya, 2013a, para. 57). The UN maintains that FPIC is not a suggestion. Rather, it is 

required for resource development within First Nation territories and may also be needed outside their 

territories if extraction impacts their communities (United Nations, 2018a, p. 11).  

TRC Call to Action 92(i) called upon Canada to "commit to meaningful consultation, building 

respectful relationships, and obtaining the free, prior and informed consent of Indigenous Peoples 
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before proceeding with economic development projects" (TRC, 2015c, p. 10). Canada has made no 

progress on this call to action. Instead, the Crown continues to amplify domestic consultation and 

accommodation obligations through good faith negotiations (Indigenous Bar Association, 2011, p. 23). 

Canada's current consultation policy mirrors various aspects of the FPIC process. However, Canada's 

process does not fully respect self-determination rights associated with the authority of Indigenous 

Peoples to grant or withhold consent. The SCC Haida decision ruled that the nature and scope of the 

Crown's duty to consult would require the full consent of First Nations on very serious issues. 

Nevertheless, Canada has evaded consent obligations by focusing its consultation on "potential 

consequences that are less serious" (United Nations, 2011a, para. 14). "In the development context, 

FPIC should not apply to a fixed list of special circumstances—even if such lists may be broadly stated" 

(United Nations, 2011a, para. 14). The UN has repeatedly emphasized the "importance of non-

selectivity, impartiality, and objectivity" when addressing human rights (United Nations, 2016a, p. 1). 

Hence, "it is deeply troubling that the Canadian government would selectively ignore serious situations 

that require Indigenous consent under Canada's Constitution" (United Nations, 2011a, para. 15).  

It is important to note that there have been some First Nation wins under Canada's duty to 

consult and accommodate, for example, Southwind v. Canada. In this case, the court ruled that the Lac 

Seul First Nation was entitled to equitable compensation for the permanent flooding of Lac Seul lands 

caused by a government-authorized hydroelectric dam constructed without consent (Southwind v. 

Canada, 2021 SCC 28). In Anderson v. Alberta, the court ruled that the federal and provincial Crowns 

must pay a portion of the Beaver Lake Cree First Nation's legal fees. After all, this debt was acquired to 

protect and enforce their lands and treaty rights (Anderson v. Alberta, 2022 SCC 6). These cases 

evidence the variation in Canada's duty to consult obligations. Moreover, these disputes evidence that 

the courts decide whether consultation is meaningful and whether the Crown has met its duty to 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2022/2022scc6/2022scc6.html
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consult. I argue that the inherent power imbalance within this design enables the Crown to assert 

federal government interests and priorities, despite First Nation opposition. Canada cannot renew 

Crown/First Nation relations when one party, the Crown, can outwardly reject Indigenous priorities, but 

Indigenous peoples cannot do the same (Morales, 2019).  

The Royal Commission maintained that if Canada engaged with First Nations as Nations through 

mutual recognition, respect, and sharing, this "would pave the way for genuine reconciliation" (RCAP, 

1996d, p. 5). Renewing this nation-to-nation relationship would enable First Nations to confidently 

embrace dual citizenship with Canada and partake in sustainable projects that may benefit all. However, 

"in almost every instance to date, resource development has forced Aboriginal communities into a 

reactive position," requiring communities to go to court or directly protest through blockades, boycotts 

and adverse publicity to have their voices heard (RCAP, 1996b, p. 657). The improper consultation 

process that led to the 2020 Wet'suwet'en First Nation Coastal GasLink Pipeline protests discussed in 

Chapter 2 exemplifies this. Because Environment Canada had checked all consultation boxes to allow for 

project permits, the national pipeline project proceeded (Abedi, 2020, para. 33; Olynyk, 2005). The RCAP 

believed that this type of "crisis-based shared management" is a direct result of unilateral decisions 

made by governments and industry, and the lack of resource development decision-making within First 

Nation communities (RCAP, 1996b, p. 657). Outcomes of this are costly to both First Nations and the 

government, often culminating in an 'all-or nothing' or 'never certain' result that satisfies no one. The 

RCAP stressed that "if Aboriginal people feel they have no alternative to equalize their bargaining 

power," the choice between doing nothing and direct action is easy (RCAP, 1996b, p. 657).  

The 1996 RCAP Final Report recommended governments and private sector stakeholders rethink 

their overall consultation and extraction licensing policies to acknowledge First Nation participation 

rights. In response, Canada released the Guidelines for Federal Officials to Fulfil the Duty to Consult in 
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2008 and updated these in 2011 (AANDC, 2011). Since then, the government has made no substantial 

changes to this consultation approach. On the one hand, these guidelines demonstrate Canada's 

support of Section 35 and increasing First Nation decision-making powers over land and resource 

development (Institute on Governance, 2014, p. 34). On the other hand, these guidelines clearly state 

that "Canada has concerns with some of the principles in the declaration and has placed on record its 

concerns with free, prior and informed consent when interpreted as a veto… Therefore, it does not alter 

the legal duty to consult" (AANDC, 2011, p. 9). This concern was reiterated with the release of Bill C-15 

and the DOJ statement that UNDRIP "would not change Canada's existing duty to consult Indigenous 

groups" (DOJ, 2021, p. 3). The Royal Commission directly connects concepts of mutual respect and 

equality to ideals of legality and how Canadians accept domestic and international laws as just and fair. 

Canada's approach to RCAP recommendations and UNDRIP rights to FPIC do not reflect these concepts. 

First Nations have presented many concerns to the United Nations regarding extensive resource 

development on their lands. These include consultation fatigue, manufactured consent, limits put on 

consultation, and a lack of recognition for international standards relating to FPIC (United Nations, 

2018a, p. 11). In a joint statement to the UNPFII from the AFN and various other Canadian and 

international Indigenous organizations, Kenneth Deer from the Mohawk Nation presented their 

collective grievances. These mainly pertained to FPIC, Indigenous exclusion from decision-making 

processes, and continuous infringements and violations of this Indigenous self-determination right 

(United Nations, 2011a). "Our organizations are deeply concerned by the continued opposition to FPIC 

by some states. There appear to be increasing efforts to undermine or roll back this vital human rights 

standard" (Deer, as cited in United Nations, 2011a, para. 7) .91 Deer explained how, in Canada, 

 
91 Joint Statement from Assembly of First Nations, Chiefs of Ontario, Grand Council of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee), First Nations 
Summit, Haudenosaunee of Kanehsatà:ke, Innu Council of Nitassinan, Indigenous World Association, International Organization 
of Indigenous Resource Development (IOIRD), Louis Bull Cree Nation, Montana Cree Nation, National Association of Friendship 
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governments, and institutions trumpet their adoption of FPIC, "when what they really mean is free, prior 

and informed consultation" (Deer, as cited in United Nations, 2011a, para. 9). This discourse is 

misleading, inadequate, and slows the momentum for recognition and implementation of this right. First 

Nations are worried that this "lesser standard of consultation" will remain the standard—allowing 

governments and corporations to continue to act in their own interests upon completion of the 

'consultation' process" (Deer, as cited in United Nations, 2011a, para. 10). While these "interests" may 

reflect the most powerful sectors of society, government decisions unilaterally and arbitrarily ignore 

First Nation development ideas, priorities, and consultation conclusions; "This is contrary to the very 

purpose of FPIC" (Deer, as cited in United Nations, 2011a, para. 10).  

The SCC has repeatedly ruled that "declarations and other international instruments are 

relevant and persuasive sources for interpretation of human rights in the domestic context" (United 

Nations, 2011a, para. 16). However, Canada's consultation guidelines prioritize First Nation veto 

concerns over First Nation self-determination rights. Even though the UN Expert Mechanism on 

Indigenous Peoples (UNEMIP) clarifies, "it has been shown that there is a particularly low risk of 

Indigenous peoples' strong opposition or veto in a national context where they enjoy an effective right 

to participation in all decision-making" (United Nations, 2018a, p. 7). As with consent rights to legislation 

and policy development, FPIC relating to development projects is also absent. As evidenced by the Haida 

Supreme Court ruling, federal, and provincial governments may interfere with Indigenous land and 

resource interests as long as these governments can prove meaningful engagement and consultation.  

 
Centres, Native Women's Association of Canada, Samson Cree Nation, Union of BC Indian Chiefs, Amnesty International, First 
Peoples Human Rights Coalition, Canadian Friends Service Committee (Quakers), Amnesty International, Hawai'i Institute for 
Human Rights, KAIROS: Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives. Statement on free, prior and informed consent presented by 
speaker Kenneth Deer in New York, May 2011, to the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (United Nations, 2011a). 
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Legislating First Nation resource project participation and consent principles would also be vital 

in addressing non-Indigenous/Indigenous socio-economic gaps. "A key driver of growing disparity 

between Indigenous communities in Canada is the ability of Indigenous governments to benefit from the 

revenue from resource development" (Land, 2020, para. 26). Resource revenue sharing supports First 

Nation communities and recognition of self-determination of land and resource rights. Finding 

appropriate mechanisms to involve First Nations with resource development projects is crucial to the 

self-determination of land and resources and the socio-economic well-being of First Nation 

communities. While revenue sharing agreements would not remove obligations to consult 

constructively, these agreements are fundamental to rights and resource negotiations. The following 

section expands upon this. 

Resource Revenue Sharing 

The United Nations 2013 Extractive Industries and Indigenous Peoples report affirms that nation-

states must implement applicable safeguards to minimize and offset development impacts. The UN 

suggests these measures include mitigation, impact assessments, compensation and benefit sharing 

(Anaya, 2013a, para. 38). Resource revenue sharing is key to First Nation participation in development 

projects within traditional territories. Benefiting from resource extraction contributes to First Nation 

communities' socio-economic health and to exerting land and resource rights self-determination. 

UNDRIP Article 21(1) states that "Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the 

improvement of their economic and social conditions" (United Nations, 2007a, p. 9). Kleer (2021, para. 

5) points out that "historic treaties were intended to share the wealth of the land and its resources, not 

give them up in exchange for being placed on reserves to live in poverty." The Royal Commission 

recognized this through recommendations that provide Treaty First Nation communities with access to 
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moneys derived from land title capital as well as access to community own-source revenues derived 

from Indigenous land sales, mine, mineral, and timber resources since treaty-making. 

Currently, Canada approaches this through Indian Act regulations and its Consolidated Revenue 

Fund Trust. Because the Crown holds the title to Treaty First Nation reserve lands, the federal 

government holds these Indian moneys in trust.92 This arrangement requires department authorization 

before release, which must conform to federal government criteria.93 This legislation does not respect 

First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights. In 1989 and 1992, the Ermineskin and 

Samson Cree Nations of Alberta filed lawsuits against the Crown alleging unfilled fiduciary obligations 

and Crown mismanagement of Band oil and gas royalties. The Bands claimed that Canada's "statutory 

scheme" allows the Crown to hold First Nation oil and gas royalties in its Consolidated Revenue Fund. 

This process unjustly enriches the government while depriving First Nations of possible investment 

revenues from this money amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars (Ermineskin Indian Band and 

Nation v Canada, 2006 FCA 415; Ermineskin Indian Band and Nation v Canada 2009 SCC 9, 1 SCR 222). 

The Federal Court dismissed the Ermineskin claim. This dismissal was further upheld in the Federal Court 

of Appeal, and again by the Supreme Court of Canada in 2009 (Baretto, 2009). These judicial rulings 

considered colonial governing rights proprietary, denying the spirit and intent of historical treaties. 

Canada's process does not align with UNDRIP Article 21(1) affirming Indigenous rights to improve their 

economic conditions, or UNDRIP Article 26(1) affirming rights to lands, territories, and resources 

through traditional ownership and occupation (United Nations, 2007a, pp. 9, 19).  

 
92 Trust moneys are all moneys collected, received or held in trust by Indigenous Services Canada for the use and benefit of First 
Nations and their members. These moneys are held in the Consolidated Revenue Fund, where public moneys are deposited, as 
defined under the Financial Administration Act (GOC, 2022b, para. 3). 
93 Broad factors considered when transferring Indian moneys to the Band include the financial capacity of a First Nation. These 
could include the presence of a financial system or framework; support among First Nation members for the transfer through a 
ratification vote; or a release of Crown liability arising from the transfer (NIEDB, 2017, p. 13). 
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The Royal Commission also affirmed that a new Crown/First Nation rights-based fiscal 

relationship must provide sufficient quality territory. These lands must be accompanied by access to 

natural resources to foster First Nations' political autonomy, economic self-reliance, and self-

determination on land and resource issues. "This is as true for nations that have yet to enter into treaty 

with the Crown as it is for those that are party to historical treaties" (RCAP, 1996b, p. 550). A land base 

framework would provide First Nations with exclusive or preferential access to renewable and non-

renewable resources. This access should guarantee a share of revenues that flow from resource 

development and specified guarantees to other benefits and opportunities such as Impact Benefit 

Agreements94 (RCAP, 1996b, p. 550). Treaty First Nations rarely share in revenues from development on 

their traditional territories. Only the Crown, provinces, and industry are privy to these royalties (Nelson, 

2019; Public Policy Forum, 2006). First Nations have suggested using bilateral and trilateral land use 

agreements and co-management boards like those already used in the Territories, British Columbia, 

Labrador, and Quebec. However, these agreements involve nations with modern treaties, an 

opportunity not readily extended to numbered treaty First Nations (Flanagan, 2015).  

In March 2015, the federal government and the AFN formed a joint working group to discuss 

revenue sharing possibilities. Topics were focused on Treaty First Nation participation in projects and 

how this inclusion may address Crown/First Nation reconciliation, socio-economic gaps, and land and 

resource conflicts. However, as with other rights-based initiatives, resource-owning provinces would 

have to agree and are not bound to do so (Flanagan, 2015, p. 5). Provinces maintain that "negotiating 

revenue arrangements with companies is bad for investment. It is time consuming, uncertain and 

 
94 Industry project proponents generally address consultation requirements through First Nation Impact Benefit Agreements 
(IBAs). These agreements attempt to mitigate potential accumulative environmental impacts; ensure minimal Aboriginal rights 
infringements; build community capacity; and provide compensation to Treaty First Nations for adverse socio-economic effects 
of projects (Fidler & Hitch, 2007). 
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expensive. It delays projects, adds to their costs and makes them less viable" (Flanagan, 2015, p. 5). The 

federal Crown cannot enforce a national sharing protocol because of constitutional restraints. Without 

repeal or amendment to Canada's constitutional division of powers and NRTA legislation to reflect 

Section 35 and UNDRIP rights, provinces will maintain authority and jurisdiction over traditional territory 

natural resource use. First Nations consider the NRTAs a primary reason that their communities are not 

receiving a fair share of profits from projects conducted on traditional lands.  

The AFN reiterate that the government must "require conditions for development approvals to 

ensure benefits to First Nations within areas of federal jurisdiction… [and] negotiate trilateral revenue 

sharing agreements with First Nations and provinces and territories" (AFN, 2019b, p. 4). "If our lands and 

resources are to be developed, it will be done only with our fair share of the royalties, with our 

ownership of the resources and jobs for our people" (Chief Bellegarde, as cited in Warnica, 2014, para. 

12). Revenue sharing supports appropriate and well-planned resource development. The Government of 

Ontario recognized the need for government/industry/First Nation revenue sharing through the 2018 

agreement to share mining and forestry profits with the First Nations of the Grand Council, Wabun 

Council, and Mushkegowuk Council of Treaty #3. "These agreements ultimately represent sound public 

policy and should attract continued support from all political parties moving forward" (Coates & Crozier, 

2018, para. 10). While there are a few exceptions, most Treaty First Nations do not have regional 

agreements in place to share in resource profits (Nelson, 2019; Public Policy Forum, 2006). Chiefs-in-

Assembly passed Final Resolution 31/2017, which calls on the federal and provincial governments to 

ensure that revenue and benefit sharing, and "legacy" initiatives be a condition of any further 

government approvals of energy, water, mining, and natural resource development projects (AFN, 

2017a, p. 74). However, the Crown has taken no official action on this resolution.  
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If Canada's proposed RIR initiatives align with international standards, Treaty First Nations will 

partake in decision-making and economic benefits from resource extraction projects on traditional 

territories. Sharing agreements would be a win-win solution, supporting First Nation self-determination 

rights while improving Canada's current Community Well-being statistics record (Anderson et al., 2006, 

p. 47). However, as discussed previously and in the next section of this chapter, conflicts over land titles, 

authority and jurisdiction continue. The following section discusses Canada's support for Treaty First 

Nation land title recognition, jurisdiction rights, and actions taken to promote First Nation reclamation 

of dispossessed lands. 

Land Title and Jurisdiction 

The United Nations recognize a broad set of Indigenous rights to lands and natural resources. 

Through consultation and consent, the UN insists that nation-states must establish a process with First 

Nations that provides legal recognition and protection of these rights—all while respecting Indigenous 

laws, customs, ways of knowing and land use. Such a process would allow First Nations to maintain their 

cultural connection with Indigenous lands and uphold traditional stewardship responsibilities. At the 

same time, they must ensure that proposed development projects are sustainable for future 

generations. These inherent rights, which include land ownership and rights to use, develop and control 

resources, should apply to traditionally owned or occupied lands, as well as lands First Nations, have 

acquired through forced relocation, land claims, traditional land entitlements, and modern treaty 

agreements. Two subsections of UNDRIP Article 26 affirm that: 

• (2) Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories 

and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional 

occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired; and 
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• (3) States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories, and 

resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions, 

and land tenure systems of the Indigenous peoples concerned. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 

19) 

The UNPII has called upon nation-states to provide Indigenous Peoples with financial and technical help 

to identify their traditional land boundaries.95 This data could assist governments with legislative and 

policy frameworks to register Indigenous land titles and outline national consent criteria for using 

Indigenous territories, lands, and natural resources (United Nations, 2018b, p. 2).  

The RCAP inquiry into Crown/First Nation land and resource conflicts revealed the need for 

more equitable land allocation and clarity on First Nations' authority and jurisdiction over traditional 

lands and territories (RCAP, 1996b, pp. 7-8). Commissioners acknowledged concerns regarding the cost 

of settling Crown/First Nation land title and resource grievances but questioned whether Canada could 

afford not to deal with these issues. "The cost of doing nothing, or of doing too little, could far outweigh 

the benefits of proceeding with development before issues of Aboriginal title are responsibly addressed" 

(RCAP, 1996e, p. 656). However, Canada continues to assert that the numbered treaties cede First 

Nation lands to the Crown. Canada's Modern Treaty process also cedes large areas of First Nation 

traditional lands in exchange for some title, authority, and jurisdiction rights. For example, Tsilhoqot'in 

Nation modern treaty negotiations began with their claim to traditional lands within the Cariboo-

Chilcotin region of British Columbia. After years of negotiations and submissions to prove traditional 

occupancy and use, the Tsilhoqot'in Nation's final agreement provided Aboriginal title to approximately 

 
95 Canada has funded numerous programs to assist First Nations with mapping their traditional territories and land use. For 
example, Canada's 'Indigenous Capacity Support Program' was enacted in 2019 to increase First Nation capacity and improve 
consultation involvement within the environmental assessment. This program provides First Nations with funding for various 
capacity-building activities, including traditional and current land and resource use studies that document land and resource 
activities both within reserve boundaries and throughout their traditional territories (GOC, 2022c). 
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1,900 square kilometres of these lands. While seemingly a significant portion, this Modern Treaty 

provides less than half of the Tsilhoqot'in Nation's claim area (Bergner & Jones, 2015, p. 10).  

The RCAP recognized that federal laws, policy and treaty-related processes required 

intergovernmental agreements to harmonize all levels of government "without unduly limiting any" 

(RCAP, 1996b, p. 549). To address this, the Commission presented a framework outlining possible 

federal/provincial/First Nation jurisdictions through a land regime model comprising three categories of 

land ownership: Category 1-Aboriginal land; Category 2-shared land; and Category 3-Crown land (RCAP, 

1996b, pp. 549-557). This territorial categorization identifies each party's lands, resources, and 

governance rights. The 1977 James Bay and Northern Quebec Native Claims Settlement provides an 

excellent example of Canada's use of this template to categorize lands within modern treaty 

agreements. To view the entire James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement and Complimentary 

Agreements, please see https://tinyurl.com/2p95mhxk. 

The Royal Commission believed that this cooperative approach to lands, resource management 

and shared areas would increase equity, efficiency, and sustainability for all Canadians, not just First 

Nations (RCAP, 1996b, p. 503). "But before there can be real negotiations, the power imbalance 

The James Bay Agreement Traditional Lands Division 
In complete contrast to the historical Numbered Treaties, land divisions in this modern treaty resemble the 
prototype now used within many non-treaty settlement agreements: 
 
Category I: Lands reserved exclusively for the use of Inuit and Cree beneficiaries. The title to the Category I 
lands was transferred to the Inuit Community Corporations (now known as The Landholding Corporations) for 
Inuit community purposes. 
 
Category II: Lands owned by the Crown-in-right-of- Québec, but in which hunting, fishing and trapping rights 
are reserved for Indigenous peoples and over which forestry, mining and tourism development authority is 
shared. Category II lands belong to the Government of Quebec. 
 
Category III: Lands in which some specific hunting and harvesting rights are reserved for Indigenous peoples, 
but all other rights are shared subject to a joint regulatory scheme. Category III lands are owned by Quebec, 
and the province may authorize development projects without consulting nearby Indigenous communities. 
(Publications du Québec, 1998). 

 

https://tinyurl.com/2p95mhxk
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between Aboriginal governments and federal and provincial governments must be addressed" (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 420). Although the federal government holds exclusive constitutional legislative authority 

concerning Indians and Lands reserved for the Indians, provincial constitutionally protected authority 

and jurisdiction over lands and resources plays a prominent role within Treaty First Nation land title 

rights, recognition, and implementation. The RCAP recommended that federal and provincial 

governments renegotiate prior federal/provincial statutory agreements to restore the control and 

benefits of First Nation reserve lands. The Commission explained that, in the longer term, they should 

replace these temporary arrangements with appropriate statutory agreements that formalize federal 

and provincial government obligations to fulfil treaty provisions (RCAP, 1996b, p. 565). These 

agreements should establish provincial government policies that parallel recommended federal reforms 

to ensure full provincial recognition of treaty land rights and participation in relationship renewal (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 566).  

Canada has not accomplished this. For example, Section 91 of Canada's Constitution still 

denotes complete federal authority over First Nation lands, and the provincial division of powers 

outlined in Section 92 remains intact. Canada also enforces provincial NRTAs that ensure provincial 

jurisdictional authority over First Nation traditional territories. Furthermore, Canada has maintained 

Section 88 of the Indian Act, which states that provincial laws also apply to First Nations. It is important 

to note that the federal Crown owns only a portion of traditional territory lands. While approximately 

89% of Canada's land base (8,886,356 km²) is Crown Land, 41% of this is federal government land, and 

48% is provincial government land (Neimanis, 2016). Given the large portion of traditional territory 

under provincial authority, Canada's promise to address Treaty First Nation land title grievances may be 

insurmountable without substantial provincial involvement (AFN, 2018d).  
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With this in mind, the Truth, and Reconciliation Commission has called upon the federal 

government, provincial governments, territorial governments, and Canadian courts to adopt the 

following legal principles: 

• TRC Call Number 52(i): Aboriginal title claims are accepted once the Aboriginal claimant has 

established occupation over a particular territory at a particular point in time. 

• TRC Call Number 52(ii): Once Aboriginal title has been established, the burden of proving 

any limitation on any rights arising from the existence of that title shifts to the party 

asserting such a limitation. (TRC, 2015c, p. 6) 

No initiatives of the federal Crown address Call to Action 52, nor have other levels of 

government and the judicial system supported or adopted these proposed reconciliation principles. 

Judicial proceedings still incorporate read-in limitations to rights, such as the Sparrow and Van der Peet 

tests. In 2019, the Crown released the Directive on Civil Litigation Involving Indigenous Peoples to 

promote "an approach to conflict resolution that will be consistent with the goal of achieving 

reconciliation with Indigenous peoples" (DOJ, 2019, p. 5). However, this directive does not address or 

support litigation issues regarding First Nation title claims (Beyond 94, 2022).96 The structure of 

Aboriginal titles within Canada's legal system continues to illustrate First Nation requirements to prove 

and reconcile Indigenous rights with the Crown's sovereignty under Section 35. The 1997 Delgamuukw 

ruling established Aboriginal title as an exclusive right to use and occupy lands (Tsilhqot'in Nation v 

British Columbia, 2014, supra note 25 at para. 71). However, it is essential to note that underlying land 

titles remain with the sovereign Crown. Canada maintains the right to encroach on these lands if 

justified in the broader interest of the public. Hence, Crown/First Nation power imbalances persist, 

 
96 This Directive outlines Crown obligations towards Indigenous Peoples and Crown litigation guidelines following Canada's 'Ten 
Principles and Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Written by former Attorney General Jody Wilson-Raybould, it intended 
to forward Crown/First Nation reconciliation (DOJ, 2019).  
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limiting First Nation autonomy over land ownership and use. This public interest includes general 

economic developments such as agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydro projects; environmental and 

endangered species protection; provincial infrastructure; and the settlement of foreign populations 

(Delgamuukw v British Columbia, 1997, supra note 34 at para. 165).  

The AFN has criticized Canada for its continual referral to jurisdiction over territories rather than 

Indigenous sovereignty, maintaining that court-ordered distinctive culture tests requiring proof of prior 

occupation is unjust and run contrary to international expectations (AFN, 2018a; Asch, 2000; Frideres, 

2020; Kent, 2012). At the Edmonton 2019 AFN policy conference, Jones proclaimed that rebuilding a 

nation-to-nation relationship "must be based on the affirmation of the pre-existing sovereignty and the 

inherent rights and title of First Nations. See Figure 7. 

Figure 7: Reconciling First Nation and Crown Sovereignties97 

 
97 Roger Jones presentation: Affirming Treaty Rights and Inherent Rights, Title and Jurisdiction. Assembly of First Nations 
PowerPoint May 1 & 2, 2019 Conference: 4 Policies and Nation Building. Edmonton Alberta. PowerPoint slide number 6. It was 
reprinted with AFN Permission. Full presentation found at SlidePlayer https://slideplayer.com/slide/17246486/. 

 

https://tinyurl.com/wvmjfh3k
https://slideplayer.com/slide/17246486/
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During the AFN National Forum Affirming First Nations Rights, Title, and Jurisdiction, Chiefs unanimously 

agreed that any new RIR initiatives must affirm title and outline its legal and jurisdictional implications. 

Anything less is "unacceptable in the face of a string of Supreme Court of Canada decisions clarifying 

that First Nations pre-existing title in land and resources is a legal reality" (AFN, 2018a, p. 5). The 

following section details Canada's response to recommended Specific Claims Policy amendments and 

actions taken to address surrendered and shortfall allotments of Treaty First Nation reserve lands. 

Redress and Compensation of Dispossessed Lands  

As seen through the doctrine of discovery and terra nullius, international law was initially a tool 

used to take lands from Indigenous Peoples—not reinstate them. An increased recognition of human 

and Indigenous rights law that reflects current global ideologies demonstrates that these doctrines are 

no longer a justified, acceptable norm. UNDRIP firmly embeds the collective rights of Indigenous Peoples 

to lands, territories, and resources. The two sections of UNDRIP Article 28 that relate to this issue state: 

• (1) Indigenous peoples have the right to redress, by means that can include restitution or, when 

this is not possible, just, fair and equitable compensation, for the lands, territories, and 

resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have 

been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or damaged without their free, prior and informed 

consent. 

• (2) Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the peoples concerned, compensation shall take the 

form of lands, territories, and resources equal in quality, size, and legal status or of monetary 

compensation or other appropriate redress. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 10) 

The RCAP Final Report clarified that Treaty First Nations require a return of lands taken away 

through settlement. The Commission explained that Indigenous rights to self-government without 

capacity provisions to promote self-reliance is futile (RCAP, 1996b, p. 5). Increasing adequate lands, 
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rights to access, natural resource decision-making, and political inclusion are all fundamental to this land 

restitution process. Because "governance is inseparable from lands and resources," First Nations require 

substantially more land and access to resources than currently available under Canadian law (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 416). While increased territories alone will not ensure self-reliance, without more land, First 

Nation economies are more likely to fail. Despite evidence indicating a "positive correlation between 

greater control over lands and resources and higher socio-economic outcomes" (NIEDB, 2019, p. 79), 

Canada's current land claim processes are inequitable, inefficient, expensive and frequently take 

decades to accomplish. Often, negotiations are "hamstrung by lack of goodwill, if not lack of good faith, 

on the part of governments" (RCAP, 1996b, p. 420). The Royal Commission recommended that Canada 

alter its specific claims protocol to reflect the "clear conflict of interest" present within the current 

system. This system appoints the Crown as the "funding agent, defence counsel, judge, and jury" (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 420). Canada has not sufficiently addressed these RCAP concerns. 

While Canada's Specific Claims Policy and Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE) agreements attempt to 

"resolve longstanding disputes in a balanced way" (CIRNAC, 2019a, para. 13), the Crown controls most 

aspects of this process. Canada continually rejects many Treaty First Nation's specific land claims derived 

from unscrupulous land grabs or Crown land allotment negligence. Although litigation has produced 

some successful outcomes evidenced through the Kahkewistahaw, Thunderchild, and Moosomin First 

Nation claims discussed in Chapter 2, hundreds of outstanding Treaty First Nation land claims remain 

under federal review or before the Specific Claims Tribunal.  

The RCAP revealed that, even when land claim outcomes favour the plaintiff, governments often 

limit First Nation land selection to parcels considered the least valuable to other interested parties. The 

Royal Commission stated that governments should place no arbitrary limits on land selection, nor should 

existing treaty or provincial boundaries limit this selection (RCAP, 1996b, p. 552). Canada has not applied 
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these recommendations to its land claim policies and procedures. Nor has the government addressed 

the overt power imbalances within federal/provincial/First Nation TLE agreements. Provincial courts 

have determined that provincial authority and public interest take priority when agreeing to First Nation 

land parcel selections, and provinces are not obligated to agree to every TLE purchase request. The 

Muskaday First Nation TLE negotiations provide evidence of this provincial interference. Hence, the 

Crown's land claim process does not support Treaty First Nation land and resource rights, prior 

recommendations, or UNDRIP. 

First Nations have consistently expressed concern with Canada's approach to redress and 

compensation for lands promised in treaties. The Specific Claims Policy provides federal and provincial 

governments with unilateral control over negotiations, evidence, claims oversight, requested reviews, 

and claim resolutions. Chiefs-in-Assembly have discussed the Crown's management of this process. They 

remain adamant that past attempts at reform have failed because Canada has never addressed the 

apparent conflict of interest aspect of this process (AFN, 2017a). During the AFN 2021 Forum, Chiefs 

discussed how Canada continues to revise and develop specific claims policies, regulations, and 

guidelines unilaterally, without involving the First Nations. This process directly affects them (AFN, 

2021d, p. 33). The government's approach lacks transparency and contravenes UNDRIP FPIC principles, 

all while jeopardizing First Nations' access to equity and justice (AFN, 2021d, p. 33). AFN Resolution 

15/21 calls upon Canada to "prioritize substantive, direct dialogue with First Nations on all aspects of 

specific claims policy and procedures, both in the development of a fully independent specific claims 

process and regarding any interim changes to current policy or procedures" (AFN, 2021d, p. 34). This has 

not yet been done. 

Affirming that a "just resolution of specific claims requires a fully independent process," the AFN 

passed Resolution 91-2017, calling on Canada to work in equal partnership with First Nations. Together, 
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they can develop a new process with "the goal of achieving the just resolution of Canada's outstanding 

lawful obligations through good faith negotiations" (AFN, 2017a, p.71). They extended this resolution in 

2020 to include consistency with UNDRIP and TRC Call to Action 45(iv), which calls for integrating 

Indigenous legal traditions in treaty and land claim processes (AFN, 2021f, p. 5; TRC, 2015, p. 5). A 

discussion on UN standards, RCAP recommendations, and Canada's response follows.  

Independent Conflict Resolution Mechanisms 

Conflict resolution mechanisms speak to policy amendment requirements. At the same time, 

they also highlight the significant attitudinal, process and systemic changes needed to transform the role 

of Indigenous Peoples in Canada. The United Nations specifically address Indigenous land claim issues 

and the requirement of nation-states to implement fair and just processes for land, territory, and 

resource redress or reinstatement. UNDRIP Article 27 affirms that: 

States shall establish and implement, in conjunction with Indigenous peoples concerned, a fair, 

independent, impartial, open and transparent process, giving due recognition to Indigenous 

peoples' laws, traditions, customs, and land tenure system, to recognize and adjudicate the 

rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands, territories, and resources, including those 

which were traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used. Indigenous peoples shall have 

the right to participate in this process. (United Nations, 2007a, p. 10) 

The Royal Commission considered specific claims, whatever their origin, as a federal legislative 

matter under Canada's constitutional authority over Indians and lands reserved for the Indians. Land 

claims remain under federal jurisdiction, even when related to lands held under provincial title. 

Provinces have direct interests in settlement of many Crown/First Nation issues. Nevertheless, the RCAP 

maintained that successful resolutions may require provincial governments to delegate powers to an 

established tribunal to enable and support negotiations (RCAP, 1996b, p. 578). The Commission 
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recommended that "Parliament confer on the tribunal jurisdiction to the full extent of federal 

constitutional competence [Section 91]… including the power to issue orders binding provincial 

governments and others, when they relate essentially to this head of federal competence" (RCAP, 

1996b, p. 572). The jurisdiction of this tribunal would review federal funding adequacy; monitor the 

good faith bargaining process; adjudicate claims; provide remedies when called for; and hold power to 

make binding orders on those in breach (RCAP, 1996b, p. 577).  

To address this RCAP recommendation, the Crown enacted the 2007 Justice at Last: Specific 

Claims Action Plan (INAC, 2010b).98 Under this plan, Canada formed the Specific Claims Tribunal Act99 in 

2008 to ensure impartiality and fairness, greater transparency, faster processing, and better access to 

mediation (OAG, 2008). However, the 2016 Auditor General,100 Specific Claims report revealed Canada's 

failure to implement its Justice at Last plan adequately. Data showed that less than 15% of First Nation 

tribunal claims resulted in settlements, with the rest either rejected again or closed (OAG, 2016). The 

OAG exposed many systemic and institutional barriers within Canada's Justice at Last plan, including 

Crown practices and approaches that "did not encourage negotiations" and undermined the 

achievement of just and final specific claims resolution (House of Commons, 2017, p.3). The Auditor 

General found only one case that used mediation services to overcome impasses in six of the eight years 

of the program's existence. All other First Nation claims to enter the negotiation stage were closed at 

the tribunal or moved to the court system for resolution (House of Commons, 2017, p. 5). The House of 

Commons expressed concern for this process, questioning why Canada had not settled more claims 

 
98 The 2007 Justice at Last plan outlines government plans to accelerate specific claims resolution to provide justice for First 
Nations and certainty for government, industry and all Canadians. Principles of this plan include impartiality and fairness, 
greater transparency, faster processing and better access to mediation (INAC, 2010b). 
99 The Specific Claims Tribunal is part of the federal government's 'Justice at Last' policy and joint initiative with the AFN. This 
tribunal aims at accelerating the resolution of specific claims to provide justice for First Nations claimants and certainty for 
government and industry (Specific Claims Tribunal Canada, 2019). 
100 The Auditor General reports to the House of Commons and ensures accountability through independent federal government 
audits (Auditor General Act 1976-77). 
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through diplomatic mediation. Members of Parliament explained that First Nations rarely withdraw 

unresolved land claims. Instead, "they [First Nations] take them to court or to the Specific Claims 

Tribunal… which can lead to higher costs for government, uncertainty for all Canadians, further strain on 

government and First Nations relations" (House of Commons, 2017, p. 3). 

Neither the Specific Claims Tribunal Act nor the Justice at Last plan incorporates First Nation 

self-determination rights that meet international standards (INAC, 2010b; UNDRIP, 2007a). Although the 

Crown intended to create an independent, binding tribunal, "the department maintained its role 

assessing and managing the claims negotiation process" (AFN, 2021f, p. 2). The North American 

Indigenous Caucus (NAIC) suggested a voluntary international mechanism to review Indigenous 

concerns specifically, especially concerning treaty rights violations and claims to traditionally owned or 

occupied lands and territories (NAIC, 2008-2012). This has not been done. The AFN believes that 

international reporting on the progress of land claims would ensure the application of resolution 

mechanisms, good faith negotiations, and a fair check and balance process (AFN, 2021f, p. 40). 

International accountability may accelerate Canada's process to redress and compensate First Nations 

for dispossessed lands as per UNDRIP (AFN, 2021f).  

Almost a decade after Canada's qualified endorsement of UNDRIP, the Crown's approach to 

Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights continues to emphasize Western 

ideologies; power imbalances; rights negotiation rather than recognition; and constitutional supremacy 

over Indigenous perspectives and international rights standards. AFN National Chief Bellegarde 

reiterated that UNDRIP rights are not new rights. These rights are inherent and pre-existing: 

What we're talking about now is realizing those rights, implementing those rights, enforcing 

those rights, and finding a better way to work together so that we don't have to spend millions 

of dollars and waste years fighting in courts instead of advancing reconciliation. Closing the 
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socio-economic gap for First Nations and building a stronger economy and a better Canada for 

us all is what this means. (AFN, 2020, para. 18) 

Rights recognition in Canada can be highly political, with constituency opinions often inspiring 

political party platforms and actions. While public opinion on First Nation issues is secondary to this 

research and analysis, Canadian opinions about government support for First Nation issues are relevant 

when considering Canada's 2016 RIR mandate. The AFN commissioned NANOS Research in April 2020 to 

conduct a national random survey of Canadian views on various Crown/First Nation issues such as treaty 

obligations, economic development, FPIC, resource revenue sharing and First Nation land returns.101 

Polling results revealed that 6.3 out of 10 Canadians expressed support for Indigenous rights 

implementation and honourable fulfilment of historical Treaty obligations (NANOS, 2020, p. 14). Table 3 

provides a summary of questions and participant responses that pertain to this dissertation. Those 

wanting to review the entire NANOS Views of Canadians on Indigenous Issues report can go 

to https://tinyurl.com/yckp4f7v. 

 

Table 3: Views of Canadians on Indigenous Issues 
 

POLLING QUESTION 
 

HIGH/SOMEWHAT 
HIGH SUPPORT 

LOW/SOMEWHAT 
LOW SUPPORT 

UNSURE 

 

"Should fulfilling its treaty obligations 

to First Nations be a high priority, 
somewhat high priority, somewhat low 

priority or a low priority?" 

 
 
 
 

 
68% of participants stated that Canada 
fulfilling its treaty obligations to First Nations 
should be a high or somewhat high priority. 
 
British Columbia and Atlantic Canada 
residents were more likely to rank this as a 
higher priority than residents of Quebec or the 
Prairie provinces.  
 

 
25% believe this to 
be a low or 
somewhat low 
priority. 

 
7% 

 
101 NANOS, a North American public opinion research firm, conducted an RDD dual frame (land and cell lines) hybrid telephone 
and online random survey of 1,021 Canadians, 18 years of age or older, between April 6th to 9th, 2020, part of an omnibus 
survey. NANOS randomly recruited participants by telephone using live agents and administered online surveys. NANOS 
statistically checked and weighted results by age and gender using the latest Census information. They geographically stratified 
their sample to be representative of Canada. The margin of error for this survey is ±3.1 percentage points, 19 times out of 20. 
Charts may not add up to 100 because of rounding (NANOS, 2020). 

https://tinyurl.com/yckp4f7v
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"Do you support, somewhat support, 

somewhat oppose or oppose allowing 
First Nations governments to be able to 
control and plan their own programs 
and services to meet the economic 
development and labour market needs 
of First Nation communities like 

provincial governments do?" 

 
75% indicated support or somewhat support. 
 
Residents of British Columbia were more likely 
to support this than residents of Atlantic 
Canada or the Prairie provinces. 

 
19% oppose or 
somewhat oppose 
this. 

 
6% 
 

 

"Please rate the importance of First 
Nations/Indigenous issues where 1 is 
not at all important and 10 is very 
important as a priority for the 

Government of Canada." 

 
(8-10 was considered Very Important; 
4-7 was Average Importance; and 1-3 
was ranked as Not Important) 
 
 

 
79% ranked First Nation issues as very 
important or of average importance. 
 
When asked why they had that opinion, 25.3% 
of participants believed that First Nation 
issues were very important, considering them 
a "vulnerable population," stating that "poor 
living conditions need to be fixed." 18.8% 
believed this was both a moral and treaty 
obligation for reconciliation. 14.0% believe 
that First Nations "face discrimination/are 
ignored/deserve equal rights and respect. 
10.4% of participants stated that the 
government needs to do more/actions and not 
words. 

 
18% believed that 
First Nation issues 
were not important. 
 

 
3% 
 

 

"The UN Declaration (Article 32) calls 
for states to obtain the free, prior and 
informed consent of Indigenous 
Peoples prior to approving any project 
affecting their lands or territories or 
resources. Do you agree, somewhat 
agree, somewhat disagree, or disagree 
with the approach of free, prior and 

informed consent?" 

 
 

 
66% agree or somewhat agree with the 
approach of FPIC prior to approving projects 
that affect Indigenous peoples. 
  
Of participants who agreed or somewhat 
agreed, 35% stated, "it is First Nation lands," 
and development directly affects them. 13% 
cited "respect" and believed it was the right 
thing to do, while 9% cited the importance of 
compromise. 
 

 
26% disagree or 
somewhat disagree 
with implementing 
FPIC. 
 

 
8% 
 

 

"As you may know, much of the future 
resource development in Canada falls 
within the traditional territories of First 
Nations and/or their treaty areas. Do 
you support, somewhat support, 
somewhat oppose or oppose resource 
revenue sharing arrangements 
between First Nations and provinces 

and territories?" 

 
 

 
78% of Canadians support or somewhat 
support revenue sharing between First 
Nations, provinces, and territories.  
 
Participants believed many resource 
development projects fall within treaty areas 
or First Nation traditional territories. Of those 
who support or somewhat support this 
initiative, 37% said it is their land and their 
right; 22% believed it seemed fair and we 
should share, and 17% believed that revenues 
should help support their communities. 

 
15% oppose or 
somewhat oppose 
revenue sharing. 
 
 

 
9% 
 

 

"One way to return lands to First 

Nations ownership is to identify current 
landowners who are willing to sell. 
Would you support, somewhat 

 
59% of participants stated they would support 
or somewhat support government measures 
to return First Nation lands on this basis. 
 

 
Just over one quarter 
(27%) opposed or 
somewhat opposed. 
 

 
15% 
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support, somewhat oppose, or oppose 
measures by the Canadian government 
to return lands to First Nations 
ownership on a willing seller-willing 

buyer basis?" 
 

British Columbia and Atlantic Canada 
residents indicate higher support than 
residents of Quebec and the Prairie provinces. 

 

"The United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples sets out 
the minimum standards for the 
survival, dignity, and well-being of 
Indigenous peoples throughout the 
world. It was adopted by the United 
Nations in 2007. The Government of 
Canada has committed to fully 
implementing the UN Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Do 
you agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or disagree that the 
Government of Canada should pass 
federal legislation to implement the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

People?" 

 
Nearly two-thirds (64%) of participants agreed 
or somewhat agreed that Canada should 
implement UNDRIP.  
 
Those who agreed or somewhat agreed said it 
was because Canada is a member of the UN 
and they should follow through; 32% stated 
that "a commitment has been made." 28% 
believed everyone should have the same 
rights, and 19% cited that it was the right 
thing to do and promoted reconciliation. 
 

 
25% somewhat 
disagreed or 
disagreed. 
 

 
12% 

Summary 

This chapter outlined Canada's current domestic approach to Treaty First Nation land and 

resource issues through UN, RCAP, TRC, and AFN recommendations. Researching prior inquiries and 

international Indigenous rights expectations has revealed systemic barriers and a lingering colonial 

presence within Canada's current laws, policies, and processes, summarized in Table 4. The TRC's six-

year national inquiry examined Canada's colonial practices and policies that led to, and continue to 

exploit and marginalize First Nation Peoples. Evidence revealed that significant Crown deliverance on 

TRC Calls to Action to address Crown/First Nation conflicts has been minimal. Despite political promises 

to the contrary, Canada continues to domestically interpret and infringe upon inherent rights, ignoring 

the spirit and intent of historical treaties. The AFN has put forth opinions and strategic options to 

advance First Nation interests through policy and legislative change outlined within RCAP 

recommendations. Although internal Crown/First Nation rights negotiation tables continue, and Chiefs-

in Assembly have presented countless resolutions to the Crown, Canada has not taken concrete action 
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to support these discussions, resolutions, or self-determination of land and resource rights outlined in 

UNDRIP.  

International legal norms apply to domestic law and should reflect Canada's commitment to 

abide by certain principles. However, Canada's reluctance to appropriately implement UNDRIP and 

recommendations provided by various Commissions and organizations reaffirm Canada's colonial 

political priorities. While domestic laws and current federal, provincial, and territorial governing 

structures are a political and economic reality, so are the rights of First Nations to operate under their 

own political and economic systems. Indigenous self-determination of land and resource use must 

include rights to autonomy and jurisdiction, ensuring that the community determines First Nation issues 

and priorities. Canada's 2016 RIR mandate promises to address current laws, policies, and processes that 

negatively affect Treaty First Nation communities. The following chapter examines Canada's approach to 

this political endeavour through analysis and interpretation of four primary rights-based initiatives 

proposed or enacted by the federal Crown to determine their alignment with UNDRIP and whether 

these initiatives might alter the current status quo in Canada. 

 

Table 4: Alignment of Canada's Approach to Self-Determination of Land and Resource Rights to RCAP, 
TRC, and UNDRIP 

 
 

TREATY FIRST NATION  
SELF-DETERMINATION 

OF LAND AND 
RESOURCE ISSUES 

 
RCAP RECOMMENDATIONS, TRC 
CALLS TO ACTION, AND UNDRIP 

ALIGNMENT 

 
CANADA'S DOMESTIC APPROACH AND SUPPORT  

 

 
Doctrine of Discovery 
and 
Indigenous Sovereignty  

 
RCAP: Canada has not declared 
doctrine concepts legally wrong to 
ensure they are not part of law and 
policy development. 
 
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Calls 47 and 49 to reform laws 

 
The Supreme Court has affirmed the legitimacy of the 
1763 Royal Proclamation, confirming that terra nullius 
does not apply to Canada.  
 
Political rhetoric, but no official rulings, policies, or 
legislation have been made to denounce the doctrine of 
discovery and recognize Indigenous sovereignty. 
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and policies based upon discovery 
concepts. 
 
Canada has not jointly developed a 
new Royal Proclamation to affirm a 
nation-to-nation governing 
partnership. 
 
UNDRIP: Canada's approach does not 
align with the Preamble of UNDRIP, 
stating that doctrines and superiority 
policies are legally invalid and socially 
unjust. 
 

This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 
  

 
Political Status and  
Treaty First Nation Self-
Government 

 
RCAP: Canada has not amended laws 
and policies to reflect the inherent 
right of self-government and 
authority outside the Canadian 
Constitution. 
 
Canada has not arranged provincial 
fiscal support for self-government 
operations. 
 
There is no nationwide framework 
agreement on First Nation areas of 
authority and jurisdiction. 
 
Canada has not established co-
jurisdiction principles over traditional 
territories and resource use. 
 
UNDRIP: Canada's approach does not 
align with political status and self-
government rights within UNDRIP 
Articles 1, 3, 19 or 32.  
 

 
Canada still interprets First Nation political status 
through Section 91 of the 1867 British North America Act 
and the constitutional division of powers. 
Provincial jurisdiction and authority limit First Nation 
self-determination of land and resource rights. 
 
The right to self-government exists within Section 35 of 
the 1982 Constitution. Minister conferences to establish 
an Aboriginal third order of government failed. Hence, 
these rights remain undefined. 
 
Canada recognizes Treaty First Nation self-government 
through their 1995 Inherent Right Policy that does not 
recognize Inherent rights stipulated in UNDRIP. 
 
Rather than recognize and implement self-determination 
of land and resource rights, Canada continues to 
negotiate these inherent rights through Crown/First 
Nation discussion tables. 
Furthermore, provincial transparency on authority and 
jurisdiction issues is lacking in these discussions. 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 

 
Internal Governance 
and  
Reserve Land 
Management 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not entered long-
term economic development 
agreements with Treaty First Nations 
to support on-reserve development 
initiatives 
 
Canada has not provided political 
autonomy to rebuild First Nation 
governance and economies 
according to its own cultural 
priorities. 
 
Has not altered policies requiring 
ministerial approval to ensure First 

 
Canada's Band governance system has far less power 
than federal, provincial, territorial, or even municipal 
governments. This internal governance system continues 
to require Ministerial approval for most community 
decisions and does not provide the resources needed to 
address many basic communities' living standard 
requirements. 
 
While Canada has addressed a few economic 
development issues through the FMA, First Nation self-
governance autonomy is still determined through 
Canada's unilaterally enacted Inherent Right Policy. The 
Crown has not provided adequate funding to develop the 
self-governance institutions required to expand the 
internal governing authority. 
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Nation decision-making powers and 
control. 
 
Has not enacted policies that provide 
the healthy land and resource base 
required to govern and sustain their 
communities. 
 
UNDRIP: This approach does not 
align with internal governance rights 
outlined in UNDRIP Articles 4 and 5.  

 

Reserve land management is interpreted through the 
Indian Act clauses 43 through 122, ensuring Crown 
authority over community governance and land 
management decisions that impede social and economic 
development. 
 
Canada has enacted the FNLMA. However, this Act does 
not address land title, authority, and jurisdiction issues. 
Final decision-making and control of moneys remain with 
the Crown. 
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 

 
 
Legislative Consent and  
Institution Building 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not enacted an 
Aboriginal parliament to enhance 
First Nation representation within 
Canadian federalism. 
 
Canada has not established third-
level self-governing institutions to 
ensure First Nation consent on 
legislative and constitutional matters 
that impact First Nation inherent 
rights, lands, and peoples. 
  
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Call 50 to establish Indigenous 
law institutes to promote First Nation 
justice and non-Indigenous 
understanding of Aboriginal systems.  
 
UNDRIP: This approach does not 
align with FPIC on matters that 
impact First Nations or institution 
requirements outlined in UNDRIP 
Articles 5, 18 and 19. 

 

 
Canada continues to interpret UNDRIP-free prior and 
informed consent through the honour of the Crown, duty 
to consult, and Supreme Court limitations. 
 
This level of engagement does not reflect international 
consent principles and is not always effective. Outcomes 
often reflect Crown priorities over First Nation 
perspectives. 
 
Crown support was recognized through the 2006 First 
Nations Fiscal and Statistical Management Act to 
address on-reserve economic development and fiscal 
issues.  
 
Crown support is also reflected within Federal Budget 
funding to support national Indigenous law initiatives. 
 
However, moneys allotted are minimal to align with 
international institution building requirements and still 
reflects a domestic approach, where control of priorities, 
criteria and funding levels remain with the Crown. 
 
Canada has not enacted federal self-government 
institutions to support self-determination at a local, 
provincial, and national level. Rather, Indigenous 
participation in Canadian federalism is addressed 
through three national distinction-based organizations—
the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami on behalf of the Inuit; the 
Métis National Council on behalf of the Métis; and the 
Assembly of First Nations on behalf of First Nations.  
 
Only these appointed groups discuss their Peoples' 
priorities at negotiating tables with the Crown, leaving 
many Indigenous voices unheard. 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
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Numbered Treaty 
Adherence 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not enacted a 
process to recognize the spirit and 
intent of numbered treaties when 
interpreting the written text. 
 
Canada has not established a 
continuing bilateral process to 
implement number treaty obligations 
that do not cede land title to the 
Crown; adhere to inherent self-
governance rights, and acknowledge 
shared territory jurisdiction. 
 
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Call 45 to establish treaty 
relationships based on mutual 
recognition and respect. This 
agreement would integrate 
Indigenous law and legal traditions 
into treaty rights negotiations and 
implementation. 
 
Canada has not implemented TRC 
Call 51 to develop a transparent 
policy on how the federal 
government develops, acts or 
intends to act on the scope and 
extent of Aboriginal and Treaty 
rights. 
 
UNDRIP: This approach to treaty 
adherence does not align with the 
Preamble of UNDRIP or UNDRIP 
Article 37. 
 

 
Canada continues to interpret numbered treaties through 
the written text that cedes and surrenders land, rather 
than the spirit and intent expressed by First Nations 
through oral histories. This contributes to the widening 
Indigenous/non-Indigenous socio-economic divides. 
 
Despite the 1997 Delgamuukw Supreme Court decision 
that oral histories must be evaluated equally with 
Western forms of evidence, treaty rights infringements 
and mounting court cases to resolve them continue. 
 
Treaties acknowledge the historical nation-to-nation 
relations, Indigenous sovereignty, and self-determination 
of land and resource rights. Canada's lack of adherence 
evidences a lack of federal government support for these 
First Nation issues.  
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 

 
Land Title and 
Jurisdiction 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not created laws 
and policies that enforce Aboriginal 
title as a real interest in land and 
resources to improve Aboriginal 
economies and protect rights 
recognized and affirmed through 
Section 35. 
 
Canada has not renegotiated 
federal/provincial statutory 
agreements to restore the control 
and benefits of First Nation reserve 
lands. 
 
Canada has not established 
intergovernmental agreements to 
balance provincial/federal powers 
with First Nation governance 
authority. 

 
Canada approaches land title and jurisdiction of non-
Treaty First Nations through their Comprehensive Land 
Claims Policy and modern treaty agreements. The 
agreements often cede large tracts of traditional 
territory to the Crown in return for a defined set of 
negotiated rights. 
 
Traditional territories and land titles pertaining to First 
Nations are still ceded through the written text of the 
numbered treaties—with limited jurisdiction within 
reserve boundaries controlled by the Crown. 
 
Canada continues to hold reserve land titles and exclusive 
authority in relation to Indians, and Lands reserved for 
the Indians through Section 91 of Canada's Constitution. 
 
First Nation jurisdiction still pertains to reserve 
boundaries, controlled through the Indian Act or FNLM 
regimes. The provinces hold land titles on traditional 
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Canada has not created a framework 
to clarify federal/provincial/First 
Nation landownership to include First 
Nation title, governance, and land 
and resource jurisdiction. 
 
Has not promoted provincial 
government policies that parallel 
recommended federal reforms to 
implement rights and renew 
Crown/First Nation relations. 
 
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Call 52 to accept Aboriginal title 
claims once communities have 
established their prior or current 
occupation over the territory. 
 
Canada has not removed the colonial 
land title and jurisdiction limitations 
or shifted the burden of proof of 
inherent rights to the party asserting 
this requirement. 
 
UNDRIP: This approach to First 
Nation land title and jurisdiction does 
not align with UNDRIP Article 26. 
 

territories outside reserve boundaries. The provinces 
control these through the division of powers outlined in 
Section 92 of Canada's Constitution. 

 
Provincial NRTAs and the Indian Act Section 88 are 
enforced, ensuring provincial laws are applied and that 
provinces hold jurisdictional authority over First Nation 
traditional territories.  
 
Canadian governments and judicial systems interpret 
land claim policies and land title laws through Canada's 
constitutional powers. Through this system, only one title 
case has ever been restored—but that pertained to a 
non-treaty nation and was only a partial piece of their 
territory. 
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 

 
Land Claim Processes,  
Redress and 
Compensation 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not created a 
policy that resolves the clear conflict 
of interest within their land claims 
policy. 
 
Canada has not expanded their 
specific claims policy to include 
treaty first nation land title claims. 
Canada has not reduced response 
times to address First Nation land 
claim issues. 
 
UNDRIP: This approach to First 
Nation claims, redress, and 
compensation for lost lands does not 
align with UNDRIP Articles 8 and 28. 
 
 

 
Canada's Specific Claims policy is not independent and 
poses a clear conflict of interest with the Crown, 
controlling most aspects of the process. It is also 
inefficient, expensive, and frequently takes decades for 
First Nations to receive compensation or reclaim portions 
of First Nations' lost or stolen lands. 
 
This had resulted in hundreds of outstanding land claims 
under federal review before the Specific Claims Tribunal, 
rejected, or judicial suits to fight for rights. However, land 
claim court cases are still subject to colonial tests 
requiring judicial prove it tests. 
 
Crown/Province TLE agreements are in place to address 
First Nation reserve lands that were never allotted. This 
process is also time-consuming and takes years to receive 
entitled lands. Land approval is required by the federal 
and provincial governments, exposing ample provincial 
interference in land choices. 
 
Canada enacted their Specific Claims Act to provide 
conflict resolution to outstanding treaty issues that 
impede rights negotiations and land claim resolutions. 
Through the Crown's 2007 Justice at Last: Specific Claims 
Action Plan, they established their Specific Claims 
Tribunal. This tribunal is considered independent, but the 
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Crown controls all aspects. The tribunal does not provide 
federal government accountability, with less than 15% of 
tribunal claims resulting in settlements and all others 
rejected or closed. 
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 

 
Resource Development 
and FPIC 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not revamped 
their resource development licensing 
and consultation policies to mandate 
First Nation participation, decision-
making rights, and consent. 
 
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Call 92 to build respectful 
relationships through free, prior and 
informed consent before proceeding 
with economic development 
projects. 
 
UNDRIP: This approach to free, prior 
and informed consent does not align 
with UNDRIP Articles 19 and 32. 
 

 
Canada does not support consent principles and relies 
upon its duty to consult and honour of the Crown to 
negotiate with the First Nations on matters that may 
impact them.  
Hence, resource development does not require FPIC, only 
meaningful consultation with no requirement to agree. 
Canada refers to their 2008 Federal officials' guidelines 
to inform their duty to consult obligations. These support 
Section 35 and increase First Nation decision-making 
powers over land and resource development. However, 
they clearly outline concerns about FPIC, stating that the 
FPIC UNDRIP requirement does not alter Canada's 
approach to their legal duty to consult. 
 
Canada's Supreme Court Haida decision ruled that the 
nature and scope of the Crown's duty to consult requires 
the full consent of the First Nation on very serious issues. 
However, Canada evades consent requirements through 
a focus on less serious potential consequences and 
special circumstances. 
 
This 'lesser standard of consultation' allows governments 
and industry to overlook First Nation development 
concerns discussed within the consultation and act within 
their own interests. 
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 

 
Revenue Sharing 
 

 
RCAP: Canada has not provided a 
First Nation land base with exclusive 
or preferential access to economic 
benefits provided through renewable 
and non-renewable resources. 
 
Canada has not provided guaranteed 
means for revenue sharing of Treaty 
First Nation resource development. 
 
Canada has not legislated a 
framework outlining specific IBA 
requirements, guarantees, 
opportunities, and community 

 
Resource revenue sharing is key to First Nation 
participation in development projects within their 
traditional lands and the socio-economic health of their 
communities. However, only the Crown, provinces, and 
industry are privy to profit sharing from resource 
extraction on traditional territories. 
 
Provinces maintain authority and jurisdiction over 
natural resource use. The provinces control profits from 
resource extraction on traditional territories through 
NRTA legislation. Some localized revenue sharing is 
currently in place, but these agreements involve non-
treaty or modern treaty nations who have entered co-
management arrangements.  
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benefits resulting from government 
and industry development projects.  
 
TRC: Canada has not implemented 
TRC Call 92, ensuring that UNDRIP 
rights apply to corporate policies and 
operational principles. 
 
UNDRIP: This First Nation revenue 
sharing approach does not align with 
UNDRIP Articles 21 and 26.  
 

Industry/First Nation IBA agreements build capacity and 
address some socio-economic issues but rarely include 
profit sharing. 
 
Crown/First Nation discussion tables have been 
established to determine how First Nations may share 
these government and industry profits. However, no 
agreements are currently in place to enforce the national 
revenue sharing protocol. 
 
This approach does not implement Commissioned inquiry 
recommendations or align with international standards 
set forth in UNDRIP. 
 

 
UNDRIP 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 

  
Canada endorsed UNDRIP in 2010. Little was done to 
recognize or implement these rights until Canada's 2016 
RIR mandate. With this, Canada has promised to amend 
current laws and policies through new rights-based 
initiatives that reflect UNDRIP principles.  
 
This process is ongoing, but if substantive amendments 
to Canada's current approach to Treaty First Nation 
rights are made, this would address UNDRIP Article 41 
and RCAP, TRC, and AFN recommendations. 
 
Primary rights-based initiatives implemented or proposed 
through this mandate are outlined and analyzed in the 
Findings Part 2 Chapter to follow. 
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Chapter 6: Findings: Part 2—Canada's Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights 

Alignment with UNDRIP 

 
"You do not have to be an expert in international law to determine what a people's right to self-

determination means. Fundamentally, it is the right to exist, to flourish as a people, and to be respected 
as such by other peoples. It is the collectivity's equivalent of the individual's right to 

 equality, dignity, and freedom" (Saganash, 1993, p. 87). 

 This chapter comprises Part 2 of my findings; examining whether Canada's Recognition of 

Indigenous Rights Implementation (RIR) initiatives align with international standards outlined in the 

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). I analyze four primary RIR 

initiatives chosen for their relevance to Canada's overall 2016 RIR mandate and present them 

chronologically—as each initiative informs the next.  

1. Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's Relationship with Indigenous Peoples (Ten 

Principles). 

2. National Engagement on the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights (National 

Engagement) and What We Heard So Far: National Engagement with Indigenous Peoples on 

the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights (What we Heard). 

3. Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview (Framework 

Overview). 

4. Bill C-15: An Act Respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (Bill C-15).  

The analysis presented in Part 1 findings outlined rights recommendations and federal Crown 

actions to amend laws and policies to support Treaty First Nation First self-determination of land and 

resource rights. These results were foundational to my analysis of these primary RIR initiatives. 

Together, Part 1 and Part 2 demonstrate present-day colonial ideologies, legislation, and regulations 

that create systemic barriers to Canada's 2016 RIR mandate to renew Crown/First Nation relations 
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through decolonial solutions that create transformative change. Part 2 of this analysis begins with the 

Ten Principles. 

The Ten Principles Alignment with UNDRIP 

Canada unilaterally released their Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's 

Relationship with Indigenous Peoples (Ten Principles) in July 2017, announcing that these principles 

would guide all future RIR initiatives. Canada describes these Ten Principles as "a starting point to 

support efforts to end the denial of Indigenous rights that led to disempowerment and assimilationist 

policies and practices" (DOJ, 2017, p. 4). The DOJ states that these principles intend to "recognize" the 

special constitutional Crown/Indigenous relationship, stating that Section 35 "holds the promise" that 

First Nations will become "partners in Confederation" (DOJ, 2017, p. 3). According to the DOJ (2017, p. 

3), these guiding principles will achieve "reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples through a renewed, 

nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationship based on recognition of 

rights, respect, cooperation, and partnership as the foundation for transformative change." The Ten 

Principles acknowledge the importance of self-government, self-determination and Indigenous law. The 

DOJ affirms these principles will "continue the process" of decolonizing legislation and policies that 

pertain to First Nation Peoples (DOJ, 2017, p. 3). This redress would include current regulations 

"administered under the Indian Act and similar instruments" (DOJ, 2017, p. 4). The Ten Principles "seek" 

to address the poor socio-economic conditions on reserves, transforming them to "strong and healthy 

communities" (DOJ, 2017, p. 4). These principles promise to fulfil Canada's commitment to implement 

UNDRIP, albeit with the caveat that it will do this through the Crown's own measures.  

Canada affirmed that the 1996 RCAP Final Report, Section 35, TRC, and UNDRIP informed this 

initiative. However, it maintained that these principles are "to be read holistically and with their 

supporting commentary" (DOJ, 2017, p. 4). I provide an abbreviated list of this supporting commentary 
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in Appendix F. Those wanting to review the entire Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's 

Relationship with Indigenous Peoples document can go to https://tinyurl.com/y2z9a7jk. It is important 

to note that the goal of the Ten Principles was to guide legislation and policy changes, not implement 

them, which explains their lack of specificity. However, overt omissions within this document whitewash 

the current reality of colonization in Canada. These include: 

• the federal Crown's role in maintaining colonial processes; 

• systemic barriers to Indigenous rights recognition; and 

• the consequences this has had on Treaty First Nations communities. 

The Crown presents each principle in sizeable bold print as a statement of the existing status 

quo. A smaller typeset follows individual principles with a brief explanation of each statement explaining 

how the reader should interpret these aspirational assertions. For clarity, I organize the following 

analysis and interpretation similarly. 

Principle One: The Government of Canada recognizes that all relations with Indigenous peoples need 
to be based on the recognition and implementation of their right to self-determination, including the 
inherent right of self-government  

 
Principle one recognizes that all relations with Indigenous Peoples must be based upon their 

right to self-determination and self-government. However, for First Nations to be self-determined and 

self-governing, they must be free to determine their own political, social, and economic development. 

Crown recognition of the need for self-government does not demonstrate a movement away from 

existing colonial laws and policies that create barriers to this principle.  

Crown policies, such as the First Nation Land Management Act (FNLMA), continue to encompass 

Indian Act regulations and ideologies originally designed for colonization and assimilation (FNLMA, 1999; 

NIEDB, 2017). Principle one does not address the fact that Sections 43 through 122 of the Indian Act 

remain—and continue to regulate economic development and prevent First Nations from managing 

https://tinyurl.com/y2z9a7jk
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their lands. Both the Indian Act policy and the FNLMA ensure limited self-government that does not 

reflect treaty obligations, self-determination rights, or UNDRIP international standards. Instead, these 

policies presume a continuance of the colonial Indian Act through variations such as the FNLMA regime. 

This approach maintains Crown control and undermines Treaty First Nation authority and jurisdiction 

required to govern and sustain communities independently. Although the FNLMA provides some 

freedom from some Indian Act rigidities, First Nation self-determination rights remain subjugated, with 

Canada controlling essential aspects of First Nation governance and land management. Although the 

federal Crown's RIR Framework Overview (analyzed later in this chapter) promises to transform this, the 

context of this rights-based initiative does not clarify this. As Canada attempts to move away from the 

Indian Act, concrete redress of self-determination and self-government rights will be integral (Prime 

Minister's Office, 2017b).  

These Ten Principles reiterate that "Indigenous Nations are self-determining, self-governing, 

increasingly self-sufficient and rightfully aspire to no longer be marginalized, regulated and administered 

under the Indian Act" (DOJ, 2017, p. 1). Nevertheless, First Nations cannot be self-determined or self-

sufficient while one nation continues to define the sovereignty and rights of another. Principle one 

recognizes that Crown/First Nation relations must be based on self-determination and self-government 

rights affirmed in Section 35. However, this principle does not clarify how these rights practically apply 

to Section 35 to address contemporary Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource 

issues.  

Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act implies Treaty First Nation self-government rights. 

However, principle one does not alter or eradicate Canada's unilaterally imposed and AFN 

rejected Inherent Right Policy—suppressing self-government rights within federal and provincial power 

structures. This principle does not affirm Indigenous sovereignty or renounce Canada's reliance upon the 
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doctrine of discovery. While UNDRIP and international human rights law require legislative and policy 

reform to address doctrine presumptions and violations that stem from these, principle one does not 

redress this foundational concern.  

In fact, all Ten Principles side-line Indigenous sovereignty, describing sovereignty as an existing 

right exercised by all Canadian society. To an extent, this is true since sovereign rights are generally 

fulfilled internally "through the full and equal participation in the decision-making structures of the 

state" (Peach, 2011, p. 6). However, as evidenced by the Supreme Court decision in Reference re. 

Secession of Quebec, this does not hold for the original French settlers and First Nations, who held 

sovereign powers at the time of European colonization (References re. Secession of Quebec, [1998] 2 SCR 

217, paras. 132 & 134). Rather, the self-determination rights of original French settlers and First Nations 

are often exercised internally within the structure of the federal Crown. This principle somewhat aligns 

with UNDRIP Articles 3, 4, 5, and 41. However, it does not clarify how these rights practically apply to 

address contemporary Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource issues.  

Principle Two: The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation is a fundamental purpose of 

Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982  

 
Principle two affirms that Section 35 is a form of Indigenous reconciliation. However, 

recognizing reconciliation through Canada's Western constitutional construct implies that First Nations 

are to reconcile with Crown sovereignty rather than Canada reconciling Crown/First Nation 

relationships. "The government document contains familiar government double-speak, where they 

acknowledge self-determination on the one hand but then put it squarely under the umbrella of 

European assertion of sovereignty on the other" (The Unsettling Canada Coordinating Group, 2017, p. 

1).  

This principle does not imply affirmative policy changes to ensure full First Nation partnership in 

Confederation, integration of Indigenous law, or reinstatement of meaningful Treaty First Nation 
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governance powers over lands, territories, and resources. Canada's Constitution does not recognize 

Indigenous sovereignty, Indigenous lands, or Indigenous governing systems. Past government actions 

relating to Section 35 demonstrate that the Constitution is a justification for infringement by the Crown 

rather than a tool for reconciliation (Ariss et al., 2017; Guirguis, 2016; Ritchie, 2013). Framing these Ten 

Principles within the supremacy of Canada's Constitution does not provide the systemic and structural 

change required to recognize and implement the inherent rights of First Nations. For example, the 

Crown still holds land titles and jurisdiction through Section 91 of the 1867 British North American Act, 

and the constitutional division of powers. These clauses limit First Nation governance, authority, and 

jurisdiction rights, and do not align with the Preamble of UNDRIP or UNDRIP Articles 3, 4, 5, and 8. So, 

principle two cannot logistically inform Canada's RIR mandate and future rights-based initiatives.  

Although these Ten Principles include (and regulate) words such as reconciliation, recognition, 

negotiation, and implementation, this inclusion does not mean they will translate these terms to 

affirmative rights-based action that reflects international standards. Affirming that reconciliation is 

entwined with Section 35 perpetuates issues rather than resolve them. As stipulated within RCAP 

recommendations, a non-constitutional approach to legislation and policy amendments would create 

more immediate and effective change.  

Principle Three:  The Government of Canada recognizes that the honour of the Crown guides the 
conduct of the Crown in all its dealings with Indigenous peoples  

 
Principle three recognizes the honour of the Crown, explaining that the rule of law ensures that 

Canada acts honourably in its dealings with First Nations. However, the Crown's honour is defined by 

and favours their own purpose—while infringing upon self-determination of land and resource 

jurisdiction rights with little to no respect or accommodation. The honour of the Crown has failed Treaty 

First Nations, and this principle does not implement a larger vision of Indigenous rights as outlined in 

UNDRIP.  
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Borrows explains that UNDRIP is an "economic development instrument" pertaining to "good 

governance" and is consistent with Canada's highest aspiration in human rights terms. When read 

contextually and holistically, UNDRIP self-determination rights are coupled with economic justice. 

Together, these are an act of reconciliation (Borrows, as cited in Senate of Canada, 2019, para. 20). 

Canada's narrow attempts at reform (such as these Ten Principles) and reaffirmation of its good faith 

obligations do not relinquish control over First Nation governing and economic systems. The self-

determination rights outlined in UNDRIP should guide Canada's honour of the Crown to advance fairly 

First Nation communities' cultural, economic and social well-being to benefit future generations 

(Mitchell, 2014, p. 26). Applying these rights to Canada's domestic approach would ensure that First 

Nations negotiate land and resource interests as equals, eliminating the Crown's unilateral power to 

infringe (Hoehn, 2016, p. 121). Principle three does not reflect this. Instead, Canada remains in the 

dominant position, and First Nations are not full decision-makers regarding their territories and Peoples. 

As with principle two, this does not align with UNDRIP Articles 18 and 19. 

Principle Four: The Government of Canada recognizes that Indigenous self-government is part of 
Canada's evolving system of cooperative federalism and distinct orders of government  
 

Through principle four, Canada positively defines their "evolving system of cooperative 

federalism" (DOJ, 2017, p. 9). However, Canada unilaterally created this cooperative federalism that 

denies independent Indigenous self-government systems and enshrines federal and provincial power 

divisions. This federal system maintains Sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution, which deny Indigenous 

self-government, limiting the authority of these governing systems to management and internal 

administrative matters.  

Christie (2017, p. 51) explains that "the onus is on the Crown to begin immediately to carry the 

language of cooperative federalism into new territory, where both levels of Crown authority work 

together with the ultimate objective of enabling cooperative relations with Indigenous authorities." 
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Crown/Provincial political bodies must include a space for First Nations as equal partners—while 

adopting a more collaborative governance system based on mutual respect (McLeod et al., 2015, p. 15). 

Principle four does not reflect this. For Canada to transition from a colonial system of cooperative 

federalism to one of collaboration with First Nation Peoples, community organizations, institutions, and 

all levels of government need to participate and collaborate. "Participation could only become 

meaningful if bureaucratic frameworks are capable of translating community aspirations into policy 

action" (Zurba, 2014, p. 143). Such action would require Canada's evolving federal system to share 

current powers and build First Nation self-government capacity.  

Diablo (2017, para. 25) maintains that principle four will remain symbolic without constitutional 

reform to entrench a new political agreement. However, the Prime Minister has declared that Canada 

will not reopen Constitution talks. "What concrete problem are we trying to solve that is unsolvable 

without opening the Constitution" (Trudeau, as cited in Bryden, 2015, para. 3)? Nevertheless, affirming 

Canada's version of cooperative federalism is harmful to Treaty First Nations. Rather than recognizing 

and implementing Indigenous self-government, it threatens Indigenous self-determination of land and 

resource rights. UNDRIP affirms the pursuit of political, economic, and cultural development. However, 

principle four does not specify these Indigenous rights or transfer governing authority and community 

control to First Nation governing systems. This principle does not align with UNDRIP Articles 3, 4, 5, and 

8. 

Principle Five: The Government of Canada recognizes that treaties, agreements, and other 
constructive arrangements between Indigenous peoples and the Crown have been and are intended to 
be acts of reconciliation based on mutual recognition and respect  
 

Principle five maintains that treaties were "based on mutual recognition and respect" intended 

to enhance Crown/First Nation relations (DOJ, 2017, p. 10). Nevertheless, from the onset of historical 

treaties and restrictive Indian Act policies, Canada has opposed First Nation cultural expression, 
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economic competition, traditional self-government, and all self-determination rights to land and 

resources. Canada's approach to numbered treaty adherence disregards international interpretation and 

the spirit and intent behind them. The SCC Delgamuukw ruling stipulated that governments must 

evaluate oral histories equally with Western evidence when determining treaty content. Still, Canada's 

approach does not consider the international context of these treaties, the concepts they uphold, or 

incorporate Indigenous self-determination and self-government rights. Principle five does not reflect a 

rethink of Canada's domestic written text interpretation that cedes First Nation lands to the Crown. Nor 

does it imply that this mutual recognition and respect will honour the spirit and intent of treaties, which 

were established as land sharing agreements—and not extinguishment of Indigenous governance and 

land titles, authority, and jurisdiction. Principle five contradicts Indigenous rights to recognition, 

observance, and enforcement of treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements. This 

principle does not align with UNDRIP's Preamble and Article 37. 

Principle Six: The Government of Canada recognizes that meaningful engagement with Indigenous 
peoples aims to secure their free, prior and informed consent when Canada proposes to take actions 
which impact them and their rights, including their lands, territories, and resources  
 

Although the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate implies good faith negotiations, it still 

does not require consent on particular issues. The Haida Supreme Court ruled that the duty to consult 

requires full consent on very serious issues. However, principle six does not enforce FPIC to ensure that 

Canada does not overlook First Nation consultation concerns. While principle six aims to secure FPIC, 

the absence of this right allows consultation to be a box to be ticked in the approval process rather than 

providing First Nations with a meaningful shared role in development project decision-making. This 

principle continues to rely upon Canada's interpretation of meaningful consultation rather than the 

UNDRIP right to consent.  
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These Ten Principles stress the Crown's duty to conduct meaningful engagement102 when 

proposing actions that impact Indigenous rights connected to land, territory, and resources. 

Nevertheless, the engagement process is a whole-of-government approach which does not meaningfully 

consult First Nation community rights-holders (Consultation, 2019a; Christensen & Laegreid, 2006).103 

Engagement cannot replace meaningful consultation, nor can meaningful consultation replace the 

international standard of free, prior and informed consent. This principle does not align with UNDRIP 

Articles 18, 19, 28, 29 and 32. 

Principle Seven:  The Government of Canada recognizes that respecting and implementing rights is 
essential and that any infringement of Section 35 rights must, by law, meet a high threshold of 
justification which includes Indigenous perspectives and satisfies the Crown's fiduciary obligations 
 

Although principle seven addresses Section 35 infringements and the Crown's fiduciary duty to 

consult, Canada continues to prioritize the Crown’s own rights to resource exploitation and Indigenous 

land development. Although this principle asserts the high standards required for government 

infringement on Aboriginal and Treaty rights, judicially enforced rights tests only reinforce the power of 

the Crown to do so. This power imbalance diminishes Indigenous self-determination of land and 

resource rights rather than promoting them (Ariss et al., 2017, p. 6). The Ten Principles state that 

"meaningful engagement with Indigenous Peoples is therefore mandated whenever the government 

may seek to infringe a Section 35 right" (DOJ, 2017, p. 14). However, Inuit leader Chief Obed compared 

justified infringements to one partner in a relationship promising the other they would only hurt them in 

rare circumstances (Obed, as cited in Meyer, 2017).  

 
102 It is inappropriate to consider engagements equivalent to meaningful consultation when they are simple, informal 
processes. Dialogue with engaged partners and stakeholders is used to develop Indigenous policies, programs, and legislation, 
often through online surveys, feedback forms, face-to-face discussions, focus groups, and public forums (Consultation, 2019b). 
103 Whole-of-government: This refers to the joint activities performed by diverse ministries, public administrations, and 
agencies to provide a common solution to a problem or issue. These initiatives can be formal or informal related to policy 
development, public project management or public services (Management Advisory Committee, 2004). 
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This principle is inconsistent with the minimum standards set out in UNDRIP. Whether the 

Crown asserts high standards or not, Canadian courts still refer to their Western criteria list to 

determine whether a right exists and how governments may justifiably infringe upon it. This principle 

does not rescind Canada's legal infringement Sparrow test that does not prioritize Indigenous self-

determination rights, sovereignty, consent principles, or jurisdiction over traditional territories. "As 

justification of taking the lands and resources of Indigenous People's the federal government uses the 

concept of public good—which is its settler colonial version of the collective right—settler rights 

override Indigenous People's rights" (Unsettling Canada Coordinating Group, 2017, p. 11). Hence, this 

principle reaffirms that First Nation rights are nowhere near absolute. Current consultation processes 

reinforce Crown control and justification for infringement that trumps First Nation self-determination of 

land and resource rights.  

Principles three, six and seven all reaffirm Canada's honour of the Crown and duty to consult, 

but they do not imply implementation of free, prior and informed consent. Without FPIC, the current 

status quo will continue, which places Crown priorities and settler rights over Indigenous perspectives 

on matters that impact them. Enforcing consent principles will be imperative to achieving Canada's 2016 

RIR mandate. Canada's approach to Indigenous rights through their duty to consult has not been 

effective and runs contrary to UNDRIP Articles 8, 18, 19, 28, 29 and 32.  

Principle Eight: The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation and self-government require 
a renewed fiscal relationship, developed in collaboration with Indigenous nations, that promotes a 
mutually supportive climate for economic partnership and resource development 
 

Principle eight recognizes that self-government requires a "supportive climate for economic 

partnership and resource development" (DOJ, 2017, p. 15). Having a substantial land base and decision-

making power over traditional territories enables and promotes a political, cultural, and economic 

foundation for self-reliance (Alfred, 2009; OTC, 2007; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development, 2020). Although Canada is known for its progressive stance on land claim settlements and 

the 1982 Constitution Act, this principle does not return Treaty First Nation lands. Self-determination of 

land and resource rights and the future prosperity of First Nation communities remains an afterthought 

in government policies and priorities.  

Canada continues to limit Indigenous self-governance to a reserve-based administrative model, 

which constrains governing authority and socio-economic development opportunities. Collaborative 

efforts to support economic partnership also require First Nation participation through their own 

representatives and institutions. As evidenced in the previous chapter, Canada's actions toward 

establishing the First Nation institutional foundation necessary to support this initiative have been 

minimal. Canada approaches First Nation capacity and institution building incrementally through 

colonial ideologies and outdated policy priorities. Principle eight promotes a mutually supportive climate 

for economic partnership but stipulates land access rather than land returns and the compensation 

required to rebuild First Nation communities. This principle omits vital self-determination land and 

resource requirements, including traditional territory jurisdiction, consent requirements, and resource 

revenue sharing. This principle does not align with UNDRIP Articles 8, 26, 27 and 28.  

Principle Nine: The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation is an ongoing process that 
occurs in the context of evolving Indigenous-Crown relationships 
 

Principle nine states that Crown/First Nation reconciliation will be an ongoing process. However, 

this approach allows the Crown unilateral freedom to define Crown/First Nation reconciliation by 

selecting which rights they will recognize and what recognized rights they will reconcile. "The idea 

seems like the Canadian government is picking and choosing what it's going to implement, which is the 

problem. It's supposed to be much more revolutionary" (Rice, as cited in Wood & McIntosh, 2019, para. 

24). Canada will detach reconciliation from the right to self-determination "if actors other than 
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Indigenous Peoples themselves attempt to define it and control its operationalization" (Doyle & Cariño, 

2013, p. 3). 

Reconciliation requires an attempt by the Crown to raise awareness about colonization and its 

ongoing effects on Indigenous Peoples (Sterritt, 2021). The realization of principles nine and five may 

require nation-to-nation renewal through co-creating a new Royal Proclamation to supplement the 1763 

document. Nevertheless, Canada's ongoing reconciliation does not commit to this process. A new 

Proclamation would also provide viability to principle nine, addressing evolving Crown/First Nation 

relations and ongoing reconciliation. However, establishing a Proclamation of Reconciliation would 

require a meaningful address of TRC Calls to Action, which, evidenced throughout Chapter 5, has been 

sporadic and limited. This principle does not align with UNDRIP Article 41, which outlines the full nation-

state realization of Indigenous rights recognition and implementation standards.104 

Principle Ten: The Government of Canada recognizes that a distinctions-based approach is needed to 
ensure that the unique rights, interests, and circumstances of the First Nations, the Métis Nation, and 
Inuit are acknowledged, affirmed, and implemented 
 

Addressing Indigenous issues through this blanket lens leaves many voices unheard. Just as 

important, this approach does not truly realize the significant historical differences between the rights, 

laws, and practices of Treaty First Nations compared to non-treaty and modern Treaty First Nations, the 

Métis, and Inuit Peoples. This distinction-based approach to rights recognition is inconsistent with self-

 
104 Although most TRC calls to action regarding land and resource rights self-determination have not been started or are in the 
process, the Crown has addressed and completed 13 TRC calls to action relating to other First Nation rights issues. These 
include: Number 13, acknowledge that Aboriginal rights include Aboriginal language rights; Number 15, appoint an Aboriginal 
Languages Commissioner; Number 16, create university and college degree and diploma programs in Aboriginal languages; 
Number 39, collect and publish data on the criminal victimization of Aboriginal people; Number 41, appoint a public inquiry into 
the causes of, and remedies for, the disproportionate victimization of Aboriginal women and girls; Number 59, church parties to 
residential school settlement to educate congregations on why apologies necessary; Number 70, a national review of archival 
policies; Number 80, establish a National Day for Truth and Reconciliation as a statutory holiday; Number 83, Canada Council 
for the Arts to establish a strategy for Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists to undertake collaborative projects; Number 84, 
restore and increase funding to the CBC/Radio-Canada to enable it to support reconciliation; Number 85, Aboriginal Peoples 
Television Network to support reconciliation; Number 88, continued support for the North American Indigenous Games; and 
Number 94, replace the oath of citizenship (Beyond 94, 2022). 
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determination, allowing the Crown to determine who a Nation is and what rights these nations may 

claim.  

For First Nations, Canada's distinction-based approach can be a central aspect of rights 

recognition since First Nation rights, laws, and practices differ from the Métis and Inuit. However, this 

approach continues to address Indigenous issues through a blanket lens, attempting to accommodate 

First Nations, Métis and Inuit, who all have significant historical differences; land and resources issues; 

and treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements. For example, the AFN points out that 

"the Métis are touted by government officials and the media as being supporters of the proposed 

Framework and make up 40% of those included in Discussion Tables by population" (AFN, 2018b, p. 

63). Crown discussion tables with non-treaty groups can fabricate First Nation support for Canada's RIR 

mandate—side-lining important Treaty First Nation historical realities, priorities, and opposition to RIR 

Framework proposals (AFN, 2018b). While Canada's distinction-based approach intends to redress 

previous "pan-Aboriginal" or "one size fits all" Indigenous policy and decision-making, this grouping into 

First Nations, Métis, and Inuit omits a vast array of Indigenous perspectives and issues (National 

Association of Friendship Centres, 2020, p. 2). Furthermore, the focus of Crown engagement with only 

three national Indigenous organizations forgoes intersectional considerations, including Indigenous 

residence (urban, northern, remote). This three-group approach does not appropriately respond to the 

full spectrum of Indigenous Peoples, engaging some while satisfying none. Nor does it align with UNDRIP 

Articles 3 and 27. 

The above principles do not align with UNDRIP or guideline requirements that meet First Nation 

expectations for a principled, legally binding, honourably practiced and collaboratively created new RIR 

Framework. In response, the AFN have outlined their own set of principles to guide further federal 

Crown RIR initiatives: 
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• Principle 1: Affirm the pre-existing sovereignty and inherent title of First Nations. Inherent 

rights and title already exist and have been affirmed under Section 35 of the Constitution 

Act, 1982 and international law. Our rights as peoples and nations cannot be extinguished, 

and do not owe their existence to any other level of government. 

• Principle 2: First Nations laws, language, culture, governance, jurisdiction must inform 

mutually acceptable solutions. 

• Principle 3: Honour of the Crown means that the Crown's words meet their actions, and the 

Crown always keeps its promises, including the full implementation of treaties, agreements, 

and other constructive arrangements. 

• Principle 4: Value the equality of peoples which is evident in the Guswentah (Two Row 

Wampum Treaty). 

• Principle 5: Fair and inclusive collaboration means making decisions together not in 

isolation. 

• Principle 6: Clear, transparent communication to restore not erode trust. 

• Principle 7: Organize government and government practices to make the UN Declaration the 

foundation for guiding reconciliation does not mean compromise, it means moving forward 

in a good, respectful way. (AFN, 2018a, p. 7) 

In summary, critics have touted Canada's Ten Principles as a 254-year-old continuation of settler 

attempts to eliminate sovereignty, land title, and jurisdiction, self-determination, and international 

interpretation of historical treaties (Unsettling Canada Coordinating Group, 2017, p. 1). This rights-based 

initiative does not address many contemporary Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and 

resource issues required to alleviate Crown/First Nation conflicts and support transformative change. 

Upon reflection, most of the guiding principles Canada outlines are Crown approaches to incorporate 
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First Nations into pre-existing Canadian systems rather than recognizing First Nation pre-existing 

systems and perspectives. The Ten Principles undermine even the minimum international standards 

regarding Indigenous rights outlined in UNDRIP. Although there is much political rhetoric within all these 

Ten Principles, they do nothing to alter the status quo or eliminate current systemic barriers to First 

Nation equity and equality. See Table 5. 

Table 5: The Ten Principles Alignment With UNDRIP 

PRINCIPLE YES—
ALIGNS 

NO - DOES 
NOT ALIGN 

SOMEWHAT 
ALIGNS 

ANALYSIS 

 
Principle 1 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that all relations 
with Indigenous peoples need 
to be based on the recognition 
and implementation of their 
right to self-determination, 
including the inherent right of 
self-government. 

   
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
3, 4, 5 and 
41 

 
This "recognition" is not new and only 
politically alludes to implementing self-
determination and self-government rights. 
 
Canada's approach to these inherent 
Indigenous rights continues to be recognized 
through pre-existing colonial systems and 
their own Crown institutions.  
 
This principle reiterates the assertion of 
Crown sovereignty and does not renounce the 
doctrine of discovery. 
 

 
Principle 2 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that reconciliation is 
a fundamental purpose of 
Section 35 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982. 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Preamble and 
Articles 
3, 4, 5, and 8 
 

  
While these principles maintain that Section 
35 provides a full box of rights, these rights 
have never been articulated-remaining 
muddy at best. It is clear, however, that the 
Constitution does not recognize Indigenous 

sovereignty, jurisdiction, or inherent rights—
all required for reconciliation. 
 
The Crown has not made affirmative policy 
changes to ensure full First Nation 
partnership in Confederation, integration of 
Indigenous law, or reinstatement of 
meaningful Treaty First Nation governance 
powers about lands, territories, and 
resources. 
 
Section 35 ensures the continuance of the 
status quo–domestically justifying 
infringement on Indigenous land and resource 
rights. 
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Principle 3 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that the honour of 
the Crown guides the conduct 
of the Crown in all of its 
dealings with Indigenous 
peoples (DOJ, 2017, p. 8). This 
principle reaffirms Canada's 
duty to consult Indigenous 
Peoples with "honour, integrity, 
good faith, and fairness. 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 18 
and 19 

  
The honour of the Crown has not been 
effective when recognizing Indigenous rights 
outlined in UNDRIP. 
 
This principle reinforces Crown control of the 
consultation process, allowing "different legal 
duties in different circumstances, including 
fiduciary obligations and diligence." 
 
Free, prior and informed consent is required 
for this principle to hold meaning, and there 
is no mention of that. 
 

 
Principle 4 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that Indigenous self-
government is part of Canada's 
evolving system of cooperative 
federalism and distinct orders 
of government. 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 
3, 4, 5 and 8 

  
The evolving system of cooperative 
federalism is Crown delegated and 
unilaterally created through Section 91(24) of 
the Constitution. 
Section 91 denies independent Indigenous 
government systems. 
 
Self-governing agreements continue to limit 
the power of First Nation governments to 
internal matters. 
 
This principle does not address provincial and 
territorial jurisdiction and requirements for all 
levels of government to share current powers 
to build First Nation capacity and ensure 
meaningful First Nation participation. 
 

 
Principle 5 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that treaties, 
agreements, and other 
constructive arrangements 
between Indigenous peoples 
and the Crown have been and 
are intended to be acts of 
reconciliation based on mutual 
recognition and respect. 
 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Article 
37 

  
"Mutual recognition and respect" would 
require a complete transformation of 
Canada's actions towards nation-to-nation 
relations and adherence to numbered treaties 
interpreted through their spirit and intent. 
 
This principle does not recognize the 
international interpretation of historical 
treaties. 

 
Principle 6 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that meaningful 
engagement with Indigenous 
peoples aims to secure their 
free, prior and informed 
consent when Canada proposes 
to take actions which impact 
them and their rights, including 
their lands, territories, and 
resources. 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 
18, 19, 28, 29 
and 32 

  
Engagement does not replace meaningful 
consultation—nor does consultation replace 
free, prior and informed consent. 
 
Using the words "aims to" leaves consent up 
in the air. 
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Principle 7 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that respecting and 
implementing rights is essential 
and that any infringement of 
Section 35 rights must by law 
meet a high threshold of 
justification which includes 
Indigenous perspectives and 
satisfies the Crown's fiduciary 
obligations. 
 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 
8, 18, 19. 28, 
29 and 32 

  
This reinforces the Crown's power to infringe 
upon rights.  
The Crown prioritizes land and resource 
exploitation and settler rights over 
Indigenous rights. 
 
Crown defines and controls the 
operationalization of consultation and 
consent. 
 
The Sparrow rights infringement test remains. 

 
Principle 8 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that reconciliation 
and self-government require a 
renewed fiscal relationship, 
developed in collaboration with 
Indigenous nations, that 
promotes a mutually supportive 
climate for economic 
partnership and resource 
development. 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 8 
26, 27, 28 

  
Renewed fiscal relations rely upon 
government funding and capacity-building 
grants, ensuring continued dependence.  
 
The establishment of First Nation institutions 
required to support this principle has been 
minimal. 
 
This principle does not include land base 
returns and compensation–only "access" to 
lands. Traditional territory jurisdiction and 
consent are missing. Resource revenue 
sharing plans have not been initiated. 
 
This principle does little to address sub-
standard First Nation living conditions, 
Indigenous/non-indigenous socio-economic 
gaps, or current First Nation dependency. 
 

 
Principle 9 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that reconciliation is 
an ongoing process that occurs 
in the context of evolving 
Indigenous-Crown 
relationships. 

  
 

 
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Article 41 

 
Reconciliation requires implementing TRC 
Calls to Action and new laws and policies 
mirroring UNDRIP.  
 
Meaningful steps recognizing self-
determination through rights implementation 
have not been prioritized to create 
transformative change. 
 

 
Principle 10 
The Government of Canada 
recognizes that a distinction-
based approach is needed to 
ensure that the unique rights, 
interests, and circumstances of 
the First Nations, the Métis 
Nation, and Inuit are 
acknowledged, affirmed, and 
implemented. 
 

  
√ 
 
Contrary to 
UNDRIP 
Articles 3 and 
27 

  
The Crown's distinctions-based approach is a 
blanket attempt to accommodate First 
Nations, Métis, and Inuit, who all have 
significant historical differences, land, and 
resources issues, and treaties, agreements, 
and other constructive arrangements. 
This approach engages all Indigenous Peoples 
while satisfying none. This allows the Crown 
to determine who is a Nation, and what 
rights these nations may lay claim to.  
This is inconsistent with self-determination. 
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These principles are weak when compared to international rights obligations and UNDRIP 

expectations. This RIR initiative stresses the divergent Crown/First Nation understandings of self-

determination of land and resource rights and new legislation requirements (Diablo, 2017; First Nations 

Financial Management Board, 2018; King & Pasternak, 2018). Further federal Crown RIR initiatives based 

on these principles will counter international self-determination standards and will not align with 

UNDRIP. Nevertheless, Canada used these principles to inform the three subsequent primary rights-

based initiatives analyzed in the following sections. I begin with Canada's National Engagement and 

the What We Heard document. 

National Engagement and What We Heard Analysis105 

Canada conducted its four-month cross-country National Engagement initiative between 

February and June 2018. This process comprised 89 sessions involving 1326 participants, including 646 

women, 19 Elder groups and 25 youth and student groups (CIRNAC, 2018a). Map 5 highlights the 

locations in which these sessions were held. This initiative, led by Minister Carolyn Bennett and Justice 

Minister Jody Wilson-Raybould, also engaged Aboriginal law professionals, Indigenous governance 

experts, and groups associated with legislative and policy changes (CIRNAC, 2018a). The federal Crown 

held discussions with provincial, territorial, and municipal governments, as well as representatives from 

industry, academia, the legal community, civil service organizations, and members of the public 

(CIRNAC, 2018a). These engagement sessions captured issues and suggestions from First Nations, Inuit, 

and Métis Peoples to inform Canada's RIR Framework and impending rights-based legislative and policy 

initiatives. The reader can see Appendix G for an abbreviated outline of the National Engagement on 

 
105 The federal Crown's National Engagement initiative does not reflect UNDRIP Article 19, which requires nation states to seek 
First Nation FPIC on administrative matters that may affect them. This section interpretation does not include a detailed 
summary of specific UNDRIP alignment. However, its inclusion in this research cannot be understated. This initiative revealed 
Canada's continued control over what Indigenous rights Canada will recognize and which will be ignored within the RIR 
initiatives to accommodate Crown perceptions and priorities. 
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Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework: Engagement Guide (CIRNAC, 2018e) 

distributed to all participants. Those wanting to review the entire RIR Engagement Guide document can 

go to https://tinyurl.com/ybn4ncpx.  

Map 5: National Engagement Locations 

Canada's National Engagement initiative informed First Nation leaders of Canada's intent 

without consultation on the Crown's chosen process or the substantive consultation content. Although a 

preliminary draft of engagement topics was distributed to First Nation Chiefs outlining possible issues 

for address, many expressed discontent with what the Crown considered full partnership on this 

significant initiative. For example, the Anishinabek Nation, representing 40 First Nations with over 

65,000 citizens in Ontario, was slotted in for a half-hour meeting with the Minister during the 

engagement process. In a letter to the Prime Minister, the Band stressed how this was not acceptable 

and questioned whether this was an oversight. "To be clear, the Anishinabek Nation cannot support a 

proposal of a Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework without proper and 

 

Map of the National Engagement Sessions. Courtesy of Crown-Indigenous and Northern Affairs (CIRNAC, 
2018f). This reproduction is a copy of the version available at https://tinyurl.com/4nz392y4 
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fulsome engagement with Anishinabek Nation leadership" (GOC, 2018f, para. 4). Another letter to the 

Prime Minister from the Whitefish River First Nation stated: 

As Chief of Whitefish River Anishinaabe Nation over a period of more than 16 years and also in 

my capacity as a portfolio holder with Chiefs of Ontario… I have been given notice by Canada of 

many 'engagement activities' over my years of service, none of which were in the true nature 

and spirit of a government-to-government relationship and none of which saw fit to directly 

engage with my community. 'Engagement' has been about Canada making announcements, and 

Indigenous People allowed to send representatives to provide feedback which Canada might or 

might not take into account… It is an urgent priority that both the design and implementation of 

any Framework depart from past models that do not engage with Indigenous Nations as 

Nations. (GOC, 2018d, para. 2) 

The AFN challenged the government's National Engagement process calling it rushed, affirming 

it "fell short of full, fair, and meaningful participation" and did not respect Aboriginal rights and 

consultation protocol (AFN, 2018a, p. 4). This concern is understandable compared to the years of First 

Nation consultation dedicated to the TRC and RCAP process and findings. One participant attended an 

engagement session that lasted two hours, mostly comprised of answering a questionnaire. A promised 

return engagement did not happen (AFN, 2018a, p. 23). "Canada must work with First Nations in a 

manner that meets the minimum legal standards of UNDRIP [Article 19] before adopting and 

implementing any legislative or administrative measures that could impact First Nations" (AFN, 2018a, p. 

6). Using engagement rather than meaningful consultation created immediate obstacles to the content 

and significance of this initiative.106  

 
106 Consultation refers to Canada's duty to consult obligation, triggered when Canada proposes development or legislation that 
may impact First Nations. Meaningful consultation consists of face-to-face Crown/Band that seeks to address concerns. 
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First Nations maintain that Canada's expedited engagement process presented participants with 

selective questions that supported Canada's predetermined positions and goals, omitting many topics of 

concern to Indigenous Peoples. The Crown determined what session topics were required to rebuild 

Crown/Indigenous relations and inform Canada's RIR Framework. These included recognition of inherent 

rights and treaty rights, facilitating self-determination, and government accountability (CIRNAC, 2018c, 

para. 8). In an unpublished letter to Minister Carolyn Bennett from the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK), the 

leadership expressed many concerns regarding their working relationship with CIRNAC on RIR initiatives. 

The ITK was adamant that the federal government's engagement process required major redesign:  

The unsatisfactory RIRF [Recognition and Implementation of Rights Framework] engagement 

process has been an impediment to serious consideration of the potential opportunities that 

could result from this initiative. To date, work on the RIRF has lacked transparency and been 

carried out in a unilateral fashion, departing from the partnership approach adopted by other 

departments on Indigenous legislative initiatives. You have proceeded with a process developed 

by yourself and your department that marginalizes national representatives of Indigenous 

peoples and governments… Inuit do not wish to see legislation result in the curtailing of rights 

the government claims to respect. (GOC, 2018m, para. 1-4) 

During the September 2018 AFN Policy Forum: Affirming First Nations Rights, Title, and 

Jurisdiction (AFN, 2018d), Chiefs discussed the Crown's approach to its National Engagement initiative, 

outlining the many challenges embodied in this process. The AFN maintained that the time allotted to 

produce a comprehensive and substantive vision for rights recognition, obtain feedback, and produce 

rights-based legislation was far too compressed. This process limited engagement sessions with remote 

 
Engagement differs from consultation. This process aims to build trust and relationships with First Nations through an 
information exchange that does not involve legal consultation obligations (BC Oil and Gas Commission, 2011). 
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communities, leaving many First Nation voices unheard (Casimer, as cited in Barrera, 2018, para. 24). 

AFN Chiefs believe that, because Canada omitted First Nations from the design process, engagement 

discussions did not include the right people (AFN, 2018d). This omission left participants with very 

different levels of understanding of critical rights-based concepts and Canada's RIR Framework proposal. 

With this, the AFN doubt that the true intent of rights-holders was adequately captured (AFN, 2018d). 

What We Heard: Documented Engagement Sessions 

Engagement sessions began with questions and concerns about the recognition of inherent and 

treaty rights. Participant statements107 108 within the What We Heard document stressed that Canada's 

RIR Framework must include legislation that recognizes and affirms Indigenous inherent rights (CIRNAC, 

2018f, p. 4). These rights include Aboriginal title, Indigenous self-government, and a rejection of "old 

thinking and practices" that give credence to the doctrine of discovery and terra nullius (CIRNAC, 2018f, 

p. 5). This RIR Framework must replace the current system based on "denial of rights" and a need to 

"prove the existence" of rights through Canada's judicial system (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 4). New rights-based 

legislation must also be "broad in scope" and crafted to include all levels of government (Vancouver First 

Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 5). Participants expressed concern about government and 

private sector practices regarding traditional land development without First Nation consent or the 

 
107 February 15, 16 and 17, 2018, engagement sessions included participants from New Brunswick Mi'gmag and Wolastoqey 
(Maliseet) Chiefs and Peskotomuhkati; academics and Atlantic Partners; Newfoundland and Labrador Leaders; women, Elders 
and youth (Dalhousie Indigenous Law Students Association); Nova Scotia Mi'kmaq Chiefs and Mi'kmaw Kina'matnewey staff; 
and Peskomtomuhkati Chief and Council. - The week of February 19, 2018, engagement sessions included participants from 
policy and executive directors for Aboriginal organizations, academics/professors, and those involved in creating the Royal 
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. - Between February 21 and March 2, 2018, Minister Bennett met with the Assembly of First 
Nations; Land Claim Advisory Coalition; Nunatukavut; Inuit Tapiirit Kanatami; Assembly of First Nations Québec-Labrador 
Elected Women's Meeting; Prince Edward Island Mi'kmaq Chiefs; and the Métis National Council. - Engagement sessions held 
March 5 to 8, 2018, included participants from Métis Nation BC; BC Native Women's Association, Youth and Elders; Southern BC 
First Nations, Including Vancouver Island First Nations; Indigenous governments; Northern BC First Nations; and BC Assembly of 
First Nations (CIRNAC, 2018c). 
108 CIRNAC explains that What We Heard statements are not for attribution and are paraphrased statements based on 
transcripts and notes from National Engagement sessions. While some statements may be listed as specific to one particular 
group, the views they expressed were often shared by many (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 1). 
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benefit of revenues. "As Treaty people we have the right of free, prior and informed consent" 

(Saskatoon First Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 5).  

Participants were adamant that new RIR initiatives must adhere to numbered treaty principles. 

"Treaties are sacred, not simply contracts… Our treaty is the foundation of our rights, and they need to 

be respected and followed" (Saskatoon First Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC 2018f, p. 5). One First 

Nation leader stated that, before the treaty, "we all had a body of knowledge. At the signing of treaty, 

we began to understand your system, but the body of knowledge is not the same. The work of treaty is 

to build the bridge between our two systems" (Edmonton First Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, 

p. 7). "It is important for Canada and for the non-Indigenous people of Canada to know about treaty. 

There is an education component here; it shouldn't be only Indigenous people educating" (Saskatoon 

First Nations leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 12).  

Engagement participants raised many concerns about how the RIR Framework would interact 

with treaties, Section 35, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and the Indian Act. Participants stressed 

that co-creation with existing Aboriginal rights, treaty rights, legislation, and policies would be essential 

to the implementation process. As one Inuit leader made clear, "we are beyond wanting your 

recognition of our rights" (Iqaluit Inuit leader, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 6). Discussions emphasized 

that Canada should base all new initiatives within Canada's RIR Framework on principles outlined in the 

Royal Proclamation, the 1996 RCAP Final Report, UNDRIP, and TRC Calls to Action (CIRNAC, 2018c). 

Participants suggested that Canada review prior academic research. Reflecting upon past and present 

experiences relating to Indigenous Peoples and rights could ensure the government does not repeat 

past failures (CIRNAC, 2018c).  

Discussions continued with concerns on how Canada's RIR Framework would support self-

government and self-determination rights outlined in UNDRIP. Participants indicated that these rights 
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must be the overarching focus of new policy and law development (CIRNAC, 2018c). "We still have our 

constitutions; they are in our ceremonies and oral histories… We need to end the Chief and Council 

systems on reserves" (Regina First Nations, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 6). Participants stressed the 

need to rebuild these governing systems "based on their own values, laws, and traditions" that do not 

allow outside sources to define Indigenous citizenship or control Indigenous economic decision-making 

(CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 6). Still, participants clarified that current government funding and resources were 

insufficient to support even basic community needs, let alone rebuilding governments and supporting 

the self-determined goals of First Nation communities.  

Participants stated that the current Canadian legal system does not serve or support Indigenous 

Peoples (CIRNAC, 2018c). With this, many questioned what Indigenous rights this RIR Framework would 

include; how Canada would enforce them; and how new legislation would interconnect with Indigenous 

law, international law, and Canada's judicial system (CIRNAC, 2018c). While participants believed 

Canada must consider these points when drafting the RIR Framework, many were doubtful that 

Canadian systems would ever respect the binding aspects of international and Indigenous law (CIRNAC, 

2018c). One Indigenous scholar emphasized how this may be further complicated, as Indigenous law 

comprises "multiple legal 'traditions.' Because we are not just one people" (Toronto First Nations Legal 

Scholar, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 7). For example, First Nations, Métis and Inuit have different 

traditional legal and governing systems. These various systems are further broken down through 

cultures such as Cree, Dene, Saulteaux, Dakota, Iñupiat, Yupik, and the Aleut (Freeman, 2021; 

Préfontaine, n.d.).  

Engagement sessions also revealed trepidation about Canada's RIR Framework implementation 

and adherence to accountability since the government had already admitted its past and present 

contribution to Indigenous rights denial, "A polite way of putting it" (Iqaluit Inuit leader, as cited in 
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CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 9). With this, participants suggested oversight mechanisms to ensure the Crown fulfils 

its obligations. These include better mediation and dispute resolutions over new and existing treaties; 

land and resource rights, authority, and jurisdiction; and internal First Nation issues of overlapping 

territories (Whitehorse First Nations Elder, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 8). "There is a need to create an 

office of an independent Ombudsman to whom Indigenous governments and persons can take their 

concerns of fairness of treatment by federal employees in accordance with an established process" 

(Atlantic First Nations Submission, as cited in CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 8). 

The AFN stressed that the Crown's accumulation and interpretation of these engagement 

sessions was not well incorporated. Chiefs assert it was uncertain whether the What We Heard 

document reflected what many participants actually said (AFN, 2018d). Moreover, "many Nations did 

not see themselves reflected in that document" (Casimer, as cited in Barrera, 2018, para. 24). What We 

Heard "failed to reflect input from over 100 engagement sessions between First Nations, Bennett, and 

federal officials" (Casimer, as cited in Barrera, 2018, para. 23). The AFN maintain that "Canada's public 

reporting of 'what was heard' has fundamental omissions of key messages… This omission is a 

manipulation of truth and understanding the issues" (AFN, 2018a, p. 22). Chiefs-in-Assembly point to the 

lack of transparency throughout this document. They state that Canada only reported statements from 

Indigenous participants and did not publicize what they heard from industry or provincial 

representatives (AFN, 2018d). I provide an abbreviated outline of What We Heard So Far: National 

Engagement with Indigenous Peoples on the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous 

Rights (CIRNAC, 2018f) in Appendix H. Those wanting to review the entire What We Heard document 

can go to https://tinyurl.com/yc2aazuw. 

To reach beyond Canada's publicized summaries of this National Engagement initiative and 

the What We Heard document, I formally requested transcripts of these engagement sessions from 

https://tinyurl.com/yc2aazuw
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CIRNAC in December 2020. CIRNAC did not provide complete transcripts. However, the department did 

release CIRNAC, DOJ & Privy Council Office (PCO) Intergovernmental Affairs unpublished data. 

Information provided pertained to RIR meeting minutes, some RIR federal/provincial/territorial meeting 

summaries, and a partial transcript of the First Nation engagement session of AFN Special Chiefs 

Assembly on federal legislation. I provide details revealed through this information below. 

Unpublished Federal/Provincial/Territory (RIR) Internal Meeting Notes and Memos  

During the first engagement session of the AFN Special Chiefs Assembly on federal legislation, 

Chiefs discussed federal limitations to Section 35 adherence without the full participation of provinces 

and territories. With this, Chiefs stressed the need for more transparent dialogue on Canada's strategy 

to implement UNDRIP and provincial/territory involvement (GOC, 2018h, para. 15). Participants 

acknowledged that other than British Columbia's Bill 41: Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

Act (2019), provinces have all been resistant to UNDRIP legislation. However, this partial transcript did 

not provide the Government of Canada's response to Chiefs inquiries.  

In July 2018, representatives from CIRNAC, the DOJ, and the PCO met with all 

provincial/territory ministers to discuss the federal Crown's RIR Framework. During this meeting, a 

Justice Canada Aboriginal Law presentation reiterated that BC was moving forward on Indigenous rights 

through similar principles espoused in the federal government's 2016 RIR mandate. However, minute 

notes revealed that other provinces "may be reluctant to move forward" until their representatives 

know more about Canada's proposed Framework legislation and policies (GOC, 2018j, para. 1). 

Although Canada envisioned the RIR Framework as a "30 year" plan, the DOJ clarified that "it 

will be a federal policy choice on what rights to recognize" (GOC, 2018j, para. 1). The DOJ suggested that 

federal government policies be developed to outline how Canada will approach rights, build in new 

rights, and identify court recognized rights (GOC, 2018j, para. 1). However, Minister Bennett affirmed 
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these policies would not deter from Canada's intent to create and enact a RIR Framework. A summary of 

this meeting revealed the Ministerial agreement that "further work would continue at the officials level" 

(GOC, 2018k, para. 2). Other pertinent information within these summary notes was redacted or had 

blank pages stating, "pages are withheld pursuant to sections of the Access to Information Act" (Access 

to Information Act R.S.C., 1985). See Appendix I for an example of this. 

A federal/provincial/territory teleconference occurred on July 25, 2018, to discuss an overview 

of Canada's recent National Engagement with Indigenous groups. Meeting topics included recognition of 

nations, collectives, and governments, Indigenous jurisdictions, Indigenous capacity support, approaches 

for recognizing Aboriginal title, and management of land and resources. Interestingly, many of these 

topics were not included in Canada's publicized What We Heard document. Nevertheless, issues raised 

by provinces and territories pertaining to these discussions were also redacted (GOC, 2018l).  

On October 4, 2018, an in-person conference was held in Ottawa to further address elements of 

the RIR Framework and discuss issues of shared interest and jurisdiction. Attendees included 

federal/provincial/territorial officials from Indigenous Affairs and the departments of Justice, Attorney 

General, and Intergovernmental Affairs (GOC, 2018n). During this conference, federal officials assured 

provincial and territory representatives that any proposed federal RIR Framework would support and 

align with provincial/territorial initiatives and the relationships they have built with regional Indigenous 

groups (GOC, 2018n). Key messages stipulated within conference summary notes provided valuable 

insight into what Canada's RIR initiatives may encompass and provincial/territorial RIR Framework 

expectations. These include: 

• Assurance that federal legislation put in place as part of the Framework will be in 

accordance with the Constitution Action, 1982, including the constitutional division of 

powers. 
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• How rights recognition negotiations with Indigenous groups can advance reconciliation 

without impacting provincial/territorial jurisdiction areas. Potential impacts and subsequent 

conflicts of Indigenous rights recognition jurisdiction could lead to uncertainty at an 

intergovernmental level. 

• While the legislative Framework proposal does not include a specific approach to free, prior 

and informed consent, it may contain wording in the Preamble to affirm that the UN 

Declaration is a universal international human rights instrument with application in 

Canadian law. This is a standing that must be reflected in all federal action. (GOC, 2018n, pp. 

11-14) 

This conference summary also included a table outlining these federal/provincial/territorial discussions. 

However, as with all other information relating to provincial support for Canada's RIR Framework, 

CIRNAC redacted the content of this table citing privacy issues (GOC, 2018n). 

In summary, Canada's National Engagement initiative does not align with UNDRIP Article 19, 

which requires First Nation FPIC on administrative matters that may affect them (United Nations, 2007a, 

p. 8). This initiative's entire process, content, and outcome run contrary to the spirit of UNDRIP and 

international standards. This Crown-controlled initiative did not reflect government promises espoused 

through its RIR mandate narratives. Nor did it encompass TRC Calls to Action and RCAP 

recommendations for effective rights recognition and implementation. My analysis revealed that the 

Crown’s chosen topics for this initiative, while meant to inform Canada's proceeding RIR Framework, did 

not reflect Treaty First Nation's self-determination of land and resource perspectives in any meaningful 

way. Despite scholarly critiques and First Nation rejections of this National Engagement initiative, 

Canada moved forward with its 2016 RIR mandate—using What We Heard to inform, create and release 

the 2018 Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview. If the Ten 
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Principles and the National Engagement are to inform the RIR Framework initiative, Framework content 

will be foundationally flawed from the start. Nevertheless, Minister Bennett promised that this RIR 

Framework would adhere to co-development mandates and recognize the deep connection between 

Indigenous rights, title and resource management (Bennett, as cited in AFN, 2018a). In the following 

section, I discuss my analysis of Canada's Framework Overview and its alignment with UNDRIP.  

Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview Alignment with UNDRIP 

Canada released the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework 

Overview in September 2018 (2018d). This Framework provides the elements of Canada's potential 

legislative and policy amendments. CIRNAC maintained that the RIR Framework ensures self-

determination through recognition, respect, and implementation of Indigenous rights "including 

inherent and treaty rights" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 2). Recognizing that Section 35 affirms these rights, 

this Framework intended to support self-determination rights through the 1982 Constitution Act, 

UNDRIP, and Canada's 2017 Ten Principles initiative. The Framework Overview proclaims that Canada 

will remove structural barriers that undermine treaties and deny Indigenous rights. These include 

recognition of Indigenous law, inherent land rights, and "in many instances, title within their traditional 

territories" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 4). Canada claims this Framework will guide Crown/First Nation rights 

negotiation while building upon its approach to numbered treaty adherence and new treaty and self-

government agreements. The reader can see Appendix J for an abbreviated outline of the Overview of a 

Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework (CIRNAC, 2018d). Those wanting to 

review the entire Framework Overview can go to https://tinyurl.com/2p9h95be. 

Before Canada's RIR Framework Overview was released, the federal Crown created 

its Engagement Document: Working Together to Create the Foundation of the Federal Recognition and 

Implementation of the Inherent and Treaty Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Canada (Working Together). 

https://tinyurl.com/2p9h95be
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They distributed this to provincial, territorial, and Indigenous organization representatives to hear 

thoughts, views, and concerns resulting from its National Engagement initiative. Within this Working 

Together document, the federal government stated that the path forward will require collaborative 

approaches "working in partnership with Indigenous Peoples, cooperating with provincial and territorial 

governments, and engaging industry, other stakeholders, and all Canadians" (GOC, 2018b, p. 4). Again, I 

formally requested information on federal/provincial/Indigenous discussions relating to this Working 

Together document to reach beyond Canada's publicized summary of this process. The unpublished 

information I received from CIRNAC included First Nation written communications to the Prime 

Minister's office, internal ministry summary notes and inter-office emails on provincial/territorial 

support for this federal RIR Framework release (GOC, 2018h).  

AFN National Chief Bellegarde sent a formal response to the Prime Minister explaining the key 

to rights recognition and implementation will be "walking this road together," stating that these 

negotiations are a positive step toward closing socio-economic gaps for his Peoples (GOC, 2018e, p. 1). 

Tapiriit Kanatami President Natan Obed responded; "we expect that federal, provincial, and territorial 

governments will work with Inuit through our representational organizations and democratic structures 

to ensure that our rights are upheld, and our land claims agreement are fully implemented" (GOC, 

2018e, p. 2). Interestingly, besides BC Premier Horgan's response stating, "British Columbia shares 

Ottawa's commitment" (GOC, 2018e, p. 5), there was little provincial or territorial reaction to Canada's 

request for RIR Framework feedback. 

Rights outlined in UNDRIP would conflict with current constitutional interpretations of provincial 

authority and jurisdiction over traditional territories. Because of this, Mohawk Policy Analyst Russ Diablo 

believes provinces will present a problem to Canada's RIR plans (Diablo, 2018). Upon review of the 
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unpublished information received from the federal government, necessity of provincial participation and 

agreement was a repeated concern for most Indigenous leaders (Effie Panousos, as cited in GOC, 2018c). 

Many First Nations expressed their doubt that provinces would be willing participants in Canada's RIR 

mandate. Unpublished statements included: "I think the provinces are going to be reluctant because of 

the economic issues… that is the heart of the matter" (GOC, 2018d, p. 4); and "provinces which have 

control over resources under the constitutional division of powers, could play the spoilers in the 

Trudeau government's plans" (Grand Chief Serge Simon, Mohawks of Kanesatake, GOC, 2018c, p. 3). The 

Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs also expressed concern regarding provincial support. 

Our First Nation leaders advocate strenuously to have Aboriginal and treaty rights protected in 

Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. However, both federal and provincial governments 

have used Section 35 to limit our rights in the courts. We must ensure that our rights are 

protected from further erosion in any process going forward. (Grand Chief Arlen Dumas, 

Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, GOC, 2018e, p. 8) 

Further research revealed a string of bilateral calls throughout March 2018 between the Deputy 

Minister of CIRNAC, the DOJ, the PCO, Intergovernmental Affairs and their provincial/territorial 

counterparts. These resulted in many internal memo notes outlining significant areas of concern for 

issues brought forth through Canada's National Engagement initiative and how these directly pertain to 

or may impact each government department. However, as with the unpublished data I received through 

my National Engagement transcripts request, most information connected to these provincial/territorial 

questions was redacted or left blank, citing "pages are withheld pursuant to sections of the access to 

information act." However, an unredacted internal update to the Prime Minister stated that "a number 

of jurisdictions noted the need to align and build on existing provincial and territorial initiatives, and the 
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need for greater clarity on the impacts of the RRF [Recognition and Rights Implementation Framework] 

on provinces and territories" (GOC, 2018g, para. 2).  

In a private May 17 CIRNAC inter-office memo, staff explained that, generally, 

provinces/territories are "open and positive" to the RIR Framework. Still, these governments had many 

questions including, "the definition of Indigenous Nation; how the dispute resolution mechanism will 

work; and what changes are envisioned for the Comprehensive Claims and Inherent Right policies" 

(GOC, 2018i, para. 2). 

Although Canada has established over 80 recognition of Indigenous rights exploratory tables, 

involving over 500 Indigenous communities (GOC, 2021d), "information on the rights framework 

legislation has not been shared widely or well… Even those at exploratory tables are not sure how 

Canada's proposal would affect their discussions" (AFN, 2018a, p. 23). This lack of transparency is 

frustrating to First Nations. The AFN maintains that Canada's ongoing colonial process of three-tiered 

negotiation does not recognize First Nations' inherent rights. Instead, these tables are another tool 

Canada uses to determine what rights they will recognize through the federal government's 

classification of negotiable rights, non-negotiable rights, or government delegated rights. 

Entering negotiations on governance and service delivery mechanisms with an adversarial 

approach that attempts to barter all rights-holders down to a lowest common-denominator is 

not reflective of a 'new relationship.' There is suspicion of the divide-and-conquer approach to 

negotiation that Canada has employed in the past. (AFN, 2018d, p. 6) 

The RCAP Final Report referred to these power imbalances, explaining that Crown/First Nation 

negotiators always start from opposing premises. Indigenous negotiators fight for authority and 

resources sufficient to rebuild their societies and exercise their inherent self-determination rights. On 

the other hand, Crown negotiators strive to protect Canada's authority and resources, deeming 
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Indigenous rights as privileges the government may or may not bestow (RCAP, 1996e, p. 5). Canada 

evidenced this power imbalance when former Indian Affairs Minister Robert Nault walked away from 

negotiations in 2002, claiming First Nation demands were excessive. "Some First Nation leaders have 

been promoting the whole notion of being sovereign and being sovereign meaning that they don't need 

delegated authority from the federal government, that they can make their own laws" (Minister Nault, 

as cited in Nahwegahbow, 2002, p. 2). While this example is 20 years old, the AFN explain that little has 

changed. Canada continues to exert a "take it or leave it" attitude since they have less to lose when 

walking away from negotiations. "That's Canada's greatest defence. It is not a level playing field" (AFN, 

2021f, p. 39). This negotiation approach is ineffective and does not align with UNDRIP (AFN, 2021f, p. 

40). 

The AFN continues to seek clarity through discussion tables and publicly available information 

on Section 35 rights and UNDRIP implementation. "Canada will not reveal this mandate and to date has 

not negotiated a single final agreement outside of IRSG [Inherent rights to self-government] 

parameters" (AFN, 2021b, p. 1). First Nation Chiefs want to position themselves within federal, 

provincial, and territorial discussions—not be informed "where they fit after the fact" (AFN, 2018a, p. 6). 

The above approach does not align with UNDRIP Articles 19 and 32, which outline rights to Indigenous 

consent on legislation or development issues that may impact First Nations. 

RIR Framework Overview Analysis 

Canada's Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework Overview (CIRNAC, 

2018d) is a public document on the internet. I requested the most recent and complete Framework data 

from CIRNAC in 2020. However, this request resulted in a "no records found" government letter, stating 

the department had no data relating to this subject. See Appendix K for this communication (CIRNAC, 
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2021). Upon further queries to CIRNAC to broaden their search to include other federal departments, I 

received the following correspondence from CIRNAC representative Nicole Jean-François: 

Crown Indigenous Relations has no documents to provide related to this request due in part to 

the request asking for the final version of an initiative that underwent reassessment and its 

direction was seen to be achievable through redesign of the Comprehensive Land Claims Policy 

and Inherent Right Policy, as well as implementing Indigenous rights through other pieces of 

legislation… Canada remains committed to renewing the Crown-Indigenous relationship based 

on the recognition of rights, respect, cooperation, and partnership, and to advancing 

reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and other Canadians. (CIRNAC, February 9, 2021) 

Hence, I base the following analysis on Canada's Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous 

Rights Framework Overview released in September 2018 (2018d). However, it is essential to note the 

bureaucratic discourse within this email response. Rights-based initiatives prior to the RIR Framework 

Overview did not allude to Inherent Right Policy amendments, nor did initiatives that followed, such as 

Bill C-15. These omissions would presume that Canada will continue interpreting numbered treaties as 

land surrenders rather than sharing agreements. Therefore, Treaty First Nation self-government will 

remain limited to a subordinate municipal style system outlined in the Inherent Right Policy. Although 

Indigenous Affairs Minister Carolyn Bennett109 assured Canadians that the new RIR Framework would 

replace the current Inherent Right Policy—guiding discussions with First Nation partners through the 

"co-development of mandates" (AFN, 2018a, p. 14). As the email indicates, this has not happened. 

During the September 2018 AFN National Policy Forum, one First Nation Chief questioned what the 

 
109 Prime Minister Trudeau appointed Carolyn Bennett as Minister of Indigenous Affairs in 2015. Formerly known as Aboriginal 
Northern Affairs and Development, she led the dissolution and restructuring of the department into two new ones in 2017—
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC) and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC). She was also in 
charge of CIRNAC's mandate to renew nation-to-nation relations between the government and First Nations, Inuit and Métis. 
Minister Bennett was replaced during Trudeau's 2017 cabinet shuffle and is now the new Minister of Mental Health and 
Addictions. The new Minister of Indigenous Affairs is Marc Miller (Forester & Needham, 2021). 
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Prime Minister means by full partnership, believing it unlikely they share the same definition (AFN, 

2018a, p. 14). First Nation leadership reminded the Minister that "she could easily remove the 

comprehensive, inherent rights, and specific claims policies right now for the barriers that they currently 

are" (AFN, 2018a, p. 14).  

Canada's Framework Overview is just a proposal (that seems to have been abandoned and 

relegated to other policy strategies). Nevertheless, my analysis revealed that this initial drafting 

continues to reflect colonial ideologies and power imbalances that assert Crown domination over First 

Nation rights. Canada's approach to this initiative and the intentional language used within this 

document undermine the objectives this Framework Overview aspires to promote. Wording within this 

Framework demonstrates this conflict, with proposed rights recognition and implementation all 

prefaced with Canada could rather than Canada will. For example, the language in the document noted 

that: Canada could anchor, could include, could document, could recognize, could acknowledge, could 

expand, could amend, could ensure, and could conclude by reaffirming (CIRNAC, 2018d). Displaying 

political rhetoric through statements prefaced with "could" rather than "will"—this document exhibits a 

disconnect between government promises, words, intent, and action. The BC region had been amenable 

to discussing Canada's RIR Framework. However, upon reading Canada's Framework Overview, BC Chiefs 

and Leadership determined this initiative "falls far short of what First Nations require in fundamental 

areas" and is inconsistent with prior Crown/First Nation consultation discussions (AFN, 2018a, p. 15). 

Content within the Framework Overview is also inconsistent with political narratives professing the 

importance of Crown/First Nation relations and the need for rights reform. "The Prime Minister should 

assume responsibility for leading this, to ensure it has the necessary level of authority and eliminate the 

dissonance between his words and government action" (AFN, 2018a, p. 25).  
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Similar to Canada's National Engagement initiative, the process, and release of the RIR 

Framework was unilateral and expedited. The AFN believe that this was to address liberal party 

promises made in their 2016 political platform before the 2019 federal election (AFN, 2018d). Although 

Canada established Crown/First Nation RIR discussion tables to inform this Framework Overview, Chiefs 

explain these negotiations forced participants to respond and react "to Crown timelines, questions, 

documents, and processes that do not properly reflect First Nation input. This is not genuine co-

development" (AFN, 2018a, p. 16). Hence, Framework Overview content reveals an aggressive colonial 

agenda to create legislation that denies Indigenous rights to lands and resources without respecting 

international consent principles. For example, the Framework's What We Have Heard section reiterates 

"that a commitment to consent-based decision-making on Indigenous rights-related matters based on 

the principle of free, prior and informed consent is critical" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 24). However, there is 

no further mention of this critical UNDRIP right, or how the Framework will implement it.  

By omitting FPIC within the Frameworks "Possible Approaches" section, Canada will continue to 

interpret UNDRIP Article 19 through the honour of the Crown, duty to consult, and Supreme Court 

limitations that often reflect Crown priorities over First Nation perspectives. This domestic approach has 

been ineffective in resolving many Crown/First Nation conflicts. The Royal Commission inquiry was 

based upon exhaustive consultations with rights-holders, resulting in recommendations that received 

the consent of First Nation communities. In comparison, my research revealed that Canada's RIR 

Framework methods were quick and spotty, serving Crown mandates, political agendas, and timelines—

rather than Treaty First Nation self-determination, land, and resource concerns. This approach is 

inconsistent with self-determination rights, UNDRIP Article 19, and "does not bring honour to the 

Crown" (Chief Craig Mackinaw, as cited in Copley et al., 2018, para. 3). This Framework Overview does 

not reflect meaningful dialogue or cooperative measures to promote First Nation influence on the 
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outcome of legislative decision-making. Rather, the document highlights a "contemporary form of 

patriarchal colonialism" within the political realm, questioning Canada's vision of decolonization (Pictou, 

2020, p. 371). "We have a spiritual and customary obligation to those not yet born and to the land 

itself… It is First Nations and not Canada or federal bureaucrats, who will lead the path to decolonization 

and reconciliation" (AFN, 2018a, p. 19). 

This Framework Overview does not incorporate UNDRIP Article 37, which insists on treaty 

recognition, respect, and enforcement. Nor does this document refer to the spirit and intent of treaties 

and oral histories. This omission runs contrary to international standards and the 1997 Delgamuukw 

Supreme Court ruling on the relevance of oral histories. "Our sacred treaty matters were not 

addressed—instead, the Minister in July of 2018 sent out a form letter that completely mischaracterized 

the process and did not include one word on the treaty issues raised" (Okimaw Henry Lewis, as cited in 

Copley et al., 2018, para. 5).  

UNDRIP Article 28 outlines clear nation-state obligations to provide redress for lands, territories, 

and resources traditionally owned—confiscated or used without First Nation consent or just, fair and 

equitable compensation (United Nations, 2007a). However, this Framework does not mention 

amendments to the current Specific Claims Policy that restricts First Nation reclamation of lands and 

often rejects claims that lead to tribunals and court cases. Important questions of land restitution and 

Aboriginal title are sidelined by stipulating possible Treaty First Nation title claims to reserve areas and 

limiting Aboriginal title for non-treaty and modern Treaty First Nations to currently occupied homelands 

(AFN, 2018a, p. 15). For example, the Framework Potential Approach section includes the pursuit of 

negotiated arrangements on certain jurisdictions and land titles. This document states that these 

measures could affirm and support the coexistence of Indigenous title. However, the Framework 

specifies that all measures to do so will remain within the jurisdiction and interests of the federal and 
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provincial governments and only considered where appropriate (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 33). These 

measures allow the Crown and Canadian judicial systems to continue interpreting specific and 

comprehensive claims, titles, and jurisdiction domestically through Canada's constitutional powers and 

common law precedents.  

This Framework Overview is overtly embedded within Canadian federalism and does not 

address contemporary Crown/First Nation legal and political realities. Indigenous Peoples "have been 

clear that Canada should recognize inherent rights and title, including Indigenous governance and 

systems of law, without requiring proof of rights" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 27). Nevertheless, this 

document does not renounce unjust distinctive culture tests required to prove prior traditional land 

occupation. Instead, this Framework provides more power to federal and provincial governments when 

justifying land infringements. Cave (2019) maintains that Canada's current legal and statutory approach 

to Indigenous rights leaves the recognition process vulnerable to political interference—restraining the 

scope of these inherent rights rather than expanding them. New legislation must establish Indigenous 

land title and ownership to recognize Treaty First Nation's self-determination of land and resource 

rights. This Framework does not do this. "No land is returned with the framework, and its principles fall 

far below the floor set by Canadian constitutional law, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 

Indigenous laws, and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (Timothy, 

2020, para. 3).  

Under "Possible Approaches," the Framework states that the Preamble could affirm that First 

Nation inherent and treaty rights are entwined with Indigenous Peoples' relationship with the land, 

"Which may include title" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 14). Yet, typically, preambles are not legally binding and 

do not give rise to enforceable rights and treaties (Klabbers, 2018). This document's content does not 

align with Article 26, which outlines Indigenous rights to own, use, develop and control lands, territories, 
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and resources they have traditionally owned, occupied or acquired. Instilling this right within the 

Framework would provide Treaty First Nations with reserve authority, traditional territory jurisdiction, 

and shared access to natural resource development and revenues. However, the Framework states that 

any new RIR legislation must respect "the constitutional division of powers" (CIRNAC, 2018d, p. 4). 

 Provincial laws and restrictions complicate Treaty First Nation jurisdiction and land access, 

undermining Aboriginal rights, treaty rights, and rights outlined in UNDRIP. Provinces still have no 

fiduciary duty to recognize First Nation self-determination rights and have not enacted systems to 

support Indigenous authority or jurisdiction. Provincial NRTAs evidence this, which enable provinces to 

alter First Nation rights to fit within provincial government priorities. The R. v Horseman Supreme Court 

ruling discussed in Chapter 2 provides a good example (R. v Horseman, 1990, p. 933). Provincial 

transparency is vital to Framework's implementation and understanding. As evidenced by the redacted 

data I received on this issue, the Crown and provinces remain silent regarding provincial support. 

Meaningful legislative and policy changes must be made at the federal level to limit provincial 

interference and tear down structural barriers. However, the Framework Overview does not provide 

that.  

This Framework acknowledges the Penner Report, RCAP, and TRC recommendations as "expert 

sources," stating that these Commissions "have emphasized, time and again, that Canada must support 

the renewal and development of self-determining Indigenous communities making their own decisions 

for their own people" (CIRNAC, 2018d, para. 17). Nevertheless, this Framework does not address 

provincial authority, jurisdiction and third-party interference. In reality, the Framework continues to 

allow infringement of Aboriginal rights, lands, and traditional territories through inadequate 

consultation obligations and the use of domestic law. This document concedes that current consultation 

processes are flawed. Nevertheless, free, prior and informed consent remains absent. While the AFN has 
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expressed the irony that the "oppressor is suddenly the one with the solution" (AFN, 2018a, p. 23), I 

argue that Canada's Framework Overview should view UNDRIP as the floor rather than the ceiling. 

Gaining Indigenous respect, trust, and cooperation will require more than the Crown dictating 

how and what UNDRIP rights Canada will implement or ignore. For example, the federal Crown 

recognized UNDRIP Article 18 and the importance of Indigenous institution building capacity. The 

Framework states Canada could expand the mandate of existing bodies or create new institutions based 

on co-development and shared governance to support Indigenous rights recognition (CIRNAC, 2018d, 

para. 45). However, the Canadian government makes no allowance for UNDRIP Article 21 to improve 

First Nations economic and social conditions (United Nations, 2007a). Revenue and profit sharing from 

the development of First Nation traditional territories would play a significant role. However, the 

Framework also omits this UNDRIP right.  

As with the 2002, First Nations Governance Act110 (proposed but never passed) and the 

unilaterally imposed Inherent Right Policy discussed in Chapter 2, the Framework Overview continues to 

limit Treaty First Nation self-government to a delegated subordinate municipal style system. Canada, 

again, proposed a fourth-level government rather than the third-level government recommended 

through previous Commission inquiries and intended through Section 35. The Framework Overview 

domestically reinterprets UNDRIP Articles 3, 4 and 5 that outline political status, Treaty First Nation self-

government, internal governance, and reserve land management. This Framework continues to surmise 

these inherent self-government rights through Section 91 of the Constitution, the constitutional division 

 
110 The First Nations Governance Act (Bill C-7) was "an Act respecting leadership selection, administration and accountability of 
Indian bands, and to make related amendment to other Acts" (Hurley, 2002, p. 1). This stand-alone First Nations Governance 
Act would apply to more than 600 Indian Act First Nations, requiring Indigenous communities to either adopt codes on Band 
leadership, administration and accountability or default to the pre-subscribed regulatory regime of the Indian Act. This 
proposed legislation would give Band councils "the legal capacity, rights, powers and privileges of a natural person," including 
the ability to enter into contracts and agreements; acquire, hold and dispose of rights and interests in property; raise, expend, 
invest and borrow money; and sue or be sued. It would also give Bands the power to make 'local laws for internal purposes and 
repeal the Indian Act clause that exempts inclusion within the Canadian Human Rights Act (Cassidy, 2003). 
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of powers, and Section 35. Perhaps this is convenient for the Crown since the Constitution does not 

recognize inherent rights, nor does Section 35 define self-government. 

Furthermore, this approach does not reset internal governance and land management power 

imbalances. The Framework does not mention eliminating the Indian Act or enacting substantive rights-

based reform. Self-government proposed within the Framework Overview seems to be more of an 

amendment to the Indian Act rather than a recognition of self-government rights. Hence, this 

Framework Overview does not address underlying issues that impede self-determination, the progress 

of First Nation communities, or land and resource authority and jurisdiction.  

Through this Framework Overview, the Crown sets the criteria and determines who a nation is 

and what responsibilities each nation may claim. "That approach is not consistent with government 

getting out of the way, nor is it consistent with self-determination" (AFN, 2018a, p. 17). At the 

November 16, 2018, Alberta Assembly of Treaty Chiefs meeting, Chief Burnstick stated: "The present 

process is full of sharp dealings that bring no honour to either the Crown or the state of Canada" (Copley 

et al., 2018, para. 7). This Framework Overview and its lack of substance has instilled a general lack of 

trust among First Nations (AFN, 2018a). Through Resolution 67/2018, the AFN has formally rejected the 

Ten Principles, Canada's National Engagement; What We Heard; the RIR Framework Overview; and all 

other related structural changes to government as a result of these RIR initiatives (AFN, 2018a). Chiefs-

in-Assembly have called on the Prime Minister to reassess Canada's nation-to-nation relationship based 

on international standards: "Any discussion between the Crown and First Nations must have as its 

starting place the recognition that we are equals as Peoples and Nations. This is what international 

human rights law requires, including the UNDRIP" (AFN, 2018a, p. 1). 

In summary, the Framework Overview emphasizes Crown sovereignty, federal powers, and 

constitutional supremacy over First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights that 
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encompass Indigenous perspectives and priorities. This Framework does not renounce Canada's 

unilaterally implemented Inherent Right Policy, which First Nations rejected and promotes a subordinate 

fourth-level municipal style governing system. Canada's colonial stance within the Inherent Right 

Policy does not reflect Indigenous self-determination, territorial jurisdiction, or First Nation rights to 

participate fully in matters that directly impact them. Under this Framework Overview, self-government 

and land and resource rights self-determination will remain subject to negotiations and approval from 

Crown authorities, which do not align with UNDRIP Articles 3, 4 or 5. 

The content and approach taken by the Crown to unilaterally create and release this Framework 

Overview run contrary to UNDRIP Articles 18 and 19 that stipulate First Nation rights to participate in 

decision-making on Indigenous policies and legislation. This Framework does not enforce free, prior and 

informed consent requirements on First Nation policies and legislation or proposed development 

projects on traditional territories. As with the Ten Principles, this rights-based initiative relies on 

Canada's good faith consultation when proposing, developing, utilizing, or exploiting natural resources. 

Interestingly, this Framework Overview acknowledged that current consultation processes are flawed. 

Nevertheless, Canada continues to rely on the Crown's duty to consult rather than FPIC. This domestic 

approach allows continued and justified land, resource, and rights infringement, which does not align 

with UNDRIP Article 32.  

UNDRIP Article 26 affirms legal recognition of First Nation traditionally owned lands, territories, 

and resources. However, this Framework Overview does not redress Section 88 of the Indian Act that 

enforces provincial powers, policies and legislation that limit First Nation jurisdiction and governing 

systems. This Framework Overview affirms the constitutional division of powers rather than limiting 

them. Hence, enacting this Framework continues to deny Treaty First Nation land titles, authority, and 

jurisdiction over traditionally used and occupied lands rather than supporting Treaty First Nation rights 
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that align with international standards. As with Canada's Ten Principles, this Framework Overview does 

not reflect the importance of returning First Nation lands, nor does this document provide a 

straightforward non-judicial process on how governments may accomplish this reconciliation effort. 

Instead, this Framework Overview minimizes land restitution, Aboriginal land title, and access to natural 

resource development, decision-making, and revenues. This domestic approach and limited view of First 

Nation rights requirements does not align with UNDRIP Articles 27 and 28. Unlike this Framework 

Overview, these UNDRIP articles outline Indigenous rights to lands, fair redress, and equitable 

compensation, and traditional territory resource rights participation. Furthermore, this Framework 

Overview does not address land claim policy inadequacies and the conflict of interest within current 

resolution mechanisms. This omission does not align with UNDRIP Article 8. 

Historical treaty adherence, observance, and enforcement are imperative to UNDRIP rights 

recognition. Nevertheless, no approach stipulated within this Framework Overview would alter current 

domestic interpretations or spirit and intent relevance. Within this Framework, treaty interpretation 

would remain domestic, embedded within Canadian federalism, and entirely controlled by the Crown. 

This approach runs contrary to UNDRIPs Preamble and Article 37. If a critical objective of Canada's 2016 

RIR mandate is to recognize and implement the UN Declaration endorsed by Canada in 2010, this 

Framework does not do that. Therefore, this initiative does not align with UNDRIP Article 41, which 

requires the full realization and implementation of UNDRIP provisions. The intentional wording 

throughout this Framework does not evoke application or action that recognizes or implements self-

determination of land and resource rights. Nor does its content reflect TRC Calls to Action, RCAP 

recommendations, and AFN concerns. See Table 6.  
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Table 6: Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework UNDRIP Alignment 

 
UNDRIP INDIGENOUS RIGHT YES-

ALIGNS 
NO-

DOES 
NOT 

ALIGN 

SOME- 
WHAT 

ALIGNS 

ANALYSIS 

Article 3 
To freely determine political status and 
freely pursue economic, social, and 
cultural development. 
 

 √  Provisions imposed within this Framework are 
based on the Crown's assumed sovereignty–
emphasizing federal powers and Constitution 
supremacy rather than truly recognizing First 
Nation self-determination rights to determine 
and freely pursue their own priorities. 

 
Articles 4 and 5 
To autonomy or self-government in 
matters relating to their internal and 
local affairs. 
 
To maintain and strengthen distinct 
political, legal, economic, social, and 
cultural institutions AND participate fully 
in the political, economic, social, and 
cultural life of the State. 

 √  Framework language mirrors the current 
Inherent Right Policy that promotes a 
subordinate fourth-level municipal style 
governing system that does not reflect 
Indigenous sovereignty and jurisdiction. 
 
Self-government remains subject to 
negotiations, assuming that inherent rights to 
self-government are Canada's to hand over 
through approved agreements and 
legislation. 
 
This Framework does not address provincial 
authority, jurisdiction or third-party 
interference, which justifies infringement 
upon Aboriginal rights, lands, and traditional 
territories. 
 
While the framework's potential approaches 
include the possible pursuit of land title and 
negotiated jurisdiction arrangements, it does 
not stipulate approaches to affirm and 
support the coexistence of Indigenous title 
within government jurisdiction and interests. 
 

Article 8  
States shall provide effective 
mechanisms for prevention of and 
redress for any action which has the aim 
or effect of dispossessing them of their 
lands, territories, or resources. 
 

 √  This Framework does not address 
inadequacies in Canada's current Specific 
Land Claims Policy, TLE, and Claims tribunal 
processes. These systems are expensive, 
lengthy and time-consuming, with many 
claims refused or left for Canada's judicial 
system to determine rights infringements and 
accommodation. 
 

Articles 18 and 19 
To participate in decision-making that 
affect their rights, through their own 
representatives, procedures, and 
institutions. 
 
States shall consult and cooperate in 
good faith with the Indigenous peoples 

 √  The content and approach taken to 
unilaterally create and release this 
Framework run contrary to FPIC and 
requirements for First Nations to participate 
in decision-making policies and legislation 
that affect their rights.  
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to obtain FPIC before adopting and 
implementing legislative or 
administrative measures that may affect 
them. 
 

Omitting consent principles allows continued 
(ineffective) domestic interpretation of rights 
that tend to reflect Crown priorities over First 
Nation perspectives. 
 
This Framework does not redress Section 88 of 
the Indian Act that enables provinces to 
incorporate legislation and policies that limit 
First Nation jurisdiction and political power 
while interfering with First Nation abilities to 
exercise self-determination rights. 
 

Article 26 
To lands, territories, and resources they 
have traditionally owned, occupied or 
acquired. 
 
To own, use, develop and control the 
lands, territories, and resources that 
they possess through traditional 
ownership, occupation, or use, as well as 
those they have acquired. 
 
States shall give legal recognition and 
protection to these lands, territories, 

and resources—conducted with respect 

for Indigenous customs, traditions, and 
land tenure systems. 
 

 √  This Framework enforces the constitutional 

division of powers–with no stipulation of 

provincial requirements to recognize 

Indigenous self-determination of land and 

resource rights. Meaningful legislative and 

policy changes must reflect this reality. 

 

Through this omission, this Framework 

continues to deny Treaty First Nation land 

titles, authority, and jurisdiction over lands 

traditionally used and occupied. This runs 

contrary to international Indigenous rights 

principles. 

Articles 27 and 28 
To a fair, independent, impartial, open 
and transparent process, to recognize 
and adjudicate the Indigenous rights 
pertaining to lands, territories, and 
resources. Indigenous peoples shall have 
the right to participate in this process. 
 
To redress through restitution or just, 
fair and equitable compensation for 
lands, territories, and resources they 
have traditionally owned, occupied or 
used, that have been confiscated, 
occupied, used or damaged without 
FPIC. 
 
Compensation shall take the form of 
lands, territories, and resources equal in 
quality, size, and legal status or of 
monetary compensation or other 
appropriate redress. 

 √  No land is returned with this Framework. 
Rather, it continues to whitewash vital 
Indigenous rights, including land restitution; 
Aboriginal land title; and access to natural 
resource development, decision-making, and 
revenue sharing. 
 

This Framework provides a narrow view of 

self-determination, with little substance or 

promises to change the status quo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Article 32  
To determine and develop priorities and 
strategies to develop or use their lands, 
territories, and other resources. 
 

 √  This Framework recognizes that current 
consultation processes are flawed but 
continues to rely on the Crown's duty to 
consult, rather than Free Prior and Informed 
Consent. 
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The following section outlines Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Bill C-15, 2021). This Bill is Canada's legislative element of the federal 

government's 2016 RIR mandate. Interestingly, this Bill is the only primary rights-based initiative 

presented in my research analysis that the AFN have endorsed and promoted:  

This is a major step forward for First Nations and for Canada–this is concrete action, this is 

history in the making… this legislation to implement the UN Declaration on the Right of 

indigenous Peoples in Canada can be a pathway to reconciliation, guided by our inherent and 

Treaty rights. Its full implementation will see First Nations rights respected and implemented 

States shall consult and cooperate in 
good faith in order to obtain FPIC prior 
to project approvals affecting their lands, 
territories, and other resources, 
particularly when developing, utilizing or 
exploiting natural resources. 
 
States shall provide effective 
mechanisms for just and fair redress for 
such activities AND mitigate adverse 
environmental, economic, social, cultural 
or spiritual impacts. 

Canada's consultation processes are 

inconsistent with UNDRIP obligations and 
allows continued and justified land, resource, 
and rights infringement. 
 
This Framework recognizes the importance of 
building Indigenous institutions but does not 
outline approaches to build capacity, improve 
First Nation socio-economic conditions, or 
implement 
revenue and profit sharing from the 
development of traditional territories. 
 

Article 37 
To the recognition, observance, and 
enforcement of treaties, agreements, 
and other constructive arrangements 
AND that States honour and respect 
these. 
 
Interpretation of UNDRIP cannot 
diminish or eliminate rights contained in 
these arrangements. 
 

 √  "Recognition, observance, and enforcement" 
of numbered treaties continue to be 
domestically interpreted through their written 
text.  
 
This diminishes their original spirit and intent 
and their international character. As it stands, 
treaty interpretation remains embedded 
within Canadian federalism. 

Article 41 
Nation-states shall contribute to the full 
realization of the provisions of this 
Declaration through the mobilization, 
inter alia, of financial cooperation and 
technical assistance. Ways and means of 
ensuring participation of indigenous 
peoples on issues affecting them shall be 
established. 
 

 √  Canada's Framework does not provide "full 
realization" and "application" of UNDRIP–
incorporating intentional wording such as 
could recognize and affirm, rather than will. 
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and is essential to addressing all forms of racism and discrimination in Canada. (Chief Perry 

Bellegarde, 2021, para. 2) 

My analysis discusses how Bill C-15 may align with international rights standards outlined in UNDRIP.  

Bill C-15 Alignment with UNDRIP 

The federal government passed Bill C-15 on June 21, 2021, considered a major milestone in 

Canada and a positive step toward Indigenous rights implementation and Crown/First Nation 

reconciliation (Bill C-15, 2021). This Act formally affirms UNDRIP as an international human rights 

instrument that can help interpret and apply Canadian law. Bill C-15 provides a framework to advance 

implementation of this UN Declaration at the federal level (DOJ, 2021, para. 2). This includes the 

importance of recognizing FPIC to ensure effective and meaningful Indigenous participation in decision-

making that may impact Indigenous communities and territories. Bill C-15 is Canada's attempt to honour 

its 2010 endorsement of UNDRIP, which calls upon nation-states to "honour and respect the treaties 

and other agreements they have entered into with Indigenous Peoples and to respect and uphold 

Indigenous peoples' rights and relationships to lands, territories, and resources" (Martisius 2021, para. 

4). Engagement initiatives for this Bill focused on enhancing former Private Members Bill C-262 

discussed in Chapter 2.111 The reader can review input from these engagement sessions in the What We 

Learned Report: Bill C-15 (GOC, 2021b) at https://tinyurl.com/3wxba47t. The reader can also see 

Appendix L for an outline of Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (GOC, 2021a). Those wanting to review the entire Bill C-15 legislation can go 

to https://tinyurl.com/2p89rx8d. 

 
111 Bill C-15 has several elements that are stronger than Bill C-262, including the promotion of environmental sustainability and 
climate change; a distinction-based rights approach to First Nations, Métis and Inuit laws and practices; and new language on 
accountability through monitoring, oversight, and recourse. Monitoring includes the appointment of a Minister to ensure a 
'whole of government' approach to implementation to achieve the goals of UNDRIP. The Bill provides greater detail on the 
process of creating an action. This plan is to be developed in collaboration with Indigenous Peoples to address First Nation 
injustices and combat systemic prejudice and discrimination (AFN, 2021e). 

https://tinyurl.com/3wxba47t
https://tinyurl.com/2p89rx8d
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Bill C-15 comprises a Preamble followed by seven sections: (1) Short Title; (2) Interpretation; (3) 

Designation of Minister; (4) Purposes of Act; (5) Measures for Consistency of Laws and Achieving the 

Objectives of the Declaration; (6) Action Plan; and (7) Report to Parliament (DOJ, 2021). Like Canada's 

Ten Principles and RIR Framework Overview, Bill C-15 promotes a domestic interpretation of UNDRIP 

through the colonial Canadian constitutional framework. "This Act is to be construed as upholding the 

rights of Indigenous peoples recognized and affirmed by Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and 

not as abrogating or derogating from them" (DOJ, 2021, p. 4). This language mirrors what is currently in 

place, which does not respect international law, violates Indigenous rights standards, and does not 

enact required transformative change. Canada's DOJ website clarifies that this Bill will not provide 

immediate changes to Canadian laws, operations, or policies. Nor will it alter Canada's duty to consult, 

or other consultation and participation requirements set out in prior legislation (DOJ, 2021, p. 3). While 

promoted by the government as a catalyst for change, this legislation reinforces the status quo, ensuring 

that Canada's current laws and policies prevail over UNDRIP.  

The DOJ maintains that Bill C-15 should be viewed as an attempt to establish a process 

that could make federal laws and policies consistent with UNDRIP. Minister Lametti states that Bill C-15 

is a positive step toward establishing the necessary process (DOJ, 2021). CIRNAC Minister Bennett 

explained that the Bill is a "manifestation" of the right to self-determination for Indigenous Peoples. 

While consent should be the goal of consultation and a collaborative process, the Minister reaffirmed 

that this "does not confer a veto or require unanimity in these kinds of decisions. If concerned parties 

cannot secure consent, the facts, and law applicable to the specific circumstances will determine the 

path forward" (Wright, 2021, para. 14). This legislation will not change the duty to consult Indigenous 

groups. Rather, it is meant to "encourage ongoing work to build on these types of arrangements and 
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approaches" (Bennett, as cited in Wright, 2021, para. 14). This Bill does not align with international 

standards and UNDRIP Articles 18, 19 and 32 that outline free, prior and informed consent rights. 

While, on the surface, Bill C-15 may seem like a positive step towards implementing UNDRIP 

into Canadian laws and policies, it is essential to note that this legislation does not repudiate the 

doctrine of discovery. "The Bill is based on the mistaken assumption that Canada has ownership over 

the land and has the authority to hand out title and rights to the land because European settlers 

discovered unoccupied land" (Chief Morris, as cited in Turner, 2021, para. 6). Without recognition of 

Indigenous sovereignty, First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights remain subservient 

to federal and provincial government authority. This Bill predicates all rights within this legislation upon 

common and constitutional law interpretation, maintaining all federal and provincial governing 

authority. This underscores the primacy of Canadian and constitutional law over international rights, 

Indigenous law, and Treaty First Nation concerns. "By placing UNDRIP beneath existing Canadian law, 

they domesticate it out of existence" (Diablo, 2020, para. 23). Bill C-15 does little to address Crown/First 

Nation conflicts, self-determination of lands and resources, Indigenous/non-Indigenous socio-economic 

gaps, or the sub-standard living conditions prevalent within First Nation reserves.  

Second, the Preamble of Bill C-15 states that UNDRIP provides "a framework for reconciliation, 

healing and peace" and that "the rights and principles affirmed in the declaration constitute the 

minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of Indigenous peoples of the world, and 

must be implemented in Canada" (DOJ, 2021, paras. 1-2). While symbolically, these statements present 

the promise of transformative change within current Crown/First Nation relations, the wording in this 

section is weak and lacks substance on Indigenous policy. In fact, my analysis revealed that the bulk of 

content outlined in Bill C-15 comprised a continued domestic legal interpretation of UNDRIP rights that 

do not espouse international expectations outlined in UNDRIP.  
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Although this Bill begins with the discourse long-awaited by First Nations, as I previously noted, 

preambles are not binding within Canada's legal system. Hence, when this legislation addresses 

Crown/First Nation conflicts and disputes, it is the remaining sections that Canadian courts will focus 

upon when ruling on possible Indigenous and treaty rights infringements. The content of sections 2 

through 7 denotes that domestic Aboriginal law will prevail over UNDRIP, reinforcing First Nation rights 

violations through Canada's continued colonial status quo. This interpretation directly conflicts with the 

language espoused in the Preamble. For example, the Preamble states that the doctrine of discovery is 

"legally invalid" (DOJ, 2021, para. 9). However, nothing within the body of Bill C-15 acknowledges or 

reverses Canada's reliance on discovery principles or the legal interpretation of this doctrine within 

Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution Act. Although the Preamble affirms UNDRIP "as a source of the 

interpretation of Canadian law" (DOJ, 2021, para. 18), this conflicts with legislation content maintaining 

that the Declaration has only an "application in Canadian law" (DOJ, 2021, para. 30). Other clauses 

within the Preamble express the urgent need for Canada to respect and promote the inherent rights of 

Indigenous Peoples, including self-determination rights to lands, territories, and resources. However, as 

with other RIR initiatives I analyzed, there are no substantive provisions within the Bill's body that reflect 

this.  

Third, Section 2 outlines how Bill C-15 is to be interpreted, domestically defining Indigenous 

Peoples as "Aboriginal Peoples of Canada" (DOJ, 2021, para. 27). The Bill designates the rights of 

Indigenous Peoples as "recognized and affirmed by Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and not as 

abrogating or derogating from them" (DOJ, 2021, paras. 27 & 29). Defining Indigenous Peoples as 

Aboriginal Peoples of Canada is restrictive compared to UNDRIP, which reflects the inherent human 

rights of all Indigenous Peoples rather than the Aboriginal rights recognized through Canadian domestic 

law. Furthermore, Section 35 of the Constitution interprets Aboriginal and treaty rights through 
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Canadian common law only, which is separate from international human rights law. This domestication 

is limiting, prioritizing the sovereign rights of the Crown over the sovereign rights of First Nation 

Peoples. Interpreting Indigenous Peoples and their inherent rights outlined in UNDRIP through Canada's 

Constitution contradicts Bill C-15's Preamble statements. Section 2 reaffirms Canada's reliance upon 

discovery principles, which contradict UNDRIP, RCAP recommendations, and TRC Calls to Action. 

Therefore, Bill C-15 "completely domesticates the UNDRIP commitments within the borders and 

confines of the Canadian common law… simply being a restatement of the Canadian common law 

limitations of Section 35 rights" (Indigenous Activists Networks, 2020, p. 2).  

Fourth, as it stands, Section 3 of Bill C-15 subjugates UNDRIP rights under Canada's current legal 

framework, which has not implemented UNDRIP. Instead, Bill C-15 legislates current power imbalances 

that assume Crown sovereignty and infringe upon Treaty First Nation land and resource rights. This 

section does not align with international standards that uphold First Nation rights to traditional laws, 

systems, self-government and self-determination. Through Bill C-15, Aboriginal land titles remain held 

by the Crown, with the burden of proof to establish land and resource rights imposed on First Nations 

for the courts to adjudicate. The discriminatory Sparrow test would continue, as would the unilaterally 

released and AFN rejected Inherent Right Policy of self-government, which limits Indigenous sovereignty 

compared to international law interpretations. Canada's domestication has justified First Nation 

assimilation; marginalization; and stolen lands, territories, and resources. Under this current legislation, 

UNDRIP could justify the removal of Indigenous rights in Canada rather than support them. 

Fifth, Section 4 outlines the purpose of this Act, which is to "affirm the declaration as a universal 

international human rights instrument with application in Canadian law" and to "provide a framework 

for the Government of Canada's implementation of the declaration" (DOJ, 2021, para. 33). This clause 

clearly states Canada's purpose is, once again, to provide a framework rather than any substantive 
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action. The Crown is already privy to many frameworks that could accomplish the federal Crown's 2016 

RIR mandate. For example, they have BC Provincial Bill 41 for referral, the TRC Calls to Action, and the 

incredibly detailed five-volume RCAP Final Report and recommendations. While the Royal Commission 

does not explicitly pertain to UNDRIP, it provides a solid policy framework for renewing Crown/First 

Nation relations and required government action on implementing land, resource, and self-

determination rights. Critics have questioned the integrity and impact of Bill C-15 "beyond mere window 

dressing" (Martisius 2021, para. 10). 

Sixth, the remaining sections of this Bill relate to accountability, with all clauses reaffirming 

current power imbalances and Canada's control over Bill C-15's agenda and outcomes. Section 5 states 

that "the Government of Canada, in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous peoples, must take 

all measures necessary to ensure that the laws of Canada are consistent with the declaration" (DOJ, 

2021, para. 35). Legislating Canada's interpretation of UNDRIP will make it difficult for Canadian courts 

to over-rule this federal interpretation of Indigenous rights and validate the international spirit and 

intent of the original UN Declaration. Hence when Crown/First Nation conflicts occur, the courts could 

not order the government to adhere to international rights standards. Nor could they invalidate any 

federal laws contradicting the actual UN Declaration proposed internationally.  

For example, Section 6(1) states that "the Minister must, in consultation and cooperation with 

Indigenous peoples and with other federal ministers, prepare and implement an action plan to achieve 

the objectives of the declaration" (DOJ, 2021, para. 36). Canada could have been working on this action 

plan for the past 12 years. As with other RIR initiatives, this clause reinforces the dominant role of the 

Crown when interpreting and prioritizing domestic and international Indigenous rights standards. 

Moreover, this action plan only refers to a framework. This Bill seems more of a political gesture that 

delays the process rather than providing concrete solutions to Crown/First Nation conflicts. In fact, it 
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might be argued that the release of this Bill was a timely national political statement confirming the 

liberal party's campaign promise to address the rights of their Indigenous Peoples and a strategic global 

statement of Canada's commitment to their UNDRIP endorsement.  

Finally, Section 7(1) states that "within 90 days after the end of each fiscal year, the Minister 

must, in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous Peoples, prepare a report for the previous fiscal 

year on the measures taken under Section 5 and the preparation and implementation of the action plan 

referred to in Section 6" (DOJ, 2021, para. 42). Because the Crown writes the Parliament report, they 

control the content, preparation, and action plan required to achieve Bill C-15 objectives. These 

objectives may exclude many Indigenous voices and concerns about this process. As such, Bill C-15 

seems more of a symbolic gesture that promotes the aspirational concept of UNDRIP while providing 

limited procedural remedies to First Nations rights protection. 

In summary, the Preamble of the Bill was promising, reiterating international expectations that 

outlined UNDRIP almost word for word. However, the proceeding content comprised a continued 

domestic legal interpretation of UNDRIP rights that do not espouse international expectations outlined 

in the UN Declaration. While Section 1 reflects UNDRIP recognition, this Bill does not enforce or 

implement these rights. Hence, Canada's colonial control continues. They evidence this through Section 

2—defining First Nations as Aboriginal Peoples of Canada and interpreting their inherent rights through 

Canada's Constitution. This section does not recognize the unique rights, laws, and practices of 

Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nor does it affirm the significant historical differences between 

Numbered Treaty Nations and other Indigenous groups. Rather than enforce, Section 4 affirms that 

Canadian law recognizes UNDRIP as a universal human rights instrument. The Crown has already 

affirmed treaty and Aboriginal rights through Section 35 of the 1982 Constitution, which has not 

prevented First Nation rights infringement. This Bill does not implement the self-determination of land 
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and resource rights outlined in UNDRIP. Section 3 of this legislation outlines designated ministerial 

administrative authority to ensure Crown transparency over UNDRIP recognition. However, it is 

important to note that Canada controls all aspects of this legislative reporting. Just as Section 5 implies 

that this Bill may alleviate Crown/First Nation court conflicts pertaining to self-determination of land and 

resource rights—this Bill does not provide procedural remedies to accomplish this. Sections 6 and 7 of 

this legislation continue Canada's domestic approach to international rights standards through their 

Action Plan. These sections reinforce current power imbalances through Crown control of content, 

priorities, timelines, and review. See Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Bill C-15 Alignment with UNDRIP 
 

 
BILL C-15 SECTION 

 

 
YES—

ALIGNS 

 
NO—DOES 
NOT ALIGN 

 
SOMEWHAT 

ALIGNS 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
Preamble 

   
√ 

 
The Preamble of Bill C-15 reflects AFN requests and 
UNDRIP content. However, the Preamble is not 
legally binding and does not reflect the content of 
legislation clauses. 
 
Asserts the doctrine of discovery is "legally invalid," 
but Section 1-7 are still domestically interpreted 
through Canada's Constitution and Section 35. 
 
Requires Canada to respect Indigenous inherent 
rights to lands, territories, and resources but does 
not address this in the legally binding sections. 
 
Affirms UNDRIP only as a source for applying and 
interpreting Canadian law–not the other way 
around. 
 
The Preamble does not commit the government of 
Canada to recognize Indigenous rights, Indigenous 
laws, Indigenous legal traditions, or principles of 
international law. 
 
The federal government has legislatively created the 
term "Indigenous Governing Bodies," which can 
mean either Indian Act Band Councils, Land Claims 
Bodies or "Self-Governing First Nations" to 
accommodate the federal transitioning process. 
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Section 1 
Short Title 

  
√ 
 

  
Reflects recognition of UNDRIP–not enforcement or 
implementation. Hence, this legislation does not 
provide transformative change. 
 

 
Section 2 
Interpretations/Definitions 

  
√ 

  
Defines Indigenous Peoples as Aboriginal Peoples of 
Canada and interprets inherent international rights 
through Section 35 of the Constitution. 
 
This does not align with UNDRIP minimum 
standards, international law, or human rights 
standards. 
 

 
Section 3 
Minister Designation 
 

 
 

 
 

 
√ 
 

 
The administrative protocol provides for government 
transparency. However, the Crown continues to 
control the reporting content and rules for this. 

 
 
Section 4 
Purpose of Act 
 
a) To affirm UNDRIP as a 
"universal international 
human rights instrument" 
within Canadian law; and 
(b) To provide a framework 
UNDRIP implementation. 
 

  
√ 

  
Affirms rather than adopts. It is unclear how the 
purpose of this Act respects international legal 
standards. 
 
If just a "Framework," how does this differ from prior 
frameworks presented to the Crown or Canada's 
current Rights Recognition and Implementation 
initiatives intended to implement UNDRIP? 

 
Section 5 
Consistency 

  
√ 
 

  
No substance to ease court conflicts or advocate 
First Nation land and resource rights. 
 
A symbolic gesture providing little to no procedural 
remedies to First Nations rights protection. 
 

 
Section 6 
Action Plan 

  
√ 

  
Reinforces power imbalances and the dominant role 
of the Crown, who determines all aspects of the 
proposed Action Plan through their own timelines 
and provincial and federal government priorities. 
 

 
Section 7 
Parliamentary Report 

  
√ 

  
The Crown prepares, writes and controls the content 
of this report. This may not express Indigenous 
concerns, nor is it privy to United Nations 
international review. 
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Summary 

This chapter outlined four of Canada's primary rights-based initiatives to determine whether 

they align with international standards set forth in UNDRIP. Findings revealed a Canadian version of 

international obligations that continue to limit opportunities for First Nation communities to achieve 

self-determination of lands and resources. All four primary RIR initiatives continue to suppress self-

determination and self-government, interpreting land and resource rights within Canada's colonial 

ideologies, systems, and institutions. These initiatives either omit, limit, or reinterpret recommendations 

and guidelines offered by the TRC, RCAP, AFN, and UNDRIP. For example, these initiatives do not include 

vital First Nation concerns expressed through Canada's National Engagement process and the What We 

Heard document pertaining to Indigenous FPIC. Narratives surrounding Canada's 2016 RIR mandate 

appear to be a major step towards decolonization, presenting a powerful message of colonial reform. 

And yet, previous Commission inquiries have produced viable resolutions to current Crown/First Nation 

conflicts that have been modified or ignored. This approach has resulted in (yet another) government 

mandate to recognize and implement rights, producing proposed or enacted RIR initiatives that continue 

to mirror Crown priorities rather than international standards.  

These RIR initiatives do not renounce the doctrine of discovery, reinstate First Nation lands, 

legitimize numbered treaty spirit and intent adherence, or recognize Indigenous laws and traditional 

governing systems. RIR initiatives do not clarify self-government rights affirmed within Section 35 of the 

Constitution, nor do they imply amendments to structural barriers such as the Indian Act, Section 91 of 

the Constitution, or the provincial division of powers. These amendments would all be required for 

Canada to recognize and implement First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights. As 

evidenced through the legislative aspect of Canada's RIR mandate, Section 5 of Bill C-15 weakens First 

Nations' self-determination of land and resource rights rather than enforcing them.  
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Analysis of these four primary rights-based initiatives revealed that grand political narratives 

and rhetoric run consistently throughout Canada's RIR mandate. Whether conservative or liberal, these 

initiatives highlight the systemic barriers to Indigenous rights across the Canadian federal political 

spectrum. This was evidenced through the Preamble of Bill C-15 that symbolically replicates UNDRIP, 

while clauses that follow subjugate the applicability of these Indigenous rights to Canadian law. Perhaps 

these initiatives are meant to appease national, international, and First Nation communities rather than 

resolve vital Treaty First Nation self-determination rights and socio-economic issues. My research 

showed that Canada's promise to renew Crown/First Nation relations through the implementation of 

rights-based initiatives is a symbolic political gesture rather than a sincere intent to implement 

substantial legislative and policy changes to create transformative change. I provide an in-depth 

discussion of my Chapters 5 and 6 Findings in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

This chapter summarizes key aspects of my findings that align with my critical discourse 

decolonial theory (CDD) and answers my research question: does Canada's domestic approach to 

Numbered Treaty First Nations support self-determination of land and resource rights, and do new 

Recognition of Rights Implementation initiatives align with international standards set forth in the 

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples?  

The frameworks proposed by the RCAP recognized First Nation rights to self-determination of 

land and resources to restore justice within Canada's Indigenous, non-Indigenous, and government 

relations. These frameworks were mainly non-constitutional, reflecting TRC Calls to Action and UNDRIP 

that encompass the return of Indigenous lands, redesign of political and legal institutions, and 

implementation of self-determination rights. The AFN has also presented strategic options to address 

Treaty First Nation inequity and rights issues. Although a flurry of promises and discussion tables 

unfolded with the Government of Canada's 2016 RIR mandate announcement—all linked to changing 

current laws and policies to align with international rights standards—my analysis revealed a jarring 

contrast between government promises, prior Commission recommendations, the content of RIR 

initiatives, and Indigenous rights outlined in UNDRIP. My analysis also suggests that the government's 

narrative on Treaty First Nation rights recognition differs from the reality of Canada's approach and 

implementation intent, as does their rhetoric on UNDRIP compliance and implementation when 

compared to the context of new RIR initiatives. 

Canada's RIR mandate to renew Crown/First Nation relations through recognition and 

implementation of rights relies heavily on reconciliation and nation-to-nation political discourse 

(Lightfoot, 2018). The term reconciliation is a popular yet contentious subject within Canadian politics, 

media, and jurisprudence—and an important aspect of understanding Canada's support for Treaty First 
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Nations and the approach taken to propose or enact these RIR initiatives. Scholars such as Asch, 

Borrows, and Tully refused to designate a basic meaning for, or absolute definition of, the complexity of 

this emerging concept (Asch et al., 2018). In some forums, the idea of reconciliation is aspirational, while 

others maintain it is essential to resolving Crown/First Nation conflicts (Nixon, 2022). Still, critics assert 

that Canada's working definition implies a modern form of colonization, whereby political discourse 

does not correlate with government actions to correct past wrongs (Coulthard, 2014).  

This critical view correlates with decolonial theorists who contend that settler colonialism is an 

ongoing process, perceiving Canada's reconciliation attempts as a contemporary means to erase the 

history of the dispossession of First Nation lands and self-determination rights (Coulthard, 2014; Kohn 

and Reddy, 2017, para. 40). For decolonialists, Western liberalism guides Canada's reconciliation and its 

RIR mandate through structured hierarchies that contrast with Indigenous worldviews (Alfred, 2005; 

Simpson, 2014). Colonialism formed Canada, which inherently limited First Nation perspectives and 

power—subjugating self-determination of land and resource rights through imposed laws, policies, and 

ideologies constructed and enforced by the Crown. My analysis revealed that Canada is not postcolonial, 

and the Crown's RIR initiatives do not reflect decolonial efforts. Rather, Canada's process is fraught with 

Eurocentric narratives and political and economic Western ideologies that continue to dictate inherent 

rights while affirming and empowering colonial systems and racist ideals of superiority that marginalize, 

oppress, and exploit Treaty First Nations.  

Section 35 and Canada's Judicial System 

The Government of Canada's RIR mandate pertains to the unfinished business of Section 35, 

compliance with international customary law, and Canada's commitment to uphold the fundamental 

self-determination and human rights of its citizens. My analysis showed that these initiatives fail on all 

fronts. Through Indigenous rights advocacy, Canada included Section 35 in the 1982 Constitution Act to 
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affirm and protect Aboriginal and Treaty rights. Although Canada's Constitution now recognizes these 

rights, Section 35 does not clarify what these rights encompass. And yet, all RIR initiatives are 

constitutionally based (Ladner & McCrossan, 2010). Hence, rights recognition will continue to be subject 

to interpretation solely by the Crown and Canada's court system.  

Although Indigenous Peoples opposed the vagueness of Section 35 rights and the limited use of 

the word existing, Canada did not revise the wording of this clause. This leaves constitutional language 

on Treaty First Nation rights more subjectively applied than recognized and affirmed, limiting Treaty 

First Nation perspectives and power. Postcolonial theorists such as Said, Fanon and Spivak highlight this 

Eurocentric standard of coloniality as a central aspect of colonial systems (Elam, 2019; Kerner, 2018, p. 

620). Spivak (1988) asserts that colonial rule discourse and the force of dominant political, cultural and 

social structures ensure that "the subaltern cannot speak" (p. 97). Imposed constitutional laws and 

ideologies continually construe First Nation self-determination rights through legislation and policies 

constructed and enforced by the Crown. These RIR initiatives do nothing to rectify this status quo. I 

believe that the subaltern, marginalized voice of Treaty First Nations has not been honourably 

considered within Canada's rights recognition and reconciliation process (Kroeker, 2017, p. 16).  

It is important to note that Canadian legislation and jurisprudence are heavily influenced by 

Section 35 interpretation, allowing judges to decide how domestic law applies to First Nations' inherent 

rights (Nichols, 2020). Canada's judicial Eurocentric system was not established to "assist in processes of 

reconciliation between states and Indigenous peoples in colonial contexts" (Nixon, 2022, p. 47). Judges 

are bound to apply Canadian law as it is—not how they may think it should be. While Canada professes 

to be postcolonial, colonialism remains embedded within society's institutions, systems, and legal 

frameworks (Kroeker, 2017, p. 4). The courts created the duty to consult under Section 35 to provide a 

First Nation role in participation and decision-making and to facilitate Crown/First Nation reconciliation. 
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However, the colonial ideology embedded within Canadian institutions does not recognize Indigenous 

sovereignty, nor do these RIR initiatives. This lack of recognition undermines First Nation interests while 

legally controlling and diminishing their rights to political autonomy, lands, and resources. Nichols 

(2020) maintains that meaningful reconciliation cannot occur without addressing the foundation of 

Canada's assumed sovereignty and the limitations this assumption places on Indigenous self-

government and self-determination rights. My analysis shows that Canadian laws and jurisprudence do 

not support Crown/First Nation reconciliation. Rather, they support Indigenous reconciliation to Crown 

sovereignty. Canadian systems evidence this through the Sparrow rights infringement test, the duty to 

consult established in Haida, and the structure of Aboriginal title outlined in Delgamuukw v British 

Columbia (Nichols, 2020; Morales & Nichols, 2018). 

Landmark federal and provincial Supreme Court rulings such as R. v Sparrow (1990); R. v Van der 

Peet (1996); Delgamuukw v BC (1997); and Haida Nation v BC (2004) attempt to uphold Aboriginal rights 

under Section 35 by recognizing inherent rights, oral testimony, and the duty to consult regarding land 

and resource concerns. However, stemming from a Western worldview, these judicial outcomes all 

profess that, while Aboriginal rights exist, these rights must be proven and remain limited and secondary 

to the rights of other Canadians (Slattery, 2008). This judicial marginalization is synonymous with 

hierarchical colonial systems and institutions that measure the relevance of Aboriginal perspectives 

against superior Western norms (Walkem & Bruce, 2003). Daes (2008, pp. 88-89) explains that most 

international conventions in human rights and humanitarian law have failed domestically because 

national courts are unwilling or unable to enforce them.  

Canada's legal system enables societal interests to predominantly override Indigenous self-

determination of land and resource rights. Within these legal and legislative processes, government 

should take a less adversarial, position-based, restrictive, interpretive approach to Aboriginal and treaty 
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rights than it typically seeks. In this regard, the government should instead acknowledge that the public 

interest is not opposed to, but should include, Aboriginal concerns (Anaya, 2013a, p. 22). New rights-

based initiatives brought forth through the federal Crown's RIR mandate do not alter this status quo. If 

Bill C-15 is to hold meaning, Canada must eliminate prove it tests like Sparrow and Van der Peet. 

Implementing laws and policies that reflect international standards would involve building and renewing 

nation-to-nation treaty relationships through balanced engagement that respects and protects 

Indigenous Peoples' sovereignty, laws, and ontologies. This equitable approach to building and renewing 

nation-to-nation treaty relationships is unclear within proposed or enacted initiatives (Ladner & 

McCrossan, 2012; Morales & Nichols, 2018). I argue that Canada should interpret Section 35 according 

to UNDRIP parameters rather than the other way around.  

Reconciling Power Imbalances 

Achieving reconciliation is essential for renewing Crown/First Nation relations and establishing 

informed "mutually respectful" relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous society (TRC, 

2015b, p. 6). The federal Crown must design approaches to First Nation rights and reconciliation that 

motivate and inspire all Canadians to educate themselves on Canada's history and current First Nation 

socio-economic issues (Favel & Coates, 2016). Such approaches would require Canada to address First 

Nation community poverty, despair, and hardship transparently and intelligently (Coates, 2013, para. 8). 

However, these existing RIR initiatives do not facilitate Crown/First Nation reconciliation in any concrete 

or tangible way. For example, my analysis revealed that a fair distribution of resource revenues from 

extraction projects on traditional lands would support Canada's reconciliation intentions with 

meaningful action and a commitment to decolonize. Still, RIR initiatives do not recognize the importance 

of sharing agreements with Treaty First Nation communities, nor do they implement laws and policies 

that would enforce this vital step towards economic independence. Fanon's book Black Skin, White 
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Masks (1952) explained the social-psychological effects of colonialism, forced dependency, and the 

sense of inferiority naturalized through colonial power structures. I argue, through Canada's TRC 

directive, Canadian institutions, and society can critically examine the actual problems to find real 

solutions (Manuel & Derrickson, 2017). Although the TRC Calls to Action were to be a guiding 

component of the Government of Canada's RIR mandate, this factor is not apparent within these RIR 

initiatives. 

The denial of inherent Treaty First Nation rights is symptomatic of lingering colonialism within 

Canadian systems, institutions, and society that mounts obstacles to mutual recognition, respect, and 

sharing. Canada's political narrative promotes rights recognition, evidenced through established 

initiatives such as Section 35, the RCAP, the TRC inquiry, UNDRIP endorsement, and Canada's current RIR 

mandate. Nevertheless, there is a gulf between government words, processes, and actions that 

contradicts this transformative intent, reflecting a pervasive coloniality of power embedded within 

Canada's social and economic orders (Quijano, 2002). Power imbalances within Canada's domestic 

approach to land title and jurisdiction rights diminish First Nations' pre-existing sovereignty and subvert 

self-determination rights. Existing RIR initiatives do not address the fundamental issue of power 

imbalances. In fact, Canada's rights recognition process is steeped in a knowledge/power connection, 

primarily based on partial truths shared by those in power. This aligns with Said's postcolonial 

theoretical perspective that the relationship between knowledge and power reflects and reinforces 

imperialism. He argued that Western knowledge pertains less to factual representation and more to 

Western prejudices and political interests (Said, 1979).  

If the federal Crown implemented RIR initiatives according to UNDRIP and Indigenous law, 

rather than current constitutional restraints, future jurisprudence would reject statements such as 

"there was from the outset never any doubt that sovereignty and legislative power, and indeed the 
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underlying title, to such lands vested in the Crown" (R v Sparrow, 1990, p. 1103). Such an 

implementation would alter the legal perception and interpretation of Section 35, disallowing justifiable 

rights infringements to legally affirm Indigenous jurisdiction; changing the position of First Nations "from 

governed subjects to self-governing peoples who are equal partners in Confederation" (Morales & 

Nichols, 2019, p. 19). Walters (2008, p. 182) declared: "for judges to say that Aboriginal societies must 

be reconciled to the settlement of foreign populations who desire to exploit their lands and resources 

seems an odd approach to reconciliation as a mechanism of decolonization." 

Although contemporary federal Crown political narratives reiterate the importance of nation-to-

nation relations and Canada's RIR mandate, legislated and constitutional federal/provincial jurisdictions 

clearly complicate the logistics of this. As previously denoted, Canada asserts that its RIR mandate is 

honourably based on Section 35. However, the fact that Section 91, "Indians and lands reserved for 

Indians;" and the NRTAs and Section 92 that outline the provincial division of powers remain, seem to be 

whitewashed in this narrative. Bill C-15 and the Framework Overview continue to recognize inherent 

rights as domestically given and do not modify colonial legislation to enforce treaty rights adherence, 

land titles, and jurisdiction, or First Nation subjugation to provincial authority. Hence, Canada has not 

altered power imbalances in any meaningful way. Rather, RIR initiatives maintain this power imbalance 

and reiterate federal/provincial superiority through limited rights provision, constitutionally controlled 

through authority and jurisdictional boundaries, again, revealing Foucault's perspective that those in 

power create and structure unquestioned truths that become societal norms (Foucault, 1997).  

To support First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights, Canada must redesign 

federal policies to expand First Nation land bases, affirm title and extend jurisdiction beyond designated 

reserve boundaries. "If the recognition of rights and title is only with respect to authority over reserve 

land, it will not be successful… First Nations have always had jurisdiction over our lands, waters, and 
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resources" (AFN, 2018a, p. 6). First Nations must have self-governing powers over their lands and shared 

jurisdiction of traditional territories and resources, which include Aboriginal titles. Without Aboriginal 

title, Canadian governments and their judicial system will continue to interpret land claim policies and 

land title laws through Canada's constitutional powers. For example, RIR initiatives do not implement 

UNDRIP Article 27, which requires an independent land claims tribunal. A truly independent body could 

adopt broad and progressive interpretations of Crown/First Nation treaties and land and resource rights 

that are not limited by technical rules of evidence. The RCAP maintained that independent land claim 

outcomes should consider Treaty First Nation customary and property law, the relevant history of all 

parties' relations, and the fiduciary obligations of the Crown (RCAP, 1996b, p. 578). RIR initiatives were 

supposed to support Royal Commission recommendations and international standards to hold 

governments accountable for land redress and compensation. However, neither Bill C-15 nor the 

Framework Overview provide tangible solutions to the clear conflict of interest within Canada's land 

claim processes, or procedural remedies to First Nation land rights protection.  

Free, Prior and Informed Consent 

The political rhetoric surrounding Bill C-15 implies Canada's intent to ensure Canadian laws are 

in harmony with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. However, similar to 

Section 35, the content of Bill C-15 is extremely vague and not practical for either Indigenous or non-

Indigenous Peoples. For example, the Bill mentions a nation-to-nation process, which would involve the 

duty to consult. But Canada does not expand on what this may entail; could the government mean 

Indian Act Bands? Hereditary systems? Numbered Treaty First Nations? Modern Treaty Nations? As 

evidenced by the Wet'suwet'en conflict discussed in Chapter 2, First Nation governing systems and 

resources are diverse, revealing that Canada cannot apply this new legislation so generally. If Canada's 

intent with Bill C-15 was to create certainty regarding resource extraction projects, for example, this 
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legislation would deter investment in Canada. It does not clarify how or when resource projects may be 

approved, the validity of these approvals, or whether the government may rescind them. My research 

revealed that this type of certainty would require FPIC, yet RIR initiatives do not include this Indigenous 

right.  

FPIC would provide evidence that all proponents of development projects have adhered to First 

Nation rights and accommodation requirements (Kwulasultun, 2019). Industry has requested shorter 

assessment timelines, clear, and effective directives and more project certainty (Environment and 

Natural Resources, 2018). FPIC would ensure a much higher consultation standard and clarity to address 

both industry and First Nation development concerns. The Shareholders Association for Research and 

Education (SHARE)112 believe that corporations should be proactive and take the initiative to address 

these challenges, suggesting industries acquire necessary project certainty by strengthening their 

existing consultation and consent methods. "Companies that fail to operate in a way that respects an 

international law standard like UNDRIP expose themselves to risks of reputational damage, regulatory 

intervention, disruptions, shutdowns, and financial loss" (Greig, 2017, para. 4). Resource development 

and Indigenous rights are foundational liberal/conservative partisan political issues, with conservatives 

professing to protect resource development, and the liberals professing to protect Indigenous rights. But 

self-determination of land and resource rights is not an either/or issue, with each political party focused 

on winning rather than finding viable solutions to this vital contemporary conflict. Many First Nations 

are not anti-development. This is why implementing UNDRIP rights to economic self-determination, 

participation in projects and decision-making, and free, prior and informed consent are so important!  

 
112 The Shareholders Association for Research and Education (SHARE) is a Canadian, non-profit organization that works with 
institutional investors to promote responsible investment practices through active ownership, research, and education. SHARE 
assists institutional investors in becoming active owners and develop and implement responsible investment policies and 
practices (Greig, 2017). 
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Although Section 6 of Bill C-15 outlined the Crown's obligation to create an action plan, this did 

not incorporate FPIC rights—only government obligations to consult and coordinate with Indigenous 

Peoples. Executing international consent requirements would ensure that government and industry 

treat First Nations as full partners in Confederation rather than as stakeholders in economic 

development proposals on traditional territories (McCarthy, 2015; McLeod et al., 2015). Because RIR 

initiatives do not provide this transformative change, federal and provincial laws will remain the 

deciding factor regarding any First Nation concerns and disputes. This bilateral federalism reflects my 

theoretical lens that questions whether government intentions to consult, accommodate and rebuild 

Crown/First Nation relations advance Indigenous interests or reproduce and perpetuate current 

colonial-dominated systems. Quijano (2007) explained that the power of capitalism and systematic 

cultural repression emerged through the rationality of Eurocentrism, requiring alternative systems of 

knowledge and morality to achieve equity and equality (p. 169). The ultimate goal within decolonial 

frameworks is to create, sustain, and maintain a habitable First Nation space for present and future 

generations (Mukavetz, 2018, p. 126). These RIR initiatives do not accomplish this. 

First Nation Self-Reliance 

Access to land and the authority to manage it is essential for First Nation communities to benefit 

from development opportunities and build capacity (NIEDB, 2019, p. 85). Promoting a fair and just First 

Nation institutional foundation would benefit the Crown by reducing dependency on government 

programs and increasing First Nation socio-economic development opportunities. Creating an equitable 

First Nation institutional foundation seems a more appropriate national goal than offering large-scale 

budgetary announcements; short-term funding; and strategic government programs to recognize and 

implement self-determination of land and resource rights (Favel & Coates, 2016, p. 14). The RCAP 

explained that the cost of addressing current sub-standard First Nation living conditions and 
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Indigenous/non-Indigenous socio-economic gaps amounts to more than Canada's annual expenditure 

for all Indigenous programs and services (RCAP, 1996c). Lowering current First Nation dependency 

would reduce the cost of addressing these inequities. In their 2019 Interim Report, the Joint Advisory 

Committee on Fiscal Relations (JACFR)113 recommended that Canada adopt a coherent and merged 

federal/provincial approach to funding First Nation economic development and infrastructure that 

reflects RCAP recommended frameworks. JACFR argued that investing in First Nation self-determination, 

economies, and fiscal capacity would yield far greater returns than current processes. Crown RIR 

initiatives do not substantially encourage this.  

Neither Bill C-15 nor the Framework Overview repealed the Indian Act's self-government 

regulations or reserve land management regimes that justify systemic power imbalances. It has been 

nationally and internationally recognized that First Nations have the right to self-government and to 

determine how their nations and communities will move forward to accommodate future generations. 

These key factors need to be addressed for honourable Crown/First Nation dialogue to occur. The 

federal Crown promoted rights recognition forums (such as their National Engagement) and RIR 

discussion tables as a means for First Nations to provide guidelines to implement new laws and policies. 

While the narrative of these venues included First Nation sovereignty concerns and demands for self-

determination to govern their own lands and Peoples, RIR initiatives only reaffirm Crown control over 

these inherent rights. All the while, RIR discussion tables remain in place, discussing the same issues, 

and negotiating what inherent rights Canada will bestow. Indigenous rights discourse must emanate 

from a First Nations perspective. This requires Canada's new rights-based initiatives to enact TRC Calls to 

Action, incorporate RCAP recommendations, and honourably embrace Canada's endorsement of 

 
113 The Joint Advisory Committee on Fiscal Relations (JACFR) was appointed by the Minister of Indigenous Services (ISC) based 

on joint recommendations from ISC and the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) with the task of providing advice to the National 
Chief of the AFN and the Minister of ISC on a new fiscal relationship between First Nations and Canada (JACFR, 2019). 
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UNDRIP. Although UNDRIP was not in existence during the Royal Commission's research, the issues 

discussed and negotiated within Canada's RIR mandate are generally the same.  

Suppose the federal Crown's RIR mandate is to succeed. In that case, this Framework Overview, 

and all new legislation, policies, and procedures, would need to be carried out with the participation and 

consent of affected Treaty First Nations. Without that aspect, the government's commitment to breathe 

life into Section 35 will not be achievable. Continual FPIC evasion provides governments with exclusive 

power to define international Indigenous land rights in terms of their own constitutional allowances. 

This approach fails to articulate Section 35 as the full box of rights Canada describes in their Ten 

Principles; or how this Framework Overview clarifies rights already affirmed and protected within this 

constitutional clause. Canada's RIR Framework will hold little substance without addressing 

constitutional reform, reserve authority, territorial jurisdiction, and redress of First Nations land base. I 

argue that Canada is moving in the wrong direction, requiring a hard reset on its RIR mandate.  

International Rights Standards 

Implementing rights-based initiatives that align with international legal and human rights 

standards is important to ensure that Treaty First Nations receive the same social and economic 

standards the Crown affords to other sectors of society. If Canada intends to amend and implement RIR 

initiatives that respect self-determination rights and renew Crown/First Nation relations, my analysis 

revealed that prior RCAP recommendations already provide the framework to do this. However, these 

government led RIR initiatives do not. The past and present use of Eurocentric ideologies disguised as 

benevolence has been an effective means for Canada to acquire and maintain control of First Nation 

lands and Peoples. As Canada's Liberal government directs their time and resources to solutions already 

prescribed in prior inquiries, it raises concern over why the Crown is pressing this mandate. What is the 

real purpose of these RIR initiatives and who do they benefit? My analysis suggests that Bill C-15's action 
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plan will be like all other new rights-based initiatives presented throughout the past six years, 

comprising a secretive top-down approach based upon Section 35 rights, interpreted through Supreme 

Court rulings that heavily depend on the doctrine of discovery. I base this assessment on the continued 

subordination of First Nation rights through Canada's political and economic systems that privilege 

capitalist power and material practices over Indigenous worldviews and community priorities.  

Canada's domestic approach to Treaty First Nation issues and self-determination of land and 

resource rights has allowed many human rights violations to be ignored and go unchecked. The living 

conditions for First Nations, particularly Registered Indians on reserves, are substandard compared to 

other Canadians according to Statistics Canada's most recent reports (Statistics Canada, 2016). From 

water quality and housing standards to rising land use tensions, the deplorable situation of Canada's 

First Nations has been brought to international attention (Amnesty International, 2015; Anaya, 2013b). 

James Anaya, UN Special Rapporteur on Indigenous Rights, acknowledged the general high standard of 

living in Canada, while comparing its First Nation communities to the most disadvantaged in the world. 

"It simply cannot be acceptable that these conditions persist in the midst of a country with such great 

wealth" (Anaya, 2013b, p. 17). The well-being of Peoples and their communities are human rights under 

international law (Netherton, 2013). Nevertheless, the content proposed within these RIR initiatives 

does not address this situation.  

Major gaps between government rhetoric to appease national and international audiences and 

the reality of Treaty First Nation inequity remain. My findings revealed ample political discourse that 

endorse human and Indigenous rights but little political action to support these concerns. Established 

international laws entrench Indigenous human rights and the need for nation-states to adopt them into 

their own domestic systems and institutions. As an active United Nations member, Canada is obligated 

to uphold and support its implementation. Despite Canada's proclamations, systemic power structures 
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continue to shape and control imperative truths and knowledge about First Nation issues at national and 

international levels. Continuing to play political rhetorical games while ignoring prior recommendations 

that address First Nation rights violations seems contradictory to the reputation Canada promotes. For 

Canada to maintain their humanitarian standing as a promoter of human rights, it must actively and 

transparently address First Nation inequality and inequities through concrete RIR initiatives that reflect 

UNDRIP standards.  

Maintaining the Settler Colonial Structure 

 

On the surface, government documents and statements presented in my research reveal 

different views on rights recognition and implementation, with political parties114 presenting arguments 

on Indigenous rights in a partisan manner. That is the heart of partisan politics. However, I argue that 

this is political theatre. When critically comparing the outcomes and consequences of political 

statements and actions made over time by different levels and departments of government, Canada's 

political discourse is surprisingly unified. The actions or inaction from political parties reflect a colonial 

settler agenda that does not reflect First Nation interests or provide viable solutions to contemporary 

conflicts. The conservatives and liberals—Canada’s major political powers—have both played their part 

in creating and enforcing barriers to Indigenous rights. For example, the conservatives initially rejected 

UNDRIP, eventually endorsed it, but did nothing to implement it afterwards. The liberal's RIR mandate 

involved a myriad of national and international announcements about its intent to implement UNDRIP. 

However, Crown proposed initiatives do not alter the status quo and constrain UNDRIP to the point of 

meaninglessness. 

 
114 There are five political parties that represent Canada’s federal parliament. These include the Liberal Party (in power at the 
time of this research); the Conservative Party (the current Official Opposition); the New Democratic Party (NDP); the Bloc 
Québécois; and the Green Party of Canada (Canada Guide, 2022). 
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Canadian citizens must acknowledge that the Canada we know today was built on the legacy of 

colonization and the displacement of Indigenous Peoples. Canada's institutional systems were not set up 

so Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples could get to know one another, understand and therefore 

respect one another. Political discourse instilled dominant societal beliefs that considered Indigenous 

Peoples as 'problems.' And then, after displacing people from their lands and oppressing Indigenous 

governance, laws, cultures and self-determination - they are then labelled as people who are the 

problem. Canadians need the education to see this from another perspective—that these problems 

arise because of our settler colonial system.  

Settlers did not come here to exploit First Nations; they came here to replace them and become 

Canadian. At the heart of settler colonialism is replacing Indigenous Peoples with settler society that 

develops their own distinct sovereignty and identity. It is important to realize that settler colonial 

invasion is a structure, not an event. It is not something in the past that is all over now. Rather, it 

persists through constructs like Aboriginal law, Aboriginal title, the Indian Act, and of course, the 

Constitution—which includes provincial powers (not Indigenous powers). These legislative controls all 

legitimize Canada's assumed sovereignty and control over Indigenous Peoples, lands and resources. This 

settler colonial concept values Indigenous lands and resources—not Indigenous Peoples, labour, 

cultures or knowledge. The federal government has much to gain by not removing barriers they 

purposefully created. This includes provincial authorities and jurisdictions that are part of the settler 

colonialism project.  

The process of decolonization must include non-Indigenous people and Indigenous Peoples 

working toward a future that includes all. Decolonizing Canada begins with the realization that Canada's 

sovereignty and systems are all based on the racial doctrine of discovery that embodies white privilege. 

In order to reconcile and move forward, Canadians must support 'true' First Nation self-government so 
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they can resume a leading role in managing their ancestral lands and resources. Would Canada really fall 

apart if First Nations were wealthy rather than impoverished, benefitting from Canada's abundant lands 

and resources? 

Summary 

Crown/First Nation conflicts are rooted in this problematic past but have fully bloomed into 

opposing perspectives on Nationhood, sovereignty, territoriality, political authority, and legal 

jurisdictions (Walkem & Bruce, 2003, p. 11). Understanding, interpreting and analyzing this social reality 

required a critical, holistic, pan-disciplinary approach to collected documents that revealed systemic 

barriers and lingering colonial ideologies preventing substantial action-based rights recognition and 

implementation. While Canada has made some decolonial progress in their social, political, legal and 

economic institutions, decolonial amendments have been slow and too incremental to enact 

transformative change. Reflecting on my theoretical perspective, colonialism remains embedded 

throughout Canada, with most decision-making based primarily on profit or maintaining power. These 

systemic realities have translated to government inaction on First Nation rights and barriers to UNDRIP 

implementation, resulting in a political narrative that has been told and retold. Nevertheless, 

Crown/First Nation conflicts, Indigenous rights violations and First Nation socio-economic realities 

continue.  

Values, ethics, and ideologies of past and present governments and Canadian society need to 

change to acknowledge colonialism and incorporate First Nation tenets into current systems. This 

change will require dismantling Eurocentric views to create a new way of thinking that integrates 

Indigenous perspectives and values into Canada's outdated social and political systems and institutions. 

Canada's RIR initiatives do not accomplish this. Nor do these initiatives provide a solid framework to 

address Treaty First Nation's self-determination of land and resource rights. Rather, they mirror 
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Canada's historical predatory asymmetrical assertions of power that led to First Nation marginalization, 

oppression, and human injustice. To rebuild Crown/First Nation relationships, colonial concepts that 

distort Treaty First Nation realities and dominate Crown/First Nation relations must be re-evaluated. 

Implementing Indigenous land and resource self-determination rights guided through international 

human rights standards and UNDRIP will be key to this reconciliation and transformation. While this 

process may challenge "deep-seeded prejudices that underpinned colonial and postcolonial 

domination," if Canada effectively implements their new RIR mandate, decolonization attempts will not 

result in a prolonged structure that only benefits those in power (Patton, 2019, para. 6).  

  

 

 
Reconciliation efforts between Canada and its First Nations citizens have stalled, repeating the cycles of 

overpromising and underdelivering that have marred their relationship for ages.  

Photograph by Larry Towell / Magnum Photos (Marche, 2017). 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion, Recommendations, and Future Research  
 

Research Question: does Canada's domestic approach to Numbered Treaty First Nations support self-
determination of land and resource rights, and do new Recognition of Rights Implementation initiatives 

align with international standards set forth in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples? 

 

This chapter concludes this study, outlining my research aims and objectives and providing 

practical recommendations, research limitations, and opportunities for future research. The overall aim 

of this study was to determine Canada's domestic process and support to resolve Crown/First Nation 

issues, and whether new RIR initiatives aligned with UNDRIP. My analysis revealed that Canada's 

minimal approach does not support Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights; 

and new RIR initiatives do not align with international standards set forth in the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. My chosen means to determine this was through 

examination of past rights inquiries to decolonize laws and policies that impact First Nation Peoples; 

actions taken by the federal Crown to address these strategies and frameworks; Canada's contemporary 

political narrative to renew Crown/First Nation relations; and whether new proposed or enacted RIR 

initiatives align with prior recommendations, government promises, and international standards. 

Recommendations 

Throughout this study, I have suggested various improvements to Canada's approach and 

support of Treaty First Nation self-determination of land and resource rights and to the content of 

Canada's RIR initiatives to ensure they align with the UNDRIP. However, the following recommendations 

outline actions the federal government has the power to start immediately to restructure Crown, First 

Nation, and non-Indigenous relationships in Canada.  

First, Canada should embark on the co-creation of a new Royal Proclamation of Reconciliation 

that stipulates an ethical, human rights approach to Aboriginal and treaty rights that respects First 

Nation laws, values, nationhood and self-determination. This sincere nation-to-nation initiative could 
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instil First Nation trust in Canada's current RIR mandate as Crown/First Nation Framework negotiations 

continue.  

Second, Canada should establish a House of First Peoples in Parliament to enhance First Nation 

representation within Canadian federalism. This initiative would provide a trilateral voice to influence 

the outcome of matters that affect First Nations while still in the initial discussion stage. This institution 

could enable constitutional and UNDRIP rights to be recognized and supported at local, provincial, and 

national levels, with Indigenous representatives holding powers and responsibilities to uphold an 

effective First Nations role in Parliament's decision-making processes. The Crown already recognized the 

inherent right of self-government as "an existing Aboriginal right under section 35 of the Constitution 

Act, 1982" (CIRNAC, 2010, para. 1). Although Section 91(24) of the Constitution provides the Crown with 

legislative jurisdiction over Indians and lands reserved for the Indians, the federal government can 

reinterpret this clause as a tool to legislate self-determination rights, rather than as a constitutional 

grant for Canada's complete legislative authority over First Nation Peoples. 

Third, First Nation governments must have an internal governing authority to refute outside 

political interference and address community priorities through their own cultural values and 

institutions. Recognizing these UNDRIP self-government rights would ensure that representatives 

chosen by the community, hereditary or otherwise, have powers to access First Nations’ moneys and 

final decision-making over potential social and economic development initiatives. This would require 

eradicating Canada's unilaterally imposed Inherent Right Policy that creates barriers to self-government 

rights. It would also demand amendments to Sections 64, 65, and 66 of the Indian Act that govern First 

Nation access and expenditure of Indian moneys. This would remove CIRNAC's authority to collect, hold, 

and authorize the release of First Nation moneys attained through capital assets such as land and 

natural resources and revenue moneys from reserve business ventures. Gaining economic autonomy 
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would also require an amendment to the current FNLMA that permits First Nation access to revenue 

moneys but continues to hold Band capital moneys that comprise three-quarters of the Consolidated 

Revenue Fund balance (NIEDB, 2017, p. 5). 

Fourth, I found limited transparency pertaining to information on provincial support for 

recognition and implementation of First Nation land and resource rights. Provincial authority and 

jurisdiction are vital aspects of Crown/First Nation conflicts and rights recognition and implementation. 

Canada's constitutional delegation of provincial jurisdiction through Section 92 and legislative authority 

through Indian Act Section 88 create barriers to international rights implementation and enforcement. I 

recommend that the federal Crown applies its powers under Section 91(24) of the Constitution to repeal 

Section 88 of the Indian Act. This would eliminate provincial powers that currently interfere with 

numbered treaty adherence and rights recognition, allowing First Nation governing systems to operate 

within their own sphere of authority. This Crown initiative would respect inherent rights affirmed in 

Section 35 and the spirit and intent of numbered treaty agreements while providing a less judicial 

approach to conflict resolution and rights infringements.  

Fifth, all development on traditional territories should require an Impact Benefit Agreement 

(IBA), and all IBAs must include project revenue sharing. Ensuring resource royalties would actively 

address Indigenous/non-Indigenous reconciliation, socio-economic gaps, and land and resource 

conflicts. While IBAs are commonplace, industry guidebooks actually provide instruction to governments 

and industries on "strategies to minimize payments to IBA communities" (Canadian International 

Resource and Development Institute, 2020, p. 19).115 The Crown must establish federal/provincial 

revenue agreements that address Canada's fiduciary consultation and accommodation obligations 

 
115 The Canadian International Resources and Development Institute (CIRDI) is a centre for natural resource governance. They 
work with governments to strengthen their authority to govern and manage nation-state natural resources. They provide 
natural resource governance in strategic areas of practice and results-based program management (CIRDI, 2022). 
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rather than shifting First Nation rights adherence responsibilities onto industry. These agreements must 

ensure that revenue sharing is part of initial economic project considerations and province/industry 

discussions, providing the economic space required for industry/First Nation revenue sharing 

negotiations. 

Last, my research revealed that Canada's duty to consult and honour of the Crown are 

ineffective at ensuring Treaty First Nation participation and decision-making on matters that impact 

them. Findings also revealed that enforcing consent principles would benefit the government, industry, 

and the broader Canadian society. FPIC establishes meaningful First Nation/government/industry 

relationships that promote clear and effective directives, project certainty, and economic stability. 

Maintaining the status quo would ensure continued litigation, project delays, employment disruptions, 

industry shutdowns, and monetary loss. Therefore, all RIR initiatives must include and enforce the 

UNDRIP right of free, prior and informed consent. This inclusion would require the federal Crown to 

amend enacted RIR initiatives such as principles three, six, and seven of their Ten Principles that outline 

the honour of the Crown; reaffirm the duty to consult; merely aim to secure consent; and justify 

Canada's high threshold for Section 35 infringements. Bill C-15 legislating UNDRIP recognition would also 

need amending to include FPIC within the legislation's content, rather than a benevolent mention in the 

Preamble. Enacting this international standard would transform deteriorating Crown/First Nations 

relations and expedite negotiations and implementation of Canada's current RIR Framework. 

Future Research 

This study fills an important academic knowledge gap. There have been ample academic studies 

on colonization, Crown/First Nation issues, treaty adherence, and First Nation self-determination, land, 

and resource rights. However, Canada's RIR mandate is relatively new, with little data available on 

rights-based initiatives processes and content. This is understandable, as the initiatives meant to inform 
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the RIR mandate (the Ten Principles and the National Engagement resulting in What We Heard) were 

conducted through 2017 and 2018. Then, the global COVID pandemic hit. Furthermore, the Framework 

Overview analyzed in this study is still in the negotiating stage, and Bill C-15 was only passed last year 

(2021). Still, my preliminary research could provide an informative starting point for future studies on 

Canada's rights recognition, implementation and reconciliation efforts. For example, future research 

could focus on the completed RIR Framework document to determine its impact on Treaty First Nation 

communities and whether its content aligns with international standards and UNDRIP. While this 

dissertation used document analysis, future research could use other methods. Open-ended interviews 

with federal, provincial, industry, and First Nation leaders may provide a deeper understanding and 

clarification on current land and resource use conflicts. In conclusion, recognition, and implementation 

of Indigenous rights pertain to all Indigenous Peoples in Canada, not just Numbered Treaty First Nations. 

My findings could guide future research with other Indigenous groups, including non-Treaty First 

Nations, modern Treaty First Nations, the Métis, and Inuit Peoples. Not to mention Treaty First Nations 

that live in highly remote areas or Treaty First Nation members that live off reserve. This research may 

also contribute to other colonized countries with large Indigenous populations, such as Australia, New 

Zealand, and the United States. 
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Appendix A: Resume of Community First Nation Work and Publications 

 

TRACEY TANNER, M.A., Doctor of Social Science Candidate 

 
EDUCATION 
 
ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 2020—present 
DOCTOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (IN PROGRESS).  
 
THESIS RESEARCH PERTAINS TO CANADA'S DOMESTIC APPROACH TO NUMBERED TREATY FIRST 
NATIONS SUPPORT FOR SELF-DETERMINATION OF LAND AND RESOURCE RIGHTS; AND HOW NEW 
RECOGNITION OF RIGHTS IMPLEMENTATION INITIATIVES ALIGN WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS SET 
FORTH IN THE UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES? TOPIC FOCUS 
INCLUDES INSTITUTIONALIZED COLONIALISM, INDIGENOUS/NON-INDIGENOUS SOCIO-ECONOMIC GAPS, 
SYSTEMIC BARRIERS TO INDIGENOUS RIGHTS IMPLEMENTATION, AND CROWN/FIRST NATION 
RECONCILATION. 

 
ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 2006-2008 
MASTER OF ARTS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION 
 

THESIS RESEARCH PERTAINS TO THE FIRST NATIONS WITHDRAWAL FROM THE CUMULATIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (CEMA). TOPIC FOCUS INCLUDES THE USE OF 
TRADITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL KNOWLEDGE (TEK), MULTI-STAKEHOLDER CONSENSUS BASED 
PROCESSES FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND CONSULTATION, ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE OIL SANDS OF ALBERTA.  

 
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO, WATERLOO, ONTARIO, 1999-2003 
B.A. GENERAL, FOCUS ON CANADIAN AND NATIVE STUDIES 
 

 
CAREER EXPERIENCE_____________________________________________________ 

 
TWIN RIVER CONSULTING, Calgary, Canada, 2013—2020 
Partner—Traditional Land Use Studies 
 
✓ CONSULTING FIRM SPECIALIZING IN CREATING FIRST NATION TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDIES. 
✓ ELDER AND LAND USER INTERVIEWS AND TRANSCRIPTION.  
✓ WRITING, RESEARCHING, AND EDITING COMPLETED BOOKS. 
✓ HISTORICAL AND CURRENT LAND USE STUDY PROJECTS COMPLETED INCLUDE THE CARRY THE 

KETTLE, MISTAWASIS NÊHIYAWAK, PIAPOT FIRST NATION; OCHAPOWACE FIRST NATION; 
SAULTEAUX FIRST NATION; GAMBLERS FIRST NATION, SAKIMAY FIRST NATION; AND WHITE 
BEAR FIRST NATION. 
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EAGLE SUN CONSULTING, Calgary, Canada, 2011—2012 
Manager—Traditional Land Use Studies 
 
✓ CONSULTING FIRM SPECIALIZING IN TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDIES AND TRADITIONAL 

USE/KNOWLEDGE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORTS. 
✓ ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION PLANNING AND ENACTMENT. 
✓ PARTICIPATING IN VARIOUS TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND TRADITIONAL LAND USE PROJECTS.  
✓ ELDER AND LAND USER INTERVIEWS AND TRANSCRIPTION.  
✓ RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE PROPOSALS; DESIGNING INTERVIEW SURVEY; INTERVIEWING; FIELD  

WORK; DATA RECORDING, MAPPING, AND ANALYSIS; AND REPORT PREPARATION.  

 
TWIN RIVER CONSULTING, Calgary, Canada, 2008—2011 
Project Manager—Traditional Land Use Studies 
 
✓ CONSULTING FIRM SPECIALIZING IN CREATING FIRST NATION TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDIES. 
✓ PROJECT AND FUNDING PROPOSALS, INCLUDING MIKISEW CREE FIRST NATION WOODLAND  

CARIBOU PRESERVATION, AND ATHABASCA CHIPEWYAN FIRST NATION YOUTH ELDER LODGE, 
CHIPEWYAN LANGUAGE PROMOTION, AND TRADITIONAL LANDS GRAVESITE CLEARANCE 
WITHIN WOOD BUFFALO NATIONAL PARK. 

✓ ELDER AND LAND USER INTERVIEWS AND TRANSCRIPTION.  
✓ ALEXANDER FIRST NATION TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDY. DOCUMENTATION OF FIRST NATION 

BAND HISTORY, CULTURE, MIGRATION ROUTES, AND TRADITIONAL USES.  

 
FISH CREEK CONSULTING LTD., Calgary, Canada, 2002—2008 
Researcher/Writer/Editor 
 
✓ CONSULTING FIRM SPECIALIZING IN THE DOCUMENTATION AND PRESERVATION OF  

TRADITIONAL LAND USE PRACTICES (PAST AND PRESENT) OF VARIOUS FIRST NATIONS 
THROUGHOUT ALBERTA. 

✓ RESPONSIBLE FOR CONDUCTING ACADEMIC AND ARCHIVAL RESEARCH, CO-WRITING, AND  
EDITING RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING TO FIRST NATIONS TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDIES IN 
NORTHERN ALBERTA. 

✓ CONSTRUCTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES USED TO INTERVIEW FIRST NATION ELDERS TO  
DOCUMENT AND PRESERVE THEIR NATIVE ORAL HISTORY. 

✓ COMPLETE PROJECT CO-ORDINATION FROM FIRST NATIONS IRC AND BAND OFFICES THROUGH  
TO MANUSCRIPT GRAPHIC DESIGNERS. 

✓ IN-FIELD RESEARCH CONDUCTED, AND FIRST NATIONS COUNCIL MEETINGS ATTENDED (FT.  
CHIPEWYAN, ALBERTA). 

✓ ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY WRITING. 
✓ BAND PHOTO RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVAL PHOTO RESEARCH AND RETRIEVAL FOR PLACEMENT IN  

ATHABASCA CHIPEWYAN FIRST NATION (ACFN), MIKISEW CREE FIRST NATION (MCFN), FORT 
MCMURRAY FIRST NATION (FMFN), AND THE CHIPEWYAN PRAIRIE DENE FIRST NATION (CPDFN) 
TRADITIONAL LAND USE STUDIES.  

✓ LIAISON BETWEEN FIRST NATION COUNCILS AND AXYS ENVIRONMENTAL REGARDING GIS  
TRACKING AND MAPPING OF TRADITIONAL LANDS AND THEIR USE. 
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✓ ELDER AND LAND USER INTERVIEWS AND TRANSCRIPTION.  
✓ RESPONSIBLE FOR OVERALL EDITING AND BOOK DESIGN OF TRADITIONAL LAND USE  

MANUSCRIPTS. 
✓ HISTORICAL AND CURRENT LAND USE STUDY PROJECTS CONTRIBUTED TO AND COMPLETED  

INCLUDE THE KAI’ KOS' DEHSEH CHIPEWYAN PRAIRIE DENE FIRST NATION; NISTAWAYAW FORT 
MCMURRAY FIRST NATION AND THE ATHABASCA CHIPEWYAN FIRST NATION. 

 

PUBLICATIONS  
 
Tanner, J., Tanner T., Miller, D. & Martin-McGuire, P. (2022). Owóknage: The story of Carry the Kettle  
 Nakoda First Nation. University of Regina Press. 
 
Tanner, T., LeDoux, E. & Tanner, J. (2019). Mistawasis Nêhiyawak: The Snake Plains People Historical and  

Current Traditional Land Use Study. Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2019). Piapot First Nation: Historical and Current Traditional Land Use Study.  

Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2016). Ochapowace First Nation Historic and Current Traditional Land Use Study.  

Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2016). Saulteaux First Nation: Kayās pimācihowin ohci kitaskīnak. Historical and  

Current Traditional Land Use Study. Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2016). Gamblers First Nation Historic and Current Traditional Land Use Study.  

Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2015). Sakimay First Nations: The Goose Lake People. Traditional Land Use  

Study. Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. & Tanner, J. (2015). White Bear First Nations Historical and Current Traditional Land Use  

Study. Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Tanner, T. (2008). Rights vs. Resources: Why the First Nations Left the Cumulative Environmental  

Management Association. Master of Arts Thesis. Royal Roads University. Victoria, British 
Columbia.  

 
Fish Creek Consulting. (2007). Kai' Kos' Dehseh Dene: The Red Willow River (Christina River)  

People. Chipewyan Prairie Dene First Nation Traditional Land Use Study. Nicomacian Press. 
Calgary, Alberta.  

 
Fish Creek Consulting. (2007). Nistawayaw: Where Three Rivers Meet. Fort McMurray #468  
 First Nation Traditional Land Use Study. Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.  
 
Fish Creek Consulting. (2003). Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation Traditional Land Use Study.  
 Nicomacian Press. Calgary, Alberta.   
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Appendix B: Excerpt from the Royal Proclamation, 1763 

 
...And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to our Interest and the Security of Our Colonies, 

that the several Nations or Tribes of Indians, with whom We are connected, and who live under Our Protection, 
should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our Dominions and Territories as, not 
having been ceded to, or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting Ground; We do 
therefore, with the Advice of Our Privy Council, declare it to be Our Royal Will and Pleasure, that no Governor or 
Commander in Chief in any of Our Colonies of Quebec, East Florida, or West Florida, do presume, upon any 
Pretence whatever, to grant Warrants of Survey, or pass any Patents for Lands beyond the Bounds of their 
respective Governments, as described in their Commission; as also, that no Governor or Commander in Chief in 
any of Our other Colonies or Plantations in America, do presume, for the present, and until Our further Pleasure be 
known, to grant Warrants of Survey, or pass Patents for any Lands beyond the Heads or Sources of any of the 
Rivers which fall into the Atlantic Ocean from the West and North-West, or upon any Lands whatever, which, not 
having been ceded to, or purchased by Us as aforesaid, are reserved to the said Indians, or any of them. 

And We do further declare it to be Our Royal Will and Pleasure, for the present as aforesaid, to reserve 
under Our Sovereignty, Protection, and Dominion, for the Use of the said Indians, all the Lands and Territories not 
included within the Limits of Our said Three New Governments, or within the Limits of the Territory granted to the 
Hudson's Bay Company, as also all the Lands and Territories lying to the Westward of the Sources of the Rivers 
which fall into the Sea from the West and North West, as aforesaid; and We do hereby strictly forbid, on Pain of 
Our Displeasure, all Our loving Subjects from making any Purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession 
of any of the Lands above reserved, without Our especial Leave and Licence for that Purpose first obtained. 

And We do further strictly enjoin and require all Persons whatever, who have either wilfully or 
inadvertently seated themselves upon any Lands within the Countries above described, or upon any other Lands, 
which, not having been ceded to, or purchased by Us, are still reserved to the said Indians as aforesaid, forthwith 
to remove themselves from such Settlements. 

And whereas great Frauds and Abuses have been committed in the purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the 
great Prejudice of Our Interests, and to the great Dissatisfaction of the said Indian; in order therefore to prevent 
such Irregularities for the future, and to the End that the Indians may be convinced of Our Justice, and determined 
Resolution to remove all reasonable Cause of Discontent, We do, with the Advice of Our Privy Council, strictly 
enjoin and require, that no private Person do presume to make any Purchase from the said Indians of any Lands 
reserved to the said Indians, within those Parts of Our Colonies where We have thought proper to allow 
Settlement; but that if, at any Time, any of the said Indians should be inclined to dispose of the said Lands, that 
same shall be purchased only for Us, in Our Name, at some public Meeting or Assembly of the said Indians to be 
held for that Purpose by the Governor or Commander in Chief of Our Colonies respectively, within which they shall 
lie: and in case they shall lie within the Limits of any Proprietary Government, they shall be purchased only for the 
Use and in the Name of such Proprietaries, conformable to such Directions and Instructions as We or they shall 
think proper to give for that Purpose: And We do, by the Advice of Our Privy Council, declare and enjoin, that the 
Trade with the said Indians shall be free and open to all our Subjects whatever; provided that every Person, who 
may incline to trade with the said Indians, do take out a Licence for carrying on such Trade from the Governor or 
Commander in Chief of any of Our Colonies respectively, where such Person shall reside; and also give Security to 
observe such Regulations as We shall at any Time think fit, by Ourselves or by Our Commissaries to be appointed 
for this Purpose, to direct and appoint for the Benefit of the said Trade; And We do hereby authorize, enjoin, and 
require the Governors and Commanders in Chief of all Our Colonies respectively, as well Those under Our 
immediate Government as those under the Government and Direction of Proprietaries, to grant such Licences 
without Fee or Reward, taking especial Care to insert therein a Condition, that such Licence shall be void, and the 
Security forfeited, in Case the Person, to whom the same is granted, shall refuse or neglect to observe such 
Regulations as We shall think proper to prescribe as aforesaid. 
 

 
Royal Proclamation, King George III of England. (Library and Archives Canada, 1763). 
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Appendix C: Inherent Right Policy (Abbreviated) 
 

Part I - Policy Framework 
 
The Inherent Right of Self-Government is a Section 35 Right 

• The Government of Canada recognizes the inherent right of self-government as an existing Aboriginal right under 
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.  

• Recognizes that the inherent right may find expression in treaties, and in the context of the Crown's relationship with 
Treaty First Nations.  

• This recognition is based on the view that the Aboriginal peoples of Canada have the right to govern themselves in 
relation to matters that are internal to their communities, integral to their unique cultures, identities, traditions, 
languages and institutions, and with respect to their special relationship to their land and their resources. 

 
The Government acknowledges that the inherent right of self-government may be enforceable through the courts and that 
there are different views about the nature, scope and content of the inherent right. However, litigation over the inherent right 
would be lengthy, costly and would tend to foster conflict. In any case, the courts are likely to provide general guidance to the 
parties involved, leaving it to them to work out detailed arrangements. The Government is convinced that litigation should be a 
last resort. Negotiations among governments and Aboriginal peoples are clearly preferable as the most practical and effective 
way to implement the inherent right of self-government. 
 
Within the Canadian Constitutional Framework 

• Aboriginal governments and institutions exercising self-government will operate within the framework of the 
Canadian Constitution.  

• Aboriginal jurisdictions and authorities should, therefore, work in harmony with jurisdictions that are exercised by 
other governments. It is in the interest of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments to develop cooperative 
arrangements that will ensure the harmonious relationship of laws. These may be subject to negotiations 

• Provincial governments are necessary parties to negotiations and agreements where subject matters being 
negotiated normally fall within provincial jurisdiction and may have impacts beyond the Aboriginal group or 
Aboriginal lands in question.  

 
The inherent right of self-government does not include a right of sovereignty in the international law sense and will not result in 
sovereign independent Aboriginal nation states. On the contrary, implementation of self-government should enhance the 
participation of Aboriginal peoples in the Canadian federation and ensure that Aboriginal peoples and their governments do not 
exist in isolation, separate and apart from the rest of Canadian society. 
 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
The Charter itself already contains a provision (section 25) directing that it must be interpreted in a manner that respects 
Aboriginal and treaty rights, which would include, under the federal approach, the inherent right. The Charter is thus designed 
to ensure a sensitive balance between individual rights and freedoms, and the unique values and traditions of Aboriginal 
peoples in Canada. 
 
Different Circumstances 
Given the vastly different circumstances of Aboriginal peoples throughout Canada, implementation of the inherent right cannot 
be uniform across the country or result in a "one-size-fits-all" form of self-government. The Government proposes to negotiate 
self-government arrangements that are tailored to meet the unique needs of Aboriginal groups and are responsive to their 
particular political, economic, legal, historical, cultural and social circumstances. 
 
Scope of Negotiations 

• The Government realizes that Aboriginal governments and institutions will require the jurisdiction or authority to act 
in a number of areas in order to give practical effect to the inherent right of self-government.  

• The Government views the scope of Aboriginal jurisdiction or authority to extend to internal matters internal to the 
community, distinct culture, and its operation as a government or institution. These may include: 

o establishing governing structures, internal constitutions, elections, and leadership selection processes 
reserve land management including zoning, land tenure access, and expropriation of Aboriginal land by 
Aboriginal governments for their own public purposes 
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o natural resources management and agriculture 
o tradition activities such as hunting, fishing and trapping on Aboriginal lands 
o management of public works and infrastructure; licensing, regulation and operation of businesses located 

on Aboriginal lands 
 
In some of these areas, detailed arrangements will be required to ensure harmonization of laws, while in others, a more general 
recognition of Aboriginal jurisdiction or authority may be sufficient. 
 
There are a number of other areas that may go beyond matters that are integral to Aboriginal culture that are strictly internal 
to an Aboriginal group. In these areas, laws and regulations may have impacts beyond individual communities. Therefore, 
primary law-making authority would remain with the federal or provincial governments. Subject matters in this category would 
include environmental protection, assessment and pollution prevention; fisheries co-management; and migratory birds co-
management. 
 
There are a number of subject matters where there are no compelling reasons for Aboriginal governments or institutions to 
exercise law-making authority.  
These subject matters cannot be characterized as either integral to Aboriginal cultures, or internal to Aboriginal groups. They 
can be grouped under two headings: (i) powers related to Canadian sovereignty, defence and external relations; and (ii) other 
national interest powers. In these areas, it is essential that the federal government retain its law-making authority. Subject 
matters in this category would include powers related to Canadian sovereignty and international treaty-making. 
 
While law-making power in these areas will not be the subject of negotiations, the Government is prepared to consider 
administrative arrangements where it might be feasible and appropriate. 
 
Mechanisms for Implementation 
The Government anticipates that agreements on self-government will be given effect through a variety of mechanisms 
including treaties, legislation, contracts and non-binding memoranda of understanding. 
 
Treaties 
Treaties create mutually binding obligations and commitments which are constitutionally protected. Recognizing the solemn 
and enduring nature of treaty rights, the Government believes that the primary criterion for determining whether or not a 
matter should receive constitutional protection under Section 35 is whether it is a fundamental element of self-government 
that should bind future generations. Under this approach, suitable matters for constitutional protection would include: 
 

• a listing of jurisdictions or authorities by subject matter and related arrangements; 

• the relationship of Aboriginal laws to federal and provincial laws; 

• the geographic area within which the Aboriginal government or institution will exercise its jurisdiction or authority, 
and the people to be affected thereby; and 

• matters relating to the accountability of the Aboriginal government to its members, in order to establish its legitimacy 
and the legitimacy of its laws within the Constitution of Canada. 

 
It follows from this approach that matters in agreements of a technical or temporary nature would not be appropriate matters 
for constitutional protection as treaty rights. Arrangements that must be adaptable to changing circumstances, such as program 
and service delivery arrangements, and funding arrangements, would therefore not be appropriate subjects for constitutional 
protection as treaty rights. 
 
Legislation, Contracts and Memoranda of Understanding 
Self-government arrangements will not be implemented exclusively through treaties. Other mechanisms that will play a role in 
this process include legislation, contracts and non-binding memoranda of understanding. Legislation can be used in the 
following ways: 

• to ratify and give effect to agreements, including treaties; 

• to implement particular provisions of agreements, including treaties; and 

• to act as a stand-alone mechanism when the parties concerned wish to implement self-government arrangements, 
but not through a treaty. 
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Legally enforceable contracts can be used for setting out detailed, technical or time-limited agreements respecting the 
implementation of self-government arrangements. Finally, memoranda of understanding, which are not legally enforceable, 
may also be used to set out political commitments on self-government. 
 
Existing Treaties 
Existing treaties are fundamental to the special relationship between Treaty First Nations and the Crown. The Government does 
not propose to re-open, change or displace existing treaties through implementation of the inherent right and the negotiation 
of self-government agreements. For Treaty First Nations that so desire, the Government is prepared, consistent with this policy 
approach, to negotiate agreements on self-government which build on the relationship already established by their treaties. 
 
Existing Land Claim Agreements 
The Government does not propose to re-open the provisions of existing land claim agreements as part of any process to 
implement the inherent right of self-government. Within this policy framework, the federal government would be prepared to 
negotiate self-government agreements with those Aboriginal groups who have settled their land claims, but do not already 
have self-government arrangements. 
 
Application of Laws 

• As a right which is exercised within the framework of the Canadian Constitution, the inherent right will not lead to the 
automatic exclusion of federal and provincial laws, many of which will continue to apply to Aboriginal peoples or will 
coexist alongside validly enacted Aboriginal laws. 

• To minimize the possibility of conflicts between Aboriginal laws and federal or provincial laws, the Government 
believes that all agreements, including treaties, should establish rules of priority by which such conflicts can be 
resolved. Negotiated rules of priority may provide for the paramountcy of Aboriginal laws, but may not deviate from 
the basic principle that those federal and provincial laws of overriding national or provincial importance will prevail 
over conflicting Aboriginal laws.  

• Prior to the conclusion of self-government agreements, federal and provincial laws would continue to apply to the 
extent that they do currently. 

 
Transition 

• It will be important to ensure a smooth transition from current arrangements to implementation of the inherent right 
through negotiated agreements. All agreements, including treaties, should therefore include appropriate transition 
measures to ensure that implementation of self-government does not create legal uncertainty. 

• The Government appreciates that certain Aboriginal groups may not wish to exercise a full range of jurisdiction or 
authority immediately, in which case the current legislative regime will continue to apply until self-government 
agreements have been negotiated. Alternatively, some groups may want to structure their self-government 
agreements so that some jurisdictions or authorities can be taken up immediately and others exercised in a phased 
manner, in accordance with the group's needs, capacities and preferred timetable. In this case, the current legislative 
regime will continue to apply in relation to those jurisdictions or authorities that have not yet been taken up pursuant 
to a negotiated agreement. 

 
Fiduciary Obligations 

• The Crown has a unique, historic, fiduciary relationship with Aboriginal peoples in Canada. While the Government's 
recognition of an inherent right of self-government does not imply the end of this historic relationship, Aboriginal 
self-government may change the nature of this relationship. 

• As Aboriginal governments and institutions exercise jurisdiction or authority and assume control over decision-making 
that affects their communities, they will also assume greater responsibilities for the exercise of those powers. As a 
result, Crown responsibilities will lessen. In this sense, the historic relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the 
Crown will not disappear, but rather, will evolve as a natural consequence both of Aboriginal peoples' changing role in 
shaping their own lives and communities, and of the Crown's diminished control and authority in relation to them. 

• Where Aboriginal groups wish the Crown to have certain ongoing obligations, self-government jurisdiction and 
authority will be limited.  

• For those entering self-government agreements, there is no justifiable basis for the Government to retain fiduciary 
obligations whereby control has been relinquished to an Aboriginal government or institution. 
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Accountability 

• Aboriginal governments and institutions should be fully accountable to their members for all decisions made and 
actions taken in the exercise of their jurisdiction or authority.  

• Mechanisms to ensure political and financial accountability should include the ratified development of the First 
Nation community to set out in an internal constitution, transparent to all members and others who deal with the 
Aboriginal government or institution.  

• Aboriginal governments exercising law-making authority must establish a clear and open process of law-making and 
procedures for the publication and appeal for laws community laws and other decisions. 
 

Aboriginal institutions exercising authorities must: 
 

• Ensure that financial records and statements comply with generally accepted accounting principles for governments 
and institutions of comparable size. In addition, public accounts must be prepared and made available, and provision 
must be made for annual public audits of expenditures. 

• Be accountable to Parliament for funding provided by the federal government as a result of self-government 
agreements. Specifically, financing agreements must provide for a mechanism enabling Parliament to assess the 
extent to which public funds have contributed to the objectives for which they were voted. 

• Must develop rules with respect to conflict of interest for both elected and appointed officials that ensure services 
provide an opportunity for financial gain to the community and operate at arm's length from elected and appointed 
officials. 

 
Financial Arrangements 

• Financing self-government is a shared responsibility among federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal governments. 
Specific financing arrangements will be negotiated among governments and the Aboriginal groups concerned. 

• An agreement on cost-sharing between the federal government and the relevant provincial or territorial government 
will be secured prior to the commencement of substantive negotiations.  

• All participants in self-government negotiations must recognize that self-government arrangements will have to be 
affordable and consistent with the overall social and economic policies and priorities of governments, while at the 
same time taking into account the specific needs of Aboriginal peoples. In this regard, the fiscal and budgetary 
capacity of the federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal governments or institutions will be a primary determinant 
of the financing of self-government. 

 
Implementation Plans 

• The Government of Canada recognizes that there will be new costs associated with the transition from the existing 
regime to implementation of new self-government arrangements. There will not be, however, a separate source of 
funding for implementation and transition costs. All federal costs associated with the implementation of self-
government agreements will have to be accommodated within existing federal expenditures. 

• In addition, self-government agreements, including treaties, will not include any program enrichment. Any decisions 
by the federal government regarding program enrichment would have to be made within the context of that program 
and by the department concerned, not as a consequence of self-government agreements. Once self-government 
arrangements are in place, however, Aboriginal governments will be free to redirect and redistribute moneys into 
those areas they deem appropriate, subject to maintaining whatever statutory requirements and minimal standards 
of program and service delivery that have been agreed upon. 

 
Part II: Various Approaches to Self-Government 
The Government recognizes that Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples have different needs, circumstances and aspirations, and want 
to exercise their inherent right in different ways. The Government is prepared to support various approaches, taking into 
account differing needs and circumstances, and to be flexible on the specific arrangements which may be negotiated. 
 
First Nations 

• First Nations have expressed a strong desire to control their own affairs and communities, and deliver programs and 
services tailored to their own values and cultures. They want to replace outdated provisions of the Indian Act with a 
modern partnership which preserves their special historic relationship with the federal government. Treaty First 
Nations want to ensure that implementation of the inherent right to self-government will be consistent with the 
relationship established by their treaties – with this legitimacy and authority recognized by all levels of government. 
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• Canada is prepared to work with First Nations and other governments to address these aspirations and work with 
Treaty First Nations to ensure that negotiated self-government agreements build on their treaties and the existing 
treaty relationship.  

• The Government believes that its approach to implementing the inherent right will allow First Nations and 
governments to establish mutually satisfactory negotiation processes leading to agreements that will recognize the 
jurisdiction and authority of First Nations' governments. Canada is prepared to protect rights contained in self-
government agreements as constitutionally protected rights under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

 
Part III: Process Issues 
 
Mandate for Negotiations Within the Federal Government 

• The Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development has a mandate to enter into negotiations with First Nations, 
the Inuit, and Métis groups north of the sixtieth parallel, and other federal government departments have mandates 
to enter into sectoral negotiations in their respective areas of responsibility.  

• A Federal Steering Committee will co-ordinate implementation of the inherent right within the federal government 
and maintain an overview of all self-government activities across the federal government. The Committee will ensure 
the participation in negotiations, as required, of all federal departments and agencies.  

 
Establishment of Negotiation Processes 

• The Government does not believe that a single process model or approach can be developed that would meet the 
needs, circumstances and aspirations of all Aboriginal peoples across Canada. The Government is prepared to enter 
into negotiations with duly mandated representatives of Aboriginal groups and the provinces concerned, in order to 
establish mutually acceptable processes at the local, regional, treaty or provincial level.  

• Tripartite processes are the most practical, effective and efficient way of negotiating workable and harmonious 
intergovernmental arrangements. Double-bilateral processes may be employed in certain circumstances if the parties 
so agree.  

• There are legal risks in proceeding without provincial involvement and agreement. Because of these risks, any self-
government negotiations without provincial participation would be strictly limited to matters within exclusive federal 
jurisdiction and would not result in Section 35 treaty rights.  

 
Representation 
It is essential that the individuals negotiating on behalf of Aboriginal peoples be duly mandated by the group they are 
representing, and that support be maintained throughout the negotiation process. The Government believes that the onus to 
resolve any disputes regarding representation within or among Aboriginal groups should rest with the Aboriginal groups 
concerned. 
 
Role of Municipalities and Third Parties 
Recognizing the importance of conducting negotiations in a spirit of openness and co-operation, the Government is committed 
to providing municipalities and third parties with meaningful opportunities to have input into negotiation processes that may 
directly affect their interests. To this end, the Government will work with provinces, territories and Aboriginal groups to 
develop appropriate consultation mechanisms for municipalities and third parties that may be directly affected by self-
government negotiations and agreements. 
 
Approval of Negotiated Agreements 

• Within the federal government, Cabinet approval will be sought for Agreements-in-Principle and Final Agreements, 
and Parliamentary approval sought for self-government treaties and any implementing legislation that may be 
required. 

• The Government will require evidence that negotiated agreements have been ratified by the Aboriginal group 
concerned in a way that demonstrates clearly the group's consent. While the specific ratification mechanism can be 
negotiated, it will have to ensure that all members have an opportunity to participate, that they have all relevant 
information available, and that the procedures for ratification are transparent and recognized as binding. The 
ratification mechanism will also have to comply with legal requirements respecting the transfer of assets. 
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Appendix D: First Nation Land Management Act (Abbreviated) 
 

Preamble 
 
WHEREAS Her Majesty in right of Canada and a specific group of first nations concluded the Framework Agreement 
on First Nation Land Management on February 12, 1996, in relation to the management by those first nations of 
their lands;  

 
WHEREAS the Government of Canada is committed to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples. (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 1). 

 
Relevant Definitions 
 

• First Nation land means reserve land or lands set aside to which a land code applies. It includes all the 
interests or rights in, and resources of, the land that are within the legislative authority of Parliament;  

• First Nation law, means a law referred to in section 20;  

• Framework Agreement, means the Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Management concluded 
between Her Majesty in right of Canada and the First Nations on February 12, 1996, and includes any 
amendments to the Agreement made pursuant to its provisions; 

• words and expressions in Indian Act, means unless the context otherwise requires, words and expressions 
used in this Act have the same meaning as in the Indian Act; 

• not land claims agreement, means, for greater certainty, neither the Framework Agreement nor this Act is 
a land claims agreement referred to in Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982; 

• lands set aside, means, for greater certainty, lands set aside to which a land code applies are not a 
reserve; 

• title to First Nation Land, means, for greater certainty, except for First Nation land exchanged in 
accordance with section 27. Title to First Nation land is not affected by the Framework Agreement or this 
Act;  

• reserve land to which a land code applies continues to be set apart for the use and benefit of the First 
Nation for which it was set apart. This continues to be land reserved for the Indians within the meaning of 
Class 24 of section 91 of the Constitution Act, 1867. (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act 
S.C., 1999, pp. 2-4). 
 

Establishment of Land Management Regime 
 
A First Nation that wishes to establish a land management regime in accordance with the Framework Agreement 
and this Act shall adopt a land code applicable to all land in a reserve of, or in a parcel of lands set aside for, the 
First Nation and that land code shall include the following matters 
 

• a description of the land that is to be subject to the land code that the Surveyor General may prepare or 
cause to be prepared or any other description that is, in the Surveyor General's opinion, sufficient to 
identify those lands; 

• the general rules and procedures applicable to the use and occupancy of First Nation land, including use 
and occupancy under (i) licences and leases; (ii) interests or rights in First Nation land held pursuant to 
allotments under subsection 20(1) of the Indian Act or pursuant to the custom of the First Nation; 

• the procedures that apply to the transfer, by testamentary disposition or succession, of any interest or 
right in First Nation land, and the general rules and procedures respecting revenues from natural 
resources obtained from First Nation land;  

• the requirements for accountability to First Nation members for the management of First Nation land and 
moneys derived from First Nation land;  
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• the rules that apply to the enactment and publication of First Nation laws; to conflicts of interest in the 
management of First Nation land; and to the establishment of a resolution dispute forum in relation to 
interests or rights in First Nation land; and the procedures that apply to an approval of an exchange of 
First Nation land;  

• the day on which the land code will come into force, which may be the day on which the validity of the 
land code is certified or a later day that is within six months after that day. (Consolidation: First Nation 
Land Management Act S.C., 1999, pp. 4-5) 
 

A First Nation that wishes to establish a land management regime shall, in accordance with the Framework 
Agreement, enter into an individual agreement with the Minister describing the land that will be subject to the 
land code and providing for  
 

• the terms of the transfer of administration of that land;  

• a description of the interests or rights and licences that have been granted by Her Majesty in or in relation 
to that land, and the date and other terms of the transfer to the First Nation of Her Majesty's rights and 
obligations as grantor of those interests or rights and licences;  

• the environmental assessment process that will apply to projects on that land until the enactment of First 
Nation laws in relation to that subject, and any other relevant matter. (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 6) 
 

When reserve lands involve more than one First Nation, all Bands for whose use and benefit a reserve has been set 
apart may, in accordance with the Framework Agreement and this Act, establish a land management regime 
applicable to all land in the reserve if each of those First Nations has a land code in force, and each of those First 
Nations amends their land code to include  
 

• a description of the land that the Surveyor General may prepare or cause to be prepared or any other 
description that is, in the Surveyor General's opinion, sufficient to identify the land; 

• uniform rules and procedures for the management of the land, including the matters described in 
paragraphs 6(1)(b) to (l), and for the resolution of disputes between the First Nations concerning the 
management of the land. 

• the individual agreements between each of those First Nations and the Minister are amended to include a 
description of the land in the reserve and to provide for the matters described in paragraphs 6(3)(a) to (d) 
in relation to that land. The land codes of the First Nations referred to in subsection (1) shall, to the extent 
that the land codes apply to the reserve referred to in that subsection, remain uniform. (Consolidation: 
First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, pp. 6-7). 
 

Any powers, duties or functions that may be exercised or performed under this Act by a First Nation or its council 
in relation to a reserve referred to in subsection (1) shall be exercised or performed jointly, in accordance with 
their land codes, by all of the First Nations for whose use and benefit the reserve has been set apart, by their 
councils or by a person or body to whom a power, duty or function is delegated by those First Nations 
(Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 7). 

 
Despite subsections 6(1) and 6.01(1), a portion of a reserve or of a parcel of lands set aside may be excluded from 
the application of a land code if  
 

• it is in an environmentally unsound condition that cannot be remedied by measures that are technically 
and financially feasible before the date that the land code is to be submitted for community approval 
under subsection 10(1); 

• it is the subject of litigation that is unlikely to be resolved before the date referred to in paragraph (a);  
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• it is uninhabitable or unusable as a result of a natural disaster or the First Nation and the Minister agree 
that, for any other reason, its exclusion is justifiable. (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act 
S.C., 1999, p. 7). 

 
A portion of a reserve or of a parcel of lands set aside shall not be excluded from a land code if the exclusion would 
have the effect of placing the administration of a lease, other interest or a right in that land in more than one land 
management regime (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 8). 
 
Despite subsections 6(1) and 6.01(1), land may be excluded from the application of a land code if it is uncertain 
whether the land is located within the boundaries of the reserve or of the parcel of lands set aside. If the exclusion 
of the land would have the effect of placing the administration of a lease, other interest or a right in that land in 
more than one land management regime, then all the land that is subject to that lease, other interest or right shall 
be excluded from the application of the land code. The exclusion of the land does not preclude the First Nation or 
Her Majesty from asserting in an action, a lawsuit or other proceeding that the land is part of the reserve or of the 
parcel of lands set aside (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 8). 
 
A First Nation shall amend the description of First Nation land in its land code to include a portion of a reserve or of 
a parcel of lands set aside that was excluded under subsection 7(1) or land that was excluded under subsection 
7.1(1) if the First Nation and the Minister agree that the condition that justified the exclusion no longer exists, and 
the individual agreement shall be amended accordingly (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 
1999, p. 8). 
 
The Minister and a First Nation shall jointly appoint a verifier, to be chosen from a list established in accordance 
with the Framework Agreement, who shall determine whether a proposed land code and the proposed process for 
the approval of the land code and an individual agreement are in accordance with the Framework Agreement and 
this Act. If they are in accordance, they determine whether the conduct of a community approval process is in 
accordance with the process confirmed under paragraph (a), unless a ratification officer is appointed under section 
8.1, and certify the validity of a land code that has been approved in accordance with the Framework Agreement 
and this Act (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 9). 
 
If the verifier determines that a proposed land code and a proposed community approval process of a First Nation 
are in accordance with the Framework Agreement and this Act, the council of the First Nation may submit the 
proposed land code and the individual agreement to the First Nation members for their approval. Every person 
who is 18 years of age or over and who is a First Nation member, whether or not resident on the land that is 
subject to the proposed land code, is eligible to vote in the community approval process. Within fifteen days after 
the conclusion of a vote, the verifier shall send to the First Nation and the Minister the verifier's report on the 
conduct of the vote (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 10). 
 
Coming into Force of Land Code 
 
Subject to subsection (1.1), a land code comes into force and has the force of law on the day that is specified in the 
land code, and judicial notice shall be taken of the land code in any proceedings from the date of the coming into 
force of that land code. Without delay after the coming into force of the land code of a First Nation or of any 
amendment to the land code, the First Nation shall publish the land code on its website if it has one. The First 
Nation shall also make a copy of it available, on request, to any person (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 13). 
 
After the coming into force of a land code, no interest or right in or licence in relation to First Nation land may be 
acquired or granted except in accordance with the land code of the First Nation. Subject to subsections (3) and (4), 
interests or rights in and licences in relation to First Nation land that exist on the coming into force of a land code 
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continue in accordance with their terms and conditions (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 
1999, p. 13). 
 
On the coming into force of the land code of a First Nation, the rights and obligations of Her Majesty as grantor in 
respect of the interests or rights and the licences described in the First Nation's individual agreement are 
transferred to the First Nation in accordance with that agreement (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management 
Act S.C., 1999, p. 13). 
Interests or rights in First Nation land held on the coming into force of a land code by First Nation members 
pursuant to allotments under subsection 20(1) of the Indian Act or pursuant to the custom of the First Nation are 
subject to the provisions of the land code governing the transfer and lease of interests or rights in First Nation land 
and sharing in natural resource revenues (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 13). 
 
The terms of any designations made under the Indian Act before the coming into force of a land code do not 
restrict the First Nation and the holder of an interest or right in or a licence in relation to First Nation land from 
modifying that interest, right or licence after the coming into force of the land code. In the event of any 
inconsistency or conflict between this Act and any other federal law, this Act prevails to the extent of the 
inconsistency or conflict (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, pp. 13 and 28).  
 
On the coming into force of the land code of a First Nation, the following cease to apply to the First Nation, First 
Nation members and First Nation land 
 

• sections 18 to 20, 22 to 28, 30 to 35, 37 to 41 and 49, subsection 50(4) and sections 53 to 60, 66, 69, 71 
and 93 of the Indian Act; (a.1) sections 61 to 65, 67 and 68 of that Act, other than in respect of moneys 
collected, received or held by Her Majesty under that Act for the use and benefit of an individual;  

• any regulations made under section 57 of that Act;  

• to the extent of any inconsistency or conflict with the Framework Agreement, the land code or First 
Nation laws, any regulations made under sections 42 and 73 of that Act. (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 28) 

 
If the individual agreement between a First Nation and the Minister is amended to provide for the transfer of 
capital moneys in accordance with subsection 46.1(1), then sections 61 to 65, 67 and 68 of the Indian Act cease to 
apply to the First Nation, First Nation members and First Nation land, other than in respect of moneys collected, 
received or held by Her Majesty under that Act for the use and benefit of an individual (Consolidation: First Nation 
Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 29). 
 
Subsection 89(1.1) of the Indian Act continues to apply to leasehold interests or leases in any First Nation land that 
was designated land on the coming into force of a First Nation's land code. A land code may extend the application 
of subsection 89(1.1) of the Indian Act, or any portion of it, to other leasehold interests or leases in reserve land to 
which a land code applies (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 29). 
 
The Indian Oil and Gas Act continues to apply in respect of any reserve land to which a land code applies that was 
subject to that Act on the coming into force of the land code; and applies in respect of an interest or right in 
reserve land to which a land code applies that is granted to Her Majesty for the exploitation of oil and gas under 
the land code (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 29). 
 
For greater certainty, the provisions of the Indian Oil and Gas Act respecting the payment of royalties to Her 
Majesty in trust for a First Nation apply, despite any other provision of this Act, in respect of reserve land referred 
to in subsection (1) (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 29). 
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A First Nation has, after the coming into force of its land code and subject to the Framework Agreement and this 
Act, the power to manage First Nation land and, in particular, may  
 

• exercise the powers, rights and privileges of an owner in relation to that land;  

• grant interests or rights in and licences in relation to that land;  

• manage the natural resources of that land; 

• receive and use all moneys acquired by or on behalf of the First Nation under its land code. 
(Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, pp. 13-14) 

 
For any purpose related to First Nation land, a First Nation has the legal capacity necessary to exercise its powers 
and perform its duties and functions and, in particular, may acquire and hold property; enter into contracts; 
borrow money; expend and invest money; and be a party to legal proceedings (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 14). 
 
The power of a First Nation to manage First Nation land shall be exercised by the council of a First Nation, or by 
any person or body to whom a power is delegated by the council in accordance with the First Nation's land code, 
and that power shall be exercised for the use and benefit of the First Nation. A body established to manage First 
Nation land is a legal entity having the capacity, rights, powers and privileges of a natural person (Consolidation: 
First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 14). 
 
Subject to section 46.1, on the coming into force of the land code of a First Nation, all revenue moneys and capital 
moneys held by Her Majesty for the use and benefit of the First Nation, or its First Nation members cease to be 
Indian moneys and shall be transferred to the First Nation. All revenue moneys and capital moneys collected or 
received by Her Majesty for the use and benefit of the First Nation or its First Nation members after the transfer 
are not Indian moneys and shall be transferred to the First Nation (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management 
Act S.C., 1999, p. 14). 
 
Her Majesty is not liable in respect of anything done or omitted to be done in relation to the management of 
revenue moneys or capital moneys transferred to a First Nation under this Act by the First Nation or any person or 
body authorized by the First Nation to act in relation to those moneys (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 15). 
 
The council of a First Nation has, in accordance with its land code, the power to enact laws respecting interests or 
rights in and licences in relation to First Nation land; the development, conservation, protection, management, use 
and possession of First Nation land; limits on the liability of, and defences and immunities for, any person or body 
in respect of an act or omission occurring in the exercise of a power or the performance of a duty or function 
under a First Nation law or the land code; and any matter arising out of or ancillary to the exercise of the power to 
enact laws under paragraphs (a) to (d) (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 15). 
 
Without restricting the generality of subsection (1), First Nation laws may include laws respecting the regulation, 
control or prohibition of land use and development including zoning and subdivision control; subject to section 5, 
the creation, acquisition and granting of interests or rights in and licences in relation to First Nation land and 
prohibitions in relation thereto; environmental assessment and environmental protection; the provision of local 
services in relation to First Nation land and the imposition of equitable user charges for those services; and the 
provision of services for the resolution of disputes in relation to First Nation land (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 16). 
 
A First Nation law enacted under paragraph (1)(c) may include, despite subsection 89(1) of the Indian Act, 
provisions for enforcing, on First Nation land, an order of a court that includes one or more provisions made under 
the law or a decision made, or an agreement reached under the law. If the council of a First Nation intends to 
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enact a First Nation law under paragraph (1)(c), the council shall so notify the Attorney General of the province in 
which the First Nation land is situated. If the First Nation law is enacted, the council shall, without delay, send a 
copy to that Attorney General. A First Nation law enacted under paragraph (1)(d) shall not provide for greater 
limits on liability, defences and immunities than those that would apply to a person or body exercising a similar 
power or performing a similar duty or function under the laws of the province in which the First Nation land is 
situated (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 16). 
 
A First Nation law may provide for enforcement measures, consistent with federal laws or the laws of the province 
in which the First Nation land is situated, such as the power to inspect, search and seize and to order compulsory 
sampling, testing and the production of information. If a First Nation has, under another Act of Parliament, 
enacted laws or made by-laws respecting the enforcement of laws or by-laws respecting the taxation for local 
purposes of reserve lands, interests or rights in reserve lands or rights to occupy, possess or use reserve lands, the 
First Nation may use the enforcement measures provided for in those laws or by-laws to enforce the payment of 
any amount payable to the First Nation under its First Nation laws or its land code (Consolidation: First Nation Land 
Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 17). 
 
After the coming into force of a land code, a First Nation shall, to the extent provided in the Framework 
Agreement, develop and implement through First Nation laws an environmental protection regime. The regime 
must be developed in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in the Framework Agreement 
(Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 18). 
 
The standards of environmental protection established by First Nation laws and the punishments imposed for 
failure to meet those standards must be at least equivalent in their effect to any standards established and 
punishments imposed by the laws of the province in which the First Nation land is situated (Consolidation: First 
Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 18). 
 
First Nation laws respecting environmental assessment must, to the extent provided in the Framework Agreement, 
establish, in accordance with that Agreement, an environmental assessment regime that is applicable to all 
projects carried out on First Nation land that are approved, regulated, funded or undertaken by the First Nation 
(Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 18). 
 
A First Nation law may create offences punishable on summary conviction and provide for the imposition of fines, 
imprisonment, restitution, community service and any other means for achieving compliance. A First Nation may, 
in relation to prosecutions of contraventions of First Nation laws, retain its own prosecutors; enter into an 
agreement with a provincial government for the use of provincial prosecutors; or enter into an agreement with 
Her Majesty for the use of agents engaged by Her Majesty (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 
1999, p. 19). 
 
For greater certainty, in the event of any inconsistency or conflict between a land code or a First Nation law and 
any federal law that relates to environmental protection, the federal law prevails to the extent of the inconsistency 
or conflict (Consolidation: First Nation Land Management Act S.C., 1999, p. 29). 
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Appendix F: Ten Principles Supporting Commentary 

 
Principle 1: 

 

• affirms the priority of recognition in renewed nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-
Crown relationships; 

• recognizes the presence and inherent rights of Indigenous peoples as a defining feature of Canada, 
grounded in Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and reflecting UNDRIP Articles 3 and 4; 

• mandates the fulfilment of historic treaty relationships and reconciliation of prior existence of Indigenous 
peoples and the assertion of Crown sovereignty;  

• reflects UNDRIP's call to respect and promote rights that derive from their political, economic, and social 
structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories, laws, and philosophies, especially their 
rights to their lands, territories and resources; 

• recognizes Indigenous ancestors owned and governed Canada's lands prior to Crown sovereignty; 

• recognizes Indigenous title and rights, as well as the negotiation and implementation of pre-
Confederation, historic, and modern treaties; and states that 

• it is the mutual responsibility of all governments to shift their relationships and arrangements with 
Indigenous Peoples to recognize and respect self-determination rights, including the inherent right of self-
government. (DOJ, 2017, pp. 5 and 6) 
 

Principle 2: 
 

• reconciliation is an ongoing process to cooperatively establish and maintain a mutually respectful 
framework to live together and foster strong, healthy, and sustainable Indigenous nations; 

• reconciliation requires recognition and implementation of rights, acknowledgment of past wrongs, and 
education on Canada's true history; 

• this transformative process involves reconciling the pre-existence of Indigenous peoples and the assertion 
of the sovereignty of the Crown; 

• reconciliation frames the Crown's actions in relation to Aboriginal and treaty rights and informs the 
Crown's broader relationship with Indigenous peoples; and  

• Canada's approach to reconciliation is guided by UNDRIP, TRC Calls to Action, constitutional values, and 
federal, provincial territorial government collaboration with Indigenous Peoples. (DOJ, 2017, p. 7) 

 
Principle 3: 
 

• the Government of Canada recognizes it must uphold the honour of the Crown—to act with integrity, 
good faith, and fairness in all its dealings with Indigenous peoples;  

• the honour of the Crown gives rise to different legal duties in different circumstances, including fiduciary 
obligations and diligence; and  

• the overarching aim is to ensure Indigenous peoples are treated with respect and as full partners in 
Confederation. (DOJ, 2017, p. 8). 

 
Principle 4: 
 

• affirms the inherent right of self-government as an existing Aboriginal right within Section 35;  

• recognizes the inherent jurisdiction and legal orders of Indigenous nations as a starting point of 
discussions aimed at interactions between federal, provincial, territorial, and Indigenous jurisdictions and 
laws; and 
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• recognizes UNDIRIP assertion of Indigenous connection and interest in their lands including decision-
making, governance, jurisdiction, legal traditions, and fiscal relations. Stating that;  

• Nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationships, including treaty 
relationships, therefore include:  
 

o developing mechanisms and processes that recognize that Indigenous peoples are foundational 
to Canada's constitutional framework;  

o involving Indigenous peoples in the effective decision-making and governance of our shared 
home;  

o putting in place effective mechanisms to support the transition away from colonial systems of 
administration and governance, including governance and administration under the Indian Act; 
and 

o ensuring the space for the operation of Indigenous jurisdictions and laws. (DOJ, 2017, p. 9). 
 

Principle 5: 
 

• recognizes the diverse interests and aspirations of Indigenous peoples and the different ways that 
reconciliation can be achieved; 

• honours historic treaties as frameworks for living together and modern expressions of these relationships. 
The treaty relationship is a foundation for ongoing cooperation and partnership with Indigenous peoples;  

• recognizes the role that treaty-making has played in building Canada and the contemporary importance of 
treaties, both historic and those negotiated after 1973, as foundations for reconciliation;  

• the spirit and intent of both Indigenous and Crown parties to treaties, as reflected in oral and written 
histories, must inform constructive partnerships; 

• in accordance with Section 35, all Indigenous peoples in Canada should have the choice and opportunity 
to enter treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements with the Crown as acts of 
reconciliation that form the foundation for ongoing relations;  

• acknowledges the existence of Indigenous rights is not dependent on agreements and should be based on 
the recognition and implementation of rights and not their extinguishment, modification, or surrender;  

• recognizes and affirms the importance that Indigenous peoples determine and develop their own 
priorities and strategies for organization and advancement; and  

• recognizes Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination, including the right to freely pursue their 
economic, political, social, and cultural development. (DOJ, 2017, pp. 10-11) 
 

Principle 6: 
 

• acknowledges Canada's commitment to new nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-
Crown relationships that builds on and goes beyond the legal duty to consult;  

• recognizes the right of Indigenous peoples to participate in decision-making in matters that affect their 
rights through their own representative institutions and the need to consult and cooperate in good faith 
with the aim of securing their free, prior and informed consent;  

• the Supreme Court of Canada has clarified that the standard to secure consent of Indigenous peoples is 
strongest in the case of Aboriginal title lands. The Supreme Court of Canada has confirmed that Aboriginal 
title gives the holder the right to use, control, and manage the land and the right to the economic benefits 
of the land and its resources. The Indigenous nation, as proper title holder, decides how to use and 
manage its lands for both traditional activities and modern purposes, subject to the limit that the land 
cannot be developed in a way that would deprive future generations of the benefit of the land; 

• the importance of free, prior and informed consent, as identified in the UN Declaration, extends beyond 
title lands; and that 
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• Canada will look for opportunities to build processes and approaches aimed at securing consent, as well 
as creative and innovative mechanisms that will help build deeper collaboration, consensus, and new 
ways of working together. (DOJ, 2017, pp. 12 and 13) 
 

Principle 7: 
 

• reaffirms the importance of to recognize and implement rights and that any Aboriginal or treaty rights 
infringement requires justification in accordance with the highest standards of the Canadian courts and 
consistent with the honour of the Crown; and 

• meaningful engagement with Indigenous peoples is therefore mandated whenever the Government may 
seek to infringe a Section 35 right. (DOJ, 2017, p. 14) 

 
Principle 8: 
 

• recognizes that Indigenous rights, interests, perspectives, and governance are central to a new fiscal 
relationship;  

• recognizes the importance of strong Indigenous governments in achieving political, social, economic, and 
cultural development and improved quality of life;  

• recognizes a renewed economic and fiscal relationship must ensure Indigenous fiscal capacity and access 
to land and resources to govern effectively and provide programs and services to those for whom they are 
responsible;  

• The renewed fiscal relationship will enable fair and ongoing access to lands, territories, and resources to 
support traditional economies and share in the wealth generated from those lands and resources as part 
of the broader Canadian economy; and 

• this can be achieved through mechanisms including new tax arrangements, new approaches to calculating 
fiscal transfers, and the negotiation of resource revenue sharing agreements. (DOJ, 2017, p. 15). 
 

Principle 9: 
 

• recognizes that processes for negotiation and implementation of treaties, agreements and other 
constructive arrangements need to be innovative, flexible and build over time through relationships 
guided by the recognition and implementation of rights;  

• treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements should provide predictability for the future as 
to how provisions may be changed or implemented and in what circumstances;  

• recognizes that it has an active role and responsibility in ensuring the cultural survival of Indigenous 
peoples as well as in protecting Aboriginal and treaty rights; and  

• Canada will continue to collaborate with Indigenous peoples on changes to federal laws, regulations, and 
policies to realize the unfulfilled constitutional promise of s.35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. (DOJ, 2017, 
p. 16)  
 

Principle 10: 
 

• recognizes First Nations, the Métis Nation, and Inuit as the Indigenous peoples of Canada, consisting of 
distinct, rights-bearing communities with their own histories, including with the Crown; and  

• the work of forming renewed relationships based on the recognition of rights, respect, co-operation, and 
partnership must reflect the unique interests, priorities and circumstances of each People. (DOJ, 2017, p. 
17) 
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Appendix G: National Engagement on Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights 
Framework: Engagement Guide (Abbreviated) 

 
Purpose 
 
In such a relationship we do not start from a place of denial, but from a place where we recognize that Indigenous 
peoples have inherent, treaty, and constitutionally protected rights, that these rights are affirmed by the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights Indigenous Peoples and are collaboratively recognized and implemented in 
partnership. 
 
As Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples determined, recognition is essential to rebuilding strong, self-
determining Indigenous nations with practicing and thriving cultures and as full participants in society. More 
specifically, as the Senate Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples report on the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples indicated, recognition refers to the federal government affirming that Indigenous peoples have 
inherent and constitutionally protected rights, including rights of self-determination and self-government. 
 
The Government of Canada is committed to renewing the relationship with First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples 
based on the recognition of rights, respect, cooperation and partnership. To live up to this commitment, the 
Government of Canada is undertaking major reforms to its laws and policies to ensure the constitutional 
commitments made to Indigenous peoples are respected. The recognition and implementation of Indigenous 
rights is central to Canada's relationship with First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples and to advance the vital work 
of reconciliation. We also know Indigenous communities that have control over the decisions affecting their 
communities have better socio-economic outcomes (CIRNAC, 2018e, pp 3-4). 

 
The Meaning of a 'rights approach' 
 
First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples are descendants of the first people who lived in what is now known as 
Canada. They have unique rights that are recognized and protected by the Constitution, but laws and policies are 
needed to support the exercise of those rights. The Government of Canada is working with First Nations, Inuit and 
Métis peoples to create the federal laws and policies needed to put those rights fully and clearly into practice. 
 
The goal is to chart a new way forward for the Government of Canada to work with First Nations, Inuit and Métis 
peoples, and to end decades of mistrust, poverty, broken promises and injustices (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 4). 
 
A recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights framework will ensure that the Government of Canada 
respects constitutionally protected Indigenous rights and provides policies and mechanisms for Indigenous peoples 
to exercise their rights. The framework will support Indigenous peoples' treaty rights and their inherent rights, as 
recognized in Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 while also meeting the objectives outlined in the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Part of this work means that new federal laws, policies 
and operational practices will be developed to support the rebuilding of Indigenous nations and governments, and 
advance Indigenous self-determination, including the inherent right of self-government. Recognizing and 
implementing Indigenous rights is essential to achieve a strong, more prosperous and economically inclusive 
Canada. Prosperity for Indigenous peoples means prosperity for all of Canada (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 6). 
 
Engagement Focus 
 
Through the engagement process with First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples, as well other partners and key 
stakeholders, Canada expects to formalize the recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights through new 
legislation and policies. While specific components of this framework will be based on the results of this 
engagement, legislative and policy elements of the framework may include 
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• legislation to formalize the standard of recognition of Indigenous rights as the basis for all government 
relations with Indigenous peoples; 

• a new policy that reflects the unique needs of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples to replace the current 
Comprehensive Land Claims Policy and the Inherent Right to Self-Government Policy; 

• reforming government policies and practices to support the implementation of historic and modern 
treaties, as well as self-government agreements;  

• mechanisms to support the rebuilding of Indigenous nations and governments, and advance Indigenous 
self-determination and the inherent right of self-government;  

• creating new dispute resolution approaches to address rights related issues, including overlapping 
territories and treaty implementation, that move us from conflict to collaboration;  

• establish enforcement mechanisms to monitor and review progress in the implementation of the inherent 
commitments within the Framework, including the implementation of rights, including historic and 
modern treaties; strengthening a culture of federal government accountability; and 

• legislation establishing the two new departments that will replace Indigenous and Northern Affairs 
Canada with a mandate that better serves the distinct needs of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. 
(CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 7) 
 

Working together 
 
The recognition of rights of Indigenous Peoples will not be a one-size-fits-all approach. It must be done in 
partnership with Indigenous peoples. Some aspects of shifting to recognition will require participation of provinces 
and territories, while others may be taken by the federal government alone, pursuant to its constitutional 
responsibilities and authorities. It will also be important to build upon actions already taken by provinces and 
territories to advance reconciliation. 
 
Any approaches that may be taken must align with our commitments to the United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and be informed by the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission's Calls to Action, as well as the Principles Respecting the Government's Relationship 
with Indigenous peoples.  
 
Part of this work means new federal laws, policies, and operational practices will be developed to support the 
rebuilding of Indigenous nations and governments, and advance Indigenous self-determination, including the 
inherent right of self-government. 
 
The Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework will be introduced in 2018 and will form the 
basis for all relations between Indigenous peoples and the Government of Canada moving forward (CIRNAC, 
2018e, p. 8). 
 
Engagement Questions 
 
To achieve this, the government is launching an engagement process with First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples, as 
well as other partners and key stakeholders, to develop a Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights 
Framework. Below you will find questions to help guide our conversation. This engagement is an opportunity for us 
all to advance this work together, please answer any of the questions that connect with you. We look forward to 
embarking on this historic journey and hearing your perspectives on how we can advance true and meaningful 
change (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 9). 
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Policy reforms and new laws  
 

1. The Constitution Act, 1982 outlines the rights and freedoms of all Canadians. Canada also has laws, 
policies, and practices through which these rights are recognized and implemented. What are the 
legislative and policy changes that are necessary to reform government policies and practices in order to 
ensure Indigenous rights are fully implemented? 
2. What are priority matters that should be addressed in a new "Recognition and Implementation of 
Indigenous Rights" Act? 
3. What are matters that should not be addressed in a new "Recognition and Implementation of 
Indigenous Rights" Act? 
4. How should a new "Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights" Act, respect and reflect the 
distinctions between First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples? 
5. How should the Principles Respecting the Government of Canada's Relationship with Indigenous 
Peoples be operationalized or reflected in the new legislation and policies?  
6. How can the Government of Canada improve the implementation of historic treaties and resolve 
historical grievances? 
7. How can the Government of Canada improve the implementation of modern treaties and self-
government agreements? 
8. What distinctions-based approaches could replace the current Comprehensive Land Claims Policy and 
the Inherent Right to Self-Government Policy? 
9. How would you define the role provinces and territories have in recognizing and implementing the 
inherent and treaty rights of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples? (CIRNAC, 2018e, pp 10-11). 
 

Nation Building  
 
The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) defined an Indigenous nation as a sizeable body of Indigenous 
people with a shared sense of national identity that constitutes the predominant population in a certain territory 
or collection of territories. The report estimated the existence of 60 to 80 nations.  
 

10. How would you define an Indigenous nation? If your definition differs from that from RCAP, how so? 
11. Who should determine who is an Indigenous nation and who is not? 
12. When it comes to First Nations, do modern treaty groups, traditional governments or retribalization 
factor into defining nations?  
13. What role does the re-empowerment of women play in defining and rebuilding Indigenous nations? 
14. How can the Government of Canada support nation (re)building and nation recognition? 
15. Is there a need for new Indigenous controlled and run institutions to support the rebuilding of 
Indigenous nations and governments, and the exercise of jurisdiction by Indigenous governments? What 
role might such an institution play? (CIRNAC, 2018e, pp 12-13). 
 

Urban Indigenous peoples  
 

16. How can we recognize and implement the rights of Indigenous peoples in urban areas? (CIRNAC, 
2018e, p. 13). 
 

Dispute Resolution  
 

17. What additional dispute resolution mechanisms should be increasingly used and supported to resolve 
matters more effectively between the federal government and Indigenous peoples, or between 
Indigenous governments and nations themselves? (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 13). 
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Accountability  
 

18. What new tools and mechanisms should be created to ensure accountability on the part of the federal 
government in the recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights? (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 14) 
 

Departmental Transformation: Indigenous Services Canada  
 

19. How can Indigenous Services Canada ensure it addresses the distinct needs of First Nations, Inuit and 
Métis peoples? 
20. What services should be included in Indigenous Services Canada? 
21. How can Indigenous Services Canada help to address the socio-economic gaps affecting Indigenous 
peoples? 
22. How can Indigenous Services Canada help First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples build the capacity to 
run their own programs and services?  
23. What changes can be made to ensure that Indigenous Services Canada works better to support 
Indigenous peoples in service delivery? (CIRNAC, 2018e, p. 15). 
 

Departmental transformation: Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada  
 

24. What are the obstacles to exercising self-determination or self-government? 
25. How can Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada be structured and operate to best 
support Indigenous nations exercising self-determination and self-government? What could help you 
better exercise your community's self-determination? What tools or policies could support your 
community?  
26. For those currently participating in Recognition of Indigenous Rights and Self-Determination 
discussions, modern treaty or self-government negotiations, what is your community seeking to achieve? 
How can we ensure youth and community members are engaged in the process? 
27. Do you see a role for institutions to support and advance the exercise of self-determination and self-
government? How can Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada facilitate the 
establishment of institutions and work in partnership with them to advance self-determination and self-
government (for example, potential Indigenous-led institutions, arm's length organizations, oversight 
institutions)? 
28. What role could an institution play to support dispute resolution? What type of disputes (for example, 
historical grievances, disputes regarding the recognition and implementation of rights) could it work to 
resolve and between whom (Crown-Indigenous, Indigenous-Indigenous)?  
29. Where do you see the two new departments needing to operate together? Where do you see their 
work overlapping? (CIRNAC, 2018e, pp 16-17) 
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Appendix H: What We Heard So Far: National Engagement with Indigenous Peoples on the 
Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights (Abbreviated) 

 
PART A - Reconciliation through Rights Recognition and Implementation 
 
This section outlines the 3 main purposes for the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework 
including: recognizing inherent and treaty rights; facilitating self-determination; and keeping the Government of 
Canada accountable. 

 
Recognizing inherent and treaty rights  
 
Throughout the engagement several themes emerged which could inform the development of a framework, 
including legislation to recognize and affirm Indigenous rights. We heard that for too long, the relationship 
between Canada and Indigenous peoples has been characterized by a denial of rights, and court case after court 
case, with Indigenous nations having to fight to prove the existence of their rights. We also heard that the 
recognition of rights must respect the differences between First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples, as well as the 
diversity within these groups.  
 
Canada heard about the need to make sure that any recognition of rights acknowledges the inherent nature of 
these rights. This means honouring inherent and treaty rights, including title, recognizing the inherent right of 
nations to govern themselves, and respecting the fact that Indigenous nations have existed since time immemorial. 
Respecting rights also means Canada needs to reject old thinking and practices, such as, the belief that Europeans 
discovered this land without anyone living and thriving here (the doctrine of terra nullius and the doctrine of 
discovery).  
 
Feedback also included a discussion on economic development and opportunities for Indigenous groups. 
Indigenous leaders and community members often cited a need for greater economic development opportunities. 
In particular, most expressed concern about the development of traditional territories without their consent, and 
without any opportunity to benefit from the resources being taken from the land.  
 
What we heard is that Canada should begin by recognizing that Indigenous rights, including rights to land, have 
always existed. Implementation of these rights means changing Canadian government's laws and practices, as well 
as those of other levels of government. (CIRNAC, 2018f, pp. 4-5) 

 
Supporting self-determination  
 
Reconstituting and rebuilding nations was a dominant theme across all sessions. First Nations, Inuit and Métis 
leaders and community members said they need an approach to develop or rebuild their own systems of 
governance based on their own values, laws and traditions. They also expressed they want a new approach that 
will allow them to define their nations themselves and determine their own citizenship within their nations, and 
control over areas such as health, education, and economic development.  
 
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis youth and First Nations women, in particular, noted the need to decolonize the 
male-dominated governance structures that have been imposed on their communities through the Indian Act. 
However, as one participant said, "It is more about the process of deprogramming, rather than decolonizing". As 
we moved forward in the engagement, an enhanced role of women in Indigenous governance structures was 
considered a possible barometer of decolonization and a healthy government.  
 
While significant new investments have been made, Indigenous leaders expressed the view that funding and 
resources are insufficient to run their governments. Canada heard that the existing Crown-Indigenous fiscal 
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relationship does not support the basic needs, let alone the aims and goals of Indigenous communities. Many 
called for a new fiscal relationship that respects Indigenous nations as owners of their lands, resources, and 
waters, where they have a right to economically benefit from those lands, resources, and waters. There were 
frequent calls for increased resource revenue sharing, and control over their lands and resources (CIRNAC, 2018f, 
pp. 5-6). 
 
Keeping the Government of Canada accountable  
 
Holding the Government of Canada accountable in all areas concerning the implementation of Indigenous rights 
was raised in many engagement sessions. Recurring comments by participants called on Canada to develop 
mechanisms to oversee how well the federal government fulfils its obligations – which could include an 
independent body to hold the federal government to account for its action, or inaction. Others also asked Canada 
to consider developing dispute resolution mechanisms over land issues and treaty implementation. Suggestions 
ranged from creating a treaty commissioner within the Auditor General's Office to others suggesting an oversight 
body reporting to Parliament. Also, there were suggestions to create a more independent body that provides 
resources to help mediate and resolve disputes.  
 
Concerns were also raised about the Government of Canada's process to develop the new framework and 
legislation. Many groups indicated an interest in being directly involved in the development of the framework, 
including the drafting instructions for the legislation. There were also concerns with the timeline for the 
development of the framework being too rushed, as well as the need for comprehensive and meaningful 
engagement. Others expressed the view that Canada should work to pass the legislation as soon as possible. 
(CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 8) 
 
PART B –Reconciliation and Other Matters  
 
Throughout the engagement, many Indigenous leaders, youth, women and Elders raised the crucial need for a 
culture change in Canadian institutions and policies to ensure that Indigenous rights are respected, affirmed, and 
implemented. This culture change is needed among Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada and 
Indigenous Services Canada—and across the Government of Canada as a whole. This section outlines what Canada 
heard pertaining to language and culture; social issues; Urban Indigenous issues; public education; and 
departmental transformation (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 9). 
 
Language and Culture  
 
Through discussions on governance, Indigenous leaders and community members in various regions noted the 
importance of strong Indigenous languages and cultures. Strong languages and cultures are deemed crucial for 
strong Indigenous identity and nations and are essential to pass on cultural practices and traditions. The issue of 
inadequate funding for languages was consistently raised (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 9). 
 
Social Issues 
 
In all engagement sessions across the country Indigenous leaders and community representatives raised the 
urgent need to address the day-to-day social and economic issues impacting the lives of their citizens. Even though 
the focus of discussion was on the recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights, the social issues were top 
of mind for a majority of the participants. This message was particularly a dominant one in sessions with youth, 
women and Elders. Many participants mentioned that it is difficult for Indigenous people to have the capacity to 
participate in complex discussions on Indigenous rights, when they are preoccupied with the social issues in front 
of them. It was also stressed that the perspectives of the LGBTQ2S community, including Two- Spirit people, 
should be included in the discussion on Indigenous rights. (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 10) 
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Urban Indigenous issues  
 
Urban Indigenous issues were also a common theme among many of the engagement sessions, as there are a 
significant proportion of Indigenous people living in urban centres who are often marginalized. Many participants 
spoke of the need for Indigenous people maintain their rights if they leave their communities for urban centres, 
and to have adequate resources in place to represent their interests. It was also mentioned that youth need the 
opportunity to return to their communities and to learn their culture on the land (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 11). 
 
Public education  
 
Coast to coast to coast, Canada heard consistent messages that it will take all Canadians to truly advance 
reconciliation. Many said that racism persists and that Indigenous relations with the Crown including early treaty-
making had not been well-taught in schools. A public information and education element was strongly suggested 
as part of a framework on the recognition and implementation of Indigenous rights (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 12). 
 
Departmental Transformation  
 
Indigenous groups also provided feedback on the transformation of the old Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs with the creation of two new departments: Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada, and 
Indigenous Services Canada. Some participants said the Government's responsibilities were not clear enough and it 
was difficult knowing where to go for certain services. A recurring theme across the country was the lack of 
Indigenous representation in the public service, and the need for more Indigenous people in positions of influence. 
Participants also stressed the importance of having public servants that are educated on Indigenous culture, as 
well as being able to conduct government business in Indigenous languages (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 13). 
 
PART C: Path Forward  
 
This document is meant to a snapshot of the input we have received so far. We want to share what we have heard 
so far, and test whether we have understood the issues and recommendations presented to us by First Nation, 
Inuit and Métis peoples.  
 
A discussion paper that outlines the new tools our government is considering to ensure the recognition and 
implementation of Indigenous rights is the basis for all relations between the Government of Canada and 
Indigenous peoples is also available.  
 
We continue to seek your feedback and input on these documents: "What We Have Heard So Far," and 
"Engagement Document: New Tools to Support the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights" so that 
we can bring forward concrete changes in the near future (CIRNAC, 2018f, p. 14). 
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Appendix I: Example of Redacted Federal Government Data Requests 
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Appendix J: Overview of a Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework 
(Abbreviated) 

 
Canada's Framework overview contains both a legislative and policy element. The legislative element consists of 
statutory principles and federal government obligations that would ensure Indigenous rights recognition and 
implementation. The policy element complements the intended legislation through a distinction-based approach 
to self-determination and self-government. New policy would replace both the Comprehensive Land Claim and 
Inherent Right Policies. This policy will facilitate rights implementation that strengthens Canada's current approach 
to new treaties and their fulfilment of existing treaties and rights. It would also recognize Indigenous law, inherent 
rights to land, and "in many instances," Aboriginal title within traditional territories (p. 2).  
 
Also outlined within this overview Framework is Canada's assurance that legislative and policy changes would not 
 

• define and limit the rights of Indigenous Peoples; 

• create municipal style governments; 

• infringe on provincial or territorial jurisdiction; 

• alter, without the agreement of the parties, any treaties, agreements or arrangements concluded under 
existing policies, or tables currently operating under existing policies; 

• preclude Indigenous peoples from pursuing other opportunities to advance their priorities; 

• extinguish rights or seek the cession, release or surrender of rights; 

• impose solutions. 
 
The four sections of this document include: Preamble and Purpose; Obligations Binding the Crown; 
Implementation of the Framework (Institutions); and Amendments to the Interpretation Act. All four sections 
outline legislative and policy parameters and begin with a Crown subtext titled 'what we have learned' followed by 
'potential approaches (CIRNAC, 2018d).  
 
Preamble and Purpose 
 
Canada states that they have learned that legislation pertaining to rights-based recognition must be collaborative 
and "framed by an understanding that rights, including title, are inherent and not premised on Crown 
understandings, standards or recognition" (p. 4). Furthermore, First Nations maintain that new legislation must 
include Canada's intent to affirm and fulfil treaty obligations; UNDRIP obligations; and TRC Calls to Action. On the 
other hand, provinces also maintain that new legislation pertaining to rights-based implementation must respect 
"the constitutional division of powers" (p. 4).  
 
Potential approaches by the Crown to incorporate what they have learned in the Preamble and purpose of the 
proposed Framework include  
 

• could anchor the legislation as an act to advance reconciliation; 

• could affirm that rights are tied to Indigenous land relations "which may include title" (p. 4); 

• could describe the diversity of Indigenous peoples, cultures and governance systems; 

• could highlight Indigenous contributions to the development of Canada and the importance of treaties 
and other agreements; 

• could outline the history of Crown/First Nation relationships; the negative impacts of colonial practices; 
the denial of rights and unfulfilled promises; 

• could document the RCAP report, the Penner Report, and the TRC that all call on Canada to transform 
current practices, support self-determination and implement Indigenous rights; 
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• could make reference to the rights enshrined in Section 35, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; 

• could acknowledge that Canadian courts have repeatedly upheld Indigenous rights, setting a strong legal 
precedent for their recognition and implementation; 

• could recognize that Indigenous peoples lived on, and governed, lands that now form Canada; 

• could also recognize that rights of non-treaty and modern treaty nations may include title to traditional 
lands and territories; 

• could reference constructive arrangements such as co-management and shared decision-making 
mechanisms for numbered treaty nations whereby title is held by the federal Crown;  

• could acknowledge, (further to provincial consultation), that cooperative federalism and legal pluralism 
will guide relationships - that this legislation will create new opportunities for party cohesiveness, 
cooperation and coexistence. 
 

Obligations Binding on the Crown  
 
Overview of this Framework states that Canada has learned that any new legislation must include "clear federal 
commitments" that the Indigenous rights-based Framework will be foundational to future Crown/First Nation 
relationships and must derive from Section 35 Supreme Court rulings, TRC Calls to Action and UNDRIP obligations 
(p. 6). This includes the right to free, prior and informed consent pertaining to all Indigenous rights-based matters. 
Recognition of the nature of inherent rights and Aboriginal title is critical and must be foundational within all 
government commitments and conduct – without requiring proof of Aboriginal rights and prior occupation. These 
inherent rights include the right to self-determination through "sustainable fiscal arrangements and economic 
opportunities" (p. 7).  
 
Canada recognizes that existing government processes impose "undue burdens" on Indigenous communities that 
impede self-determination rights (p. 7). New approaches to advance self-determination must be more flexible, 
timely, financially fair and respond to First Nation community priorities. Canada has also heard the call of 
Indigenous leaders requesting "a new order of government within Canadian federalism," stating that this could 
facilitate cooperation and partnership with provinces pertaining to Indigenous rights-based implementation (p. 7).  
 
Potential approaches by the Crown to legislatively incorporate what they have learned pertaining to obligations 
binding on the Crown include 
 

• could require the federal Crown to conduct itself based upon the ten principles of recognition and respect 
for Indigenous rights; 

• could enable Canada to recognize a Nation as its own entity with the "legal capacity of a natural person" 
(p. 8) and authority to govern itself through its own governing system; 

• could ensure that Indigenous self-governments could immediately exercise core governance powers 
without requiring negotiations. This includes their ability to exercise other powers (where appropriate) 
through agreements with Canada and provinces, and use best practices related to co-management or 
shared decision-making (where applicable); 

• could include the pursuit of negotiated arrangements pertaining to certain jurisdictions and land title 
(where appropriate); 

• could oblige the Minister to lead the Crown, in collaboration with the provinces and Indigenous Peoples, 
to develop further measures to support and guide this process and rights implementation. These 
measures could affirm and support the coexistence of Indigenous title, within the jurisdiction and 
interests of the federal and provincial governments and provide protection of Indigenous jurisdictions 
(where appropriate);  

• could ensure that pathways to self-determination and self-determined governance are possible for Indian 
Act Bands. These include recognition of First Nations that wish to leave all Indian Act structures, 
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governance, and other provisions for governance under federal statutes such as the First Nations Land 
Management Act; First Nations that wish to substitute some or all provisions of the Indian Act and other 
federal statutes, with others as they continue to develop their own Indigenous governance and capacity; 
and those First Nations that wish to retain their Bands as sub-units of the Nation which could include the 
exercise of certain powers (core or otherwise); 

• could provide for the possibility that a First Nation may not want to immediately make arrangements for 
governance outside the Indian Act. In this instance, legislation could provide necessary consequential 
amendments to the Indian Act and other Indigenous governance-related federal legislations such as the 
First Nations Land Management Act and the First Nations Fiscal Management Act; 

• could set out rules pertaining to provisions of federal statutes such as the Indian Act, the First Nations 
Land Management Act and the First Nations Fiscal Management Act to address governance power 
conflicts, enabling First Nations to determine and design their own governing systems and mechanisms 
that suit their priorities and circumstances;  

• could recognize that any fiscal component of Canada's government-to-government relationships is 
consistent with the responsibilities, powers, duties and functions of initiated Indigenous self-
governments. 
 

Implementation of the Framework: Institutions  
 
Canada has learned it is imperative that Indigenous rights be implemented and independent institutions, such as 
the Government of Canada's implementation of treaties and agreements, could monitor this endeavour and assist 
with Crown/Indigenous dispute resolution as well as disputes amoung various Indigenous groups. These 
institutions must ensure federal government accountability and be national, neutral, and have authority to report 
directly to Parliament. Any new accountability measures must consider that Indigenous goals and definitions of 
success may differ from the current Western paradigm. Through national engagement, Canada has learned it 
needs to do a better job at implementing rights-based initiatives and fulfilling Crown obligations outlined in 
treaties and other agreements.  
 
Potential approaches outlined to incorporate what the Crown has learned within their implementation of the 
framework: institutions section include 
 

• could expand the mandate of existing bodies or create new institutions based on co-development and 
shared governance that support the process of Indigenous rights recognition; 

• could include an advisory role for federal recognition; alternative dispute resolution; oversight of 
Indigenous rights implementation; and oversight on reconciliation processes and public education on 
Indigenous history and rights; 

• could equip the Minister to receive independent, expert advice to support their role in this process. An 
advisory role could also be undertaken by an ad hoc advisory committee struck by the Minister on an as-
needed basis. Any ad-hoc committee could be mandated to provide transparent and publicly available 
advice, supported by research. It could also have to consider traditional Indigenous knowledge, forms of 
evidence, and methods of study;  

• could provide optional and non-binding alternative dispute services through an institution to help resolve 
issues related to federal obligations and implementation of Indigenous rights. Dispute resolution services 
could also be required to take into account Indigenous knowledge, legal traditions, and customary laws. 
This service could be accessed by other First Nations when matters relate to shared or overlapping 
territories; 

• could provide oversight of Indigenous rights implementation to monitor and report on fulfilment of the 
legislative Framework, as well as Crown obligations towards treaties and other agreements pertaining to 
rights. This oversight institution could also monitor implementation of  
management accountability tools pertaining to the Framework;  
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• could also provide broader oversight and accountability on Reconciliation progress and public education 
efforts to ensure all Canadians understand the need and process involved with Indigenous rights 
implementation. This could be undertaken through the National Council for Reconciliation, which is 
currently being considered. 

 
Amendments to the Interpretation Act  
 
Canada has learned that Indigenous Peoples would like a non-derogation clause added to the Interpretation Act 
and included within Canada's Indigenous Rights-Based Framework. This clause would ensure that any new 
legislative and policy initiatives would not negatively affect existing Aboriginal and treaty rights affirmed within 
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. In response, Canada could amend the Interpretation Act in a means that 
would require all federal legislation to be interpreted in a means that upholds and respects constitutionally 
protected Aboriginal and treaty rights. Legislation could repeal all existing non-derogation clauses, to ensure a 
harmonized federal approach when interpreting this Act and other Indigenous rights-related legislation.  
 
Following these four sections, this document provides a 'new policy' section, prefaced with Canada's 
acknowledgement that current rights-based policy frameworks are flawed. 
 
New Policy 
 
Canada has learned that policy changes are required that effectively respond to the "needs and interests of 
Indigenous communities, are grounded in recognition, and are aligned with evolving laws and the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including the concept of free, prior and informed consent" (p. 16). 
 
Canada's approach to engaging Indigenous Peoples has dramatically shifted over the years, evolving towards co-
development paths and flexible solutions. However, we recognize that federal policies have not kept pace with this 
evolution. Canada suggests that a policy could be built on the principles of citizen-centred design, with Indigenous 
Peoples at the heart of the process. This could focus less on pre-crafted mandates and formalize new policy 
innovations that have already proved successful at Crown/Indigenous negotiation tables, such as the co-
development of all negotiation mandates and new approaches to certainty. "The Policy on the Recognition and 
Implementation of Indigenous Rights would specifically seek to provide mechanisms to uphold and implement 
obligations set out in the legislation. The policy would be co-developed with Indigenous peoples following a 
timeline that would allow for the legislation to be fully supported once it comes into effect" (p. 17).  
 
As next steps, Canada states that a broad range of additional and amended legislation and policies will be required 
to realize the implementation of the Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework. 
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Appendix K: CIRNAC Access to Information and Privacy Directorate 'No Records Found' Letter 
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Appendix L: Bill C-15: An Act respecting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (Abbreviated) 
 

Preamble 
 
Whereas the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides a framework for 
reconciliation, healing and peace, as well as harmonious and cooperative relations based on the principles of 
justice, democracy, respect for human rights, non-discrimination and good faith;  
Whereas the rights and principles affirmed in the Declaration constitute the minimum standards for the survival, 
dignity and well-being of Indigenous peoples of the world, and must be implemented in Canada;  
 
Whereas, in the outcome document of the high-level plenary meeting of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations known as the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples, Canada and other States reaffirm their solemn 
commitment to respect, promote and advance the rights of Indigenous peoples of the world and to uphold the 
principles of the Declaration;  
 
Whereas, in its document entitled Calls to Action, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada calls upon 
federal, provincial, territorial and municipal governments to fully adopt and implement the Declaration as the 
framework for reconciliation, and the Government of Canada is committed to responding to those Calls to Action;  
 
Whereas, in its document entitled Calls for Justice, the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
Women and Girls calls upon federal, provincial, territorial, municipal and Indigenous governments to implement 
the Declaration, and the Government of Canada is committed to responding to those Calls for Justice; Whereas 
First Nations, Inuit and the Métis Nation have, throughout history and to this day, lived in the lands that are now in 
Canada with their distinct identities, cultures and ways of life; Whereas Indigenous peoples have suffered historic 
injustices as a result of, among other things, colonization and dispossession of their lands, territories and 
resources;  
 
Whereas the implementation of the Declaration must include concrete measures to address injustices, combat 
prejudice and eliminate all forms of violence, racism and discrimination, including systemic racism and 
discrimination, against Indigenous peoples and Indigenous elders, youth, children, women, men, persons with 
disabilities and gender-diverse persons and two-spirit persons;  
 
Whereas all doctrines, policies and practices based on or advocating the superiority of peoples or individuals on 
the basis of national origin or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural differences, including the doctrines of discovery 
and terra nullius, are racist, scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially unjust;  
 
Whereas the Government of Canada rejects all forms of colonialism and is committed to advancing relations with 
Indigenous peoples that are based on good faith and on the principles of justice, democracy, equality, non-
discrimination, good governance and respect for human rights;  
 
Whereas the Declaration emphasizes the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of Indigenous 
peoples of the world which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their cultures, 
spiritual traditions, histories, philosophies and legal systems, especially their rights to their lands, territories and 
resources;  
 
Whereas the Government of Canada recognizes that all relations with Indigenous peoples must be based on the 
recognition and implementation of the inherent right to self-determination, including the right of self-government;  
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Whereas the Government of Canada is committed to taking effective measures — including legislative, policy and 
administrative measures — at the national and international level, in consultation and cooperation with 
Indigenous peoples, to achieve the objectives of the Declaration;  
 
Whereas the Government of Canada is committed to exploring, in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous 
peoples, measures related to monitoring, oversight, recourse or remedy or other accountability measures that will 
contribute to the achievement of those objectives; 
 
Whereas the implementation of the Declaration can contribute to supporting sustainable development and 
responding to growing concerns relating to climate change and its impacts on Indigenous peoples;  
 
Whereas the Government of Canada acknowledges that provincial, territorial and municipal governments each 
have the ability to establish their own approaches to contributing to the implementation of the Declaration by 
taking various measures that fall within their authority;  
 
Whereas the Government of Canada welcomes opportunities to work cooperatively with those governments, 
Indigenous peoples and other sectors of society towards achieving the objectives of the Declaration;  
 
Whereas the Declaration is affirmed as a source for the interpretation of Canadian law; Whereas the protection of 
Aboriginal and treaty rights — recognized and affirmed by Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 — is an 
underlying principle and value of the Constitution of Canada, and Canadian courts have stated that such rights are 
not frozen and are capable of evolution and growth;  
 
Whereas there is an urgent need to respect and promote the rights of Indigenous peoples affirmed in treaties, 
agreements and other constructive arrangements, and those treaties, agreements and arrangements can 
contribute to the implementation of the Declaration;  
 
Whereas respect for human rights, the rule of law and democracy are underlying principles of the Constitution of 
Canada which are interrelated, interdependent and mutually reinforcing and are also recognized in international 
law;  
 
Whereas measures to implement the Declaration in Canada must take into account the diversity of Indigenous 
peoples and, in particular, the diversity of the identities, cultures, languages, customs, practices, rights and legal 
traditions of First Nations, Inuit and the Métis and of their institutions and governance structures, their 
relationships to the land and Indigenous knowledge. (Bill C-15, 2021, pp. 1-3) 
 
Purpose 
 
To affirm the Declaration as a universal international human rights instrument with application in Canadian law; 
and provide a framework for the Government of Canada's implementation of the Declaration (Bill C-15, 2021, p. 5). 
 
Measures for Consistency of Laws and Achieving the Objectives of the Declaration 
 
The Government of Canada must, in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous peoples, take all measures 
necessary to ensure that the laws of Canada are consistent with the Declaration. The Minister must, in 
consultation and cooperation with Indigenous peoples and with other federal ministers, prepare and implement 
an action plan to achieve the objectives of the Declaration. This plan must include measures to 
 

• address injustices, combat prejudice and eliminate all forms of violence, racism and discrimination, 
including systemic racism and discrimination, against Indigenous peoples and Indigenous elders, youth, 
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children, women, men, persons with disabilities and gender-diverse persons and two-spirit persons; and 
promote mutual respect and understanding as well as good relations, including through human rights 
education. (Bill C-15, 2021, p. 5) 
 

Measures related to monitoring, oversight, recourse or remedy or other accountability measures with respect to 
the implementation of the Declaration, implementation of the plan and reviewing and amending the plan.  
 
The preparation of the action plan must be completed as soon as practicable, but no later than two years after the 
day on which this section comes into force and the Minister must cause the action plan to be tabled in each House 
of Parliament as soon as practicable after it has been prepared. After the action plan is tabled, the Minister must 
make it public (Bill C-15, 2021, pp. 5-6). 
 
Within 90 days after the end of each fiscal year, the Minister must, in consultation and cooperation with 
Indigenous peoples, prepare a report for the previous fiscal year on the measures taken under section 5 and the 
preparation and implementation of the action plan referred to in section 6. The Minister must cause the report to 
be tabled in each House of Parliament on any of the first 15 days on which that House is sitting after the report is 
completed. The report stands permanently referred to the committee of each House of Parliament that is 
designated or established to review matters relating to Indigenous peoples. After the report is tabled, the Minister 
must make it public (Bill C-15, 2021, p. 6) 
 
Bill C-15 embodies an action-oriented framework to advance rights implementation, promising accountability and 
clarity for Indigenous peoples, communities, industry and all Canadians (DOJ, 2021, para. 10). This legislative 
framework ensures sustained and continued efforts to uphold the human rights of Indigenous peoples now while 
also respecting Aboriginal and Treaty rights recognized and affirmed in the Constitution. The main goals of this Act 
are to support Indigenous peoples' exercise of the right to self-determination; address injustices; combat systemic 
racism, prejudice and discrimination; and create stronger, healthier, economically independent Indigenous 
communities. 


